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FOREWORD

Social scientists from a number . of disciplines have long
explored the relationship between.the &fate of the economy andAhe
physical and mental well-being of people. During the pa.* decade,
there has been a sharp increase in attempts to identify, measure,
and assess the implications of the process by which economic
change and unemployment affeceindividual and collective mental
health.

The Hunt Valley Conference provided Liforum for the exchange
of theoties and research findings amohg scholars in sociology,

'psychology, economicsi and other 'specific areqs of'applied social
research. The conference papers are .published by the Institute
witlr the expectation that the publication _ will contribute to a.
clarification of the issues, a definition of new research direction's,
and to an informed dismission of public policy options.

The facts presented in this study and the observations and
viewpoints expressed are the sole responsibility of the authors.
They do not necessarily represent positions of the W. E. UpjohR
Institute for Employment Research.
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PREFACE

The idea of a working conference at which 'those scholars whose
researc)V efforts were directed toward understanding the
relatiOnships between large-scale economic change and individual
and collective mental and physical well-being would gather to
share ideas,', infoAnation, and insight in order to develop new
res&rch directions and policy options was first discussed in 1975..
By simmer 1976, planning had begun and a series of meetings was
held to develop the conference agenda. Many of /he authors of
articles in this volume, Professors Berg, Fried, Fermin, and Kahn
participated in this process. A firtn cbmmitment to the value of
directed discussion suggested that those presenting formal papers
should prepare these papers fOr distribution Co all ,cOnference
participants well before the meeting, which was held June 1-3,
1978 in Hunt Valley, Maryland. Meeting time wouldbe devoted to
discussion, response, and comments upon these papeis. Professors
Brenner, Kahn, and House took responsibility for extensive
commentary upon papers presented, while Dr. Miller and Dr.
Alperovitz provided summaries and new research and policy
suggestions for tpe entire conference. The three days of intense
discussion. Oroduced masses of trinscritred materials and the
discussion also provided impetus for the authors to revise their
initial versions of the papers presented.

While, in some sense, this volume contains final versions, it is
itself only an interim report on the conference at Hunt Valley. The
find outcome of that conference, will, welare certain, be found in
books and articles not- yd completed, policies and legislation still
under discussion, and research now begun as a result of the
discussion and exchange at the Hunt Valley Conference.
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ENRICHING 'IRE COMPLEXITIES:
PAPERS FROM THE

HUNT VALLEY CONFERENCE

LOUIS A. FERMAN
' JEANNE PRIAL GORDUS

The relationships between majot economic change and
individual distress, deviant behavior, and other symptoms of
underlying pathology have long been a matter of debate and'
concern. Entotional illness in individuals and disorder in collective
life have been associated with economic instability for centuries.
Yet despite the antiquity of these perceptions and concerns, the
collection, correlations, and interpretation of evidence of these,
connections in a scientific manner is a relatively recent

The modern studies ha clustered chronologicallY ,during
Periods of economic disjunctio rom the *foundation laid by
Durkheim in 1897 .,through the. work of Angell, Bakke, and
Komarovsky during the great depression. lf, in fact, the
appearance of major studies in this area could be considered an
indicator of widespread economic change, yet another era began
with the publication of Mental Illness and the Economy by M.
Harvey Brenner in 1973. In this itudy, Brenner demonstrated anZI
described the inverse relationship between the' state of the
economy and mental illness by relating the fluctuations in the
mental hospitalization levels and rates and fluctuations of the
employment index in New York State from about 1914 to 1960.
The complex processes whereby inslividuals are stressed to an
intolerable degree by macroeconomic change and thus become
visible are not amenable to such clear exposition as the major
relationship that Brenner so firmly established. Those procesqes,

1
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how they should be conceptual/fed for research purposes, how
they should be explored methodologically, and how these research
'findings can best and most efficaciously be brought into the policy
development and decision making levels of government, were the
CeMral concern of The Hunt Valley Conference_and of the papers
in this volume.

In fact, these processes eluded precise description to the point
where a shorthand term for them came into use and will appear in
this collection several times: Harvey Brenner's "black box." In
one sense, the black box is the space in which the connectiond
between the macro an4 micro 'levels in economic and social
large-scale change could hAhade. What that imaginary black box
concealg from' view ies not only the. variety of paths followed by
individuals from initial economic stress to visible mental illness,

but also the points along thesepaths where intervention could or
should occur. In an effort to cinumscribe the subject area and' to
introduce some 4nifying themes, one specific phenomenon among
tki6several comprising macroeconomic change received more
aMtion than some others: unemployment. But no sooner had
that focus been, established and recenttresearch of geveral authors
been considered than it became very clear that unemployment was
too narrow an area for the development of a realistic research
strategy. A more longitudinal dimension, still firmly associated
with employment, was sought to parallel Brenner's work and to
reflect other reseaich, and the resulting change in empha'sis is
apparent as the discussion addresses .the consequences of wprk
transitionts.

Although the organizers of the conference wished to assure
maximum participation by all who attended and considered that a
rigid structure for the conference might inhibit discussion, a
general outline was gradually developed. The interchange of ideas,
the gradual clarification of viewpoints, and the productive
disagreements did take place, .and every paper iji this volume
reflects the feedback from both formal and informal iiiscussin.
However, this flexibility did not obscure completely the initial
guidelines and categories which were discussed, refined, and
distributed to adthors, and the structure of the conference is s9J1-fr

clearly discernible in this volume.

hi



First, it was4ecessdry .to know where researclt on the
consequences of work 'transitions is at present and to 4ise that
knowledge to develop an overall framework both: the

* conference and for future study. It was also considered Zircial
that key variables in the process be identified very early in ihe
proceedings. Although there are a variety of conceptual
approaches to research on the relationship between the
macroeconomy and social and psichological outcomes, three
different kinds of concepts were selected for presentation, with the
expectation that the papers would conlain reviews of relevant
litaature and the results of current research within the field and
outside it as well. Because of current research interests, certain
variables were selected for presentation which permitted a review
of work in progress across a broa& spectrum. of disciplines, a
breadth consistently characteristic of work-tratisition research.
Intervening variables, particularly those of current interest, were
also selected, not for their timeliness alone but because they were
useful in focusing on the broad issues raised by the overview, the
conceptual adoroaches outlined earlier, as well as the conceptual
'ana methodological issues raised by. the discussion of key
variables. Throughout the papers, the responses, and the
disCussion, emphasis was constantly placed upon the utility bf
certain approaches and variables in constructing research design
\for future study and the all-important rel*ionsliip between

oncept formation and research methodploky. The work- of the
conference should then be suMmaried from both a research and a
policy perspective. Z

The major subdivisions in ihis volume reflect the structUre of
the conference. Ivar Berg and Michael Hughes present an

. overview of the concerns and issues basicitthe consideration Of
work transitions and the respondent to this papef, M. Harvey
Brenner, develops his own thesis at some length to amplify their
presentation.

The second major section consists of three papers, each of
whichl presents a possible conceptual framework in which these
concerns have been or should be studied. These approaches differ
in some respects one from the other, but they complemen1 rather

19
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c.-
than contradict each other. While Caplan emphasizes person-
envirbnment fif, Fried relies heavily on' role them, and Ferman
and Gardnetunderline the importance of economic deprivation in '.

adjusiment or maladjustment to work transitions, _these explan-
atory schemes reinforce ,e,ach other, at certain points, as itobert
Kahn indicates in his suthmary in which he underlines the concerns. i

c of these authors and relatesihem to the larger questions raised ,
earlier. .

- 71
Current -emphasis on stress as a major conceptual and

methodological 661 suggested that this important variable be
given broad coverage..The Third section of this volume considers

-. stress in the physiological, psychological, and social spheres in the
papers by cuktis, 150asl and Cobb, and Marris. The task .of relating
these very different studies, undertaken by Jatnes HouSe, was
undoubtedly difficult, but the identification Of common opines
across such disciplinary chasm's is most provocative:

In the fourth se`ction of this volume,. Catalano and Dooley
report research results which suppoit Brenner's findings that
behavioral disorders att associated with prior macroeconomic
change, while thiLiems present a study in which social support is
considered as al important personal and social intervening
variable which can influence significantly the psychological and
social distress, associated with such economic change. 1 '

In the final section of this book, three comnientators return to
the broad concerns which provide the rationale for this
conference. loseph Blasi reviews recent legislative, initiatives
concerned with preventing catastrophic umemployment and
provides a dramatic illustratign of how research and policy are
related. What issues need father investigations, how such
questions might be framed, and hbw the answers might best be
sought by researchers is set forth by S. M. Miller. In a companion
piece, Gar Alperovitz discusses in detail the policy options and
strategies now under consideration and what the future may hold.
Throughout the papers, and particularly in the discussion and
comment papers of Brenner, Kahn, and House, it will be obvious
that the participants in the conierence other than those presenting

r 13
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papers contributed significantly to. the development of. new
formulations and insights. Unfortunately, even a drastically edited
transcript ainounts to several hundred pages. It is 'hoped that most
of the important points discussed are covered by the papers, the f
comments and suinmaries, and the intrOduction.

The first selection places the- wail and psychological
dimensions of work transitions in a broad context, With the result
that some of the fund mental assumptions underlying current
research:are identified 1éxplicitly and questioned., Ivar Berg and
Michael Hughes note tlaLtl e approach they\call ,sociogenic," is

only one way hi which these questiOns can be phrased and these
problems ilkiderstood. This focus proihotes a research design in
which the mentalo health consequences of economic and
employment experience are traced, providing policy directions in
whish the emphaais is upon actions taken to stabilize or reform-
some portion of the economy in order to improve health and

- welt-being. Indeed, another entire genre of research understands
. "the physical and mental conditions of populations to be studied,

not as consequences of economic experiences, but as one, or one
of a number of "causes" of unfortunate labor market experiences

or ungleasant working conditions. In fact, this division between
the notioh of "social causation" on the one side and "social
selection" on the other has been much argued and seems nearly as

/ far from resolution, as ever. Berg and Hughes favor a conceptual
approach which combines these two in a compromise conceptual-
ization ,which they call an "interactive" approach, admittedly
more difficult, more complex, but ultimately more likely to reveal
new and important.unaerstanding of the processes and variables
b6tween macroeconomic change and individual outcomes. In an
exemplary attempt to address the whole range of research
concerns, Be5g and Hughes, review a broad spectrum of research
efforts, not only to support their proposed "interactive"
conceptualization, but to suggest strategies wherebyt the htilit9kof
data already gathered might be optimized through, secondary
analysis. Such reseirch plight well supplement and, clarify
-Brenner's Work which is based upon archival evidence, a ty0 of
evidence which has limited yalue for analyzing processes.

.
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The response to this overview given by M. Harvey Brenner
became .more than a simple comment a's it moved from conceptual
problems in these sorts of studies to methodological difficulties.
While Dr. Brenner agreed \that it would indeed be desirable if a
model could be developed as a result of these discussions, he
points out that, given the complexity of the problem, such hopes
are probably doqmed to disappointment. No one 'discipline is
equipped methodologically or conceptually to irobe more than a
specific area of the relatiot{ship between the macroeconomy and
individual and collective well-being. Moreover, the several
approaches taken by each of the disciplines involved in these
inVestigations are, because of the nature of the inquiry, different
and therefore difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile to the point
where *single 'model or a framework can be constructed. In fact;
as Brenner points out, the fact that the social and psychological
consequences of one macroeconomic change may very well
provide a set of microeconomic decisions which subsequently have
a secondary and important impact upon the economy, complicates
the problem further. While this point is made by Brenner for
reasons other than those stated by Berg and Hughes, it is clear that
some sort of interactive system, rather than a simple social
causation or social selection explanation, is desirable. What
Brenner cites as particularly difficult conceptually and method-
ologically. Is the fact that virtually none of the terms
used"health" for exampleis a unitary concept and that the
terms may be misused or misconstrued so as to obscure a situation
where social selection prevails rather !than social causation.
Indeed, an important ingredient in refining our understanding of
the American economy and Amerian mental health and the
ipteraction between them, should be studies in other societies, for
,ike do not now .clearly see what phenomena may be only
Atherican. While Brenner suggests new and significant directions
which should be taken in the broad area of ancialAystems research,
he also makes a strong case for specific work dealing with short
term downtur and a .series of different kinds of studies on the,
consequences f economic development in specific areas. This
suggestion antKipates a tiumbe fv points' to be made by later
authors and throughout the disciSsion. For indiyiduals and

15
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- groups, is it change and mobilitY, whether positive' or negative,
which is critical? If individuals can adap/ to the change, .

readilyand as Kasl and Cobb as well, as Fefman and Gardner
indicate, some do,is it only individuals at risk who suffer? If that
is tile case, what reduces risk for individuals or groups? What
abproachtto these problems are available?

The second iection, of tht conference was devoted to ttiree
possible conceptual approaches to the probleins presented by ,all
those interiening variables between 9tonomic change and mental
illness.

Rdbert . Caplan, responding to the conference organizers,'
Intel:est in hoW individuals cope with economic change,- has
developed in his study a conceptual fratiiework in which social
support is defined as a result of an extensive review and evaluation

*of the definitiohs already available in a broad range of scholarly
literature. Caplan then hypothesizes how social support relates to
individuals' perceptions of their environment as well as their own
capacities and abilities, the motivations of indiViduals, their
physical and mental health and well-being, and the objective
environmental resources available. This conceptualization is rich
and relatively elaborate, - and clearly has the capacity for
explaining a great (leal about the processes intervening between
large-scale economic change and individual coping and adapta-
tion. Further, it seems that some of Caplan's untested hypotheses
could be validated or reformulated through some of the secondary
analyses suggested by Berg and Hughes'.

Marc Fried emphasizes individua1 responses to economic change
also, but from a very different, perspective. The initial impact of
job loss, for example, occurs at the level of role activities and job
loss may mean not only a loss of role functions but a loss of role
completely. This formulation has the virtue of providing an
or4rly analysis of how work role changes for one person impinge
on family and communitY through role change and role loss, while
attaching considerablp importance to changes in. indlvidual's
financial resources. Moreover, sesince Fried's use of role thpory
relies heavily upon the concept of equilibrium among individuals'

i6
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roles, the pioblem of' shpkt term versus long term unemployment is',
underlined iii thiS conceptualization.

This theme is picked up and amplified in the paper presented by
Ferman' and aardner in which they present a simple schematic
understanding of the "black'box" and then proceed to people 'this
unknown territory 'with types.of work careers and mental health
outComes. Drawing upon theoretical and empirical studies,
Ferman and Gardner propOse a conceptualization in which
.clifferent typeo of emploYinent experiences and different strategies
for coping with upward or downward mobility. arg combined to
produce a series oftypical work histories with associated typical
mental health outcomes. Some of tlie cdncerns expressed by both
Fried and Caplah *are contained in thisVormulatiori, 'but the
emphasis is more econdmic, more closely%ssociated with labor
market experience, than either of the other theoretical approaches
offered. ,

These three major Ornftilatiohrdo more than, simply point to
strategies for further .research. They do more than simply
complement and supplement each other. They elaborate the
fundamental "questions raised earlier about whether change
itselfthe rapidity with which it occurs, the resources available to
those who must cope with it, ,the specific way in which it strikes
different groups, arid how long it continues*--may not be the
culprit whether or not the specific macroeconoinic change is, in
itself, positive or negatiire: In many 'respects, as Robert Kahn
indicates, these papers respond to the issues raised by Berg and+

Hughes as well as Brenner, Rot by simplifying foethe sake of tidy
research design, but by enriching the complexities fot, the sake of
capturing the intricate realities of the psychological and soeial
consequences of economic change.

Perhaps one of the most signifiadm aspects of the Hunt Valley
Con ference and oi this volume is the emphasis plaCed upon stress
as a crucial factor in explaining how individuals respond to
stiTuli, physiologically and psychologically, . and how both
indiyiduals and institutions respond Ansi thereby interact with each
other Wider stressful circumstances. The three major papers which

,
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concentrate upon stress, Dr:George Curtis on the psychophysiol.
of stress, Professors -Kasl and Cobb -on the stress-related

mental health cohsequences of job loss, and Peter MarriN on the
relationships of stress to several deeply ambivalent currents in the
American belief 'system, Itre strikingly dissimilar in style,
approach, and conclusions. No more dramatic way:of demonstrat-
ing the vast array Of overlapping .definitions of stress cOrnmonly
used pould haye been devised, although no such M'cLuhanish
intention occurred to anyone. Dr. Curtis' paper serves notice that
no, organism on any_ level is exempt from stress and its
consequences. At the same time, the dangers of moving too
simply, too quickly, and too carelessly from biological system to
a social system in the ease of stress-related-researth are "clearlY and
simply stated while it is also made plain that stress must be
regarded as sonwthing more tlian simple stimulus. In concluding
his paper, Dr. Curtis suggests that, at the very least, stress, to be a
u'seful concept, must be reOefined in a-more realistic manner which
incIudes change, both pAct, ive and negative, and permits the
concept of stress to include a feedback system, At this basic:
biological level, Dr. Curtis suggests something which echoes thle
Temarks of berg and Hughes as they presented their case for an .
"interactive" rather than either a "social causation" or "social
selection" appl-oach.

The second paper in this section is. based upon a longitudinal
6 research study which can already, without exaggeratgw; be called

a classic study of the consequences of unemployment, whether
short term or prolohged, Te-employment and Dther work
transitions. Once again, common themes are elaborated as Kast
-and Cobb attempt to analYze QW individuaIs were affected by job
loss. Although significant viriation occurred between rural and
urban whirlers and their responses to`' work transitions, the
outcomes were also influenced significantly by the levels of social
suppprt these unemployed men experienced. The importance' of
relative economic deprivation, identified by Ferman not only in
his phper at this Conference but also in his Wok oh plant closings
over a decade ago, is emphakized by Kasl and Cobb. At the same
time,, they arsdunderline an.important point which'did not-receive
much attention at the conference. Their findings, that middle-aged

4,1 1
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blue collar Workers experienced less distress at loss of the work
role than inight have been expected, suggest that results which
show that negative mental health outcomes related to unfulfilling
work should always be considered in any studies analyzing the
responses to work transitions.

Extracting and communicating the meaning of significant
human experience is the theme of Peter Marris' paiier in which the
endemfc stressful relationships between individuals and societies
are considered. The importance of .the' constant interactions
.between persons and institutions and how stresses are generated
and transformed in these processes is the central issue for Marris
just as, in. a very different disciplfnary perspective, it is for Berg
and. Hughes. How to communicate the meaning of these
interactive procesges is a crucial point for Marris because only
throUgh effeetiVe commounication of this meaning can appropriate
intervention and policy change be accomplished, a point of view
echoed later Ify Gar Alperovitz.

, David Dooley and Ralph Catalano's paper with \ which the
fourth section of this volume begins, focuses once more on the
correlation between macroeconomic phenomeni and individual
nwntal health outcoines as measured by admissions to treatment
facilities. In general, this research confirms Brenner's wèrk which
had been questioned in several respects: Dooley and Catalano do
suggest that those same economic changes which may correctly, in
many instances, be associated with admissions to hospitals, might
also complicate problems faced by those who wish to study such
relationships more closely. For example, in a commuNty with a
shrinking economy, persons might be labeled deviant and.denied
roles and resonroes which. would be available tb them in an
expanding and "undermanned" economy. For Dooley, and
Catalano, the black box, the site of all ,these intprvening variables,
is the area still requiring explanation. Their study was not designed
to identify many of these variableg, nor especially to discriminate
between two theses. Does economic change provoke' behavioral
disorder? Or does economic change uncover behavioral disorder?
Where and how iutervention iS targeted depends on which of these
hypotheses is correct, and it is clear that a study designed to



discriminate betwien them is needed. But, once again, this
distinction is not completely new to us because it is a specification
of those two separate schools of thought described by Berg and
Hughes, "social causation" or "social selection!'

Joan and Ramsay Liem, returrilng to two important elements of
the conference agenda, stress and social support, relate them to,
one another and demonstrate the dangers of simplicity. Justnts
Catalano and Dooley show that the'economy can, through other
actions, complicate the problems of discovering one conAquence
of economic change, so social support, Abnsidered as a Iltiffer
between economic distress and individual health, can carry with it
costs which are expressed in terms of increased stress. But theft.
,emphasis, that, socfal support is not only an individual resource
but a distributed +social commodity, points toward intervention
and policy development by noting that where individual social
.support resources are sparse and structured inequities fall bardest,
there socially distributed support is most needed:

The concluding section of this book begins with a brief paper by
Joseph Blasi in which he details the legislative developments in one
area of strategy aimed at4 reducing the inc ence of economic
disjunction, t'he federal supporf of employe owned busings and
industry. Here too complexities are appare as propos& bills
traverse the thickets of committees, subcommi ees, House-Senate
conferences, and federal agencies. But connections hre clear here
too, etecially *between research and policy formation. Indeed,
such close productive interactions are probably rare 6ut they are a
pattern available for emulation.

Professor Miller, charged with the 'responsibility of summariz-,
ing the conference, might well have chosen to adopt a valedictory
tone and approach. Instead, he viewed The Hunt Valley
Conference as an appropriate place to stop briefly, review the
past, and assess present efforts while pushing 'toward future
research and action. Once again, the angle of approach reveals not
just another side of the issue, but perhaps an entirely new set of
issues. Which of two possible paths will ultimately be chosen for
the American economy during the remainder of this century and
perhaps well beyond it? Will contraction and concern for quality

42
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rather than growth and the need for quantity dominate decision
making2 Otwill the thrust ofthe future be toward what Miller has
called "the recapitalizaltion of capitalism," an era in which new
and niassive investment is made to increase American productivity
and to achieve a favorable balance of trade once more/. With some
misgivings, Miller sees the emergence of this new era of capitalism
and in that con'text the human and social costs of Aliese economic
development strategies are considered. The prospect of a future
such as this makes the developrrient of new ideas and iesearch even
more urgent, but Miller makes a special point of emphasizing that
the meaning of stress 'and cilange, in human terms as Peter Marris
has.discused it, will become moreima more critical.in tile future.).

bar Alperovitz secs the iminediate future in similar terms, and
his vision, is a dark -one. There is little chanCe that industrial
capitalism can be renewed, even if that were desirable, Alperovitz
asserts. Undoubtedly, attempts to do again what Americans have
been sq succeisful at doing before will be made, because of the
function of history in social and economic processes. We
remember the future, and remembering the future has worked, at
least for sonle in the past. Rut at this time when Ametica is faced
for the first time with 7a1 scarcity, such repetition of
inappropriate responses will not work at all. In an argument which

seems based upon an implicit notion that human grafification is

conserved just as energy is in thermodynamic forMulations,
Alperovitz sees that psychological satisfaction may sttbstitut6 for
consumer goods in a new balance where wOrkers have more
responsibility in their jobs and citizens mo,re decision-making
power over their economy.

In some sense, this collection of paptrs reflects nszlit only the
structure of the conference but its process as well. No participant
ame away satisfied. Those whose work is methodologically most

sophisticated concerned them lves, some for thd first time, with
major assumptions underlyi research efforts. Others emphasiz-
ing at first the appropriate rm of research and presentation
styles most likely to appeal to publfc policy makers, came to
considet the ambiguities within the many seemingly simple terms
used in research as subjects of serious concern in themselves. One

\
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or another key variab e or int enitii variable receded in the

terged tis more crucial to uture understanding. Thesontextuil
discussion from its place ot importance, while others

tin4

variables, particularly the new and poorly understood Ainerican
e "economies," assumed new dimensions.

The woik Undertaken by all the partivlts in The Hunt Valley
Conference is evident in the papers and discussions presented here.
But this voltune ig simply an interim report. Future research,
future policy, aRd a future which at. least in the area of mental
health and die eConomy, is invented and not just-remembered will
be the final report frbm Hunt Valley.

Iv
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ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES
AND THE ENTANGLING WEB

OF PATHOLOGIES: AN gSQUISSE

IVAR BERG'
MICHAEL HUGHES

4))The central theme f this paper, ai slightly More elaborate
version of that presented originally at the symposium covered by
thig'volume, derives its inipiration from two articles appearing in
the first and second sections, respectively, of the' Detroit Free
Press for August 26, 1976. In the first article the newspaper's
labor editor reported relevant social science findings 'under the
-descriptive headline: ,"Job Layoffs Can Make Workers Sick." In
the second; the science editor presehted the first of a series of
articles on social scientists' studies of the mental health of
emplbyed Americans. His equally descriptive headline was:
"Work is the Most Common Cause of Tension Today." At the
end of this article there appears, in boxed boldface type, a bit of
cynical advice to readers afflicted with the disorders related to
joblessness that had been itemized in the first article: "Tuesday:"
it reads, "Learn jp Love Lei,5Are.t'

These two popular news items, while not nearly so well
footnoted or rigorously'reasoned as were,the critical studies front

i which the journalists borrowed, offer a sort of paradigmatic
summary of the state of present scientific efforts and the critical
differences among them which our symposium's contributors.
must take into account. Consider that most of this work may, with. only a slight simplification, be divided into nearly separate&

I sciences. .10,

First, scientists have sought to trace the implications for mental
and physical well-being of economic circumstancessocial

4
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economic background, income, employment experienceas
applied to people of different demographic and peisonal
characteristics. A considerable literatute has thus grown up
around on dimension of what may be called a sociogenic version
of the pro tli before the symposium. Many of the contributors
to this literafure hope that the lessons to be learned Prom their
investigations may ultimately be taught to those policy makers
concerned with reliable estimates of the benefits and costs either of
preserving the economic status quo or ofAttroducing sundry
public and private reforms, targeted on the ehinomy, tq improve
health, generate productivhy, and make society more equitable. A
title by Brenner, cited later, is revealing: "Estimating the Social
Costs of Ecdnomic Policy: Implications for Mental and Physical
Health, and Criminal Aggression." -

Investigators in a second stream of research efforts subscribe to
one or another version of what is commonly called the drift
hypothesis. They generally bypass the concerns and efforts of the
first group in favor of research designs in which the mental and
physical circumstances of their subjects or population groups are
taken to be essentially given; or else to be among the critical "first
causes" cif observed variations among respondents who drift,
therefore, into their labor market experiences, their incomes or
social status, and, in a few instances, their working' conditions.
Rarely do the two streams of research, amounting to separate
schools of thought, run together. With few exceptions,'
investigators in one school either omit references in their reports tO
the others' works, or they praise such work with faint damns.

, It is our purpose here to review a few of the vexing issues in the
subject area of the conference. We will urge that an, effective
effort to join th4e issues demands research designs whose
dimensions are delineated with an eye to the limitations as well as
to the strehgths of the impressive empirical efforts made by

4investigators of each school, and to their differing findings as Well.
It will become clear that we are more disposed to an interaction

. model than to the linear models generally employed by, these
schools, as we understand them. As we shall see, we also Agree
,with Rushing that there is abundant room for further

94
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incorporation of sociomedical materials into model-building
efforts. These materials bear in particularly relevant ways on the
accesses of different socioeconomic groups to quality health care.
The incorporation of -these materials will help, in ways
sociopsychiatric materials cannot, to clarify the role of economic
conditions and circumstances in both inter- and intragenerational
studies of health and illness.

In Part I of this paper, we identify several conceptual axes of
loci along which a sample of our illustrative investigations has
been organized. .The reader should bear these axes in mind,
because they cut across what we later identify as several
distinguishable research modalities;_we turn ip the identification
of these ui Part II. -We have been led to construtt a preliminary
matrix-like schema which may be useful 1 helping to 'organize and
distill the materials presented by the symposium's contributorg.
We see this matrix as a general ordering device as well, useful in
helping us to recognize the difficulties that are involved in making
informed evaluatiqns of the policy impliCations either of reforms
or of programmatic meliorations targeted upon the structure and
functioning of the economy. Finally, in Part III, we commend
systematic studies Of a contrived age cohort, born between the
'Second World War and the late years of the great depression,
through secondary analyses of a mass of survey and surveylce
data. Studies conducted in accord with such a schematic outline
would, we suggest, aid in a clearer perceplion of the intefaction
among the social, psychological, and perhaps genetic "causes"
operating in the rows arid columns of data in others' _discrete
studies', differentiated in accord with the horizontal and vertical
headings and subheadings of the matrix describe4 in Part II.

PART I: CONCEPTUALAXES2

Social Causat,ion Versus "Drift"

A basic difference. in the conceptualizations employed in the
broad area of our concern involves, as we have already suggested,
a choice betweeir the studying econcimic factors essentially as
independent or as, dependent variables. ' 4Dr

9 t-0
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For some researchers, employment experiences, lob exposures,
social status, and income receitAs (the most typical of the
economic factors under examination) are independent variables
impacting upon heglth; for others the causal process is deenled to
opterate in %lite the reverse order. Among those sociologists who
pursue research in this realm,.:the intellectual perspectives
under1yin4 investigative choice borrow from.one side or the other
of a theoretical controversy over "social causation" ahd "social
selection."

That the theoretical and_ therefore the conceptual and--

methodological issues involved are both lively and controversial is
evident in a recent issue of the American Sociological Review, in
which the authors of successive articles reach diametrically
opposite conclusions about _causes and effects. In the first one,
Turner and Gartre113 concl . from their studies that their lower

social competence" combines with or reinforces psychopatho-
logical tendencies in certain individuals, such that citizens of lower
social competence are disproportionally likely to occupy low or
undesirable social statuses. Social competence is defined as the
individuals' level of psychosocial development, which they capture
in menSurational terms in an index based on the marital status,
occupational level, educational achievement, and work perfor-
mance of certain subjects and respondents. Their conclusion is
that social selection processes are quite evidentlY involved in
shaping the'paths of many of those who ultimately suffer adverse
economic circumstances,Os well as psychological illnesses and
distresses. In she very,xaçjicle, Wheaton4 concludes, from an
analysis constructed around panel data on each of two separate
pcipulations, that the statistical relationships between socioeco-
momic circumstances and mental disorders are stronger, over time,
than those obtaining 6tween mental disorder and socioeconomic
circumstances. It. should also be noted tiiat, with the exception of
Rushing, in studies cited later, investigators given to the drift
model gloss over differences between Rtergenirational and
intragenerational mobility processes in their search for causes of
illness.
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The prospects aredim that a scientific resolution of the issue of
cause and effect, as between social cauge and selection, is soon"
likely to material*. Indeed, although no less than fifteen
commendable efforts have been made to review and sort out the
relevant evidence regarding sociogenic and selection models in the
:period between 1940 and 1975, the verdict is Clearly the Scottish
one of no verdict. Rushing argues from persuasive evidence,
however, that both arguments are valid "but fthAti the
significance of processes stipulated in each .hypothesis may Vary
'depending on the mental disorder. In partia'ular, drift processes
may be more important for serious disorders than for less serious
disorderg. Unfortunately, Most studies are based on measures of
single disorders . . . or else include a variety of disorders in a
single measure. In addition [each of the several] different
measures pf socioeconomic status [used by different investigators]
are not equally pod indices for [conducting] tests of the two
hypotheses."'

Eugenic and Genetic Predispositions

A second basic conceptual locus may be plotted about points in
the research literature concerning the factors that predispose
subjects and respondents, technically speaking, to psychological
disorders or difficulties. On the one hand, such predispositions are
conceived to be eugeni6; on the other, they are conceived to be
genetic in character.

Thus in the neo-Freudian view there are predispositions of a
eugenic variety among adults who have not effectively worked
through "nuclear-neurotic processes." These processes are
triggered by critical experiences and by exposures in early.
shildhood, especially during one or more of what are termed the
'psychosexual stages of development. These predispositions will
persist; they will, become more or less disabling to the extent that
defense mechanisms employed by the potential victims of
otherwise receding psychological backgrounds areinappropriately
or' "dysfunctionally" matched, over extended time periods, to
interpersonal, familial, occupational, and social obligations.
Room is made, at the edges of this etiological construction, for the

4
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possibility that an objectively .neurotic tendency, against' which a
given individual's defense mechanisms are insuffitiently mobil-
ized, may have fewer untoward consequences in some occupations
than in others. For example, an obsessive prepccupation with
cleanliness is less likely to impede the occupational prospects and
frustrate apirations for upward social mobility among surgeons
than among coke sackers in collieries or cork soakers in

distilleries.

A competing modern version of an age-old, if long-neglected,
view holds that predisposing factors of a more basically genetic
type are significantly involved in the genesis of serious mental
disorders, schizophrenia, and manic depressive psychosis in
particular. This genetic view is gaining considerable ground in a
number of scholarly circles, and the empirical evidence in its
support is by, no means unimpressive.' There is evidence,
furthermore, that even some variations observable in the data on a
few of the more clearly conceptualized neuroles may be
attributable to genetic factors,'

Though Kringlen' has shown that monclizygOtic twins, even
when reared apart, are.almost always concordantly schizophrenic,
the genetic argument is rarely made in strictly causal terms.
Rather, proponents in this emerging literature jpostulate that
genetic predispositions interact with social and psychological
exposures and experiences in ways that generate a higher rate of
mental disorders and difficulties among the "predispbsed" than
among others. It is perfectly reasonable to suppose .that much
more research will soon be undertaken in pursuit of genetic
"fixes," both in direct and indirect terms, the indirect efforts
involving a number of studies essentially-psycho-pharmacological
and neurological in character.' At the same time hif6rmed studies
orgio.correlates of psycho-therapeutic interventions are becoming
more scientifically rigorous than in the past. These studies should
serve to strengthen or weaken one's sense of the validities of the
cential axioms in respiqct to nuclear-neurotic processes favillted in
the orthodox psychianalytical and "revisionist" versions of the
eugenic model." Indeed, physical-chemical, genetic, and sociobio-
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logical factors in healt.h and illnesses either mediate or are
mediated by economic and socioeconotific circumstances in
research studies when their research designs are constructed in
ways that provide realistic opportunities fof identifying these more
complex interactions, as feported in Rushing's work (in footnotes
4 and 8).

"Tis But T'aint"

A third axis of research focuses upon the part played by
institutions charged with operational responsibilities for the
maintenance of control in society. Indeed a school of sorts has
grown up around the assertion that mental illness, as such, does
not exist at all. These "labelling theorists," in company with some
radical psychiatrists, thus .assert that what most social scientists
conventionally understand tO be mental illnesses are more
objectively described as "problems in living" or as "residual
deviance."" Thus, Scheff suggests that the nidst impOrtant cltuses
of "careers of social deviance" among "residual-rule breakers"' 2
are the actions and reactions of the managers of institutions
charged by their legislative fathers with responsibilities for
maintainihg social control. These careers do not result, in the first
instance, from the terriblY twisted intrapsychieprocesses of those
'whose behavior provokes the public and its institutionalized
control agencies. According to the proponents of labelling theory,
institutions charged implicitly or explicitly with the responsibility
for maintaining social control react to 'a variety of particular
behavior patterns, especially the behavior of the powerless poor,
in highly normative ways, and thereby are the actors labelled. The
"careers of social deviance" among "residual-rule breakers" are
thus not the careers of those who, by some objective measure, are
siek; rather they are the careers of those who are defined by
institutional decision makers, holding conventional ideas about
normality, as being mentally ill. These investigators may be said,
with apologies to Daniel Bell, to believe in "the end of etiolsay."
This highly relativistic view has been attacked energetically Tta, in
the eyes of many, quite convincingly, by Walter Gove."
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While many are prepared to give way to Gove's highly critical
assessment of labelling theorists, there are not a few scientists who
still wonder about a more circumscribed but pertinent question.
This question pertains to whether or not the differential resources
ofaindividuals and the differential accesses to the resources on
which the social statuses of individuals are based, may not lead to
differential exposures to social, sanctions, quite apart from the
severity of their "real" illnesses and quite apart from the labelling
question. Surely, these skeptics say, then ire differences in the
vulnerability to social control agents between the accesses of the
parents, sons, daughters, husbands and wives of the -wellsiendowed

- and wejl-connected to physicians, attorneys, and public officials,
on the one side, and those who have accesS only to aggressive

, pimps, shysters, sympathetic social workers, ward-heelers,
inner-city scout leaders, of to the ministers, deacons, and Sunday
school teacher's in lo*income parishes, on the other. Issues
associated with involuntary hospitalization, for example, are thus
not entirely resolved in the minds even of those who are prepared

,

to acknowledge that many Americans are as sick by objective
technical standards as by highly normative st'andards and
definitions. , Rushing, meantime, presents impressive empirical
evidence in support of the proposition that those who possess few

"status resources"little education, problematic l family cir-
cumstances, and margi1 occupational claims re indeed more
likely than their peers,with more solid status to suffer more seVere
social reactions. Thus, in Rushing's data, marginally situated
Americans are more likely to be hospitalized, for example, if they
are identified as mentally illwhich is to say, labelled as mentally
illthan others who are thus labelled but who are otherwise more
favorably situated in society. As Rushing points out, the social
reactions to those labelled as sick-deviant are not "universalistic,."
a fact that suggests a more promisin line of inquiry than that
suggested by the "tis but t'aint" formulation." Gove and
Howell," and Fain'6 argue, from e pirically informed exercises,
that Americans suffering from psychological distresses 'are more
likely ,to be treated in sensitive and supportive. ways if they enjoy
the economic and other resources associated with higher
socioeconomic status than they otherwise would be; those who are
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committed to mental hospitals are likely to be suffering from more
severe disorders. One. is reminded, in reviewing the disputes
between the more cautious labelling theorists and the most
thoughtful among their antagonists, of the three baseball umpires
who were discussing their guiding philosophies with, a New York
Times sports writer. "Some are balls and some are strikes," said
the first Umpire, "and fcall them as they are. I am an objectivist."
" Indeed," said the, second, "some are balls and some arestrikes; I
call them as I see them. I am," he said with some con demi, "a
subjectivist." The third umpire, an Ivy League dropout with his
own highly developed sense. of complexity but with the angst

, befitting his tortueed academic exposures, Shook his head, as Paul
Tillich or Soren Kiergaard might have shaken theirs in similar
circumstances,' and said,"Yes,- to be sure, some are strikes and
some are balls; but, yousee, until I call them,, they are nothing, for
I am an existentialist." The prospects that labelers anct
anti-labelers, like the conflicting umpires, will find common
meeting grounds are not great. In fairness to the antagonists, it
may be said that they tend to live loyally by their basically
conflicting views about either. the prepotent or the marginal effects
of what labelers take to be the maldistribution of power in society.
For the antilabelling school, psychopathology is a thing-in-itself; it
is not an epiphenomenon or an artifactual by-product of the
imputations and attributions of those who simply behold others'
"difficulties in living:" These imputations and attributions are
institutionalized, as labelers see it, through the formal means and
mechanisms by which social majorities induce and enforce
conformity to laws, regulations, and norms. For investigators like
Rushing there are -important' questions, as well, about the
differential accesses to medical care, and to medical care of
differential quality, among persons of different socioeconomic
groups who, as we noted, may also be differentially labeled for
reasons linked to socioeconomic circumstances.

Etiological Subsets of the Soclogenic Approach
,

There are of Course a number of investigators who are prepared
to allow that selection, predisposition, and .the labelling

31
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inclinations of social agents be systematically taken into account
in efforts to explain variations in the rates of different' mental

, illnesses; but that sociogenic analysis are by no means thereby
rendered meaninglelss. After all, the data presented in sociogenic
accounts of mental disorders may not siniply be gainsaid, nor may
the questions to which these accounts poitit simply be begged.
Once one admits thdt there is room for sociogenic considerations,
however, one ,confronts the fact that etiological 4uestions need
also to be joined; indeed, the sociogenic literatures does go in
several different etioiogiçartIiections.

Consider that those given to sociogenic explanations often
emphasize observable correlates and consequences of disruptive or
"disintegrating" developments within social systems: families,
neighborhoods, and .especially communities. As sortie investi-
gators see them, these developments combine, contrive, or
conspire to produce the forms of estrangement associated with the
condition first ,captured so vividly in Emile Durkheim's classical
analyses of anomie and suicide." The most celebrated modern
work in this genre was published in 1938 by. Faris and Dunham,"
in which the rates for schizophrenia were reported to be highest in
the disorganized center of a large city characterized by high orders
of alienation, isolation, and deterioration. Myerson, and Dunham
himself, have subsequently suggested that selection factors may
have been confounded with sociogenic factors in the data on
which this classic study was based." The breakdown of social
groupings has also been linked empirically 'to the psychological
responses of American POWs in China during the Korean. War,2°
of workers in Marienthat Austria, during the great depression,"
of Berlin Jews in German concentration camps as discussed by
Bruno Bettelheim in his autobiographical writings," and of a host
of victims of disasters and radically uprooting expetiences in
studies performed by, among others, students of Alexander
Leighton." Some of these studies give attention to the
contributing role of predisposition, mentioned above, in
accountidg for differences in the health of persons who shared
what were, quite literally, taken to, be disintegrating experiences.
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A variation of this social-systemic theme is reported in studies
conducted auhe_microlevel of analysis,_though_the_ mechanisms_
seen as operative are rather different. Thus, Fads has suggested
that the communicationi of abnormal children, especially, appear
incomprehensible to others because many, of these children have
endured relatively greater isdlation; isolation, it is argued,
prevents the victims from jearning conventional modes of
communication and conceptualization. The isolates are thereafter
frozen out of meaningful interpersonal relations, a process that
reinforCes their isolation; the cumulative effects, Fads suggests,
are thereafter embodied in the schizophrenic's psychopathological
makeup."

l3ateson," andlaing and Esterton" suggest jhat if one studies
the content of the productlon of schizophrenic patients, while
being especially attentive to the logic they employ in them, and
-while informing one's analysis by detailed knowledge of the ways
in which these patients have 1;een treated by family members, the
Once incomprehensible, content of their communications will
becomeintelligible. Family members, then, for various reasons of
their sown, may literally drive certain persons mad. This
fascinating idea' has apparently not been an organizing one in the
design of most investigations of schizophrenia, perhaps because so
few persons who have been exposed to -the contradictory
environments contemplated by Laing and Esterton have actually
become mentally 111.27

A somewhat more general version of this "family process"
° model of etiology, -though it does not derive from the foregoing

model, is cUrrently attracting attention. Gove,2' Gove and
Tudor," and Gove and-Geerken" are led by empirical studies to
suggist that the stresses endured in a variety of roles in modern
society may cOntribute to their incumbents' particularly higlt rates
of mental illnesses. Thus, while Married persons are better off in
this regard than single ones, women are less freqiently the
beneficiaries of marriage because the roles of many women as
spouses and laborforce participants are more stressful. The more
demands wonten confront as parents and workers, fcit example,
the higher ttie their rates -of mental illnesses, however these

ist
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illnesses are measured. Rushing, however, in the articles cited in
footnotes 4 and 8, shows that the regularly observed inverse
relationship between socioeconomic status and mental health may
well be due to socio-medical factors (e.g.., clasedifferences in
accesses 'to quality medical care, incbuding prenatal care) rather
than to socio-psychiatric factors (e.g., cfass differences in
"stress"). ,

The Role of Precipitating Events

Another etiological conception emphasizes the impact of crises,
events of life changes that become sudden psychologically
threatening experiences that can bend many minds sufficiently to
leave them disabled in respect to one or more vital areas of daily.
living. Such events may include the illnesses of others, especially in
a victim's kinship group, but they can also include the paralyzing
effects of guilt among the survivors of a calamity, as Eric
Lindemann 'discovered after the tragic Coconut Grove fire in
Boston," or of a casualty-ridden bombing mission, front-line,
combat firefight," or an industrial accident. Psychopathological
deterioration of persons, has also been linked to their survival of a
frightening and dangerous personal experience, as report41 in Eli
Ginzberg's Massive study of the Ineffective Soldier," and in
steles of retirement.34 Finally, Catalytic "events may involve a
devastated victim's lossfor example, of a job, a,lover, a fetus, a
reputation for heterosexuality or integrity, or of a significant'
amount of money in a stock market !crash. The possibilities
encompassed by this domain are stupefyingly large. Fortunately,
the quest for a defensible model that will impart theoretical order
to- these possibilities has been well begun; the, prospects for
effective research in this potentially fruitful line of inquiry appear
to be promising,'a judgment we base on a-perusal of a well-edited
volume by Dohrenwend ansl Dohrenwend." The empirical works
of Melick, Micklen and Lean, and of EatOn, further support 'the
view that an approach to mental illness that views it as b,eing
engendered, triggered, or forced by events and crises may be
valuable in pursuit of the etiotogiCal courses (and causes) of
psychological disorders.36 The , irast number of potentially

34
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disabling events thgt can take place in any person's life and the
difficulties inherefiriti the measurement of their different impacts
on different personS point, of course, to methodological debates
that have also been set in motion." We may note finally that crisis
cases occur too among the persons in the rows and cells of tables
descriptive of those who "fall" precipitously into poverty, as
Opposed to those whose impoverishments are classified under the
"intergenerational" rubric.3°

We are not unimpressed by the quality of the efforts undertaken
by investigators as outlined in the foregoing pages; each etiological
conception appears to have been applicable to the relevant data
considered. But if indeed each etiological mOdel is applicable at
least to certain readily identifiable cases, then it would' be more
useful to seek a theory that leaves room for these differentiated
sets of ,findings as special cases.. As matters novk stand, the
differentialed sets of findings, to the extent they are adended to at
all, are, treated by competing investigators as being cotftradictory
or anomalous, or, in exchanges that are often heated, as being
artifacts of flawed methods.

Methodological Axes

Methodological and related issues to which we have so far only
alluded, meantime, merit the same considerations, for these too
are aMong the research "axes" that concern us in this first part of
our overview.

Consider that some studies, as those by Luft" and Brenner,"
are organized around putatively causal factors derived from a
variety of sets of aggregated data. Others, as the study of soldiers
by Ginzberg' or of social class'and mental illness by Hollingshead
and Rdlich," are based on data that link specific physicaAnd
psychological reactions to their subjects' own' background and
experiences. These two approaches are not often followed
simultaneously, the better to analyze aggregated date with
high-order specifications of, non-economic variables, whether

by economic circumstances are postulated as being situated, at the
independent or dependent ends of a causal chain." One concern
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about even responsible aggregate analyses based on individual
observations is that the exastdingly high RS reported by Bremer,
for example, may be so high because a number of variables
obseryed in individual data are Qbscured in the more
parsimoniously conceived but undeispecified and more compre-
hensive variables. Brenner, in a series of major and methodolog-
ically responsible studies of., the linkages between business
conditions and mental illnesses, based on aggregated data, thifs
admits that there is a need for further spedfications of his very
parsimoniOus.model or business cycles and illnesses, especially in
the face of the near-anomalies present among his findings in the
extraordinarily prepotent effects.of the economy on health." The
risks that ecological fallacies4ill creep into analyses of aggregated
data are appreciably reduced, obviously, if the health attributes of
individuals can be linked directly to their own individual
experiences and td their own personal attributes.

Closely paralleling the conceptual split between aggregated and
individual data-based analyses is the iplit between longitudinal
and cross-sectional approaches. Once again, it would apparently
be disirable to augment available studies by cohort and panel-type
analySes. The word "apparently" is used here advisedly; sugh
analyses help to avoid the hazards of ecological fallacies while
'providing grist for inter-temporal and institptional-type analyses
that' take account of eiternal events and the additive (or other)
effects, for example, of aging, as analytically distinguishable
variables. The collection pf longitudinal data is both difficult and
expensive, and it has recently been argued by Davis that panel
designs are not necessarily s9 valuable in scientific terms as they
have generally'been made out to be." The closest we can come to
addressing this problem, in view of the facts about the literature as
we know them from our brief encounter, is to commend the work
of Kohn and Schooler," Rushing, and Luft, together with thee
projected results of what, in Part III, we will call a contrived
cohort analysis; these studies have employed methods relevant to
,the disentanglement of causes from effects in longitudinal terms."

Finally, there are the implications to consider for our
understanding of the different conceptions of health, illness, and

1
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disability that go with the use by investigators of (1) self-reports,
(2) diagnostic studies or hospital admissions, and (3) sundry
paper-and-pencil scales used to obtain measures of_Rhysical and
psychological well-being. We cannot reproduce here the long list
of complications that 'accompany the use of any one of these
measures: Tliose of us who work in universities are epecially
aware of the inventiveness of students and colleagues when they
seek to explain why their papers are late or shoddy, and we well .
know that there are probably not enough hospitals to/handle the
spouses, siblings, parents, or grandparents whose health problems
cause these studentl and colleagues to be absent from classes and
other academic obITgations. The hospitals, experierice suggests, in
Ft. Lauderdale, Aspen, the Bahamas, and in other popular resort
.centers, must be especially overburdened.

We have no reason to doubt that some Americans will,

meretriciously report themselves disabled, while others will report
nonexistent symptoms to professional diagnosticians and thera- .

peutic agents in proportion to-the personal difficulties they have in
truthfully acknowledging their circuiristanceswhen, for ex,
ample, they are out of work. Still others may defer much needed
treatment for real disorders, so that major discomforts go
unattended when labor markets are promisingly tight 4.nd may be
brought to .the psychiatrist or /he proctologi,st only when the
opportunity costs of doing so ace appreciably reduced. The
results, for example, of the Public Health Service's "Health
Examination Survey" (in which diagnt5gticiaris perform examina-
tions of subjects) and its "Health Interview Survey" (wherein
subjects themselves are, asked about he state of their health) are ..
not encouragingly consistent acros a variety of demographid
categories.

i

The fact is that, lunar theories of mental health and seasonal
theories of ulcers and suicides aside, we ha4 only a few
glimmerings-Of the periodicities in different forms of health status
that might be plotted were we to have respondent reports
unContaminated by self-serving, defensive, income-maximizing,
or other egocentric impulses. Similarly, we are able to interpret
data on "disability"self-reported or otherwiseonly 'with
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considerable difficulty. One person's debilitating indisposition is
another's marginally irritating inconvenience. Many supervisors
and employers have marginally irritating inconveniences. And a
many supervisors and employers have protected drug., addicts,
alcoholics, and seriously disturbed staff members, the heavy-
handed disposition of whose lives, for a variety of reasons; is not
undertaken lightly. The problems of dealing with alcoholism, as
perusal of the Quarterly Journal of Alcohol Studies will show, are
far more serious than their neglect in scholarly explorations of
megtal health and the economy suggest. The senior author indeed
has never, in twenty yeirs. of research, met employers faced with
periodic obligations to lay off employees who do not, in the event,
avail themselves of the opportunity to get ride of the problem
drinkers and others with intrusive, problems, in both blue- and
white,collar ranks, who cannot otherwise be So readily discharged

. and who are not later rehired.

Whether data on disability or indisposition is self-reported or
diagnosed by others, there are further problems in (1) avoiding
"labelling," about which, as we noted earlier, there is now a ver
large body of literature; (2) identifying _the objectiye severity df
indispositions, distortiofis aside; (3) taking account of the precise
roles of income differences in the acquisition of different types_of
treatment for different maladies, disorders, and afflictions (and at
different stages within them). Dooley and Catalano inform the
symposium's participants about this with great expertise." The
last of these problems is an especially interesting one because there
are significant divergences in the health service consumption
patterns of varioUs groups, patterns that are increasingly
influenced moreover by differential accesses to and differential
-uses made of third-party payment plans by persons with different
"fringe" programs in occupatiOns differentially sheltered in the
primary and secondary labor markets of our so-called dual
eConomy:

Next, studies vary in terms of sites, which is to say, in' terms of
whether research populations and the units of analysis derive froth
national probability samples, The National Health Surveys, a
series of residents in different SMSAs, a community,49 an urban
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neighborhood," a city block," a housing project, or within
crowded apartments and other single dwellings. 2 It is notable that
some of these studies bear upon questions of cultural impact and
social control mechanisms and not just of ogregate versus

4. individual and other methodological issues. Finally, the former
questions also emerge in connection with studies that differ in

-their conceptualizations of relevant populations. These differences
in conceptualization lead to research results that theoretically
constrain their applicability, because they do not readily permit
truly comparative analyses of incidence or etiology among
different age Igpoups or social classes, and so on: eultural or
"subcultural" factors, furthermore, may influence the ways in
which the members of particular -groups are influenced by the
social environment. These issues are explored py Dohrenwend and
Dohrenwend in discussions of blacis and persons of Puerto.Rican.
background, and of urban and rural persons," though the
directions of cause-and effect can be disputed."

The conceptual and tnethodologital issues touched upon in the
first section ofpur paper are joined differently in different studies.
Assuming that most of the results are valid as far as they go, the
results, if stitched together, would reveal a series o'f very complex
pictures. A reasonably definitive characterization of thempictures
must necessarily be deried frixn a large number of simultaneous
equations, while the stitching together would involve skills that are
beyond the scope of our mandate and beyond our ken as well. In
the riext section we do attemiit to draw a simplified verskm of such
a pictuki.

PART II: SEVEN RESEARCH MODALITIES

Keeping in Mind the distinctions discussed ,in Part I, we may
move to the construction of a device that 401 help us to order a
number of representative studies of ,mental health and mental
illness, with special reference to the relative importance ci the
roles of economic- conditions and economic experience, ois
patticular research populations. We may note at the outset that we
liave 'given a good 'deal less attention to studies that emphasize

4.
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physical-chemical,_genetic, and the newer wave of sociobiological
factors in health and illness than these studies, 'as we noted earlier,
really deserve. And we have drawn very selectively .from studies
otherwise, for illustrative purposes only.

Though few investigators limit themselves to single conceptual-
izations of etiology, many have focused on one or more of the
following: (A) The socioeconomic backgrounds of subjects,
respondents, or sample populations, including exposures that
contribute in some instadces to what we earlier called, eugenic
predispositions; (B) The personal economic experiences of
researbh populations; (C) The personal non-econothic circum-
stances of research populations. These three foci are combined in
a number of studies under the additional headings (A) arid (B); (A)

and (C); and of course, (A) and (B) and (C). In the remairider of
Part H we shall present outlines of some prototypic materials
reported in the literature that fall under these seven general
rubrics,

A. Background and Predisposing Factors in Health

In a number of well-informed discussions, the status of adult
health is traced back in ecological-demographic terms or linked
empirically to personal-youthful eXperiences, especially toAamily
backgrounds'. a

Thus, Morgan has shown that many impoverished adults with
disabling conditions are victims of prcesses that are intergenera
tional in character. Their illnesses cad be linked statistically to
their own povertyas in cases studied under the next rubricbut
the poverty and illness of a stItistically disproportionate number
of persong of very low indbme in America are strpngly related to
their parents' and even to their.granclparents' economic miseries.
Reared in families without stable economic shelters such as health
benefits, unemployment insurance, educational accesses ana the
rest; they grow up (and age!) with highly developed 'Vulnerabilities
to health 'problems of all types. WRrking-age minwhites, and
persons with incomes under $10,000 for example," have
'consistently higher rates of work loss due to disability than whites
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and persons with incomes over $10,000.54. As late as 1972, the last
year for which data arecurrently aVailable, employed Americans
not covered by private retirement and grouphealth insurance
plans were clisproportionally nonithite, employed in service and
farm workers' jobs, and eatned under $10,000. Additional
retrospective statistics would undoubtedly show, as Morgan's do,
that disproportionally large numbers of disabled Americans /who
are forty-five or older were reared in families with very marginal
economic resources.

lugStinchcombe, Coleman, and Matza, in separate studies," have
ked .the difficulties of young workers with childhood

experiences Mid peer exposures that left them lacking acluli role
models. Merton, Ohlin and Cloward, add Parsons, again in
separate discussions," have posited linkages between deviant
behivior and the frustrations that accompany a subject's
commitment to legitimate economic ends while- having only
limited access to the means that best serve those wilsthe
so-called deviance paratigm. E. Wight Bakke, on thenasis of
research on the great depression, and David Potter, on theimisis of
a thoughtful review of others' studies, have theorized that many
Americans experience psychologically crippling guilt feelings
about economic reverses in their adult fortunes because theil
childhood experiences have left them literally unable to blame tilt
flaws and failaes in the operation of the "system" that may have
contributed to their pitiable circumstances." Consistent with this
assessment are findings by the junior author and his collaborator,
based on a preliminary analysis of survey data, that black
Americans who report they have experienced discrimination have
better mental health than those who do not, a finding that bears
upon the possible differentiaf effects on health of self-blame
versus sysiem blame and of feelings of self-efficacy." This may
sonceivably be coupled with the findings of Gurin and Gurin that
"People With 'a greater 'sense of personal efficacy feel more often
that periodic inflations and recessions are inevitable, . . . people
who have strong feelings of personal control are more often
sensitive- to external systemic- constraints."" The demographic
characteristics of respondents to the Gurins' survey, who. are
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characterized as having a high sense of "personal efficacy" and of
"economic control idealogy" suggest, though they do not prove,
that differential background experience helt:v to explain the
differential scores on' these investigators' measures. Again, it
Reeds to be added that demographic characteristics are also related
to physical-chemical and to sociobiological factK,s, and that the
mediating linkages are interpretable in terms that take account of
socioeconomic differences (1) in societal reactions .to deviance/
illness, (2) in accepses to medical care, -and (3) in social labelling
practices.

Caplovitz has recently examined the social-psychological
impacts on the essentially helpless yoplths of the mid-1970s whose
families have been substantially via* ized by "stagflation." One
may reasonably anticipate that at -least some of the young

-srehousehold members of Cabby' survey sample will appear
similar, when-they are in their mid-1rties, to the members-of the
cohort born between 1916 and /1930, examined by Elder in 1974.63'
It is both relevant and remarkable that the first born in Elder's

sample whose families were most conspicuously victimized were
better able to cope with life overall than those whose families'
wellbeing-0/as unaffected by the great depression.

Erikson, in widely applauded clinical and nomothetic assess-
ments that borrow only in indjstinct wilts from systematic
findings, linked what he terms the identity crises of older
adolescents in the late 1950s to a complex of circumstances that
they had confronted, which were in most particulars independent
of their families' economic circumstances." And Knupfer
correlated what she called American underdogs' psychological
prospects with differences in type of punishmentphysical
beatings, as contrasted with the withdrawal of love by middle-class
parentsaccorded them in lower-income "ethnic" families."

bverse observations are reported by Seeley ami his colleagues in
study of an upper-middle-class community in Tornoto, where

c axing tactics and the withholding of affection are regularly
e ployed in efforts to ?orrect childrens' misbehavior."

For Gans and , . 'ddle-elass
'aspirations and activities were repressed and avoided by young

4
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Italian-Americans in Boston's old West End} in favor of attitudes
nd- behavior -patIerns -that their close-knit 'community-did not
regard as disloyal and threatening to norms that were highly
critical of social mobility." Compliance .with these norms
produced betler health in the subjects through a communal sense
of integration with their neighbors. Finally, Ginzbfrg reported
that the psychological adaptations of U.S. soldiers to induction,

. garrison duty, and to either nrinceibat or combat exposures
overseas could be readily attributa to differences in" their
educational achievements. Ginzberg, with his massive data file,
linked these achievements, in, turn, to differences in soldiers'
backgroynds, regardless of whether or not the afflicted soldiers
had baa .preinduction encounters with flsychological disorders.
Preinduction encounters with psychological problems, meanwhile,
accounted for slightly more than half the variance in wartime

e,

breakdowns."

A thoughtful reading of the sample of, reprgentative studies
cited in these passages supports the following chain of inferences:

* backgrowid factors are associated, in causal and predisposing
(though not necessarily in wholly determinate) ways, both with
classical psychological disorders as well as with an array of
fañiiliar bsychosomatic ones, but by no means all those Who haye
been similarly exposed to poverty or to job-and-marital pressures,
for exampleare similarly affected. Instead, those who, are the
most likely, in purely statistical terms, to be affected by a variety
of potentially pathogenic experiences are among the healthiest and
most productive '1/44nembers of a given cohort of a sample
population, as is shown in studies by Hollingshead and Redlich of
a New Haven, Connecticut sample" by Ginzberg and by Elder, as
'cited above. Gove and Brocki report, from a study in progress,
that those in their sample with the worst mental health are more
apt than their apparently healthy,peers to report that they had
unhappy childhoods, parents with drinking problems, and siblings
or parents who had. been treated, while the respondents lived at
home, in mental hospitals.'"
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B. Personal Economic Experience and Health

con-trait iiith studies in which-early -background exposures
are found to contribute to poor mental health in some persons and
to predispose others to it, a second group of studies emphasizes
the personal economie experience .6f their subjects. Much is made
in these studies of "life changes," "crises" or critical events, and
in general of the etiological concept of disintegration disclosed in
Part I. Ferman; Cobb, Slote, Sennet, and Kasl have offered vivid
deseriptions and detailed statistical data on the psychiatric and
physiologic states of men and womin cast adrift when their
employers shut down the,plants in which they worked." Bales, in
an imaginative study has described the whiskey-drenched
experiences of unemployed Irish-American fathers in the 1930s,
after niigration and their subsequent displacement as bread-
winners by the very sons"boys" until they inherited land as
mature middle-aged menover whom they had reigned in the old
country, as land-owning patriarchs." And the senior author
remembers reading, while a methber of this symposium sponsor's
Research Review Panel, an intriguing proposal, submitted by a
New England scholar who had completed initial studies of the
psychological malaise of those scientists and engineers who had
been discharged from the Boston "Rt. 128, [the circumferential
road encircling Boston] science industries" in the wake of
cutbacks in epace and defense-related public investments. Clove

reports that similar professionals, formerly fully employed
household heads, were either unhappy or happy doing house
chores after their job losses, and did, or did 'not, have mental
health problems, depending on whether they were or were not
looking for new jobs." Rogler and Hollingshead claim to have
shown that poverty multiplied the vulnerabilities of a sample of
Puerto Riean families and contributed to stressful situations that,
for some, led to schizophrenia, a claim questioned on
methodological grounds by Rushing (footnote 8).

Kohn and Schooler, meanwhile, in the study cited in Part I,
have inventively, and in seemingly clear causal terms, documented
the effect of specific, highly proximal working conditions on the
degree of workers' "alienation."7'4 The studies by Bakke,

0
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Ginzberg and Elder, to which we alluded in Part I, could alsore
listed under this secohd rubric because they considered their
subjects' own economic circumstances as well as those of their
families of orientation a4d uncovered patterns like those--
adumbrated here. e-

Again, in these studies, by no means all those who face these
hypothesized threats to health are reduced by them to mere
vestiges of healthy people, or to iwitching ganglia. This fact makes
the visitor to this, as to other investigative areas, "wonder why
researchers seek so much more often to explain only the "minority
phenomena"illness, work discontent, suicide, uneniployment,
social mobility, and so onwhen the ranges of variations to bit
explained are so narrow that they leave ,little for the independent
variables (also with restricted ranges) to explain. We soCial
scientists, one supposes, haie our own veisiOn of misgivings aboui
silent majorities in America. It needs to be added, too, that bad
conditions, in respect to one end of a possible continuum, are so
frequently associated with etagh good rather than bad outcomes
that one is left highly skeptical of linear models. Nor, incidentally,
do conditions that are postulated to be good or favorable always
link up with gpod outcomes! Thus, in a four-nation worker study
by Tannenbaum and his colleagues, worker participation-7-a
consummation devoutly wished for by many these daysWas not
linked to reduced alienation or reductions in ulcer symptoms."

Findhigs about the basically satisfactory condition of manir who
have suffered from one or more economic trauma or from long
term economic deprivation leads One either to be skeptical of one
or another detail in a *yen study or to move straightaway to a
modified version of Marx's "false consciousness as an
explanatory factor operative in "feigned" health rePorts.

C. Health and Non-Economic Experiences

A third bodS, of literature, with the same persuasive and
problematical qualities as the first two% has been built around
studies of subjects' non-economic experiences. Here data on social
systems' "disintegratioh," traumas, and crises, are juxtaposed

as.
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with data on subjects' psychological and psychosomatic disorders,
as in the previous body of investigations. The precipitating.
circunistances, long term or short term, are reported in these
studies to be essentially uncorrelited with economic events,
although the resulting health c-onditions are often enumerated
among those that thereafter reduce earning capAcities, undermine
work-relevant skills or habits, and reduce subjects' toleranees for
the obligations facing them in their workplaces.

Though this literature is heavy/with neo-Freudian formulations,
it is well populated by Levinian field theorists and ego
psychologists who are disinclined to see traumas in adult life only

as triggering or precipitating mechanisms foe the putatively more
important repressed, complex-generating experiences of the first
seven to ten years, of life. Thus, enlisted POWs in the leorean War
who collaborated with the enemy by engaging in what the POWs
called "making out" behavior had difficulty in keeping faith with
the patriotic fervor relished in the preachments of The Readers
Digqt beCause their captors systematically disrupted those POW
groups that might otherwise have helped the soldiers to mobilize
their fragile psychological-patriotic resources.'6 & number of
Ginzberg's World War H soldier's, who otherwise exhibite'd
statistically reassuring traits, had breakdowns that were actually
specific to differing military assignments." And StOuffer and
associates' World War II soldiers vy6re fouild to be better off if
they could fall back ort psychological resources significantly
strengthened by well-developed linkages to primary groups, in
contrast to soldiers with fewer ptimary group ties." Stouffer's
findings were essentially replicated, in more or less clinical terms,
by General S.L.A. Marshall and, in Vietnam, in a Russell Sage
study." .

Erikson and Di. Levinsron have argued and demonstrated,
respectively, -that identity,crises.among the young (Erikson) and
what we may call "non-entity crises" among adults (D.J.
Levinson, with referendes to- crises at several stages of wht he,
calls "Middlessence") can have longer or sfiorter term crippling
effects; neither investigation makes much of economic circum-
stances per se. D.J. Levinson (and H. Levinson, elsewhere)"

16
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emphasize the ef7fects 'of career plateauing, loss of parents, siblingp
and spouses, th aparture of children, a-certain bbredthn with
spouses, and a f ightening reduction in sexual appetites, as among
the crucial non onotniC experiences in middlessence, a term with
a clear biologicI ring. These experiences often produce reactions
marked by the 1most compulsive assertion of "ego strength,'" by
the dissolutio of super-egos in alcohol, by madcap love affairs
and other irrepressible urges tci engage in physical exercise beyond
safe limits, and in other activities that have been the subjects.of
films, TV dr mas, and family-section newspaper columns. In
more ideolog

t
gaily slanted efforts, righteous investigators blame

the unacceptiibly "sick" behavior they observe among socially
critical and radical young adults upon the indulgent ways of
too-liberal parents, as in Midge Decter's assaults on affluent
middle-class 'protestors whose behavior has sorely offended her
and many Others." The fact that the subjects of Erikson's,
'Levinson's, land Decter's analyses are typically neither physically
disabled nor psychotic merely highlights the width of the range of
conditions Considered in the vast literature that concerns us. One
of the problems we face in our symposium is that this range-is so
wide that i1 leaves us in dOubt as to what it is exactliabout health
that needs o be measured a'nd whether, as we have already noted,
the health variable that emerges is cbnceived to be an independent, .,

interveni , or dependent one. The same may be said, by the way,
of econoiiic and non-economic variables; the terms, as we hope
we have made clew', cover a great variety of exposures and
experien es. The senior author has,1 parenthetically, always
advised is students that they can work fairly promisingly with
loosely onceived independent or dependent variables, but that 4
major jroblems confront the scientist who works with loogely
conceiv d independent and dependent variables. In the research
proble s that concern us here the advice needs ,modification in
part betause the dependent variables are likely to be heterogeneous
with respect to the independent variables; as Rushing warns,

. different types of mental.illness/deviance, as dependent variables,
are likely to be related in different ways to different aspects of a
variety of the components' of the independent "economic"
variables (see footnotes 4 and 8)..:

,
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D. Health and the "Residiial" Research Modalities, *,

Thant-is a needi-but neither_the_space'_and_time_nouthe resourvet
available,'to conduct a detailed review of the studies in which the
approaches, A, B, and C, outlined in the three foregoing sections,
are combined, though a few suggestive ones may be mentioned in
passing.

Liebow has provided us withya penetrating case study of a small
but archetypical sample of low-income American blacks" whose
participation in everyday strife is colored by both their
background experience and their own current economic circum-
stances (A and B). A number of Elder's cases of "depression
children," Merton's "deviants," Sorbit0 "working pooi,"
Goodwin's frustrated, unemployed poor-who-want-to-work,"
Wilensky and Edwards' "skidders," and Morgan's downwardly

-mobile and disabled household heads also fit, unhappily one
expects, under this heading."

Catalano, Ginzbtrg (in studies of talented women, this time),"
'and Glass are among those who have Written of subjects Whose

( background experiences and current non-economic conditions (A
and C) have conspired to produce varying' orders of disability.
Glass, a military psychologist, has shown that the psychological
breakdowns, and even the combat injuries, that occurred among
U.S. troops in Korea had a distinctly tempoyal dimension:" the
"number of combat days which can be endured" in World War It
and in the Koreap War were different, and this ,was statisOcally
dependent in the aggregate upon what individuals in each war

# came to believe was expected of them. The length of combat
assignments was shortened during the Korean War by . general
order, and the breakdowns and combat injuries occurred earlier
and earlier as time passed, in accordance with what Glass (and
some of the rest of us, in those horrible days) called the
"short-timer's syndroine."

The ieader may be assured, finally, that studies could also be
cited of some subjects whose own economic and non-economic
experiences, independent of background (B and C), and others
whose backgrounds, economic and non-economic experiences

0
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together (A and B and C) combined to contribute to sundry types
of disorders; limitations of space compel us to skip over these
permutations.

The findings discussed in Part II cannot readilY be gainsaid;
they are, .after all, part of a large and accumulatini body of
evidence of special cases for which an adequate theory of health
would 'have to suggest a satisfactory accounting. Such a theory
would also have to be constructed with one eye to the problems
inherent in each of the conceptual issues rehearsed .in Part I, and
with the other eye to methodological issues.

Before we proceed to the remaining segments of our preliminary
overview, it is useful to remember that there is a fairly substantial
literature targeted upon the empirical correlates of what may
broadly be called interventions. Under this heading we would
include studies in which investigators have considered how both
public and private economic and non,economic programs aimed
to serve them have actually helped a variety of subjects; the causes
of ill health may apparently thus be, tempered in ways that are not
made clehr in gross, i.e., "underspecified," models.

Among the studies are: Goodwin's hssessment of manpower-
programs (which delayed but ultimaiely did not forever forestall
the psychological despair of unemployed youths and their
parents);" Ferman's study, currently in progress in Ann Arbor, of
support systems in neighborhoods and communities; studies of
union leaders' efforts in Chester, Pennsylvania, to help the hapless
victims of the relocation of a manufacturing plant; Matza's
current study of the long term impact on longshoremen of the
novel "Mechanization and Modernization Agreement" of 1965,
an 'agreement designed to help ease .the effects of technological
change on the West Coast docks; studies of the roles and efficacies
of different types of transfer payments; and, finally, studies by
Strumpel and others, including, the Gurins, of factors associated
with subjects' differential capacitieg to mobilize their senses of
personal efficacy and to' order their expectations in workably
reralistic ways, in a world in. which "opportunity strucfures" are
more than a little problematical."-Above and beyond the stresses,

'I 9
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frustrati9ns, and disappointments noted in these studies are also
the- Ilifferences- -in -accesses -of- different -groups' members- to
preventive or remedial medical and psyChiatric care that mai be
implicated in statistics on illness and deviance.

Additional studiesof the effectiveness of credit counseling, of
community mental health programs, of flood relief agencies, of
visiting nurse programs, of child-care programs, of relief and
welfare agencies, and of community action programs aimed at
providing care, money, treatment, advice, or hopeneed also to
be considered if we are to construct the axiomatic elements of a
purposeful theory that will place economic and non-economic
factors in healtli in proper perspective. Critical sample questions
would be under what conditions are either therapeutic or
institutiunal-economic interventions of different types most
successful in giving hope to self-blamers versus system-blamers in
a society in which so incredibly much has been made of ethical
imperatives, personal pride, and so on? And, anyway, , does better
health care reduce the apparent differences in the well-being of
both self-blamers and system-blamers?

E. A "First Order Synthisis"

The following matrix is descriptive of the studies (non-
sociobiological, non-generic, and non-physical/chemical) sampled
in the foregoing discussion.

A

-



Type A:

I. Bac 4ground Factors and
Prethspositions:

For example:
1. Poverty at home
2. Unstable income, job

loss, etc. (including
"skidding")

3. Disintegration bf family
(including divorce) ,

4. Community disintegration
5. Child-rearing practices
6. Migration, etc:
N. Etc.

The EcOnomy,, Non-Economic Factors and Health: In Quest of Specifications

1.

II. Effects/Correlates Using:

1. Employment data
2. Income deta
3. Working experience data
4. Mental illness

a. Low severity %
n. High severity %

JpeB:
I. Subjects' Own Economic

Experiences:

For example:
1. Poverty
2. Status loss
3. Periodic unemployment
4. Job kiss and readjustment-
5. Niiei experiences
6. Depression breadwinner
7. Legal problems

(including bankruptcy,
liability suits)

N. Etc. .

II. Effects/Correlates Using:

1. Employment data
2. Income data
3. Working experience data
4. Mental illness

a. Low severity %
n. High severity %

0.

TYPe c:

I. Subjects' Own
Non-Economic Experiences:

For example:
1. Illness, including
-family members

2. Disability
3. Spouse abuse

(including desertion),
4. Military service
5. Weakened coping

meChanisms
6. Life-cycle adjustments
7. "Drift"
N. Etc.

II. Effects/Correlates Using:

1. Employment data
2. Income data
3. Working experiena-clata---------

a



TePe A:

5. Physical illness
a. Low severity
n. High severity.%

6. Mental Health
a. Low seirerity Ifs
:it High severitY

III. Effects of Interventions and
SuPport Systems:

1. Family
2. Neighborhood
3. Therapists
4: Welfare, etc.

, N. Etc.

TYPe B:

5. Physical illneu
a. Low severity AI,
n. High severity

6. Meqtal Health,
a. Lowlevprity
n. High severity

III. Effects of Interventipns and
Support Systems;.,

1. Family.'
2. Neighborhood
3. Therapists
4. Welfare, etc.
N. Etc.

67

Type C:

4. Mental illness
a. Ldw severity
n. High severity Vs

5. Physical illness
a. Low severity
n. Pligh severity

6., Mental Health
a. Low severity
n. High severity 3/4

III.*Effects of Interventi
Support Systems:

1. Family
2. Neighborhood
3 Therapists
4. Welfare, etc.
N. Etc.

s and
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Type A & B

I. Backiround factors/predis-
positions and subjects' own
economic experieniei: '
1. poverty in youth and job

loss in own career.

2. Unstable family in
and alienating work.

Etc.

[See Col. A and B]
a

TypeA&B&C
(Types A, B, & C combined)

1. Child abuse and
un mployment and
di orce.

. Ilsintegrated community
youth and militaryw

auma and job loss.

ti.
[See Col. A and B and C]

Type A & C

I. Background factors/preds-
positions and subjects' own
economic experiences:,

1. Disintegrated family life
v and divorce in adult life.

2. Child-rearing terrors
and spouse abuse.

Etc.

[See Col. A and, Cf

-t
S.

TYPe B

. I. Subjects' own gconomic
.0xperiences and subjects'
own non-economic
experiences:

1. Job loss and divorce.

2. Status loss and military
service trauma. .

Etc.

[See Col. B and CI

,
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PART III: tOWARD
COHORT-PANEL ANALYSES

Having_considered-studies-of-healthlii conceptual .terms and interms of what migjit be construed as an interaction approach, wesuggest, in this third, fmal (and mercifully brief) part of ourdiscussion, that it would be worthwhile .to examine the healthreports tiy and about the age cohort_ no45toL5Syeartofage;a____ cohort that
includtraTirifriumber of our symposium's principals.Such anexamination, we suggest, would be persuasive of the needfor (and provide some hints concerning) a moire elaborate set ofspecifications than were built, for example, into Brenner'sadmirable path-breaking, but underspecified, efforts. We maydescribe the task as a "contrived cohort" analysis; it requires that,all relevant iiformation on health, baékgrounds, and exieriencesbe extracted from all reasonably rigorous studies of this age' group, in its different age steps.

. ,One might begin by looking at this cohort's childhoodexperiences through the eyes of E. Wight Bakke; then throughthose-of the interviewers who provided the raw (Berkeley) data forElder's work on depression children; .then throngh the eyes,of theChicago sociologists who did fieldstudies in tile 1930s, and so on,while controlling for class, ethnic and other attributes, as the dataoi these attributes are available. Next, one miglit look at thestudies by the Lynds anci others of adolescents and Oung adults inthe 1930s, when our contrived cohort's members entered the labormarket. Third, one !bight examine the wartime experiences of thiscohort in the comprehensive studies -reported by Ginzberg, citedearlier, and by Stouffer and his associates in the now classic studyof the imerican. Soldier.
Fourth, one might like to consider systematic survey data, from1945 to 1975, on the attitudes, the reactions- to work, theemployment experiences, and the ihental health scale scores forour ailt cohort. Such an effort could proceed along the lineestakegl out by Quinn and his colleagues in their fine distillation ofso-called marginals from a dozen work-satisfaction studiesconducted between 1945 and 1973 and presented in a report for theDepartment of Labor." These surveysRoper, Gallup, Harris,

54 1
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isIORC and ISRare now sudicient4f- numerotii to enable an
Anvestigator,(imith a_staff the_ size of_StoUfeeslin the_Second
World Warl) to plot concomitant vdriatkins among many of the
critical variables discussed in these pages, on what-would be fairly
close to an annual basisclose enough, therefore, to make, crude
estimates of the putative effects of the major economic and
non-economic events covered by tilis long period. The latest
studies to which we have been exposedfor example, Gurin's Pre-

: and Post-1972 Election Surveys, the Quality of American Life
Survey (1973), and the 1977 Quality of Employment Surveyare
simply loaded with relevant data." One specific advantage of such
an effort would 'be that we could move, if only crudely, from
exclusive trend data to data On individuals, while controlling for

- individual traits and attributes. We would thus avoid what
Brenner, for exatilple, well recognizes as one of th major studies
of the symposiuth's subject: the vexing proble inherent in
straightforward time series analyses. While not every urvey of the
-type we have in mind touches all the interesting d relevant
issues, there are sufficient overlaps to make inventi estimates
po'ssible as to the concomitants among some econo ic, some
non-economic, and some health measures." The senior uthor has
always been more taken with efforts to examine the c mulative
weight of many "social facts" thanyAth what he illingly
concedes are more respectable, rigoffkisly intensive stud es of a'
few variables, most of which are necessarily studied by direct
means, through the use of surcogate measures, and so on.

Next, one might wish to lOok at the data files $1D.J. Le nson
and others on the 45- to 55-year-olds, invol ing the "mit dle-
aging" phenomenon, and the problems attached to job "alan es,
immobility, and shifts in social relationships during "midd es-.
sence.

Given that many of the studies we have in mind are baseil on
naiional probability samples and contain data on health, the
analyses proposed here would augment the studies, based upon
aggregated time series data. While self-reports on mental states are
not necessarily accurate; as we noted earlier, intergroup and
intertemporal comparisons of respondents can be undertaken with

fkr
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allowances and discounts (computed on the basis of earlier studies
from which important-cluts-may-be-derived-about-both-validity--
and"reliability) that can be readily introduced.

It is clear that a comprehemive study of health and econothic
conditions CO' Old be'designed b4t that the efforts involved would
be costly. Much could be done in anticipation of such a study,
hay/ever, to order our thinking more carefully about, causes and
effects and the differential weightt that could be hypothesized to

.attach to it variety of "intervenh4 variables." Hopefully, our
obse vations herein will serve to, direct attention.to a number of
basic bets of conceptual and methodological problems.

Coda

While questions of validity and reliability can wellibbe raised
concerning a number of the studies we have used to illukrate the
points in our discussion, these studies do suggest issues that
deserve attention and that one ought to be prepared to join. One
of us thus recalls the glib but not altogether thoughtless
observation of one of our European grandmothers when she was
asked about a dear but highly eccentric old friend: "Everybody"
she said, "has a right to go crazy in their own way." While the
diagnostic category wOUld not be Widely used among sophisticates,
the fundampital judgment is, in alnanner of speaking,supported
in goodly theasure by the invelltigators upon whose mirk we have
drawn; researchers offer us copious quantities of information
abOut the bewildering variety of wais in Which these "rights" are
exercised by the rich and the poor, the attended and the
unattended, the loved and the unloved, the ambitious, ihe
complacent and° the passive, the optimists and the pessimisp, the
hapless young, the dependentoged, the hardworking ones, the
disreputable ones, the lumpen proletariat, the power elite, and
many other populations whose experiences and problems have
been favored)with the attentions of social and health scientists. .

It is our own judgment that ,Aeire should be exercised by
those who are inclined to overlooTThe exceedingly large number
of complexities to.which our 'Overview points in their urges for
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their favorite specific economic reforms. While one may admire
good intentions, it is clear from our survey that opponents of
refornis which have been justified by well-intentioned scientists on
grounds that illnesses would be reduced, can readily find
competently executed research that points in other directions! As
Max Weber put it in a discussion of biases, one ought not to trip
over "inconvenient facts . . . and for every partisan opinion there
are facts that are extremely inconvehient." To put it another way,
good causes desirve to be well, not badly served; problematic
research findings by a heterogeneous scientific comnjuhity of
investigators do not greatly help to resolve moral and political

- issues; however useful they may be in pishing forward against-
"scientific" frontiers.

A
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Walter R. Cove, William A. Rushing, and John Harkey.
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3
HEALTH AND THE NATIONAL

ECONOM/Y: COMMENTARY AND
GENERAL PRINCIPLES

M. HARVEY BRENNER

The scope of Dr. Berg's rich, scholarly, and multifaceted
material provides a difficultgask for the reviewer. His paper
focuses on the multivariate causal nature .of any one problem
suspected of eing due to, or of being a consequence, of, economic
change. Furthermore, serious ideological issues are involved in
attempting to properly isolate the variables that one believes are
crucial to the reseaich hypothesis, whether for theoretical or
policy reasons. What I intend to do is elaborate on the core issues
'presented by Dr. Berg, with the optimistic intention of leading the
discussion toward something like a research agenl.

A possibility exists, as Dr. Berg indicated, ,for solving the
"problem" of specification of the models, or the specification of a
model, for explaining the relationsHip between the economy and
health. Howeveruat the present time, it may not be the most
appropriate strategy. Some very profound research Issues 'remain
in the field because of the interdisciplinary character of the work.
Research conducted over the past thirty or forty years has touched
on economic and health matters, but the concepts of economy and
health may be too large for the purposes of arrivirig at a singular,
parsimonious theory or set of general relations. I -would like to
argue, instead, that there are quite specific ways in which a
generalized set of relations can be broken down into intermediate
stages based on theoretical ppro hes developed within the social
and behavioral sciences.
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Thfiçspatt of the story must focus,on the definitional nature
of the najor variables and their functions in the conceptual
reconstr ction of reality. Thus, the independent variable(s), which *
for the sake of discussion are understood to represent the
"economy," are described so differently, depending on the level
of analysis, that it has not been possible to have anything like a
singular definition. Some of the obvious issues are as follows. On
the most general level, are we concerned with the rate of behavior
in a populatione.2., the rate of unemploymentor its
occurrence in the individual? If we are interested in unemployment
on the individual level only, then we might concentrate on an
individual's reaction to his or her own state of unemployment.
However, if we consider the individual'sas dependent on a
general population 'group'srelation to unemployhient, then we
must take inw account the implications of unemployment for the
rest Of society.

What, for example, is the implication of a relatively high rate of
unemployment for the individual's family? On a macro level, a
high bnemployment rate, and hence an economic downturn, will
mean that while many persons are losing or haye lost jobs, many
others maintain their jobs but will have lost income or are losing
income. It is also possible that even where a loss of job or income
has not occurred, there will nevertheless have been a state of
anxiety created, or states of conflict created within the family, or
within the work organization, where individuals compete with one
another under threat of losing jobs or losing income. This is
typical of th.e firm in the midst of economic disaster or of
inlpending disaster, where the management and employees
gradually observe that the firm's'ability to do business is gradually
curtailed. In these times, incidentally, this picture is accurate for
many of our academic institutions, where funding for research
projects is diminished and, where educational institutions have
generally been experiencing some decline in ehrollment due. to the
discontinuity of the favorable demography that has made it
possible for massive numbers of people to attend educational

--rinstitutions over the lest twenty years or so.
A general rate of decline, consequently, can be characterized by

an unemployment rate while not necessarily by the state of

7
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-
unemployment of specific individuals. Thus, a focus on individual
unemployment will- give a very different picture of the "effect& of
unemployment" than when the societal rate of unemployment is
exam4ped. This concept, was, of course, pointed out a long tii4
ago by Durkheim, with the distinction of suicide as an individual
phenomenon versus that of a rate among nations or other social
aggregates. In the selection of the level of analysis as the nafion,
special issues present theoselves; for instance, ,ip gn Analysia,of
suicide, one can deliberatiely study the effects 9f differing cultural
nationalities. Hollingshead and Rogler conducted their study of
schizophrenia in Puerto Rico using this method, because they
knew full well that there was an inverse relationship between the
prevalence of schizophrenia and socio-economic status. Such a
powerful determinant of prevalence as the socio-economic status
meant that they wanted to rigorously control for it by creating a
sample of only low socio-economic persons. Very frequently, as
we focus individually within the United States, we unknowingly
eliminate consideration of what it is particularly about the U.S.
that may be of critical significance, particularly with regard to
matters affecting the economy and health. In what way is the U.S.
comparable, for instance, to Northwestern Europe, or specifically
to Spain or Sweden, where the meaning And implications of
unemployment, may be quite different? All in all then, the
interpretation of the independent variable is a general problem
and will change depending on the level, of analysis.

We can usually characterize levels of analysis by the traditional
disciplines, with psychology Claiming that it deals with something
called "individuals," which by and large we can believe until we
get to the discipline of, social psychology. To some, social
psychology refers to small groups, while for others it signifies the
relationships between individual behavior and a large-scale
-macroscopic societal level. The discipline of sociology, on the
other hand, concerns itself with so many levgls that it is quite

It difficult to characterize conceptually. It has a nation-state level, at
which a substantial number of the people in our profession work;
it has a cultural level, which is often not treated in sociology per
se, but more particularly in anthropology; it has an urban level, an

f organizational level, and several others.



Each level of focus will involve different implications for the
independent variable. If, as socicilogists, we focus ofi the small
group, the study is not quite the guile as if we were psychologists.
Giventhe conceptual variety of disciplines, we will have different
variables to contend with, a different meaning for the independent
variable, and we haven't even begun to talk about the dePendent

, variable, which also varies with the level of focus. As Dr. Berg
points out, the higher the level of analysis, the more parsimonious
we can be; and that is true up to a point. We can also be
parsimbtrious within a particular discipline; for example, we can
be qle parsimonious within psychology of learning theory,

0 where we have ,soinle well developed principles. We can be
parsimonious at the macroscopic level within economics or-.
sociology, in which, again, there is a reasonably well developed set
of principles, but we have difficulty moving from one level to
another in the same analysis. When we try to do that, we need to
incorporate within the framework of theory at least two different
disciplinary levels. Such maneuvers have occasionally been
accomplished in the social ciences; i.e., the creation of a social
psychology. It is a very diffi It area of work, but not impossible.
Many examples, moreover, xist-in the natural sciences; e.g.,
physical themistry is not physics, and not chemistry, but a unique
theoretical integration of the two.

-

The higher the analytic level of the variable, the greater the
number of people who are affected (an obvious reference would be
to the comparison of unemployment rate among nations as
distinguished from regions or cities). If we are talking about a
world-wide depression the implication for "individual behavior"
is going to be quite different than if we are talking simply about
the unemployment rate in a city, much less the unemployment of
only a single individual. The significance is, that where very large
numbers of persons are unemployed, the implications for any
individual are going to be different from those in the case of a
small number of persons being unemployed. The "unemploy-
ment" variables in each of these cases are altogether different in
their impactg,m the same individual.
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Let me demonstrate this point by a single example. One might
think that it would be quite an easy matter to establish a causal
connection between a plant closing and subsequent health through
a comparison of the health of (1) persons laid off with (2) persons
not laid off or (3) persons in the community not attached to the
plant. The first problem jsa a comparison of those laid off and
those not laid off in the same firm is that the anxiety levels of those
not laid off can be raised to a pitch that is similar to those who are
laid off, such that the health consequences for both groups might
indeed be very similar. The second problem involves the,
assumption that only'the plant itself is in difficulty, rativr than the
economy of the general community. This assumption will be false
if the plant in question is important to the economy of the
community. Thus, in the same community, many of the people
who are not laid off are still losing income, and if one is a loser of
income, he may well be in a quite similar position to the loser of a
job. Therefore, this semi-microscopic kind of "layoff"-compar-
ison study, where distinction is not made as to the precise
character of the independent variable, may result in little scientific
yield. What is required in such a study is a comparison of what 4
goes on at various levelsthe macroscopic, the organizational, the
small group, and the microscopic. In addition, Dr. Berg begins his
discussion with the focus on possible interdependencies in the
general relation between the economy and health. Now, for any
particular economic or health problem we may ask: Is there a one
way series of causation affecting the health problem, or a one way
series of causation affected by the health problem, or a one way
series of causation affecting the health problem which in tUrn is
affecting another economic problem, with simultineous sequence
of causation? It is clear that a comparatively small sample analysis
of the-type ordinarily used in epidemiological studies does not
provide the statistical basis for answering these extremely common
questions.

Putting this crucia\ matter_ another way, Dr. Berg refers to the
"drift hypothesis" of illness where, in focusing on the individual
level of analysis, we find it virtually impossible to discriminate
which occurs firsta theoretically classic chicketi-egg issue. Does

14
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the economic situation lead to theillness, or the'illness lead to the
economic situation? Indeed, this problem puts in doubi the entire
history of epidemiological research into psychiatric disorder, and
economic status, because of the inability to discriminate the
dependent fiom the independent variable. As Dr. Berg ends his
discussion, we areleft with the question: is it that people who have
the illnesses, or have the predispositions toward the illnesses, are
;ess competent, and therefore do 15oorer iti 'their work lives, or is it
that the people who are:affected by the economic situation are

A subsequently in poorer health?

In an entirely cross-sectional mode of analysis, or on an entirely
individual level, it is absolutely impossible to make this
'discrimination. Furthermore, there is some doubt as to whether it
would be possible, even in dr situation of a plant closing
involving a ieneral situation of- unemployment or economic
deterioration of a region. The economic,deterioration of a region
may be the overriding inclusive variableThe crucial variables that
are missing are contextual ones. Also,, without a control for what
is generally going on in a region, we cannot isolate the particular
'kinds of unemployment problems that are, occurring for an
individual, an organization, a city, a countY, a neighborhood, or a
census tract. Only if one can hold constant what is generally going
on at related levels is it possible to discriminate in a reasonable
way the effect of a speci4c attribute of the employment situation
on the individual.

To take these methodological considerations a step further, we
also have a problem with timing. How long shall we observe the
independent variable, if indeed the economic problems bring
about a variety of other stresses or make a variety of other stresses
more stressful? We shall have to wait long enough to observe the
"totality" of the effect before we can get an assessment of what
the impact is., How long Nall this wait be? The answer to this
question at least partly depends on the duration of the particular
dependent variable selected. Dr. Berg also refers to the need to
look at intergenerational factors, #s evidenced from the great
depression study. We also need tb look at stages of life, because
what happens at one stage of life presumably has implications for
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subsequent stages. One may not See Within a period .of months,
weeks, or even a couple of years What we would expect to see,
given our most reasonable hypotheses, simply because the
measured effect requires a longer period for observation. For-
example, the Holmes and Rahe materialon life stresses indicates
that something approaching a two-year lag period is nciessary in
order to observe changes in illnesses with respect to "Epidemic-
like" movements of stress in the lives of individuals.

In my own research, two to three years is reasonably ,a0urate
for looking at the Most serious ,consequenCes of employment-foss -

for the majority of the population who _die of a major chronic
disease. Two to ihree years is the minimum, and probably closer to
five years captures the larger phenomenon, if we wish to express
only the initial effects without respect to later life stages or the
intergenerational impact, which. Dr. ,Berg is especially concerned
about.

8 The next research issue that Dr. Berg mentions has to do with
the severity of the economic trauma. In this instance we are talking
not about the dependentlariable, which its quite another issue, but
the independent variable. What is the thritthold at which we have a
"problem"? How large must it be? The rbsults of our analysis will
again vary depending on the level of analysis we choose, i.e., the
individual, city, region, or nation: Quite different consequences
for severity of the economic trauma evolve from the selection of
the ahalytic level, since (1) specific stresses typically ignite others
at neighboring levels and, (2) policy "solutions" to employment
problems also depend on specific geopolitical levels.

The dependent variable presents even more serious problems for
analysis. Health is by no means a unitary concept. If one is truly to
isolate the' impact of a phenomenon like ugemployment on, say,
the cardio-vascular health status -of a population, one obviously
needs to focus on those special illnesses that are "cardio-vas-
cular." Focusing on total health won't do in this case, because the
more general 'measure may be different frdm, and/or affected by,
other diteases which behave differently. It is necessary in this
example to focus on the epidemiology of cardio-vascular disease,
ideally in a manner of the Framingham cohort studies over long

4.
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periods of time, in which one can observe changes in the study
population based bn changes in the variety of tisk factors which
ordinarily influence cardio-vascular problenis. It is only through
identification of the "ordinary" risk factors that one can possibly
isolate additional factors (such as economic stress) that would
influence the probibility of cardio-vascular disturbance. The
usual risk factors must, of course, be held constant either by
including them in the sampling design or in the analysis itself'.

Additionally, we have a variety of predisposing factors, and Dr.
,Berg mentions two very important types of particular interest.

.. , One, we might call sensitivity to economic stress. Here the issue of
the subject's. own non-economic experiences is important.
However, what was not mentioned was sensitivity to the particular
illness, which represents the depenaent variable. For example,
does more smoking ,emrge unkr periods of ,stress associated with
economic aecline? In order to i_jderstand Whether an increase in
smoking for a given period occurs, one would have to know under
what conditions people would ordinarily'be smoking. What are
the Usual ri$14.factbrs? If one holds these constant as prediwing
or risk factors, one can then, and only then, test, the additional
independent variáble as to the potential as additional predisposi-
tional factors that might influence the risk of smoking (or of any
other pathological behavior for that matter).

It is not reasonable to entirely segregate predidposing and
precipitating problems. Very often one simply will not be able to
observe the effect of the precipitant on individuals unless the
background variablesthe usual risk factors pertaining- to those
individualsare taken into 'account. These risk , factors include
genetic factors, interuterine life, and family upbiringing to the

A extent that these factors are pertinent. We must enter these factors\
into our general equations, because if we fail to do\so, they might
well overwhelM the equationi. The only reason that we can be
parsimonious in our theoretiCal interpretation is that we have'
methodologically held at bay other variables which tpically affect
the phenomenon under study. \

With the preceding in mind, let me define, if I may, distinction
between predisposing and precipitating factors. Predisposing
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factors, altogether, are those that influence which people will react
to a given phenomenonj.e., who among Me population will.react
with a specific pathology (stich that differentiatio_n can be made,
for example, as to who will 'suicide rather than W-lio will homicide,
or who will develop cardio-vascular illness). Predispositional
phenomena , then, are 0) those which account for the sensitivity
of the population to a stress or (2) those which are particular risk
factors in a patterned reaction, such as a disease syndrome, where

-we are interested in predicting the likelihood of one disease versus
another.

Therefore, the three questions for the student of predisposi-
tional factors are: (1) will any member(s) of the population react,
and (-2) who will react, and (3) what will be the reaction? If'we are
interested in stress responses, we may be able to use as models the
Mertonian anomie schema in order to differentiate typologies of
reaction. We can also use those put forward bi students of
psychophysiology, which list many different types of psychoso-
maticallY-oriented illnesses. We can list a series of aggressive
behaviors or criminal behaviors, which are also associated with the
same kinds of phenomena. The choice is ours. If we pick any one
of these behaviors, for instance suicide, we shall have to have a
good deal of background about suicide. If we pick a composite of
these behaviors, we shall have to know a lot more in order to be
able to control for what ordinarily influences these composite
phenomena.

Now, the researcher working at the preaispositional issue, who
is interested, for example, in the impact 8f early home life on a
situation that typically occurs later in life, lias a special problem.
The researcher must now control for fa6tors which affect the
individual's life qfter he left home, otherwise it will not be possible
to attribute subsequent behavior to the early home life. This
problem of controls is very much the same in each of the social

. sciences.

Dr. Berg makes reference to the parsimoniousness of the models
one is able to use in sociological-econometric studies, especially
with respect to the very high R2s observed. Why are these It's so
very high? Is it that any specific one elf the independent variables is
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extraordinarily pow-eirarNeit necessarily; they may in fact be
relatively weak. The R2s are high only because we control, in a
general model, for nearly all of what usually influences the
dependent phenomenon. If we are looking at suicide rates, wdmay
need to consider five or six variables at the national level which are
influential, only one of which will be unemployment, and where
the unemployment has a comparatively minimal effect. The total
R2 is going to be large, because it is the equation as a whole that is
explaining the dependent phenomenon, not any one variable.

Indeed, it is only possible to ascertain ihe statistical significance
of any one of the variables by controlling for those which are
ordinarily of influence. If we are not able to do that, our general
equation systems are not workable, and our critic has the perfect
right to say to us, "Look, you have not included 'variable A.' If
you had included 'variable A,' you would find that your basic
hypothesized variable can be dismissed." Indeed, we had better
include 'variable A' and not leave ourselves open to that
scientifically appropriate kind of critique.

The implications for Thrresea'rcher are, once again, that he must
be thoroughly knowledgeable about the usual risk factors

associated with the dependent variable; i.e., familiar with all that
can be gleaned from all the sciencet medical, biological,
epidemiological, and socialwhich tell us what usually plays
part in the behavior of that variable.

We will need, therefore,' to discriminate different types of health
probleths. It is difficult, under those condition, to think about a
general health scale. It may not mean very much to think about a
health scale, quite simply because one is compounding the errors
of a lack of understanding of each of several sub-scales. What
does it mean to arithmetically add a cardio-vascular problem to a
mental health problem? What would such a sum mean? The
problem arises because diffe ent risk factors are associated with
each of the sub-behaviors What we shall, need to do is

discriminate carefully and pr cisely what oiir dependent variable
is. Moreover, as Dr. Berg indicates, we shall have to discriminate
carefully its severity, because a mild form of 'the same problem will
probably be more common; and its epidemiology will take one
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ass lated with it. The norrriaultbf alcohorii pethaps quiten

different from alc ol abuse problems, for example. The factors
associated with hol problems are, different epidemiologically
from general alcoh l use.

All of thii leads to the issue of reporting, - or self-reporting,
which is stressed by Dr. Berg as a -very serious problem. I agree;
however, my opinion is that we should not disregard them as
simply not caable of reflecting the essence of a "pure" illness
pattern. They do convey a state of being, about whkh a person
may feel good or bad, and which is therefore worthy of study in its
own rightregardless of whether, when the person feels bad, his
blood pressure is not in fact elevated. The elevation of blood
pressure is a subject on its own, with its own peculiar
epidemiology. There is a related problem of taking reports from
institutions, for example, as measures of the occurrence of more
"essential" illness phenomena, when the hospitalization measure
itself may be the more severe indicator 6f the aclual dependent
variable.
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Estimates of morbidity, in turn, create problems that mortality
measures can often resolve, simply because with mortality we
know at least that the individual has died. There is no question as
to what the dependent variable means. If one uses hospitalization,
for example, there is a question as to whether one can infer only
use of service or actual signS and symptoms of illness), or both.
However, tlie use of mortalitSr as a dependent variable avoids the
very profound set of problems 'that Catalano and Dooley discuss
later.

The dependent variable itself and the definitional and level
problems don't stop at this point in the discussion. Indeed, some
of them begin here. Just as we have the problem of focusing on the
magnitude of the independent variable, the economy, we have
exactly the same problem with the dependent variable. For
example, let's look at the individual who loses a job and measure
his or her response over as long a period as we care to. We know
that we shall be able to see very quickly and very easily that with

a
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an increase in the unemployment rate, there is reverberation
among.all of the age groups, and--M-both sexes-.-Mortalit34--among-
infants, 5-10 year olds, and age groupings all the way' through 85
and above are involved. Since most of those affected probably did
not themselves syffer a job loss, how is it that the high
unemployment rare, as a variable, is going to be affecting Children
and the elderly, s well as non-working women?

We can veryli easily write that scenario in terms of family
dynamics, in terms of extended kin dynamics, in terms of relations
between organizations and individual family members. It is not at
all necsssary that the individual breadwinner theoretically or

' actually absorb all the stress associated with a specific econdmic
downturn or with his own unemployment. How does one
appropriately measure the dependent variable in such a situation?
Shall we measure the cardio-vascular response of the person who
loses a job? Or, shall we involve each of. the familY members,
including the children who don't themselves suffer from
cardiovascular disease? Also, the variation in response pattern can
mean for youth, for instance, that they may get violent, or use
alcohol, or kill themselves or someone else while driving. And

.. what about the elderly? They might not kill someone on the
highway, but they may suicide. What cah we look at? Ana whom
shall we look at? It makes a very 1arge difference to the analysis.
The research issue, in general, is concerned with determining what
the magnitude of the dependent .variable is in terms of the target
population) and types of pathology or response pattern one
believes is asOciated with the independent variable.

I would now like to focus on the entire question that Dr. Berg
raises as to the ecological nature of relationships between the
economy and health, and their solubility or lack thereof. One can
solve; for example, the problem of the relationship between
socio-economic status arid the prevalence of some illness, but
probably not on the individual level. It becomes almost impossible
on the individual level because of the chickewegg question. One
can do it at the macroscopic level. How can this be done? How can
one establish with relative certainty what the direction of
causation is when macro and micro levels are simultaneously

s
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involved? If one is looking at the relation between the
_rate, one siMply cannot argue

that the individual or his/her condition of suicide has a significant
effect on the national unemployment rate. That solves the
directional problem completely.

Selecting the variables at a level of aggregation which eliminates
the individualized response pattern as an exogenous factor
ordinarily will remove the variables from a backward, or a
simultaneous, sequence of causation. This is possible sat the
macroscopic level alone. At lower levels of analysis one gets into
the same problem of the plant closings, 'where the ecological
problem of causal interpretation is extremely difficult, to the
extent that one has highly individualized data on employment, as
an independent variable. This may be surprising and perhaps even
amusing: the closer to the individual one gets, the harder it is to
deterthine a causal connection. The major reason for this is that it
becomes more and more difficult to take appropriate contextual
variables into consideration. For example, in exploring the
relationship between marital status and ill health, however it is
measured, we find that married persons have better health. As has
usually been the case, we can argue theoretically that the state .of
being married is protegive to one's health. This is a very
reasonable idea, except of course when one comes to the question
of why certain people are getting married and others are not. Is it
that those who get married have better health to start with and are
more desirable as mates? This problem occurs in all of our
disciplines at the individual level. In order to interpret the
relationships, one must use very elaborate causal sequences with
multiple independent variables to tease out other possible
explanations of the relationship as well as the likelihood of
backward causation. The problem is much. easier to handle on the
macro level, since it occurs less frequently.

This is not, however, an argument for a methOdological
imperialism on the macroscopic level, but rather an argument for
research on multiple levels. There are no perfect studies. There are
problems on the macro level such that one cannot take into
consideration individual paychodynamics. It is also true there are

I II Ill
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problems of a very serious ecological sort at the dividual level. It
_seems_tame_that exploration of these
problems at many levels of analysis. I think that Dr. Berg already
gives us his considered opinion that ,cumulative information and
experience from different levels is the only way that we are going
to get closer to anything approximating a model which bridges the
gap between economic and health phenomena.

To focus on the link between the economy and health, let me
address a fundamental problem in psychology and in social
psychology that Dr.-Berg refers to but does not distuss in detail.
There is a \major problem with the life stress studiefe that- tbey
typically d'o not explain .whether it is absolute change (or change
per se) that is difficult, i.e., whether things which are understood

- to be inherently bad or good are indeed equally stressful. Is the
"good" occasionally "bad?" We shoufti understand that these
issues are quite critical to the stress literature /currently. The
theoretical problem is that what is good or bad for 'one as an
individual will depend on the context of the social relationship in
which the life change occurs.

Marriage, ontiarily, is thought to be a gotad thingdivorce a
bad thing. That, of course, depends upon the specific ,marriage.
Getting involved in a bad marriage is not good; leaving a bad 1/4,

marriage is perhaps better. It depends on the relational system. A
promotion, ordinarily, is a good thing, but if the promotion is to a
position in which the individual is not capable of functioning or if
it is an inappropriate promotion, it will be bad. Now, if we take
any single phenomenon and talk about a population at risk, and
try to define it in these life stress terms as good or bad, we shall
find necessarily that the more marriages we take into
consideration, the more it is likely we shall have bad marriages.
The more promotions we take into consideration, the more likely
it is that we shall find some inappropriate promotions. This is a
problem that has yet to be faced within the life change literature. It
is the absolute number in those scales that is the basis for the
ultimate test of the presence of stress. 4

The relational system, then, is the social context' in which the
observations occur, which is usually not taken into consideration.
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These conteits, however, may be the key factórs through which
the statistical relationships make sense. Our problem,.then, is t
to remove the ecological issue, but to bring it in. It is the s ial

-ecology that will specify whether or not there is a meaningful
problem. .It is that third piece, in addition to the factors of
predisposition and precipitation, that Dr. Berg mentions, 'the
social systems element, whicp rarely is taken into consideration.
The point is that the prkipitation factor will only make

\ interpretiveeenie in the light of some social-ecological system. The
final pdiiit, then, is again to try to bring in the macroscopic level
because it is the social context of the economy, as a whole, that is
central to Dr. Berg's discussion and to much of the analysis in this
fielder-

Llirly, a number of people have been looking at the
phenoMenon o rapid economic growth as a potential source Of
stress. We are finding that economic growth itself, despite the
up*ard mobility related to it, %acts as a source of risk to haftt"
There are a number of theoretical sources of this problem: one is

:that economic ,growth itselfunder all conaitions and in all types
of Societies, brings about changes in yalues and norms and the
reordering of social organization. There are new priorities in
firms; there are new pribritiei in informal organizations. I. the

çw is accepted, the old is devalued. tolhe extent thatdoew ideas
take over, oid ideas are 'degraded, and those persons who teld
those ideas, and have held the positions based on those ideis, are
also hurt. There is no way aroudd that problem...Social. change
always involves injury. It involves beaefits for many, but injtiry to
a minority. In order to understand lhe impact of an economic
downturn, then; On the general% epi"iology of a health
problem,let us say suicideone alici has tb takeinto
consideration other features of the eitromic,system which may be
doing damage, such as rapid econoMic: growth. We need
equations, for inoance, that would include both economic growth
phenomena and. unemployment.. Such equations have, been
developed for the United State& and it can be shown that without.
those, it is a very tricky. business to achieve a, parsimmiious
solution to the health problems of unemployment alCone for a
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relativeiy shdri period, such as 1940 through the 1970-s. If one does
not take into, account the economic growth issue as well as the
downturn issue, ont is leaving out a very crucial set of -factors.

Lack of accounting foethe rapid eco-nomic growth issue leaves
one open to the problem of whether it is change per se, beneficial
movements in the economy, delettious mOvements in the
economy, or . economic transitions altogether that are really
causing the health, damage. It is a central concern of our fields,
and one that Catalano and Dooley deal with in their paper. The
issue is not soluble without a distincti6n between the different
kinds of trauma that will necesSarily be associated with economic
growth and those that have to do with loss of employment.'

Indeed, very typically, the long lag between unemployment and
severe morbidity or mortality, Similar to the two years that
Holmes and Rahe find in the relation between 4ife stfess and mor-
bidity, persists not because the unemploymebt situation is doing
damage three or fOut years later. Rather the unemployment prob-
lem results:in several protIlemsroften involving adjustment to the
new work situation.,The recent work of Ferman, if I'm describing'..
his position accuratelyf.demonstrates that this can be as much or4,
problem as those,related td the initial., or even the later, stages Of
the unemployment itsele.,What do we mean by that? Let us take a
person in his or .her thiities pr forties, who has developed some

'-stniority on the job, becomes unemployed for awhile, and
subsequently moves to a new job, let us say in the same industry. -

That individual, who once hacj seniority, will now probably find
himself jdnior to people younger and less skilled than himself. He
may find himself of considerably tower slatus, indeed, than he was
when unemployed. This is the central feature of downward
mobility, Which is associated with loss of employment for many
people.

That might be the situation if the.individual goes into the same
industry. Suppose that he -or sir 'does not go into ,the same
industry. Suppose there was a general decline in tilt industry of
original dtployment; then th ation o doynward mobility
would be even more extreme. This is t cal of long term economic
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growth patterns that, paradoxically, produce considerable
downward Mobility:.How does that happen?

The great depression, in many of our ,minds, was sit4ly an 405.-

aberrant cyclical p enomenon that exhibithd its potential f
nastiness over a perJod of three or. four 'years and perhaps int
second generation, ut not as part Of a more general trend. If *e
look at the situation of agriculture during the grat depression,
however, we shall find that for people in the agricultural sectox, it
was a last gasp. This was the last time that a major migration of
farm workeis took place. It Marked the loss of' much of the. ..

remainder of what had,,been the 'great agricultural employment
rectOr Of the United States. This did not happen because of the

¶
'unproductive character. of American agriculture. hxactly the
rinrse; because, agricutture was so producti,k, far fewer workers
were required. Exactly the sanie thing is happening now in ,

manufacturing industries. It is not only that many firms are
relocating. In§tettd, it appears that, as a natiOn, we simply do not
heed so many people in the manufacturing sector. We are losing
many manufactuAng jobs and will be losiag'many Thofe. We are
moving into a world of indUktries that are service-oriented,
thought-oriented, and communicdtion-oriented, and many people

: will move frOm the lower rungs of the manufacturing industry to
lower rungs of thea servide industry. This has been. o,ur history;
enerally, for a substantial -segment of the labor force. It is
downward 'liability- for specific midorities associated with the .

general economic development of society.
..

The "relational systein, orkce" again, is key. It ,is difficult to
iinderstand the indivianal's "absolute" position in the society,,
withrout reference to other .pepple. .An indiiidual maw have .

.k. . , received a promohon, for example, but if many others in the same ,

firm were simultineously promoted, then the promotion may not
signify siNelant relative advancement. All of these' types of,
questikis require relative resolutions, -and the, entire relational
contexi must be .taken into account.

A,

Another general point I wish to make, very much alopi the lines
of Dr. Berg's comments, is that it is necessary to !lave an Overall,.

.
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multivariate strategy of research which takes into account the
other vaiables that normally influence the individual type of
pathology, whether it's a suicide, a mental health problem such as
schizoplirenia, a cardiovascular problem, or any specific reaction.
Our world, in terms of the technology of the sciences we deal with,
is now far too sophisticated for us to rely any longer upon single
variable mbdels. The models that Dr. Beig proposed represent a
large part of the picture that, of necessity, have to 'be takenotnto
account in all cases, and even then, these models are not complete.

Q. (Catalano): Harvey, based upon your regression equatiqns,-
I've heard . people/sty that_ had we avoided those one percent
indreases in unemployment, we would have . , . saved 51,000
lives. I'm not'sure if I heard you state that but I've heard people2say that, based on your research. Your m odel, however, specifies
land I guess I'M wondering if you- gree with me because I'm
'afraid your model does say that there are other important
variables) that to avoid that pre percent increase inlnemployment
might have changed the other variables which May have pioduced
the same pr greater loss of life. Isn't that possible?

A. (Branner): It is possible; it depends on whether the policy
chant& you are speaking of influence§ the other variables in the
sy§tem and on how the policy change influence&the othervariables
in the system. Now, more specifically, we must take into account
the other three dispositional phenomena so that a. number of
-people VII certainly 'succumb to cardiovascular mortality, if the
risk factors for that Hitless are present. But we don't know when
that mortality will' happen. This kind of equation is of a temporal

' nature. It ii the kind of equation which specifies what will happen
noW instead of in two years or five year's or ten years. ,The model I
would like you to focus on is, indeed, an integrated model.

1Supposing (and I give this example frequently) we had an
,
individual who was at a "perfect" risk,- let's §ay, of dying of
cardiovBscular disease. Let us compare that. situation wjth a
Russian roulette model in which all six chambers of the revolver
are loaded. If an individual is in an absolutely perfect risk
sitUation, all he needs to do is pull the trigger and he will surely

-4* diebut he needs to,pull the trigger. Depending upon when the
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trigger is pulled, he will die. If. it is not pulled, he will not die,
certainly, within the limited time frame tfiat we are speaking
about.

So there is a great variety of predisposing factors that are also
acting on each of the diseases in question, or sources of pathology,
whether its suicide or homicide, or cirrhosis mortality, or whatever
else. But those predisposing factors do .not enter this particular
equation because we are controlling for them by using temporal
equations. Another attack on the same problem would be, as
again Dr: Berg specifies, to work with risk factors of either a
genetic or lifestyle sort, which decrease the risk potential of
cardiovascular disease. Altogether, the sdciety does have trade-off
choices to make among risk factors to health; such a position,
however, does not detract in the 'least frdm the argument that a
particular increase in unemployment may' alsodhave speeded up the
mortality process.

Q: (Berg): Arthur Burns would argue that the kinds of/rade-offs
that might reduce the unemployment by X-number of public
interventions might very well induce the heart attacks that the
enemies of inflation are so preoccupied with.

A. (Brenner): Just to deal with that one matter of inflation,
incidentally, it appears we will have to remove it from the
predictive equations. In this particular study for the Joint
Economic Committee, partially funded -Under the NIMH Metro
Center, We found that the inflation measure is att extremely
unstable prdictor. In our most recent equations, we have
,eliminated it almost entirely. It has not been a necessary variabl
insthat we can now demonstrate that inflation does not hav
unique damaging effect in terms Of the social costs we ha een
discussing.

Q. (Eliot Saar): What I hear going on in terms of the
methodology is not just a question of a single variable kind of
model versus a multiple regression. Instead,1 think we really have
to stall thinking methodologically about moviiig from single
equation models to simultaneous equation models, which. start to
get at these points that if you pull-one thing out, something else is

Ne.
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going to be happening. Because what you really have on the screen
is a reduced form of some kind of simultaneous equation system.
And by not knowing what's what, you don't know what kind of
simultaneous equation biases are creeping into the model. I think
one of the things we ought to start thinking about is "How do we
begin to build that more elaborate model?"

Q. (Berg): I think that's the question we were both addressing
indirectly, or certainly, implicitly.

A. (Brenner): Let's be a tittle careful, if you will, with the
terminology. In a simultaneous model, a simultaneous system,
what happens is that the dependent variablesay suicide, in this
casealso affects the economic variables. This is probably fa).ie.
Probably the suicide rate does not affect the unemployment rate;
probably it does not affect the rate of inflation or the rate of
eebnomic growth.

Q. (Sclar): I'm not sure I'm willing to . . . I understand in a large
sense why . . . you've made the case ver§ eloquently on a tumber
of occasions. You can't simply say that if a few people go into a
mental hospital or kill themselves that that's going to cause a
downturn in-the economy. But to the extent you are dealing with
aggregatea phenomena, it may xgry well be that things like a big
increase in suicide that cause certain kinds of stresses can have
very real effects on prOdt4tivity a social rationships. It seems to
me that there are a number of ways in which one would resound
back upon the other. I agree it's not simple, but one would have to
look at that.QA. (Brenner): I won't argue with that; I'll simply say that it is an
empirical issue. Either it does or it doesn't. In my own opinion, it
is inconceivable that the state' of suicide or "theistate of honlicide
would have an effect on .the national economy. Our economist
friends .do not seem to require it to explain movements in
unemployment or economic growth or economic decline, for that
matter. It is an empirical question, I agiee, and there are
simultaneouhods for attempting that. They are yery
straightforward. notey can be used very epily with datainitch like
these. We've just .been engaged ii a project to look at the
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relationship between crime indicators and drug abuse indicators.
In a simultaneous model, we find that the alleged relationship
between drug abuse and crime, with drug abuse produSing crime,
does not work. Nor is it the case that crime produces drug abuse.
The relationshipsbetween the two of them is spurious. They simply
co-exist. The drug abuse and the crime in gm same population are
subject to the same economic and demogrnhic forces. These are
importanrquestions and I agree that we should look at them, one
at a time, as they arise.

Q. (Sclar): Pthink there's more to it than that. With the exception
of things like death, as you pointed out, tlie veriables that you use
for dependent variables are compounds of both demand factors,
such as stresses; and supplY factors such as availpility of hospital
beds or doctors whO are looking for patients. I'm always amazed
When physicians record reviews. If they are cardiologists, they find
so 19,uch undetected heart disease, and, if they are psychiatrists,
they find neuroses. So part sof the simultaneous effect is things get
substituted one way & another, as a result of the policy, 'We're
going to emphasize this versus that this year."

-

A. (Brenner): Yes, in the case of the intermediate variables, in the
case of institutions like mental hospitals, prisons, and hospitals
generally, I certainly think that's true.

Q. (Sally Bould): This is a question that you suggested in your talk
about.the whole area of econOntic'growth and bad eff cts and,
also, the effects you are looking at here with suicid as one
indictbr and economic growth as, essentially, another Jndicator.
That- part of pathology that you attributed to instability (but
which your last figure clearly shows to be a very small proportion
of the total, in terms of the contextual) raises the question of
whether some contextual constaais .are associated with the
ecopomy with a major part of mortality, whiCh isn't affected by
the instability? (l

A. (Brenner): Again, this is a temporal equation. It is a time series
. equation; it only deals, with changes over time. A constant, in this

sense, is that which is igv4riant over time. Most uf the chronic
disease phenomena are relatively invariailt o(/er time; that is, that
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which is over and above what is fairbi stable. That additional
viOance in mortality is what we explain by the variant-parts of the
equation. Even in a cross-sectional equation, however, one may
not be able to understand the &instant. For example, if we look at
cities in the United States at a specific time, say 1970, and set up a
cross-sectional equation, we will not be able to account for what is

average or constant among them, but we can try to explain what
varies. We williiOt understand why rates for the United States as a
whole are sla high, however, unless We compare them with Swedish
rates, rates for India, rates for China, and so on. We will know
nothing about those constants unless we make the kinds of
population comparisons that allow us to focus on them. So, for
example, we won't know why our figures are so stable at the
national level in these temporal equations unless we examine
similar kinds of equations for different countries. Several
countries are now replicating this kind of work; the Canadian
government has recently informed us that it has replicated this set
of equations for the nation of Canada and for each of its
provinces. There is some interest in doing thiss for all OEC
countries, which include all European, and neighboring countries
that have substantial relationships with us. That kind of
comparison would begin to look at what is behind the different
constants involved.

As to the economic growth component of the quation, there-are
general types. The long term trend in economic growth of all
populations we examined is a beneficial onethat is, economic.
growth beyond approximately ten years. But economic growth
does not occur only in long-term trends; it occurs in staccato
movements. The economy moves up in a rush and then pauses,
then moves up again and pauses. In the strict eionomic
terminology, tht pause is called contraction. When we add the
short-term economic growth component to the equation, we find
that type Of economic growth to be deleterious; it does damage.
The long-term trend in tlie economy is also part of die same
equation and is i beneficial economic growth variable. But all of
these stem from thd same overall movements in the economy arid
are, thus, all loosely related to one another.
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Q. (Mike Miller): I would like to see if I can get greater clarity on
what you were saying with regard ,,,to what Dr. Berg was saying.
You seem to be using three terms here: independent variable,
dependent variables, and contextual analysis. In the independent
variable you have unemployment and other things you talked
about; I take it that you use Dr. Berg's emphasis upon
predisposition variables as one of the controls you would put on
the use of independent variables. There might be times that you
want to use predisposition as an important varigble as a control to
see whether certain persons have great stress'when reacting with a
more concentrated oi particular population; but in general, you
talk about using that as a control on the independent variable.

I take it that the contextual variable that you are talking about is
related to the dependent variablesthat is, the various ways of
trying to understand the operation of the independent variable on
the dependent variable by looking at the contexts in which the
dependent variable is rooted. So there you talked at one point
about relational thingshow you can't understand the impact of
the emotional faCtor without understanding what's happened to
other people. I think I taok it that that entered into the analysis of
dependent variables. You mentioned that an unemployment
problem may lead to a new problem, that is, a new work situation,
and that difficulties may come from this new experience ratber
than from unemployment. I wasn't clear where that fitted in,
whether that was the contextual variable, whether that was leading
you to look at intervening variables of various kinds, and so on.
I'm.not sure Dr. Berg's emphasis upon events and disintegration
fit into the way you classify the influence upon events and
disihtegration and the consequences of these influences.

A. (Brenner);yell, let me take it again, backward. The events of
disintegrationlit in precisely as I think Dr. Berg intended them in
the sense that the "events" refer entirely, to independent variables.
Those are really the precipitating phenomena, like unemployment,
that we've been talking about. The disintegration phenomena are
relatgd to what I have called contextual or ,relational..They more
specifically refer, as Dr. Berg was talking- about them, to the
general situation described by Durkheim as anomie, qfi1 inversd,
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integration. It is the issue of integration, or lack of it in a society,
generally, that is the context in which both the independent and
dependent variables naturally occur. But insofar as our emphasis
is in explaining the dependent variables, more of our
concentration in this case would be on the network of social
relations within which the dependent variable situation occurred.

If we're looking at divorce, for example, the question is what,
altogether, as in Lazarsfeld's studies in the 1930s was the situation
prior p the divorce and to what extent was that context influenced
by the economic situation. So the independent variable there has
an influence on the context' itself. In that sense, it comes back to
the intermediate part of your question-4what are the intervening
variables and how are they related to the potential problem of
rehiring or,of moving into a new job-adjustment situation. That's
a little difficult. The question "What is an intervening variable?".
has to do with the statement of the research pP6blem, rather than
anything empirical, I think.

The independent variables tend to be very long lasting in their
effects. One can attribute, for example, the . . . effects on health
that arfr 'associated with a new joio adjustment to the original
uneaployment because, without the initial unemployment, the
individual would not have been requirpd to adjust to a new work
situation. One may do this if one wishes, or one may as I think Dr.
Ferafan ,does and I am currently a linty more inclined to do; look
at the rehiring situation as a separate problem with its clwn effects.
The rehiring problem will not oecur without the prior issue of
unemployment but, again, it's a question of emphasis in research.
strategy.

What is intervening as compared with what is "independent" is

an analytical question, which will also be a function of the
definition of predispositional'problems. For example, whether an
intervening factor between, for instance, the unemployment or the
suicide, will be family separation is also a function of those kinds
qf problems that are contingent on separation; i.e., the
independent variables which usually influence separation. Here
then, separation'as the dependetit variable is consequent upon the

4
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independent variable (unemployment), but doesn't come into
being unless other variables 'which .ordinarily. bring -about
separation are also active. So the unemployment will stimulate
separation in Those people who are "ready" or who are otherwise
at high risk for it. Once the separation is set in motion, the
separation itself may 'have other consequences as one stress leads
.to a series of other stresses. This is the particularly pernicious
thitig about stresses; they tend to be related to one another, and
the occurrence of any one puts two Persons at greater risk for the
occurrence of the next. So you have an entire interrelatiopal
system among the stresses. A complete analysis, then, is one that
makes use of the intervening and contextual-variables, and takes
into account the kinds of new situations which in turn might be
produced by the independent variables themselves.
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SOCIAL SUPPORT,

PERSON-ENVWONMENT FIT,
AND COPIN

ROBERT D. CAPLAN

4C-

"Perhaps the strangest thing of all is this: in a city of two millions
of people there are no hotels! That means, of course, that thereeare
no visitors."

Waltertesant, East London, 1901, p. 9.

When there is a lack of fit between peoples and their
environments, what determines how well they cope? This chapter
preseAts a framework for examining this question. The framework
is based on the premise that coping is probably a function of
characteristics of both the person and the environment. Soci
support plays an important role in this framework because it is
viewed as an aid (or hindrance) in helping people cope effectively.

, The first section of this paper presents the major categories of
human response to misfit and the ways in which rpotivation
determines which of those responses to misfit are manifested.
Then we turn to the topic of social sapport. The first task involves
defining social support. To do this, It number Of definitions from
the literature are reviewed and evaluated. This evaluation provides
the basis for the definitions of support that are used throughout
the paper.

The framework presents social support as a hypothesized
determinant of (a) peoVe's perptions of their environments and
of their own abilities and needst (b) motivation to respond by
coping and by defensive processes, (c) mental and phyical
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welhbeing, and (d) objective environMental resources available to
the person.

Although the framework is based on pre:VIZ/us theory and
research, it is largely untested. Consequently, the reader should
consider the hypotheses that follow, in a critical manner by
considering how the model should be further e,eorated and
tested. Although methods for measuring the consPUcts are not
discussed at length, the framework should suggest the types of
variable§ that need to be measured.

The model should also suggest the intermediate goals of social
technologies that attempt to increase social support, coping, and
environmental mastery. It should be able to suggest the variables
that need to be altered to enhance mastery and the points of
intervention' for producing such enhancement. Only a brief
discussion of the actual technologies for inducing such changes is
attempted here.

HUMAN ADJUSTMENT AS A FUNCTION OF PERSON-ENVIRONMENT

FIT AND .E$OCIAL SUPPORT

Responses to an Undesirable Human Condition

Figure, 1 lists a number of basic categories of responses that
people may show, when faced with a challenge or condition they
would like to change. Throughout, this paper will attempt to
describe the social-psychological variables that determine such
responses. First there will be a brief review of what is included
under each category o-f response in figure 1.

Affective responses refer to emotions such as anxiety,
depression, satisfaction, resentment, anger, and happiness.
Physiological responges refer to those emotions hypothes,ized to be
re4ated to psychological challenge or stress. They include: risk
factors in cor6nary he4rt disedse such as serum cholesterol, blood

1. A discussion of the influence of genetic heredity, diet, exercise, and expbsure to toxic
substances is beyond the scope of this paper. These influences may, in part, determine some
of the responses, particularly the physiological ones. Tht joint-study of such variables and
of social-psychological ones would be required to assess the relative role of each set of
influences.
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pressure, and serum ilucose (e.g., ROsenman and Friedman, 1963;
Glass, 1977); secretions _of the adrenal cortex, brought to
prominence by Selye's (1956) theory of the general adaptation
syndrome; chantes in the electrical conductivity of the skin; and
changes in the antibodies that protect against colds and influenza

.(Palmblad, Cantell, Strander, Froberg, Karlsson,. and Levi, 1974).

Some studies have tried,to predict the physiological antecedents
of illness rather than illness itself. Studies of risk factors of illness
and diseise have sought, in some cases, to determine the social an'd
psychological pledictors of the antecedents. Social-psychological
studies seeking to predict states of illness rather than their risk
fac,tors have been relatively rare because of the large samples
required and the fact that considerable res'earCh support is
required for the multiyear Jongitudinal designs. Theories that
integrate findings .from the social-psychological literature on risk
factors and from the literature of related diseases have been even
more rare. One outstanding. exam151e, is the study of eoronary
behavior pathns by Glass (1977).

Coptng responses refer to attempts to reduce objective stress lAr
altering, the objective self (e.g., seeking trailliing in relevant job
-skills) or the objective environment (e.g., changing.to a job that
makes better use of one's skills (Doehrman, 1978). These attempts
illustrate behavioral coping. Coping also refers to attempts to
improve one's awareness of one's abilities and needs and one's
atlareness of the demands and resources of the environment (e.g.,
.through counseling, introspection) where such knowledge is
itypothesized to improve the person's objeetive fit With the.
environment. These attempts illustrate cognitive coping. Cognitive
coping can also involve changes in attitude, such as a ccMscious
,effort to suppress anger or frustrlation because one believes that
the result will be detrimental to future performance. If the person
involved were to engage in preventive and secondary ,health care,
this would represent coping 'by a behavioral response that is
health-related (e.g., Becker, 'Mainian, Kirscht, Haefner, and
prachman, 1977; Caplan, Robinson, French, Caldwell, and
Shinn, 1976).

,Aro
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Defensive responses refer to attempts to delay or avoid the
perception of misfit although objective misfit exists (Doehrman,
1978). These \responses may be directed toward the objective
envirOnment (e.g., a verbal or physical Attack in anger against*
another person) or toward the objective person as in the case of-.
suicide. Defensive.resiionses may also be directed to the subjective
environmeht, as with the use of classical defenses such as
projection, or towards the subjective person, as with denial of
affect. Such defensive cognitive ilterations may be seen as efforts
tb distort perceptions of reality so that the demands of the
environment are more in line with a perspn's abilities, or so that
the needs of the person may fit the environmental resources. The
concept of person-enyironment fit will be explained below in
greater detail.. Defensive responses may. also inv lve the use of
psychotropic drugS (e.g Beckman, 1975) or smoking (e.g.,
Caplan, Cobb, and French, 1975), habits that seem to alter
perCeptions both of ,the self and the environment. ..

i.

Predictors of Responies

Figure 1 presents a beginning framework for finding the
-determirtants of these responses, and it provides the basis forla
later, *more detailed framework. Arrows with solid lines represent
hypbthesized paths between panels of variables. Tbose arrows
with dotted lines represpt observed relationships believed to be'
the result Of a set of intervening processes described below. -

Person-en vironment fit (nYisfit). On the left of-figure 1 are boxes
dealing with person-environment fit. 'Fit refers to the relationship
between characteristics of the person (ne,eds and abilities) and
characteristics of the tivironment (resources and demands)
measured aldng commensurate dimensions (such as thepeed for
autonomy In the work setting and the availability of jobs that can
provide it). The concept of person-environment (P-E) fit comes
from a number qf theories of human behavior (Murray,' 1938;
Lewin, 1951; Pervin, 1968; French, Rodgers, and -Cobb, 1974)
which state that human response is a function of the person and'
-the environment. These theories may be contrasted with others
that seek to explain behavior solely in terms of personality traits or
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environmental characteristics (such as physi.cal space, nolfs, or
information).

,

In nittny instances, behavior is determined- largety by the
environment alone (for example, most of ussliive on th safe side
of the rba%d and nOt on the sidewalk). It is alsd likely that ersonal
attributes explain individual differences in behaviorATwo people
drive,sithilar cars. One driver will .accelerate rapi4ly after each
,stop, braking hard on turns and stopping suddenly; another will
drive as .if tthetl here Wir egg between the gas pedal and the
driver s fqdt.)

In some cases personality and environment may interact. For
example, in, a study of white-collar arid blue-collar workers,
Harrison (1978) and Caplan, %Cobb, French, Harrison, and
Pinneau (1975) fotind that/ person-environnient fit explained
additional variance in merital well-being shot accounted for by
measures either of the, person's needs' and abilities or the
eAironment's supplies an'd (lemands. On the other hand, Kulka,
Mann, and 'Mingle (1977) found that, although person-environ-
ment fit did predict variance in high school students' well-being
and performance, it did not account for anY variance beyond that
already accounted for by 'Measures of' the person's needs and
abilities alone or the school environment alone.

In apy 'event, if onetakes the poiition of the person-environ-
. ment fit theorists, then orr is likely to measure al the variables

necessary to determine whether algivqn population respOnds as a
function of person, environment, or of the interaction between the V

two. .1

Althouglythe concepts of fit and dissatisfaetion may seem the
same, they are not considered equivalent in this model. Figure 2
illustrifes a set of relationships between P-E fit 'and a dependent
variable, satisfaction, at this.point and indicates that they are not
the saihe construct. Let us consider satisfaction-dissatisfaction as )
the evaluation of person-environment fit. Curve A., fepresents the
caseithere excess needs of the person (P E) andsxcessilemands
of the 9enyironment (P,< E) both lead to dissatrsfaction (for
example, .having too much or too little to d? on the job may
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produce dissatisfiktion). Curve B represents a linear relationship
between the needs of the person and dissinisfaction, regardless of
the supplies or demands of the environment (for example, if.
financial security is extremely important, dissatisfaction lessens is
more money comes in, quite apart front the amount needed for
minimal security). Curve C represents an asAnptotic relationship
between misfit anmit dissatisfaction (for example, some persons
need friends for satisfaction, but, once the minimum number of
friendships is exceeded, additional friendships may have o
further effect on reducing dissatisfaction).

Hypotheses in Figure 1

Arrow 1: Objective fit determines subjective fit. Objective
person-environthent fit is measured independently of the person's
self-report, and ideally, it is free of bias. The perception of
objective fit is rarely perfect, and the sources of imperfection are
represented by arrows 2 and 3.

Arrow 2: The provision of information increases the aecuracy
of self-perception and of the environment. French, et al. (1974)
refer to, these two perceptions as "accessibility of the self" and
"contact with reality." Ofien accuracy may be lost if reliable
informaiion sOurces _are inaccessible because the.person is unaware
of the proper sources or does not know how to gain'a,ss to them,
or because information is being withheid, sometimes intentionally,
to retain control over the person (Crozier, 1964). One intent of
coungeling is to increase a person's accuracy of perception: "You
do have enough background for that job as far as math goes.
Look haw well you scored on the test of matherrtatic:al reasoning.
HoweVer, you should take a course in programming."

Arrow 3: Defensive distortion decreases the accuracy of
perception (If person-environment fit. A subject may use defenses
like denial and projection to avoid confronting certain objective
conditions about the environment or about the self. Experimental
studies (e.s., Lazarus, Opton, Nomikos, and Rankin, 1965)
indicate that these defenses help to reduce the threatening nature
of the Objective stimuli. As .a result, physiological responses

1A1
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typically observed under conditions of threat, such as increased
heart rate and galvanic skih response, may be reduced. In the
Lazarus et al. study, such defenses were deliberately induced" by
giving people instructions that led thfin to use denial or
intellectualization in the interpretation of a fihn showing a shop
accident. #

,

Arrows a through e in Figure 1. These dotted arrows provide
some of the impetus for the model to be presented in.figure 3.'The
arrows indicate that there. have been studies showing associations
between either objective or subjective misfit and human responses.
A few of those studies are cited for illustration.

Arrow a indicates the possible link between objective
persbn-environment fit and outcomes like health and illness. Fjor
the most part, available studies deal witkobjective measures of the
environment rather than with objective measures of fit. Tor

N example, studies have suggested that occupation (e.g., Ouralnick
1963; Cobb and Rose, 1973) and socioeConomic .status, (e.g.,
Antonovsky, 1968) are associated with heart disease. Changes in
the economy have been linked to mental and physical healt 1 (e.g.,
Brenner, 1973) and to the predisposition of case-qnding encies
to identify previously tmtreated persons (Catalano and Dooley, in
a paper presented at this conference). Occupation has also been
associated with mental well-being (e.g., Caplan, et al., 1975a;
Quinn, Seashore, Kahn, Mangione; Campbell, Staines, Graham,
and McCollough, 1971). One study found that the fit between
occupational status and the mean status of neighbori was
positively associated with low rates of psychiatric illness (Wechsler

4 and Pugh, 1967).
Some of these relationships may be merely associations rather

than a means of identifying causal relatIonshiPs between
environment and health. For example, demographic, categories
such as occupation are probably not stable over time. The
blue-collar and white-collar jobs of 30 years ago are different from
those of today, different both in terms of the characteristics of the
people who are drawn into them and of work settings and job
demands. It is therefore preferable to study the effects of
person:environment fit, rather than of occupation, on well-being

lc
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so that this sort of shift in the definition of the predictor variable
will be eliminated. Occupational data should be viewed with
caution if it uses group-level (occupational attegory) information
to suggest individual level associations. There heed not be such a
correipondence be4ween group And, individual findings (e.g.*,
Caplan, et al., 1075a regarding the ecological fallacy).

As for arrow b, there arestudies to suggest that perceived misfit
or stress is associated with poor mental health (e.g.', Kahn, Wolfe,
Quinn, Snoek, and Rosenthal, 1964; Gurin,,yeroff, and Feld,
1960; Caplan, et al., 1975a; Harrison; 1978) and with physical
illness (e:g., Caplan and Jones,- 1975; Friedman, Rosenman, and
'Carroll, 1958). These studie4 have been conducted at the
individtial level of analysis, so that their interpretation is not
subject to.the interpretive ptáblems of group-leyel data. Howgver,
arrow b, as well as arrow a, does not indicate the process by which
misfit creates such responses. Why is it. that misfit (or stress)
produces these' effects?,What are the intervening variables? Are
there conditions unber which people do not show physiological,
and mental strain .even When subjected to it?

Figure 3 give some hyoRthesized answers to these cinestions:
Rot now, consider arrows a and open to interpretation. Some of
that interpretation mai involve causal intervening mechanisms;
other interpretations may involve noncausal, coincidental
associations.

Arrows c, d, and e, dealing with social support, a concept that
will be defined at length below, also 'represent associations that
have been reported In the literature. Arrow c represents*he
finding that' loss of social support can haye undesirable effeets on
well-being. Research has found that loss of a loved ohe through
death, divorce, or separation, can induce depression (Myers,
Lihdenthal, 'and Pepper, 1971, for example), increase the
incidence 1of angina pectoris when the work supervisor is

nonsupportive (Medalie, Snyder, Qroen, Neufeld, Goldbourt, and
Riss, 1973), and increase the widower's 'overall risk of death
(Parkes, Benjamin, and Fitzgerald, 1969).

.04
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Arrow d iepresents the "buffer hypothesis" of social support.
According, to that hypothesis, the effects of social stress on
well-being are buffered by the presence of social support: In other
words; in this hypothesis a person who has sMal. support does not
show the expected positive relationship between 4n increase in
stress and an increase in ill health. This hypothesiswill be
discussed more fully after social support is defineci. For now, note
tliat there are a number of studies that appear to support the
buffer hypothesis (Cobb and Kasl, 1.977; House and Wells, 1977;
see the review by Cobb, 1976) and at least one study which fails to
support it, (Pinneau, Aq elab6ration of figure 1 presented
later in the paper, willileal with the processes through which social
support may effect responses to P-E misfit.

Figure 3: Mediators of Responses to Misfit

On the left side of the figure we again see arrow I , indicating the
relationship between objective %rid subjective person-environment
fit, and arrows 2 and 3 indicating the roles of information and of
defensive perceptions.

Arrows 4 through 6: How the person rthponds to misfit depends
on two response mediators; (a) subjective probability of response,
and (b) incentive'values for response.

The subjective probability of response depends on the
expectation a person has of overcoming the misfit or of reaching a
particular lever 'of goal attainment. The value of a response --
represents its incentive or abilitY to satisfy certain needs of the
person. Norms.generate incentives to the extent that the person is-
not alienated from the norm-producing group and does therefore
value the approval of others.

The two elements, expectancy and value, have fornked the,basis
for major theoretical formulations of human motivation (Lewin,
Dembo, Festinger, and Sears, 1944; Tolman, 1932; Atkinson and
Feather, 1966; Vroom, 1964; Layiler, 1973). These theories state
that the motivation to respond in a particular manner is a function
of the expectancy that one can respond succesifully, multiplied by

-the value of the outcomes to be derived from such a response.

194
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(
For readers unfamiliar with expectascy-value models of

motivatiod lo respOnd, here is an illustration. An unemployed
person is seeking employment. In this simplified example, _the
person is mulling over two possible responses to unemployment:.
applying for a low-paying job Which has been listed, or waiting for
a better-paing job to be listed. ,

Let. us assume that to take the available 'job has a subjective
probability or expectancy of .8; because the person believes that it
will be easy to qualify for the job. Not taking the job will have a
subjective probability or expectancy of 1.00, because the person
has recently refused similar jobs and knows that it is possible to
avoid this job as well. I

The ,person attaches incentive values to the outcomes of these
responses. On an arbitrary scale-ranging from -10 to + 10, where
+ 10 equals high positive value and -10 equals high negative value,
taking the low paying job will provide some income: value = + 6.
Taking the job will also be demeaning because the skill level is less
than hoped for: value = -5. We will pretend that these are only
two considerations, but the procedure could of course be
elaborated to include-other values. The overall value of taking the
low-paying job in this example is ( + 6) + (-5) = + 1. ,

a
Not taking the jo'1sor has some values associated with it. The

further loss of income has a negative value of -3; since the person
is still receiving unenployment compensation, the negative value
is far from -10: Contintied unemployment will be unpopular with
spouse and relatives because it will make the person seem to be
incompetent as a provider. In this case, a norm, "find a job," is
operating in conjunction with personal values about employment.
That norm induces a value of only -2 because the largest negative

..

,value of failing to secure employment for this reason occurrea
when the person first was laid off, and is independent of the
decision to taice or not take this particular job. The value of
resisting a demeaning job and of preserving one's sense of dignity
has a value for this person_ of + 5. So the'total value of not taking
the job is (-3) + (-2) + ( + 5) = 0. A theory that multiplies the

106
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,
expectancy of being lble to perform an-act by its value gives the
following results in this hypothetical example: "

4 Motivation
Expeciancy

x
Value

= lkoduct
. (Subjective expcted

utility) .
Av.

Response Alternative
Take,the job Do0 takethe job

.8

1.0

0.8

1.0

0.0

0.0

N

.

Thus, the act with the strongest product, that is. the strongest
positiVe motivation, or subjective expected utility, is the response
of t4king the job. The foimulations of value x expectancy models
can become far more complex, but the illustration serves to point

1100 out the key elements that are employed.

The example may conjure up a picture of a calculating, highly
rational individual. There are doubtless many lphaviors that are
governed by such ratiocination, and other behaviors that
approadi the other extreme and can be called habit. Under
conditions of habit, the probability of response may be a
generalized one relating to a broad range pf responses. The
incentive value may also be a generalized one relating tO a broad
range of Outcomes.

4.

Motivation and oice. The value-expectancy model may be
most useful when a perison perceives, that Mere is a choice amone
alternative modes of response. When there is a lacks of perceived
choice, addyional theoretical formulations become useful
predictors of respons4 Lazarus (1966, Table II) presents -a
classification of how people respoud toswhat we have called misfit.
The classification suggests that when a person lierceives no choice
to be present because there.are no viable responses the person feels
competent to make, or when there are strong norms to prevent the
mdting of a choice, then the response will be angerAtaier, 1949)
and attack (Smelser, 1963), the Classical responses to frus`tration.
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g When thert is no palatable way to cope witli.a.giVen Situation*, '

depression may be observetl as well (Davi6, 19Wi some cases
defensive distortions may be engaged in, to ratiMalize away the
fact that the demands of the environment are too- difficult to
surmount or that there is inadequate capability to surmaunt the
misfit% (Miller and Swanson, 1960). And in some Cases a person
may create alternatives by acting in an irrational nianner.to. create

.1

the illusion of control (Langer, 1975).

The maintenance of persdnUI control an4 choice over options
- has been sugg\ested as a powerful motive, if not the.central

human behavior (Brehm, 1966). It involves the exercise af choice
over the environment, interpretation of events, and decisions in
respect to courses of action (Averill 1973). The concept of
"learned helplessness" (Seligman, 1975) has been used totdesctibe-
the state in which a person, through repeated .unsuccessful
attempts (such as seeking employment on many occasions without
.succtess); has come to accept the belief that choiceand control are
no %Inger possible. Reinforcements have become independent of
responding (Hiroto and Seligman, 1)5). Tie "helpless" person
assumes that any attempt to overcomé new problems will probably
result in failure; consequently no effort is expended because the
person has given up. In such a case, whenever misfit occurs, the
geneialized belief of helplessness may result in deeper depression
(Klein, Fencil-Morse, and'Seligman, 1976) 'rather than in further
coping.

Research on the phenomenon of learned % helplessness is
relatively new, so that little is known about how to intervene and',
overcome it. Recent ,work, holm Fr, finds that depressiires show
the learned helplessness responTronly when they attribute gtheir
past failures to their own inability and not, to the unreasonable
demands of the environment.(Klein, et al., 1976; Kuiper, et
1978). This suggests that the learned helplessness response might
be erased if people could learn to attribute past failures to the
nature of the environment and not to their own incapacity to
-handle them. They would obviously have to be convinced also that
the present environment was unlike that of the %past.

1 8
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#Although it 4 reasonable to expect that people will deOelop
attitudes of learned helplessness When faced With certain forms of
misfit (one person may expect sure failure if a task ...r.equires
.mechanical aptitude, another if the task involves speaking before
an audience), more research on the specificity of helplessness
needs to be dOne. There may be people who approach fill life'g,
challenges with a generalized expectancy of 'helplessfiess and
accordingly cope so ineffectively that they are institutionalized.
But for the general population, expectancies are more-likely to be
limited to.specific clomdins 'of life,

Intersect of arrows Kant/ 7: The quality of the person's coping
.

response is a product Of the motivation to respond and of the
Objective skill of the response. This hypothesis appears widely in
the literature on organizational and MotiVati6n piycholdgy fór
example, Vroom, -1964; Lawler; 1973), .14*.rg the erm
"performance" is used for the quality of-the reTonse:

. motivation x skill = performance

Arrow 8: s'oping and defensive responses influence each other.
It is important to understand the interrelationships among the
various responses so that the unique variance of 'each can be
identified and the effects of one response on another studied. For,
example, the use of drugs may lead to cognitive distortion and
reduaion of affect, and may, in turn, alter the effectiveness of
coping responses. Affective states limy lead to the use of drug;
illnes&and recovery may influence coping and affective states, an&
so on. A theory of these interrelationships, not formulated here,
would be needed if these effects are to.be systematically studied..

Arrows 9 and 10: The resultant objective person-environment
fit is a function of a person's coping and defensive responSes,and
the objective environmental resources relevant to this fit. The
environmental resources refer to physical facilities and the
objective demands and resources that bear on a person's objective
fit.

The resultant fit caR be an important criter-ion of success for
policy-guide.d interventions. The paths that lead to arrows 9 and
10 may be seen as inaps for reaching such a criteriOn.
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thL cAncludestheidentification af the immediate determinants
of sisubjective parson-environment fit and of respimses tO
person-environment fit. The model has .indicated . that the
responses of the person are a- functionv of the motivakioh. to
reSpond and the skill of response. The motivation has two major
components; subjective probability of a successful response and
the perceived value of itsputcomeN Where the person perceives no
responses with acceptable probabilities of success, depression and
a sense of -helplessness may develop.. These resultant states May
prevent the from trying to cope when siTilar problems

'appear later. I(is 'host important to discover ways to reduce this
feeling of helplessn s, so that mastery of and adaptation to a wide
variety of environmental challenges may beimade possible.

We turn sow to the role that other persons rilay as sources of
ihfluences on person-tnvironment fit, motivation to respond to
misfit, and the responses themselves.,These roles come under the
rubric of "social support."

çiaI SuppOrt as a Determinant of Response
to Misfit: Definitions

Before considering its effects, the term "social support" must
be defined, If one views social support as a mechanism for
potential change in certain huthan conditions, then support takes
on ate stature of guideline for social hiterventions.-Consequentlys,
a valid definition of social support may need to be more than an
exercise in semantics. For this reason, and because there is no
widely accepted definition, we shall, examine the concept of
support in Considerable detail.

C-

-

The term "social suppoil" may be relatively new but the idea
his been around for a long time. The concepf of lovrit Biblical

.texts referred to stipportive relations. In the 1940s and 650s;
industrial and organizational psychologists talked of "human
relations': (Mayo, 1960), as social mechanisms that could improve
well-being and productivity. In the 1960s, "participative
management" (Likert, 1961, 1967) and "process-orientation"

',A,. (Biles, 1950; Blake and Mouton, 1964) were used to refer to ways

41`
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ofTelating to people tliat would. make theni feel included socially
in the systems in Nyhich they worked and that would encourage
them to contribute tO, those systems. In the 1970s, "social
support" is being used' to describe the quality of the social
environment in work settings (Caplan, et al., 1975b; Cobb, 1974;"
CObb and Kasl, 1977; Pinneau, 1975), and in .the community
(Cjaplan, 1974; Caplan and Killilea, 1976; Sarason, 1976). Tht
concept has also been used to exAnine the effect of the social
environment on the behayior of patients in treatment for menial
and physical disorders (Baekeland.and Lun'dwall, 1975; Caplandet

al., 1976).

The definitiRns. of social sitprfort that appear' in the literature
show that peopk tend to have basically the same ideas in mind,
but with significant differencessometimes of degree, but
sometimes of the whole frame of reference. This meanhaUhere
is no unified definition of social support as yet. are some of
the definitions.

Pinneau (1975) 'divides social support into three categories:
tangible support "is assistance through an intervention in the
person's objective environment or, circumstances . . ." (p: 2).
"Appraisal or information support is a psychological form of help
which contrsIbutes to the individual's body of knowledge or
cognitive system% . . . Emotional support is the communication of
information which directly meets basic social-emotional needs". . .

for example: a statement of esteem . . a warm embrace." (p. 2)

Cobb (1976, p. 300) excludes tangible support intentionally and
defines social support as "information leading the subject to
believe that he is cared for and loved, esteemed, and a member of
a network of mutual obligations."

Kahn aria Quinn.(1976) define Social support as an.interpersonal

transaction consisting of tlje exteression of positive affect
including positive evaluation, affirmation or endorsement of the

person's perceptions, beliefi, values, attitudes and actions, and
the provision of aid including materials, information, time, and
entitleMents.
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G. Caplan (1974, pp. 3 and 4) ta1ksaboutsoJiport systems
which .reduce "absent or confusing feedback," provide "con-
sistent communications of what is ex-pected of them, supports and

,

assistance with tasks, evaluations of their performance, and
appropriate rewards." 1

1-; Walker, Macliride, find Vachon (1977), define emotio al
support as "behaAor which assures an indiviclital that his perso \
feelings are understood by others hnd considered qormal in h s
situation," (1, 36).." ,,:. . . );.. .

Each 6f these definitions has d' slightly different focus:
inforfnation (Cobb, 1976); interpetsonal transactions,,expression,
and provision.(Kahn and Quinn, 1976); assistance, information,
and communication (Pinneau, '1975); systems (G. Caplan, 1974);
and behavior (Walker, et al., 1977). Many of those who wrote the
definitions also talkabout lihkages of persons that produce social
support-networks. Cobb's deriniticin includes information that
leads the person to believe that he or she is a member of a network.
Cobb, G. Caplan, and Kahn and Quinn suggest that mutuality ot
reciprocity may be important aspects of suppprt networks. Clearly
networks are of interest because they represent two ideas: (1) the
perion is usually part of a social System larger than a dyad, a
system that ought to be studied if we are to understand the effects
of social support, and (2) people may have basic needs not only
for dyadic relationshifi but also for a perception of membership
in larger clusterings (work organizations, families,..and so forth);
thus the role of support in, providing such inclusion deserves
attention.

iss,
,The topic of networks will not be pursued much further here;

Walker, et al. (1977) review some of the literature on social
support networks, and Kahn and Quinn prQvide an extensive Set
of hypotheses about the effects of the properties of such networks
on well-being. The study of networks is one, way of trying to
answer the question "What creates social support?" That answer
will in part depend on how social support.is defined.

,

A discussion of four issues concerning elements of a definition
Of social support follows. A fter that, I will suggest a set of
definitions for use with the heoretical model of this paper.,,..
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(1) Objettive versus subjective socice support. A distnction
should be made between social support that'is objettively observed
and social support perceived by ,the target of the, support. In this
wiy we can distinguish between the pragniatic at of support and
its sYrabolic meaning to thetarget person (Tannenbadm, 1968).2

(2) Supportive behavior versus relafionships. Cbncepts suclf as
trust, mutual liking, and inclusion in a social network refer to
relationships. Listening to and agreeing with the Person's' view of
self and environment refer to behaviors. incorporating (1), we can
deal wjth objective versus subjective (i.e., perceived) behaviors
and objective versus subjective (i.e., perceived) relationships.

One" could operationalize t1 measurement of objective social
support by 'limiting it to the o servation of behaviors such as eye
contact, posture, and positive and negative evaluative statements.
Attempts to characterize supportive behavior in such terms haver
been tried. The danger here, however, is that such behaviors may
be only an outward expression of a Set of caring attitudes held by
the giver of social sypport (for example, Levy, Knight, Padgett,
and Wollert, 1977).3If people forget this, they may be tempted to
believe that they can produce perceived sol support in the target
person simply by adoptihg these behaviors or by inducing others
to behaye in like manrker. Accordingly, it is again important to
disting0h between the behavior pf the support giver and its
meaning tO thk tgliget of support.

Given the choice between using observational iclata on the
behavior of the giver and ObservatiOnal data on the relationship
between giver and receiver, the erelatiOlship may be a better
indicator of tire receiver's felt social suPport. But\the latter's own

'of
2. In some cases the source of subjective social support may by perceiVid as supernatural

(God, axieparted relative).314' support is perceivable by the perion, even though not
objectively measurable, thenT should have the same hypothesizeti impact as any other

form, of perceived support.
3. If certain attitudes about others, as well as beloavioral skills, are required by the giver

to produce Orceived social support, then programs which attempt to identify onfy
behaviors andto train people in the exhibition of ihem may not produce so high a-quality of
perceived, social support as is possible. The provider's -attitudes and motives toward the

target person, if left untouched and if nonsupportive, will probably reduce the skill and
sensitivity with which the taught behaviors ire exhibited.

, 113
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reporten'perceptions. if eliCited nondefensively, may be superior
to the objective observation of the relationship as an indicator ol
the receiver's felt social support. .

fo (3) Unique iversy.; ,overlapping elements in the definition of
support. It is assumed that social support iS mullidimensional until

-.shown otherwise: If is also assumed that support's components
need not be positively correlated. So far, definitions have not
maae it blear Where they stand on these assumptions and have not
stated whether or not all the characteristics of social support need
be present or whether any singld element is sufficient. For

.! examplf, must one cornmupicate information about inclusion i:teia
group, esteern-, and the feet that one is loved to prodtra social
support, or(are these elements interchangeable? Nor is it, clear

, whether,or not communication of information about one element,
%of support usually conveys only that fact an no other elements.

For -example, to give a hitchhiker a ride durin a storm probably
, provides tangible support as well as serving to communicate a
,

helping attitude to the hitchhiker: Is this multiple effect
k4

charifteristic of dcial support in general?

At this stage, there is no theory of social support to suggest
whether the elements of social support represent factotythat are
unique or overlapping. The lists of elements of support, therefore,
should be regarded ae indicators of the width of the domains
rather than as indicators of their dimensionality, ,

(4) Does "support" embody value judgments? Let, uS try a
projective test. What is the first' word that comes to your mind
.aftOr you see the'wocds squAL SUPPORT? The odds are that
you thought of a wofd that you would evaluate as "good" rather
thin "bad." .

.

"Support" has a connotation of helpfulness; this is iseful in lay
language, but it may 4ead .behavioral scientists astray if they tend
to define social support in terms of' its supposed beneficial effects.

,

Effect-based definitions cp present problems. For one thing, they
, . catk produce seemingly contradictory deductions. Consider, for

example, the following effect-linked definition:* support is
behavior by the giver that leads the target person to 'believe that

.1
0

lii
,
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his/her lieliefs and perceptions are held by others. Given such a
'definition, it would be supportive to agree with a suicidal person
hat life was not worth living, that the basic skills to survive were
lacking, and that suicide would be a good response. Second, such
definitions make it impossible to test the hypotheses embodied in
them, If A certain sort of behavior does not produce the intended
effect, one can always say, aWell, that behavior is' obviously not
soCial support."

To solve these problems, the effects in effect-basell definitions
should be recast ais hypothesized effects of social support rather
than as elements of its definition. These effects would then be
subject to einpirical testing, leaving open the .door for the
discovery of those effects of), social suppoit that were not
anticipated on,the basis of prior- theory or intuition. We would be
more likely to study the conditions under which social suppottedid
or did not promote human well-being. t

Cobb's definition of social support, "information leading the
subject to believe that he is cared for an4 laved, esteemed, and a
member of a network of mutual obligations," is an example.of an
effect-based defidition; it can be used to suggest a number of
hypotheses that can be tested. Consider the following.,Cobb's use
of the concept of infornmtion sUggests that one could study the
objective sending of messages with a content ofcaring, esteem,
and inclusiOn as measures of objective soci4l supiNort. One could
also study the perception by the target person that such messages
had been sent. Then the following hypothesis could be tested:

Objective behaviors that contain messages about care and love,
esteeM and value, and acceptance . into va network of
commuhication and mutual obligation" will produce the
following respective perceptions in the target person:

(a) "I am loved and cared for." Tans perception differi from
the 'perception, "soineohe has told r that I am cared for."

(b) "I am esteemed." Again we distinguish between another's
telling one that one' is esteemed and actually perceiving oneself to
be so. Self-esteem is positively related to both the Objective esteem
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of others ard to the perception that they hold that esteem,-but the
relationship is not perfect* (French, Sherwood, and Bradford,
1966. 5

(c) "I am a member of a network of. communic&tion and
mutual obligation." Again, we would distinguish between
perceiving what others° have told one and one's perception that "I
really am a member." -

In the long run, social support may come- to refer to an area of
study dealing with hypothesized effects of behavtp intended to
be helpful on the perceptions of such intention, on the feeling of
being helped. and on the adaptation, adjustment, 'and well-beifig
of the target person. by- then, we will be less concer* with
defining social support and more concerned with predicting those
social behaviors that will improve human perceptions cif
well-being and actual well-being.

A new definiVon of social support. In one sense the rntlterial
that folloWs is iiot new. From time to time Sidney Cobb, John
French, Jr., Robert Kahn, Robert Quinn, and. I have exchanged
memos 'and have met to discuss the definition of social support
and its hypothesized effects. Tfie following are some- working
definitions based, in part, on these discussions; I offer them to my
colleagues and to the reader as further food for thought, for
tinkering and refinement, and with no assumplion that they
represent the final word.

The concept of "social support" will be iltered somewhat here
by the addition of two modifiers: "tangible" and "psycholog-
ical.",Tangible refers to attributes of the physical environment or,
as Cobb (1976)- points out, anything that has mass or tohysical
energy (e.g., money, day caie, transportation). Psychological
refers to all those attributes of the person that do not have mass
and physical energy, including needs and motives, values, beliefs,
perceptions, and emotions.

Objective tangible support will refer to behavior directei
toivards proyiding the person With tangible resources that may (arZ
hypothesized to) benefit the person's mental or physical

116
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well-being. Money, slither, and transportation are example§ of

such support.

The criteria for mental Or physical Well-being are defined by the
scientist, pplicy maker, or practitioner; one is free to place
definitions of well-being here that represent therapeutic goals,
although a definition of well-being ql. not be , specified in this,
paper. Note, however, that some deMlitions of positive mental
health do consider behaviors which marmove the person in the
direction of person-environment fiifor example, Jahoda's
(1958) and ClauSen's. (1?63) -concept of environment mastery and
Phillips' (1968) 'concept of.adaptation. The target person's criteria
of arell-being will be considered when .subjettive social support is
defined.

. {

'The detinition of objective tangible support and the definitions
'of support that follow, are not effect- *or response-based. The
behaviors to be watChed for should be those which, on the basis of
theory and research, appear to promote well--being (Kahn and
.Quinn, 1976). But, whether or not such goal-directed behavior of
the giver does momote well-being in the receiver is a matter for
hypothesis testing and not a part of the present definition.

All of the definitions of support proposed here focus on support
behavior rather than on the concept of supportive relationships.
The concept of supportive relationships should, however, be
possible to derive from these definitions of behavior. For example,

an objective,tangible supporti*e relationship may be-defined as the
exchange of objective tangible support behavior. Here an observer
woul4look for evidence of reciprocity iwthe exchange,q tangible
goods. A

Objective psychological support will refer to behavior which
appears to be directed towards providing the person with
cognitions (values, attitudes, beliefs, 'perceptions of the 'environ-
ment) and affective states that constitute or are.hypothesized to
promote well-being. For example, one might provide praise and
encouragement as form§ of objective psychological support. As
with objective tangible support, the soc,ial sciedtist, practitioner,
or policy maker retains the responsibility for setting up the criteria
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for well-being (these criteria .might be defined as thc;4e'set by the
target _person) and the criteria for judging whether the support
provider is directing behavior toward the promotion of the target
person's well-being. Whether or noi these behaviori that.appear
be directed to producing mentally healthy cognitions and affects
actually 'do so is a matter for hypothesis testing, and is not an
inherent part of the definition.

It might be of interest to define .objective psychological social
,support as behavior intended to promote the person's well-being
or person-environment fit. However, the theory and methodology
for inferring intention is not at present well-developed and- may
not be so for some time to come (e.g., kisbect and Wilson, 1977).
For an observer to judge the goals towards which the provider of
social support is striving seems less difficult than Allk the obserVer
to infer the intentions, of the provider. So, to describe the
goal-directed behavior rather than the idtention of. the provider
has been suggested as a preferable way to operationalize objective
support (J. R. P. French, Jr., personal communication, 1978).

Objective tangible and psychological support can be observed
only if one states the specific goals ofIlie support behavior. An
observer would code the extent to which such behavior seemed to
be directed to these goals. For example, if one wished to help the
unemployed to obtain jobs, one might. 'specify that objective
tangible support should be directed to putting the person in
contact with offices or services that could provide employment
information. The dispatch of a Mobile office .(a van) to a
neighborhood hard hit by layoffs might fulfill this objective. One
would code the presencrbr absence of such a unit, the rate at
which it could process unemployed people; and other indfc-ators of
its tangible support capacity.

The Objective psychological support of the van might be judged
in terms of whether its personnel were communicating
information directed toward:

(a) increasing the unemployed person's perceptions that he or
she does have the ability to seek a job or to.behave in whatever
other wfly might be stipulated as adjustive and adaptive;

.A
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(b) increasing the person's0perceptions that jobs are ayailable to
match the persOn's qualifications;

*)

(c) increasing the person's perceptions that others will support
job:seeking efforts, creating or enhancing such normS7.

(d) increasing the person's perceptions that the person belongs
.to _or has access to a network that will provicfb needed information
And a sense of emotional comfort and acceptance;

(e) increasing the person's perceptions that the puisuit of a job
is a w rthwhile goal;

(f) incr sing the accuracy of the person's perceptions of the
correct an incorrect ways NI pursue the goal and of the extent to
which the person was putsuing the goal correctly; and

(g) decreasing nettatil,re affective states.

The observer's ratings of social support behaviors would not be
based on success in achieving Oats but only on their apparent-goal
direction. Note that the above list includes many, if not most, of
the elements that,have been suggested in the definitions of social
support by others, reviewed earlier. Research on the patterns of
help-giving in self-help groups (Levy, et al., 1977) finds the same
elements of goal-directed behavior present, but the emphasis tends
to vary with the type of group; for example, behavior control
groups tend to use more positive reinforcement than do
stress-coping groups.

Sukjective tan le support is defined as the target person's
perception that 6ètain needed physical resources in the
environment are being provided by others; the definition is thus
based on the target person's point of view. The extent to which the
target- person's definition Of what is needed overlaps with that of
the scientist; Practitioner, or policy maker may be an important
matter for empirical study, but it is of no consequence in defining
subjective tangible support.

In the furtlir discussion of the illretical model, following
these definition the term "perceived information" instead of the
concept of subj we tangible support will be used to refer to the

1 v9
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perceptiOn both of tingible aspects of the environment and of
incomini information about the self, including the 'consequences
of particular acts. All these 'elements are subsumed under

ccived information. This simplification will not compromise
t inajor features of the model.t

,. . Whereas objective psychological support relates to behavior
aimed at producing cognitions and affects judged to promote
objectively defined well-being, subjective psychological support
relates to the target person's perceptek that such behavior on the .'
part of the other person will promtyte personal well-being.
Whether or not the behavior will indee-d promote well-being is an
empirical question, but it is irrelevant to this definition. The only
thing that matters g that) the target person believes that the
behavior will promote cognitions and affects that will agree with
his/her well-being. Subjective psychological support is, in essence,
a perception of trust in the other person.

This feeling of trust, or subjective psychological support, is
distinguished from any perceptions the target person might have
of the messages that the provider of supportois sending. For
example, the target person may hear the provider saying "You are
important," or "Here is a way to gain fame and fortune." These
statements may be judged to be objective social support, but only
if the target person trusti the sender of such messages; accordingly
the perceived content of the messages is not considered subjective
psychological support.

Trust may represent an assessment of the motives of the
provider for both present and future support. The future
perspective is important. Feelings of trust may often be based not
so much on what the provider is doing at the moment, but on the
belief that if some crisis arose in the future, the provider could be
coubted on for protection against psychological and physical
harm.

This concludes the set of definitions of social support. In the
hypotheses to follow, we shall see a framework in which trust
serves as an important information wite. It can allow the person
access to, or protection from, information from others. Gaining

120
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access has a high value because information which gains access
influences the person's perceived person-enviionment fit, motiva-
tion to regond to,misfit, skill level of responding, and affective
states. .

Social Support as a Determinant of Response
to Misfit: Hypotheses

These hypotheses are shown in figure 4, an elaboration of figure
3.

Arrow 10: Objective tangible support has a positive-effect on
objective person-environment fit. This hypothesis is repeated here
with the substitution of objectiwe tangible support for 'the
objective environmental resources used at the origin of arrow 10 in
figure 3. A layoff or job tednination would be an example of a
loss of objective tangible support which would alter objective fit.
The loss of a job may increase misfit in respect .to needs for
affiliation, recognition, use of one's skills and abilities, and
financial security.

Note that the path from objective taftiOble support to resultant
fit does not require that the persoti perceive support in order to
benefit from it. For example, a person whose coping resp.onse to
unemployment is the filling out 'of an application form might
reduce unemployment mOfit by means of both the person's.
response and external resources. The person may have shown a
high degree of competence in completing the form. The employing
organization might have facilitated the fit by simplifying the form
so that 'applicants for a job with lOth-grade requirements Would
not need a college education to fill Out the form accurately.
Although one might 'lever be aware of such eXternal resources,
they could make a significant difference in one's employment
chances.

Line 11: Objective tangible support ihssociated with objective
psychological support. This is a noncausal association. It
represents the likelihood that the provision of material resources is
often a signal to the target person about the attitudes of the giver.
The job placement counselor who hands a client a brochure about

1 21
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the client's occupational interests may be trying to signal to the
client, "I help you fing a job," or alternattely, am
busy. Read thi brochure and you will find out what I don't have
time to tell you.." Sometimes it may be difficult to tell whether
objective tangible support is alsOs objective psychblogical stipport
or a deliberate lack of it.

Arrow 12: Objective psychological support increasey the
amount of information the person perceives about objective fit.
This is a weak hypothesis; a stronger one regarding objective
lAychological Apport and perceived information will be presented
in the discussion of the intersection of arrows 12 and 18.<

Arrow 13: Objective psychological support ,increases subjective
psychological support.

Intersection of arrows 13 and 14: The perceived need of the
target person for social support increases the extent to which
objective psychological support produces subjective psychological
supplitt. The perceived need for social support can be stated in
terms of several conceptualizations involving needs for control,
reactance, need for independence, and` equity, all of which appear
to be compatible. These conceptualizations are briefly elaborated
below.

The extent to which 'objective psychological support is perceived
4 as psychologically supportive may depend on whether or not the

target person perceives this support as a threat to needs for control
or to needs to Taintain some decisional choice (Bem, 1972;
Nisbett and Valins, 1971; Wickland, 1974; Wortman and Brehm,
1975). Such threats are hypothesized to produce tendencies to
reassert one's freedom of choice and control (reactance), even if
such a reaction runs counter to one's initial goals. This behavior
has been .called reactance (Brehm, 1966). For example, Alice
brings Tom home to meet her parents. They effusively praise her
choice. The next day Alice turns Tom down ins favor of Mike. In
doing so, she attempts to exert a choice which is not apparently
due to the pressure of her parents.

It is likely that persons who have strong needs for independence
or autonomy are particularly sensitive to objective psychological

4
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support that attempts to control or which.may seek to help the
target person by providing direct aidrather than enhanced options
for choice. On the other hand, if the target person has strong
ueeds for dependence, objective psychological support aimed at
-enhancing freedom of choice may be viewed as psychologically
no nsupportive.

The arousal of the' need for social support may vary according
to the situation, in addition to varying according to the personality
disposition of dependence-independence, The, target person may
believe it legitimate to be given a choice in some situations("I want

-to ,be given an array of jobs from which'to make my selection")
but not in others ("I do not want the surgeon to ask me which
scalpel should be used"). To present a person with a choice when
you are being counted on to make the decjsion because of your ,
expertise or legal right may undermine the person's trust in you.
These considerations suggest that it is important to define the
bases of.power, (French and Raved, 1968) that are anticipated by
the target person in the relationship with the provider of objective
psychological support.

Need for Aocial support can also be viewed in terms of equity'
(Adams, 1965). According to an equity theory of social exchange,
if the target person perceives objective psychological support in
exCess of the petson's ability to repay it, or in excess of what the
pirson deserves, then psychological tension or discomfort will be
(roused. The target person- will tend to resist further objective
supportlest the oblig tion to repay it be so great as to result in loss
of freedom of ch ice or be excessive. Under uch conditions,

. whiCh day promoie reactance behavior, the person's low need for
social support 'will destroy any positive relationship between
objective and subjective psychological support.

The proposition that .equity is important in determining the
acceptance of objective psychological support is congruent .with
the view of social support relationships'as reciprocal (G. Caplan,
1976; Cobb, 1976). Reciprocity allows giver and receiver to
maintain an equity of exchange and a sense of freedom from
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obligation.4 If obligation 'exists, then the sPontaneity of social
psychological support is reinoveci; Spontaneity-on the part of the
givtr may lead the target person to believe that the giver Is
providing support out of goodness of heart, rather than-because
"page 32, paragraph 5 of 'Procedures for Dealing with Clients"
says to do so.

Arrow 15: Subjective psychological support increases subjective
person-environment fit. The person who feels trust in a
relationship may experience increases in person-environment fit
'on dimensions dealing with social relationships (affiliation,
advice, understanding, sharihg of responsibilities). The presence
of a helPful other will connote that subjective demands will be
easier to me-et because the other person will provide itsources to
help meet them. Perceived needs will be seen as better met because
of additional supplies provided by, the other person.

Arrow 16: Subjective pochological support reduces negative
affect. Anxiety s-and depression' should be decreased when
subjective psychological support is received. It is possible,
however, that this result occurs partly because of the perception
that the giver of support is protecting one's choice over options.
As was noted earlier; lack of choice may lead to depression.

Arrow. 17: Subjective psychological support lowers defensive
mechanisms by increasing feelings of security and reducing the
need to defend the self from harm. Arrow 17 points to defensive

4. For some persons, the concept of "reciprocity" miy mean the exchange of goods or
informatiqn of like kind ("I hug yOu, so you hug me") but ,such a connotation is beyond.:

the meaning of the word. In relatiqnships between professionals and their clients the
exchange may involve the trade of goods that are equivalent only in value ("You give me

advice, and I give youninney"). Jackins (1962) has pointed out that in helping relatiqnships

that involve self-help networkslike that between acquaintancesthe receiver of social
support may have equitt restored by being able to contribute something useful to the
relationship, even if it is housemork or helping to repair something which belongs to the
giver. Jackins points out that indeed the receiver of sotial support may need it so badly that
it is not psychologically possible for her or him to provide payment in kind, and here
bartering arrangements are advisable. In this regard, one might define a supportive host as

one who can distinguish between guests who offer to make salads because they feel they are ,
receiving more hospitality than they deserve and wish to restore a sense of equity to the
relationship, and guests who make such an offer as a gesture of etiquette fully hoping it will

be turned down.

1 ?5
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mechanisms, such'as filtering; distortion, denial, and projection,
that would interfere with a person's ability to accept new
information regarding objective pet-son-environ ent fit. Such
defenses Might also interfere with accepting information
regarding: (a) the person's abilities to cope with Ilisfit; (b) the
value or incentives of responding to the misfit in a particular
manner; and (c) ways in which response skills can be improved.

Intersection of arrows 12 and 18: Objective psychological
support directed to giving irtformation about objective fit will be
perceived as valid to the extent that the person's defenses are not
aroused by such information.

Intersection of arrows 19 and 20: Objective psychological
support directed to providing feedback about abilities to respond
to misfit in various ways, the incentive value of each response, and
the ways responses can be Improved will be perceived as valid to
the extent that the person's' defenses are not aroused by such
information. ThisAypothesis, like the pteceding one, says that if
the target person becomes defensive, then information will not be
accepted. The defense mechanisms will eliminate the information
by'methods of selective attention, reinterpretation, and distortion.
Such mechanisms will be used to protect the target person from
whet is seen as information harmful to the self.

hen the person trusts the giver of support, defeEse
Mechanisms will interfere \less with the transmission r of
information; information will be perceived and viewed as valid
even if 'it does not affirm the target person's perceptions, beliefs,
and attitudes. In only one case should affirmation be required: ihe
giver of support must affirm the target persches perception that
the giver can be trusted to be a protector from harm.

Arrow 21: To the extent that the person perceives information
about how to improve self-performance as valid and as promoting.
appropriate goals, that information will result in an increase in the
person's objective skills in this area. Perhaps this is a seminder to
those who are involved in programs designed to increase the skills
of certain gronps that the mere presentation of didactic
information may have no detectable effect on actual skill unless it

1 -2 G
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is accepted as valid and useful. Following arrow ,21 back to its
antecedents, one Sees that the element of trust must be present if
instruction is to have the intended effect on actual skill level.

Arrow 22: New information about the probability of successf ill
responses to misfit and about their incentive values will change a
person's m9tivation to respond in certain ways if the Wormation
is perceived as valid and as serving felt needs: Following this arrow
back, we again see that efforts to increase a person's motivation to
respond to a particular person-qnvironment misfit in a particular
way (stich as a pep talk) may not have their intended effect unless
the person trusts the sender of the message and so does not screen
out the message by defensive listening.

Intersection 'of arrows 22 and 23: Information from others
perceived as valid and as promoting well-being inefers
(conditions) the effects of persoh-environment fit on responses to
misfit by increasing motivation to cope. cobb (1976) suggests that
social suPport may buffer, the effects of stress (misfit) on
well-being only when there is a crisis or acute stress, defined as a
major and sudden increase in person-environment misfit.

The sharp increase in objective person-environment misfit in the
tuffer hypothesis is like a trigger, Objective social support-should
occur only when the increase in misfit exceeds a certain rle over
time. No response by thet provider of support should be offered
until a certain threshold of change in misfit is exceeded. Figure 5
shows a hypothetical example.

In figure 5a the nonlinear relationship between rate of increase
in misfit and respbusiveness of objective social support is shown.
In figure 5b the effect 'of rate of increase' in misfit on perceived
helplessness is shown to interact with, and to be buffered by, the
responsive objective soCial Support. If the social support is
nonresponsive, then this-hypothesis predicts that no buffering will
take place and that the relationship between rate of increase in
objective misfit and coping disability, made linear in this e?cample,
will remain unchanged.

When buffering does take place, we would expect to find that
the perceived increase in misfit will also be great, and that the
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Figure 5b
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objective psychological support, if responsive, will increase
subjective sociVit_toork The-increase in subjective social support
should, in turn, open the person's access to information about
resources of psychological security, thus reducing feelings df
helplessness and resulting in a perceived ability to cope with the
situation.

EVALUATING THE MODEL

In this last section of the paper, . three topics, are discussed:
omissions from the model, the validity of the model, and sources
of bias in the model. -

What Does the Model 04?
The following topics are considered, briefly: the dimensions of

fit and coping to be studied; what other mechanisms of, social
support buffering may be present; the besrt sources of objective
social support; what it is that supports the support, givers; social
support networks; and social mechanisms in the improvement of
the positive relationship; between objective and subjective
psychological support. ,

1. What dimensions of fit and coping should be studied?
Although there are lists of dimensions, such as Murray's list of
needs (1938), the model does npt suggest which dimensions are
preferable. Other theories, cornbined with observations of the
population to be studied, are required for an informed answer to
this question.

, .

2. Which sources of objective social support are the best? Should
more emphasis be placed qn the development of professional'
services or should,we be increasing theski14,of the liy network?
The model can provide a framework, for 'evaluating, this qtlestion
because the effectiVeness of different sources of objecti;/e support
can be compared. In longitudinal studies the relatiOnship between
sources of objective support and perceived support, mo-tivation,
responses to misfit, and resultant fit can be examined.

1 3
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3. What supports the support givers? The model in figure 4 is
intended-to be-generically applicable to the explanation-of human
responses to misfit. Therefore it should be possible to substitute
the giVer of social support for the target person and to study the
conditions that promote and hinder the ability to meet demands of
others for social support. In ,programs of intervention where
objective social support resources are to be created, it may be wise.
to examine the extent tO which such programs have sdcial support
mechanisms , to promote the required role-behavior of support

..
givers (see Caplan, 1979). ..,

4. What about social support networks? Kahn and Quinn (1976)
have proposed a seNef hypotheses about the nature of social
networks and social 1Nages that may allow one to determine
those social structures which prevent coping disability. For
example, networks of potential providers of objective social-

support can pe described in termsof density (the extent to Which
the members of the nbt com unicate with- one another); size;
anchoring (e.g., are they the 'mary acquaintance of ihe target
person or of the spouse?; are ty related as members of soine
formal organization such as a work setting?; are they related in a
professional helping relationphip?); stability over time; frequency
of contact; and so on.

A recent review of research on the role of networks during the
crisis of bereavement (Walker, MacBride, and Vachon, 1977., p.
40) ". . . suggests that there is often a lack of fit between the
social and ,psychological needs of the individual in crisis and the
individual's social support network." Studies of the properties of
networks could tell us whether or not certain charaoteristics- of
these networks are associated with good adaptation. The findings
could provide a basis for studies of interventions that sought to
change networks 'Or of observed natural.changes in network
formation. These studies would help tcr determine whether the
networks were a deterininant of the hypothesized processes that
promote adaptive well-being, or were a symptom of other
influences on adaptive well-being.

If properties of networks are found to vary in their effectiveness
according to the type ot misfit (for example, Parkes, 1972,
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suggests that small, dense networks may entrap people during
crises of major psychosociat transition by providing Iiinited
norms, information-, and social contacts), then studies might be
justified that describe the distribution of such networks in the
population. Such studies could help to identify groups lacking
social support res9iurces required for potential management of
crises.

5. Are there social mechanisms that can increas&the likelihood
that objective psychological support will be perceived as
psychologically supportive? Participation may be an effective
social mechanism to produce perceived psychological support.
Participation is the amount, of a person's influence on decisions
and plans that affect the person, (after French, Israel, and Aas,
1960). Participation is one way of allowing target 'persons to
indicate the goals on which they want help, and how and when
they want to be helped.

Participation as a Rrocess allows people to decide how much
.control they want, and how much control they want others to
exert, over a given situation. It avoid§ the possibility of violating
the personI needs for autonOmy, or lack of it, by proviling an
information feedback loopto the givers of objective-kocial
support. Participation appears, to promote adaptive behavior
beneficial both to the target person and to the social system to
which the target person belongs (Liken, 1961, 1967; Argyris,
1964; Coch and French, 1948; Morse and Reimer, 1956),
providing that such participation is seen as legitimate (French, et
al., 1960).

In counseling, participation may consist of permitting the client
to exert choice over alternatives. For example, the ultimatum,
"You must go to all these job interviews," may be viewed as
nonsupportive because it removes choice and may force reactance
(dropping out of ,contact withl the job counselor as au act of
defiance). By contrast, suppose the counselér were to say, "It 'hay
be hard for you to interview for all these jobs. How many would
you like to try before coming back to talk with me?" Here the
client is being asked to participate in the employment decision and

1
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is more likely to view the counselor .as someone who can be
--t- trusted.

,

z

An account of an experiment in which participation was used to
improve person-environment fit in social networks is found in the
work of Campbell (1973). The procedure was applied to engineers
in a federal agency. Participation appeared to work well so long as
the dimensions of misfit wer not such as to require, resources
from outside the network. B t when adjustment's in misfit
required a change in demands or resources beyond the network,
the iirocess was ineffective. Campbell's study suggests that
researCh on participation,' as a mode 9f building objective and
subjective psychological support, should examine the span of
control andeauthority of the social support network, in order to
determine the dimensions of misfit that can and cannot be altered
by particular networks.'

Is the Model Valid?

At the outset it was suggeSted that a good theory should suggest
the targets for an intervention. This model suggests as 'targets:
perceived psychological support; perceptions of abilities and needs
and of environmental resources and de n nds; and perceptions of
the incentive values and probabilities of eing able to respond to

, misfit in one manner or anOther.

To evaluate the" effects of any social pinterventicon or
policy-guided ',program, one would need a model that- could
distinguish between those prders of social support which did' and
did not lead to desirable evels of Objective person-environment
fit..One would also want Li model that, could identify the points in
the process between intervention and outcome where less
successful interventions failed, so that modifications could be

aimed at overcoming 'these barrieri. For example, was an

5. The truly adaptive target person may be one who knows how,, to link up with those
social support networks that are appropriate to the sort of fit needing attention. The truly
adaptive organization orsociety may be one that trains its members how to determine
which networks best suit a particular problem; it may also be one that knows how to make
these networks available.

14
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unsuccessful outcome clue to failure to produce a perception of
trust? Did it provide the wrong information about the yaluekof
certain types of responses?. Did it fail because it did not
communicate new information about the norms (for example, did
it immerse the person in a peer-support group of ,those facing the
same category of misfit)? Did it fail because, although it produced
high motivation and the correct response, it did not deliver the
objective environmental resources that were supposed to remove
certain barriers to coping?"

To answer such questions, a model must have a known or at
least reasonably estimated validity. This paper has presented a
largely untested model. The following steps would help to
determine its validity and therefore its usefuldess in answering
some of the above questions:

(1) The development of valid measures of ob'jective social
support as defined for use in this model and the further
development of existing measures of subjective social support.

(2) The development of valid measures of the other elements in
the model required for testing its validity: measures of coping,,
cognitive distortion and defenses, perceived ability, and perceived
incentive value of different modes of responding to _misfit. The
measurement of objective misfit also remaihs a challenge.

(3) Studies of the effects of social support in samples where
some of the respondents will face an acute crisis situation, where
other respondents at about the same level of misfit will face a
chronic situation, and where still otMr groups will show normal
variation in person-environment fit. Such studies would clarify the
role of sociat support as A buffer of the effects of stress or misfit
on responses to misfit (strain, mental and physical illness).

The studies should be longitudinal unless the proaesses and their
effects are considered as occurring simultaneously. For example,
Likert (1967) suggests that when participative systems of
management are adapted, it may take as long as three years before
the benefits are visible: The interval of effect for individuals may
vary depending on the coping behavior being studied. In school
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systems, the shortest time for judging the effects of social support
might be a-- minimum of one semester. In studies of
unemployment, estimates of the longitudinal period of itudy
might be based on the current range ,91f time it takes to secure
employment or reemployment after a layoff. 'In studies of child
socialization, a research program spanning several years might be
desirable.

Is- the Model Biased?

l'62 question refers to whether or not 'the soncepts and casting
of tilt model are such that the ontf§ for adaptation and adjustment
is placed on the persorf ("person blame") or on the environme'ne
("system blame"); (Gurip Gurin, Lao and Beattie, 1969). Do we
assume here that the Procrustean bed is in the hands of the
environment or ili the hands of the person?

The concept of person-environment fit makes no assumptions
about who is to do the adjusting. The concept of fit, however,
does raise the question about whether fit should be. achieved by
changing the environment's demands and resources, by changing
the person's abilities and goals, or by some combination of ihe
two. The answer to this question is probably dependent upon at
least two consid4ations: the availability and cost of technologies
and social mechanisms for improving person-environment fit; and
societal values about the use of such technologies and
inechanisms. The societal values of interest here are,the ones that
indicate which aspects of the person should accommodate to
society and which slould be protected fjom having to make such
an accommodation.

Although the model in figure 4 is not intended to indicate the
value's we ought to pursue, it (and models like it) may be useful in
helping social groups to determine- to wkat extent interventions
aimed at increasing person-environment fit do soin socially valued
ways., If our models can provide this resource, then we shall have
the satisfaction of knowing that we are contributing .both to
scientific -knowledge and to its social utilization.
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5
ROLE ADAPTATION AND THE

APPRAISAL OF
WORKTRELATED STRESS,

MARC FRIED--

Introauction

Th le importance of work for economic life is self-evident.
Wheiher vieWed in the aggregate as the basis for sustaining the
phys,ical existence of a society or more humanly as the neCessary

, condition for meeting the subsistence requirements of i
poptilation or for enhancing standards of living, work activities
are he foundation of a social order. By the same token, the loss of
pro uctivity due to unemployment and its consequences for the
av ilability of goons and services in a population would also
Up ear to be self-evident. Nonetheless, one can only view . those
'ec nomic and business analyses of unemployment that see
a vantages ip moderate levels of unemployment, if only

riodicitlly4 as a reflection of the distortions of a rational,
eikmornic order. 1C.\

That the activities, relationships, and accomplishments associ-
ted with work are also critical comporients of social .experience
nd personal development is less widely recognized. While the

importance of the non-economic funCtions of work is a
fundamental tenet of contemporary social science, neither the

, basic human significance of work nor, correspondingly, the
deleterious consequences of unemployment, is universally
accepted. CharleS Booth, almost a century ago, was startled to
learn that many of London's lower class population were poor
because they earned so little money or were unable to find jobs
and were not merely avoiding work. His observations did not
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entirely convince that cynical socialist, George Bernard Shaw, for
whom "the undeserving poor" were at least a segment of the
lower classes. It is more disturbing to realize that despite many
studies of work and the job, despitethe eyidence that most people
want to work and would Nib .Q111144,e-work except under the most
&advantageous conditions, there is a persistent disbelief in any
widespread motivation for employment. In parallel fashion, there
is extensive ignorance concerning the damaging consequences of
job loss for individuals and families, except for the more obvious
features of economic deprivation.

Social science investigation has, unfortunately, failed to
contribute its dud to a clarification of these issues. Apart from
studies of unemployment during the great depression, only during
the last few years have several close empirical analyses of the
impact of job loss been unveiled. There are, of course, many
subtle and complex issues involved which complicate the study of
these problems and the interpretation of findings. Moreover, the
basic oanceptual and theoretical apparatus (or guiding the analysis
of these issues is quite rudimentary. It is primarily this inadequacy
of concepts, models, and theories essential for understanding
psychosocial phenomena like work and unemployment that is the
major impetus to the present effort.

The general significance and ,specific forms of work and
unemployment in modern societies derive from the larger social
structure and the social system values, and are embedded within
the entire array of roles and experiences of people within the small
social systems of daily life. As a consequence, the development of
micro-level concepts and models for understanding the processes
and experiences of work must take account of the diverse spheres
of daily behavior and of their interrelatiOnships with one another.
In turn, this implies that the very effort to understand work and
unemployMent must be initiated at a more abstract level, far
removed from the concrete phenomena of the world of work.
With this in mind, I shall give little attention to jobs, work
experiences, and job loss at the outset And will only return to these
concrete foci in order to exemplify and develop, further some Of
the abstract formulations.

1
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I start with the view indicated above: the 'nature of work itself
-and-of -attitudestoward-work-are-largely-a-functienultimately-,- ef-
macro-level politicoeconomic and sociicultural forces. While they
May be suStained and even modified by specific experiences within
diffeient types of organizations, these represent mainly variations
on a larger societal theme. Marcuse (1964, 1966), following several'
lines of thought developed by Freud (1961a, 1961b), has vividly
characterized the ways in valich these macro-level forces dominate
and direct our psychic apparatus. The broad brush strokei of
Marcuse's formulation are not sufficient, however, for close
empirical analysis, but they provide a meaningful vantage point
and important suggestions about dimensions to be considered.
Despite the need for further theoretical clarification of the
Mechanisms by which macro-level forces impinge on individuals, I
shall give only scant attention to this problem. I shall attempt,
rather, to develdP and specify the parameters of micro-level
psychosocial analysis. Since it is primarily for individuals as role
participants in small social systems and collectivities that the
inlpact of macro-lewl fprces is most potent, I shall devote much of
my attention to the development of role analysis.

To the extent that the role concept can be formulated so that it
has facets, dimailsions, and dynamics, it may- well serve as a
critical link betikeen the operation of social system forces and the
commonalities or idiosyncracies of psychological process in
explaining behavior. Indeed, since internal and external structural
and dynamic forces interact and impinge on individuals, a
specification of role concepts can, in principle, provide the most
stable basis for explaining aggregate behavioral patterns or
individual variability. To accomplish this conceptual objective, it
is essential to formulate the parameters of roles and to generate
theoretical propositions about the dynamics of role systems and
about the determinaqs and consequences of these dynamics.
Ultimately, it is necessary to demonstrate that the regularities or
irregularities of role behavior explain and predict the continuities
and discontinuities in human functioning better than do the social
and psychological processes from which role behaviors derive.
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To initiate such an inquiry, I will focus attention on the concept
of role attaptation as the conceptual expression of changes in role
behavior in response to internal or external forces. In order to
clarify the concept of role adaptation, however, it is necessary to
develop the language of role behavior and to specify the ways in
which roles are interrelated in forming the small social systems of
daily functioning. Given these definitional and conceptual
formulations, I. will extend the conceptual apparatus to
propositions concerning_ the impact of external forces on role
behavior and the process of role Adaptation. Particular emphasis
will be given to those external forces that can be conceived as
stressi Greater attention is given to external events than to
variability in psychological reactions, partly as a function of the
available literature, and partly because of philosophical predispo-,
sition. Both sets of forces, however, must be invoked in
developing the concepts of stress and strain before applying these
formulations to the phenomena of work and unemployment and
'to the role adaptations generated by stress in these spheres of
experience.

Since a great part of the discussion is necessarily conceptual, 19
_brief synopsis of the substantive argument iliFlesirable. Borrowing
the concept of a stress-strain ratio from applied physics, I sh411
argue that the impact of stress influences the role behavior of
individuals through the strain developed in tole functioning. These
individdal experiences of 'strain, however, have repercussions far,
beyond the individual as they affect other individuals Nhose roles
are intertwined in the small social systems of daily lifeYMoreover,
not only do external social, economic, and political forces initiate
most of the stresses that are subjectively transformed into strains
of cliffeient degrees of severity, but these same forces constrain the
options available for role adaptation. Thus, while the range of
adaptational responses for 'coping with stress are, in principle,
almost infinite, the conditions of life substantially narrow the
possibilities and produce residual or even additional stresses,
conflicts, and strains in the very process of adapting ta the initial
stress. Many of these secondary stresses, conflicts, and strains are
often submerged beneath apparent adaptational achievements In

vt.
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response to the initial stress. But.this should not obscure either-the
vdstence or These ssfuLresidue jor their _evaluatioi in _a_
meaningful human cost-benefit analysis. The Stresses associated
with work in out society and, even more strikingly, those entailed
by . unemployment; reveal most sharply the interrelationships
among role adaptations in different spheres of functioning and the
consequences of stress and adaptation to stress for small social
systems.

Role Conceptualization: Alternative Approaches

A recent news dispatch reported that Johnny. Weismuller, the
erstwhile Tarzan of many films, had been hospitalized because he
had taken to shouting that he was Tarzan, expressing himself in
the savage gutterals of that jungle denizen, trying to swing from
hanging reminders of jungle vines, and reliving in many- ways his
famous inovie role.

Occasionally, with the depersonalization that sometimes
characterizes sociological analysis, the concept of role is
formulated by analogy with drama. Such terms as role-taking and
role-playing imply such artifice and; to this degree, mock the
objective conformity and subjective investMent psociated with
role behavior. What is lost in the dramaturgical conception is that
the drama and the art of acting evoke the reality within the role fc4,,
a brief moment in time and only in a specific context. Moreover, it
is the reatit9 within a role and not the reality of a role. Only with
the repetition of the same dramatic role, evoking the same reality
with regularity, and only for those individuals who can fulfill
themselves through the reality within dramatic roles, can the play
become an encompassing experience. Sean Connery, I understand,
refused to be 007 in the James Bond movies any longer for fear of
becoming 007 both in subjective reality and in the eyes of his
audiences. He may, thus, have averted Johnny Weismuller's fate,
a4etrogressive debasement of a secret identification that went
beyond dramatic necessity.

But while this exaggeration of a familiar phenomenon reveals
the tenuousness of a aramaturgical conception of roles in daily
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life, it also reminds us that similar forms of secret identification
which exceed social necessity arise occasionally in other
conditions. Merton (1957) presents a telling form of such
identification and its overload of commitment to rules in his
analysis of bureaucratic structure and personality. Goffman's
social analyses (1959, 1971), while often verging on Daumier-like
caricature, also capture the essence of distorteil identifications
with the formal definition of roles, sometimes reduced to their
ultimate absurdities. A psychodynamic analysis iS essential for
clarifying the processes by which such over-commitment takes
plice and for analyzing the individuals who find fulfillment or, at
least, security in such role investment! However, there is also a
more evident social conditiOn common to these situations.

Such identifications appear mainly to occur when the role
represents an organizational position endowed with substantially
more power than the incumbent can ever hope to achieve in his or
her own right. By pufsuing all of, the formal rigidities of
rule-defined role behaviors, individuals can indulge themselves in
reflected glory and, at the same time, believe themselves to be
expressing the unexpressed will of those with true authority. The
price they frequently pay is that, having borrowed their strength
without proper license, they must then go on feigning the power
they do not possess. The excessive idptification with the roles of
bureaucrat, professor, executive, pnblic official, or doctor cannot
bear confrontation with the reality of diminished power in other
roles and relationships. A process that may have started
innocently as dedication to a work 'role, supplemented by
exaggerated esteem for and rigidification of establishment
standards, results in a total persona modeled on the role. -The
person within the persena readily vanishes.

Fortunately, most people do not become so intensly identified
with single roles, nor do most role situations encourage such
excessive commitment to single roles. While such over4dentifica:
tion with roles is frequent enough .to warrant some attention in
dealing with the pathologies of role behavior, a general
conceptualization of role functioning must be based on principles
that characterize role behavior more regularly in daily life. Apart

1 8
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--from the dramaturgical model, several different conception's of
role are widely used.,

4

The role concept has been defined, categorized, and deployed in
many diverse ways. Common to all of them is the view that role
represents the intersect between social and psychological processes
and vantage points. Htever, relatively little conceptualization,
theoretical formulation, or empirical analysis explicitly develops
this potential. Numerous critics have, , in fact, rejected the role
concept on the grounds that it has proved of little theoretical or
empirical value (Coulson, 1972; Preiss and Ehrlich , 1966; Sarbin,
1954)7 But a concept can have little theoretical or empirical merit
in its own right. Concepts like intelligence, electromagnetic force,
or social networks have significance primarily because they have
dimension and are incorporated within propositions that can be
used fot theoretical -development or empirical evaluation. While
there a e several examPles of efforts to engage the cuincepf of role
beyonçl initial definitions (e.g., Bates, 1956; Gross et al., 1958;
Nyt e al., 1976; Parsons and Shils, 1952; Poi:az, 1972; Turner,
1970)A there has been a paucity of such effort; with few attempts to
gene ate the dimensions and framework for roie analyse..
Notètheless, a brief consideration of several of the dominant
app oaches to role conceptualization helps to place the present
forñiulation in context.

Three differe concept% styles and corresponding differences
in the conceptu tion of roles are evident. The most familiar of
these stems fro structural-functional theory in sociology
(Gobde, 1960; Merton, 1957; Parsons, 1951). This approaáli
conceives of roles as the primary units of Social organization
defined in functional terms. Each role is the functional correlate
of a structural unit conceptualized as a status. This structural unit
itself is hased on norms regarding the rights and obligation&
associated with specific, designated positions in the social system.
In this conception, the structural features of statuses define many
of the regularities of the function of such roles as parent, friend,
colleague, teacher; and, in this respect, the structural-functional
approich gives priority to structural determinants of role
behavior. Since the relationship between structure and function is
reciprocal, functional features are, by no means, neglected.

119
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Nonetheless, this approach tends to rigidify conceptions of roles
and role behavior unrealistically.

The various forms of interactional analysis adopt a very
different view of role in which the classification and .analysis of
role behavior is oriented to the psychosOcial function' of roles
within a given setting (Goffman, 1961; Turner, 1962). Since roles"
are viewed as emergent phenomena Within specific interactional
conditions, their interpersonal functions are given priority. This is
reflected in interactionist role terminology which characterizes
roles by such features as facilitator, antagonist, prcifecateur, or
conciliator. In effect, it is the function of the role in developing the
emergent processes of action and interaction that is its defining
characteristic. Regularities of role, therefore, stem from
similarities in the conditions of action and from general Orinciples

of sciCial participation. ""---

The social psychological tradition of role Conceptualization is
more diverse and does not lend itself so neatly to a summary
statement. Two main strands of theoretical role formulations
appear in the work of Sarbin (1965, 1968) and in the work of fahn
and a series of collaborators (Katz and Kahn, 1966; KahnNet al.,
1964; Kahn and Quinn, 1970). In both instances, the approach to
role theory tends to emphasize the normative features of role
functioning and.of the stressful or conflicted components of role
patterning. The social psychological conceptualization and the
corresponding terminology is more formal than that of the
interactionist role formulations, in dealing with characteristic
situational forces that condition role behavior. At the same time,
this approach gives greater attention to the dynamics of role
behavior than appears .in structural-functional analysis by virtue
of its emphasis on spetifics organizational or contextual factors
that influence roles.'i

In the present view 67 role concepts and theory, each of these
approaches provides a distinctive contribution to role analysis. In
its treatment of rights and obligations, normatively defined, as
central features of roles, the presern formulation is closesi to the
structural-functional conceptualization. However, it differs from
the structural-functional conception in several respects. Since roles
are conceived, in the present approach, as themselves structural-
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functional endue's, there is no particular need for a distinction
between-statuses-and-rolerul-Moreover-,- while-wroli is-defined-on-
the basis of its most critical social functions, tWe is considerable
variability and, indeed, fleXibilitY in the. supplementary functions
served by given roles. hi this respect, this conceptualization leads
toward the intetactionist formulation and gives particular priority
to the role relationship in defining supplementary role functions
and in determining many of the properties of the role. On the
other hand, the more specific interpersonal or -group functions .of
roles often addressed by interactionist analysis are not considered
in the present formulation. These attributes of role behavior
represetit a different dimension of analysis, an aspect of group
prociss only incidentally linked to' role functioning. The present
formulation is similar to that of the social psychological apriroach
in its simultaneous concern with social and individual functions of .

roles. However, tO the extent . that social psychological role
analysis has focused on role dynamics internal to the role system,
it reflects only one of the several sources of influence on role
functioning. The present approach is as' much concerned with
macro-level external forces and with internal micro-level forces
as with those inherent in the system of roles as determinants of
'role behavior.

Several issues arise in role conceptualization apart from the
different general theoretical frameworks ,within which role
concepts are embedded. One fundamental problem concerns the
contrast between normative and behavioral definitions of roles.
The normative conception defines roles primarily in terms of (-\
rights and obligations. The behavioral conception defines roles
primarily in terms of regularities of functioning in roles. Given a
normative definition, there remains the question of whose norms
are involved or, more generally, as Gross et al. (1958) point out,
the degree and form of consensus regarding role norms.. More-
over, two other issues remain problematic within the normative
conception: (1) are the different rights and obligationi associated
with a role equally potent or do they represent different degrees of

I. For a view expressing similar doUbts about the value of maintaining the distinction
between status and role, see: Jackson, 1972.
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requiredness? and (2) are-there not other features of role behavior
that may reflect social expectations but are. not quite obligations or
rights? A behavioral definition avoids the problem of variability
and flexibility in rolel conceptions, but it floes not confront the
issue of normatiVe requkedness, of consensus associated with
common features of role functioning. Thus, we are led to the yiew
that a normative definition of roles involves a necessary but
insufficient basis for distinguishing and delineating roles. In
addition to.an (unknown) level of normative consensus concerning
major role obligations and rights, definitions also involve:
(a) variations in the behavioral translation of obligations and
rights; (b),differences in the potency of differmit obligations and
rights associated with a role; and (c) supplementary role behaviors
that may be widespread or highly variable but are sustained by
structural or dynamic forces other than non's.

Another issue that occasionally arises and has important if
subtle implications for the style and scope of role analysk
concerns the extent to which the different roles in which
individuals participate encompass all of individuality (Jackson,
1972; Popitz, 1972). The present formulation conceptualizes.roles
to include all spheres of behavior. This implies, in turn, that all
behavior is role-related. However, individual differences and, in
its most essential sense, individuality, may be expressed in several
different aspects of role functioning: in developing an individual
variant of nonnatiVt conceptions of role functions; in the specific
behavioral expression of those functions; in the manner of linking
those functions to the funCtions- of role pattners; and in the total
patterning of different roles. But the problem of individuality in
the midst of omnipresent roles must itself be understood as a
function of the orientation of role concepts and foie analysis.

Role is universallikonceived as an interface concept, one that
lies between and is directed toward social and psychological
analysis. However, the typei of role concepts employed, the role
terminology used, and the types of role behavior subjected to
analysis may reflect a primary emphasis on the societal function of
roles or on the individual function of roles, or may be explicitly
directed toward the dual, psychosocial aspect of roles. In societal

150 1
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analysis, the role is the unit of aggregation, and the individual
necessarily becomes irrelevant as we move to higher levels of social
organization. In individual analysis, the social function of roles
becomes incidental, and individuals experiencing and responding
to role expectations are primary considerations. Psychosocial
analysis, which conceives the dual reference of roles as the core
problem of analysis, must invoke several dimensions of role
functioning to- deal with- this complexity. The formulation of a
model of integrative levels of role funttioning is designed to link
up with the diffefent sastem units involved. At the same time it is
clear that individuals, of unique physiological and psychological
composition, cam-climate the dVferent integrative levels of role
functioning.

Although I shall argue that most physiological and psycholog-
ical attributes are incorporated within roles and are significant
socially only to the extent that they affect role behityior, t believe
there is a realm of private experience that can only be viewed
properly in individual terms. Even though these private
experiences maY stem from behavior in roles, and even though
such subjective states may eventually influence role functioning,
they are reflected in the fact 'that they cut across roles and are
common to the diverse behaviors of an individual rapier than to
the common or diverse features of a given role. Moreoer, they are
represented as the subjective experiences which are residues of
daily role behavior, if only in dreams, play,. and fantasy. But the
frequency with which such individuality is manifest within the very
process of role functioning is itself a reflection of the social order.
The extent to which human behavior is encompassed by roles, or
represents the expression of individuality in the pursuit of role
commitments, is an important aspect of the fundamental freedom
or constraint within a society or within .classes in society.

Role Analysis: Structute and Dynamics

Role will be defined as the set of normatively-motivated
behaviors that subserve specific _institutional or social system
functions and throagh which individuals fulfill physiological,
psychological, and social needs and desires. Roles are socially

w
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defined through the behavioral expectations of society, and their
associated sancttlins -concerning the functions indiriduals_nrust
and tan fulfill within the small social systems of daily life. To the
extent that these behavioral expectations are conceived as essential
features of the role, they' comprise the responsibilities and
prerogatives of the role. However, the degree of requiredness of
different role functions and the range of functions that a given
role may serve or fail to fulfill Can vary considerably.

The norms and expectations about role behavior provide some
guarantee that socially necessary or Aesirable functions will be
accomplished and will be coordinIted with the roles and s
functional activities of role partners and other members of small
social systems. To a considerable extent, higher levels of the social
system influence-human functioning and control role conceptions
through influencing pormatNe expectations, through confining
choices and options, and, in the extreme, through providing
sanctions to encoura conformity. Contemporary strtictural
forces supplement 5Zialization processes during childhood and
adulthood to lend inpetus to rolt conformity. Nonetheless, there
are many variati s in the c rity, consesus, and rigidity of
normative expectat'Ibns and s uctural consfitints regarding role
fulfillment. Moreover, large social system forces may be viewed
as setting the boundary conditions for role behavior since
numerous other influences serve to specify expectations and
structural options and Constraints.

Since normative expectations regarding role functions and
behavior are_ reflections of cultural orientations, sub-cultural
differe&es among social classes, ethnic groups, age groups, and
even regi e country are likely to result in variations in role
norms. etren greatef importance, however, albeit partly as an
aspect of subcultural differences, the role system in which roles are
embedded can markedly influence role conceptions and 'role
behaviors. In particular, role partners and the entire role set
ordinarily have powerful effects in Offering support for or
modifications of role expectations.

Apart from the various soCial forcesoimpelling at least a modest
degree of role conformity, a major (and often neglected)

A
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determinant of role fulfillment stems from the fact that most of
The seeiaity neeessary-or -desirable- ftmetions -designated-by- role
definitions alsb serve to meet individual human needs and desires.
I have already indicated that an inevitable consequence of social
organization is that the accomplishment of more personal
physiological, psychological, or social objectives must largely be
contained within the opportunities and constraints of socially-
defined roles. Thus, the meshing of individual motives to fulfill
personal needs, whether for food, sex, or soCiability, and the
social organization of functions within roles, is fundamental for
social conformity.

There are conditions, howeVer, in which there is a marked gap
between social demands and individual needs, in which individual
needs may be minimally NIfilled through social-role behavior or
the role requirements maAven be antithetical to-human desires. It
is evident, for example, that blue-collar jobsimnerally fail to meet
the desires of workers foj intrinsic productive satisfaction but,
'nonetheless,..labor force participation is sustained by the necessity
of earning a living. When role conditions do not provide such
internal pressures and are not merely transitory severely
reitrictive sanctions are necessary to insure role performance.
Such discordances between role demands and personal needs can
be major sources of strain in a society although, as in the case of
many class-related role variitions, these may be obscured by social
mechanisms that control potential conflict. At the other extreme,
the degree of flexibility in role definitions allows individuals to
utilize these roles even for idiosyncratic personal fulfillments. But
the possibility of such individuality in role behavior is a function
of the options and conaraints in normative definitions, on the one
hand, and of individual motivation and adaptational skills, on the
other.

While roles may be the elementary units of ihe larger
institutional structure and dynamics of a society, they are
cOncretely carried out within the small social systems, collectiv-
.ities, and environments of daily experience. These small social
systems, collectivities., and daily environments can be classified as
distinctive 'clusters of role systeths: workhkcupation, family/

1 55
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household, extra-nuclear interpprsonal relationi, Cidtural/recrea-
tional participation, arid social/personal maintenance. Since these
cltisters include a Complex of component rOIes, they calibt Viewed
as role complexes. It is within these role complexes that roles and
role behavior can be conceptualized in functionaliterms.

Although the organization an4 coordination of tiSes entails 'a
nUmber of social processes, the cdiponent roles in role complexes

. can be visualized and named on th is of several criteria. SuGli
_:...Alistinctions among roles are reaionable only if several conditions

are met: (a) different instrumental, or core role functions are
involved (e.g., household maintenanc
ionship); (b) the different functions
another along several dimensions of

in contrast with dompan .
vary independently of one

ormance (e.g., effective
and cooperative household maintepnce along with minimal
intr ousehold companionship); and (c) any one of the core
(1 trumental) role functions May be carried, out, at letist in

inciple, in different role complexes (e.g., companionship in'the
amily, at work, or in the neighborhood).

Roles within the family or household can be categorized
functionally as: household maintenance, sexyality, sociability,.
childrearing, and companionshiP. These roles within the
household or family are generally carried out by the Same
indiyiduals with the same role partngrs and are most,evident in a
single role complex in our society. Nonetheless, in this and in other
instances, it is essential to maintain the 'distinctiveness of different
roles since, as Bates.(1956) has pointed out, the same role may be
carried out in different:positions or role complexes. Indeed, the
interrelationships among thdifferent roles within a role complex,
and the degree to which specific roles are rigidly bound within Or
excluded from specific cOmplexes, are important features of
empirical, social analysis.

, Few role complexes regularly include so diverse a set of
(potential) roles ai occur within the family/household complex.
Work/occupation roles axe clearly less numerous, and can be
dividei into productivity roles (serving social/orgtOzdtional and
individual needs 'foil accomplishment of producti6n goals) and
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income-gaining roles (serving individual and/or household
support functions). However, sociability and companionship roles
frequently occur within the work/occupation complex. Roles
within other -role complexes are generally less clearly named, can
be less clearly disguised, and tireless sharply defined by normative
expectations oi structural conditions. This variation has
frequently been conceptualized as a difference in the leAlks of role
crystallization (Jackson, 1966).

One of the central features of this model of role functioning
involves the hierarchical organization of different components of
role behavior. I shall refer to this hierarchicalsorganization as the
different levels of integration of role behavjor. Each successively
higher level involves increasing ties to other individuals, networks,
groups, and organizations. Since higher levels of role integration
ehtail greater social coordination; the constraints on individual
variability in role ehavior are greater than at lower levels. By the
same token, rea s to stress that are similar to homeostatic
adjustments ordi rily are initiated at the lower levels of role

o integration. But when they are ineffective, efther because they fail
to fulfill Joie. functions adequately or geneiate internal or
interpersonal conflict, the stress !nay invade higher levels of rOle
integration. Under these ConditionS, individual or social problems
of a more serious nature may result. Font 'present pUrposes, I will
restrict the levels of role integration to five major forms of
coordination. While there are levels of role inlegration beyond
these, other forms ,of role integration are relevant mainly for
macrosocial analysis and carry the analysis beyond the small social
system.

(1) Role Activities are fir elementary, concrete units of role
behavior and, thus, of role analysis. They consist of the discrete
decisions and tasks in which people engage whether these be
regular, occasional, or rare behaviors. Individual activities may,
of course, be pleasurable or onerous in varying degrees and the
desirability of the behavior is bound to influence the frequency
with which kis carried out; However, much, of the individual and
social meaning of the activity.derives not so much from the nature
of the activity itself as frOm the role. functions these activities

eZe
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subserve. Thus, even when an activity is intrinsically pleasurable it
can suffer interference if the rok function is a source of conflict.
Conversely, onerous activities( are regularly pursued if ,they are in
the service of accsiited, important role functions.

Most activities are guided by a primary role purpose or
flinction. However, any activity may serve several different role
functions and some activities may #simultaneously meet the
prerequisites of different roles. Thus, friendliAss among
co-workers may facilitate the task performance of an individual
and, at the same time, help to coordinate the work of a team. Or
collaborative household chores carried out by husband and wife
can get the work done more efficiently and, at the same time,
implement the companionship role relationship between spouses.
It is reasonable to assimilate all, behaviors to rOles because no
ritatter 'how private or personal, all behaAors are influenced by
structural conditions, role expectations, and role coMmitments.
Only in viewing them as role-related behfiviors is it possible to
appreciate the sociocultural or politicoeconomic influences that
determine why a given behavior is carried out in.t particular way
at a particular time or in a particular place. MorRver, while this
may not account for some of the specific, individualized choices of

activity or forms of behavior that differentiate people,
conceptualizing the behavior in role terms provides a context for
understanding the extent and type of individual contribution.
Even highly individualistic behaviors, including efforts to escape
from norm-dominated patterns, are most informative when

understood as variant patterns of role fuinctioning. Son*
activities, however, retain 'a considerable degree of autonomy
from intorporation within roles, like autoerotic behavior, private
hobbies, or day-dreaming. A) role framework may not be
sufficient, but it is essential for a full appreciation of the
frustrations and aspirations, the conflicts and gratifications that
have sociocultural as well as individual meaning eN;en for such

autonomous behaviors.

(2) Roti."-Rftrrtions represent the next higher leirel of role
integration.' Of particular importance are the core, instrumental
role functions' which form the main basis for classifying or naming

15S
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roles. The corp instrumental role function serves several
simultaneous objective's: (I) it insures the fulfillment of basic
kicietal activities through the distribution of various role

a. functions within the small social syslems which, in the aggregate,
comprise the social organization of a society; (2) it provides for
the fulfillment of basic physiological, psychological, and social
needs in a normatively acceptable form despite the flux of
motivation;_ (3) the incorporation of role functions within small
social systems involves the individual in at least minimal forms of
iuteractiontwith others in the tole system, and, thus, facilitates

participation; and (4) in allowing some flexibility in the role
activities through which role functions are performed and in
permitting personal variations in the manner of-defining the role
function, theie is the possibility of achieving more personal,
individualized objectives. ,

,

Although roles are defined by their core, instrumental
functions,_ many supplementary role functions may be fulfilled
within the same role. Some of the attributes of role behavior that

.
re occasionally distinguished as separate roles are more

appropriately conceived as peripheral or supplementary role
functions. Such functions as expressiveness, communication,
nurturance, or control are always accomplished in the procesi of
carrying out core role functions or as adjuncq to activities that
subserve core role functions. While secondary to the main
normative societal objectives of the role, they may,be critieal for
individual objectives, for the relationship between role partners,
or for the interactions among members of the role set.

s Role ictiN;ities may be the elementary, concrete units of role
behavior and of role analysis, but role functions are focal points
of societal and individual maintenance. In this respect, role
functions form the base for all role behaviors and, consequently,
for role analysis. Tothe extent that role functions are intertwined
within role systems, higher levels of role integration have
particularly 'potent influences on role behavior. But even within
such role systems and despite some interchangeability of role
functions among the members of role 'relationships, the link
between roles and role functions is generally quite distinguishable.
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Moreover, some roles and role functions are less thoroughly
integrated into higher levels of role organization than are others.
Thus, while consumer roles are coordinated with salesperson roles
in role relationships, these are not ordinarily as closely contingent
on one another as are the various roles within the family. Seen in a
different light, when the impact of stress results in the direct loss
of a role function (e.g., due to unemployment) or in secondary
incursions on role functions (e.g., a decline in sexual activity as a
result of une loyment); there are likely to be repercussions
througho t th entire role system as well as consequences
(physiolo ca, esychological, and social) for the total person. In
this sense, despite the importance of higher levels of role
integration, role functions are particularly critical points of
investigation in role 'analysis.

(3) Role Relationships represent a higher level of role
integration involving the interactions, associated affects; and
supplementary reciprocal 'role functions between role partners.
Since the same individuals may be role partners in different roles
serving different instrumental role functions (e.g., household
maintenance, sexuality, and companionship between husband and
wife), it is best to reserve the concept of a role relationship for
partnerships associated with specific roles or instrumental role
functions- While the significance of the role relationship varies
with the degree of binding between roles, those role relationships
which are highly/ contingent upon one another are major
determinants of role behavior and essential aspects for role
analysis. Indeed; including both closely contingent and loosely
coordinated forms of interaction within roles, the role relationship
is, in a fundamental sense, the societal microcosm. The social
norms that. inflhence role behavior are concretely conveyed and
enforced or modified through role relationships andthe structural
constraints on role behavior are largely reflected in the role

relationship.

Like the role function itself, the patterns of role relationships
are largely determined by social structural forces and widespiead
normg. However, concrete role relationships inmolve transactions,
negotiations, alliances, and reciprocal adjuitments between role

1 6
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partners. On the one hand, therefore, they defre the specific ways
in which, role functions are actually allocate& and- performed
within the small social system to fill the social objectives of the
role. On the other hand, they establish the likelihood of
fulfillment or failure of fulfillment of psychological needs and
desires for all role partners. In these respectsi the interactionist
approach has been more sensitive to the emergent nature of role
behrrior than the structural-functionil approach. Not only is the
role relationship itself an emergent phenomenon, bounded but not
truly determined by' structural and normative considerations, but
the influence of the role relationship on role functions and role
activities is a primary 'aspect of social Nariability.

Although role concepts tend to present an image of greater
stability and homogeneity than is represented in actual
functioning, it is particularfy within the role relationship as it
develops and changes over time that the processes producing
change and heterogeneity are most evident. Role relationships are
themselves, for most people, primary sources of gratification or
conflict. Indeed, in many situations, it is the role relationship that
helps to sustain the performance of role functions. Its
significance, however, becomes most strikingly apparent in
conditions of stress or deficit. When these stresses arise from
sources internal to the individual (physiological, psychological) or
from sources external to the small social system, role partners can
be major sources of social support or of concurrent stress. This
may extend to helping or hindering individuals in perforniing their
role activities and may involve fairly extensive alterations in the
allocation of role functions within the role system. At the same
time, when stress begins to go beyond interference with role
activities and role functions and invades the role relationship, the
dangers of disruption of role behavior become most potent.

Sets of role relationships comprise the small social systems
within which people function in daily life. Beyond these, however,
there are several further levels of integration which link the small
social system more clearly and concretely to other social units.
Two of these, in particular, are so closely intertwined with the

1 6i
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small social system that they deserve consideration,in micro-level
role analysis:_the role _array and role set interactions.

(4) TheRole Array is the total set of different roles in which a
pelsOn engages and the degree of investment in each of these roles.
On the continuum of levels of role integration, the foie array
represents a step beyond the role relationship in two respects:
(a) ea& role in the array has a bearing on all other roles and on the
role activities, role functions, and role relationships of the total
set; and (b) the role array forms one type of transition between
small social systems awl..the wider society since it.is a link between
different small social'systems in which people engage. However, it
is the individual who is the coordinating unit between different
roles in different small social systems.. While there may be
Characteristic role array patterns in a society or in a class or ethnic
group, there is generally some variability in role choice, in role
investment, and in thot influence of one role upon another among
different individuals.

. The role array involvekindiSiduals in a variety of role functions
in a diyersity of social units. Thus, it is a reflection of the extent
and type of social participation. However, even when the roles are
structurally independent of one another, the fact that a single
individual engages in the different roles creates interdependence
among them. This may 'take many different forms. On the one
hand,. one role may place syuctural constraints on the nature of
role behavior in other roles. One of the more striking examples of
this set of interrelationships which is currently undergoing
society-wide change concerns/relationships between work roles
and parental roles for' both men and l>/omen. On the other hand,
the different roles may reinforce one another; joint sociable
activities between husbands and wives can supplement their sexual
and companionship role relationships even in the midst of a very
busy. schedule. From an individual viewpoint, the array of
different roles provides an expanded opportunity for achieving
satisfaction in diverse situations. Indeed, given the many
constraints on role functioning in several different spheres, the
diffkent rolei provide an opportunity for compensatory
gratification in one role which is unattainable in other roles (e.g.,

1 6,2
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close intimacy with neighbors and friends as an alternative to
marital intimacy). More generally3 a critical dimension of role
analysis and, specifically, of the strains generated in role
functioning, involves the congruence or discrepancy between the
demands/of different roles and the subjective importanceof these
roles.

(4-Role-Set Interactions xepresent another- dimension of the
extension of the small social system of regularized behaviors into a
wider network of roles and relationships. In introducing the
concept of the role set, Merton (1957) pointed to the varied roles
that may be either central or peripheral to the small role system
but which influence both the normative conceptions and actual
behaviors of role system members. The role set involkes
structurally-determined inter-systemic liaages. Role set inter-
actions attain their significance by virtue of the fact that the roles
that are outside of, but interconnected with, the small social
,system are generally "representative" roles. That is, the rores
represent a wider or more powerful system anch as a consequence,
carry some degree of actual or potential authority: In the case of
the school superintendents studied by Gross et al. (1958), the role
set may include school board members, citizen constintencies,
representatives of the teachers, other school board members,
other representatives of the teachers, other school superin-
tendents, or officials from higher administrative levels within the
educational hierarchy. On the job, loosely- or tightly-organized
teams of co-workers-form the small role system but can be
markedly affected by foremen, inspectors, or representatives of
the higher authority system of a factory or of the union. Even
within so private a role system as the family, 'family members are
involved in external affairs that affect family functioning: with
kinspeople, with neighbors, and with school teachets.

Role Analys4: Measurement Issues

This effort to define a set of role concepts and to relatethem to
one another through a model of integrative levels of role
functioning must, ultimately, be supplemented by more precise
operational formulations and measurement procedures. While it

44.
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would carry the discussion, far afield to engage in a detailed
consideration of these issues, it is useful to present somedirections
fqr meaiurement. Two main aspects of measurement are essential
for the quantitative analy4 of the ditferent integrative levels of
role functioning: (a) tile dimensions along which each concept can
be measured, and (b) a theoretical framework for incorporating
the dimensional analysis into a larger analytic scheme.,,I will touch
briefly on both of these although further theoretical and empirical
work is evidently essential for clarifying these issues.

While each of the five levels of role functioning _involves a
number of different dimensions, iv each case one paKticplar aspect
of role functioning appears most critical for the influence of one j
level upon another.

.. (1) Role Activities can be measured as pleasurable vs. onerous.
- While onerous activities niay have to be carried out, they are likely

to oc&r regularly only if the role function involved is of major
importance. Moreover, the flexibility inherent in many decisions
about most role activities, the alternative means of fulfilling a

ip-
given 'role function, allows for choices ba§ed on the pleasure
experienced or anticipated in the activity in its own right.

(2) Role Functions represent the major social meaning o&-the _
role. But a number of different role functions can be associated

.. with any role,. some of which are more integral to the social
efihition of the role ttpn are others. Thus, role functions (or
ore coneretely the associated role activities) can be measured on 4'

a central-peripheral scale with respect twhe core instrumental role
function(s) that define the role.

(1) Role Relationships are implicitly investigated in almostevery

Ilistudy of social:interaction and social behavior yet, in;view of the
paucity of formal analyses of role relations , one can only
conjecture about the most important dimens s for analysis.
However, a dimension of great generality (which may,
ponetheless, have different meaning in different sociocultural
conditions) is.the relative weight of sharing vs. separation between

k_ role partners in carrying out role activities that fulfill Ihe role
functions of the partners.
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(4) The Role Array deRends on the hierarchy of investment in
different roles. Thus, retaining our focus on the role activity as the
primary um e

amount of time/devoted, to each (as a proxy for personal
investment) can be allocated to the different roles involved.
Alternatively, one can assess the degree of investment in different
rolef (or; perhaps more precisely in different role activities) on the
basis of their subjective importance.

(5)-Itble Set Interactions must be measured along different
dimensions depending on the purpose of the analysis. To the
extent that our primary interest lies hr the analysis of the
effectiveness, of adaptation within roles and the overt or covert
cost-benefit ratio entailed by such adaptations, a major analytical
dimension is the conflict vs. consensus revealed by the interactions
between a role incumbot and members of the role set. It seems
likely, however, that gg me consideration must be given to tile
power of different members of the role set, since conflicted
interaetions with one role set member may be trivial but may be a
source of major stress with other role set members.

V

While supplementary information is occasionally neceisary or,
at least, desirable, most of the measurement is oriented toward
gauging attributes of the role activities, the most concrete aspect
of role behavior. At each level of role iintegration, we are
concerned with measuring 'the relative weight of each dimension
aking an implied Continuum. Thus, the befsis for the analysis of
role behavior lies in the relative weighrof:

g -
(a) pleasurable vs. onerous role activities (intrinsically pleasur-

ableionerous),
(b) central or peripheral to core instrumental role functions,

indicating
(c) shared vs. separate role relationships between role partners,

bearing on -

(d) high or low priority roles, involving
(e) conflict or consensus in interactions with role set members. -

Several alternative methods of aggregating the data are possible
as a basis. for assessing role liehavior. Fundamentally, however,
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as we shall see in the discussion of role adaptation, the adult
developmental process can be seen in light of an expansion or
contraction of those features or role activities that hypothetically
produce more highly coordinated and satisfying forms of social
participation through role functioning. Three hypotheses are
involved:

(1) pleasurable role activities that are central to core
instrumental role functions, that entail shared role
relationships, that focus on liigh priority roles, and that
achieve consensus among role set members are most
effective for adaptation since they optimize social' participa-*

tion and individual fulfillment,

(2) in view.of the possibility that these desirable forms of role
behavior may themselves be in Conflict with one another and
require either contpromises within a given dimension or
opting for less preferable choices along one dimension in'
order to achieve more desirable role activities along another
dimension, the measure has to be based on the net result of
role activities in the entire role array, and

(3) since role adaptation is a process, it is primarily the
expansion or contraction of pleasurable, central, shared,
high -priority, consensual role activities that is the major
criterion of adaptaiibn. 4

From a general theoretical point of view, 'it is evident that
(a) the'range of choices of role activities is limited; (b) that various
forces within the role system as well as forces outside the role
sysfem and internal to individuals create pressures for a narrow
range of role decisions; and (c) that there is great variability along
all the parameters of social inequality (class, sex, ethnicity, agg,
etc.) in the options available. In this light, it must be assumed that
any assessment of role adaptation along these dimensions can only
be medningfully achieved relative to specified sociodemographic
or sub-cultural groups. Indeed, for purposes of cross-sectional
analysis, it is possible to compare the scores of individuals along
all these dimensions relative to a similarly defined sub-population.
It is also possible to compare sub-populations on the basis of their

1 6
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aggregate scores, a method that permits one to estimate
ineqbalities in the range of role options and constraints. However,
as previously indicated, a more dynamic analysis requires the
cOmparison of scores cif individuals (or aggregates) at different
points in time. Only in this way is it possible to evaluate the degree
and type of expansion or contraction of desirable forms of role
behavior over time or under different conditions.

Stiess, *sin, and Role Adaptation

In developing several concepts and a model of role functioning,
I have occasionally \used the terms stress, strain, and role
adaptation. Subsequrtly, this paper will provide more formal
definitions of these eoncepts and relate them to one another in a
provisional model. However, since the discussion of these
-concepts and of the model 6ekmes quite intricate, some
preliminary comments may serve as a useful guide. The model is
quite similar to other models involving stress; it is mainly
distinguished from them by its decomposition of a complex'
brocess into a number of components and the formulation of
propositions concerning the relationships of components to one
another.' In this way, I hope to reduce a problem that has proved
virtually intractable to a set of difficult, -but by no means
intractable, theoretical and empi1 issues.

The main proposition of the model, stated broadly and in
oversimplified overview form, proceeds from one component of
the process to the next. (See figure 1 for a graphic view of the
model.)

(1) Stress is.initiated by a number of systems that impinge on
. individuals.

(2) Stress is defined by its ultimate effects on changes in role
behavior at any level of role integration or, more
mediately, by its effects on subjective experiences of strain.

2. Needless to say, there is always'a danger that one may take the decomposition too
literally and view the components as real or the relationships among them as fixed and
linear. The physical as well as the social sciences have often fallen into this trap. the
decomposition of continuous processes solves one set of problems but introduces other,
hopefully less difficult, ones.

1 7
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Figure 1
Provisional Model of Relationships between Stress, Strain
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(3) A major intervening process, operating through automatic
but -individually-variab* le- coping meehanismet -tends to
reduce-(tmd, thus, to-olSscure) the effects of stress.

(4) The residual stress effects experienced by the individual in
various forms can be abstractly conceptualized as strain.

(5) Thus, strain is the most direct and immediate determinant
of changes in functioning.

(6) The effect of strain oh changes in role functioning can be
modified by supplementary stresses that tend to exacerbate
the strain or by support resources that tend to reduce strain.

(7) The consequent changes in role functioning can be
conceived as role adaptations which can involve any level
of role integration.

(8) The internal analysis of role adaptatiA, involving the
different levels of role integration that ma'y be affected,
provides a major terminal point in studying the effects of
stress and of the various intervening processes. #

(9) Role adaptations frequently lead to further role re-organi-
zation by the individual or by the role system members.

(10) Role adaptations and/or subsequent role re-organizatioh
can result in new levels of role achievement, a temporary
quasi-equilibrium, or deficits in role behavior and further
stress.

Stress can arise from many sources: from the body itself, from
psychological processes, from conditions within the role system,
or from the external environment. All of these sources of stress
have been studied and all have been implicated in pathological
sequela . Indeed, during recent years research on stress has
prolifera ed. Despite several points of disagreement, much of the

3. Discusslpns of stress have been visible during the last few years even in the popular
media. The màt extensive resew& has been done on life event streu and its effects on
physical and me tal illiiess. Two extensive recent volumes present some of the major issues
and the research of major investigators: Dohrenwend and Dohren*end, 1974; and
Gunderson and Rahe, 1973. Several more recent articles update this perspective: Barbara
Dohrenwend et al., in press; Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend, 1978; Gersten et al.,
Hunt et al., 1978; and Myers et al., 1975. a'. alternative approach, see: Coelho esAl.,
1974.

J 6,9
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current work reflects considerable convergence in conceptualiia-
tIdn and analysis. While I will draw a number of analogies..from
applied physical mechanics in formulating conceptkms of-stress--
add strain, the approach is essentially congruent with the main
body of recent analyses.

In applied physics, the concept of stress derives from the
concept of force? stress is.the force per unit area. The concept of
force, basic to modern physics, had a long metaphysical history
and gave both Galileo and Newton much difficulty (Burtt, 1932).
Newton found an opdationai solution in defining force on the
basis of its effects: The "something" which causes the motion of a
body to change in any way, either in direction Or in speed and
Overcomes the relistance (mass) of that body. To carry the,
discussion of forcet much further would lead us astray.'
Nonetheless, a crudely equivalent definition of psychosocial force
is a useful starting point: a psychosocial force is any. event that
causes the activity of an organism to change in any Wayin
direction, in frequency, or in speed. But it may be best to reserve

'the term force for its main current use in social science: as a
generic term for structural or dynamic sources of change acting
directly or indirectly on organisms: From this vantage point, the
concept of stress can be limited to lliose immediate events that
eventually cause changes in role functioning. Thus, a given generic
force, e.g., unemployment rates, may result in stress, e.g., job loss
or threat of job loss, but would not itself be called a stress (or
stressor); the job loss or threat of job loss is the stress.

Generic social forces and more discrete stresses are omnipres-
ent. To the extent that their effects are not detectable, however, we
must neglect them or seek methods for magnifying their presumed

4. At a more, basic, theoretical level, further consideration of the concept of force might

well.prove useful. It te, after all, a concept we use loosely in all the social sciences. But the

fundamental failure of Kurt Lawin's brilliant effort to accomplish such a conceptualization

may be instructive (see: Lewin, 1926, 1936, 1938). In physical science, the formulations

were developed over centuries in an effort to conceptualize concrete observations and

experiments. Lewin's attempt, and other similar efforts to develop broad and
encotnpassing conceptual and theoretical systems in the social sciences, divorced from such

constant and step-wise Interaction with diverse empirical problems and phenomena,
remains too abstract for translation into the realities of organismic or social life.
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effects. This can pose a problem which, for the time being, we can
recognize without resolvi

. " 'near-or
non-linear fashion, a stress, that may be trivial under most
circumstances could prove critical in precipitating major sequelae.
This is a special arid 'more 'difficult case of a more general
observation: uniform stresses do not necessvily evoke uniform
effects. A major source of such variability seems to stem from
differences, in the .operation of systemic, "homeostatic"
mechanisms that reestabli# organismic equilibrium and keep
changes within pre-defined bounds. In physiology, these have
been described by Cannon (1932) who called the process
homeostasis. The existence of similar equilibrating mechanisms in
psychological and social functioning are sufficiently clear to allow
the concept to be generalized.' To .link the concept to more
familiar psychosocial terminology, I will refer to these immediate
equilibrating responses which counteract, compensate, or other-
wise diminish the impact ofsy ess as coping mechanisins. -Since
coping mechanisffis reduce tfilimpact of stress, they diminish the
possibility of measuring subtli or covert reactions to stress. For
the time being, we can only this fact if we are to proceed
with the analytic process. Ho ever, it is important to recognize
the possibility that substantial, hidden costs may be entailed by the
rapid and automatic nature of such adjustment processes. Among
these costs is-the negation of the positive, "motivating" potential
of stress due to rapid, equilibrating lidjusements.

Cannon concentrated on the general process of homeostAis and
its mechanisms, but there is considerable evidence for individual
differences in coping behavior (Coelho; Hamburg, and Adams,
1974). Thus, despite the general effectiveness of coping
mechanisms in reducing the visible effects of many daily stresses,
residual consequences may persist for some people: Moreover,
many events do not allOw for such rapid, short term homeostatid
coping mechanisms and leave marked residus more widely for

5'. In a fascinating epilogue to his well-known summary volume, Cannon. (1932)
attempts to translate physiological homeostatis into social processes. His Wort, however,
is devoted to macro-level parallels. Moreover, it assumes an equilibrium model for long
periods of time, a dubious assumption if extended beyond the rapid and immediate
mechanisms he actually studied.

1 71
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many people. Stress events may vary along many dimensions:
severity, persistence, cumulative potential, and system-wide

--repereussiens,Ths-extent-to-which-each--0-f--thele-diMensi
implicated in longer term residual consequences of stress is, of
course, an empirical question. Such residues of stress that are not
.eliminated liy coping adjustments lea4 to a continued state of
imbalance.

Stress, as I ha efined it, must be conceived as uniform for
any given eve t. Thus, on the basis of measurements of
widespread effects, or by alternative rating procedures, a stress
value can be assigned to any event.'s This stress value refers to the
average change potential or probability of continued imbal
due to specific stress events. But it is evident that while a siclfic
stress event may be assigned ti probable effect, there will be many
actual deviations from this value. This variability in the effect of
specific stresses derivesillom differences in coping which, in turn,
result in differences in the residual effects"! It is these residual .
effects that I will refer to as strain.

In,appfied physics, engineering, and metalltiew strain is
defined as the deformation of a material as a consequence of
stress. The , deformation may be temporary, in whkh case-the
material returns to -11 prior state when the stress is removed, or it
may be permanent in varying degrees. The utility of the concept is
most clearly manifest in generating emPirical ttress: strain ratios.
These permit one to estimate the degree of stress a category of
materials or an individual object can tolerate without excessive or
permanent deformation. An analogous \ formulation in psycho-
social terms also provides a basis for empirical. work. Stress:strain
ratios can be estimated for average levels \of strain in response to
different types of stress and for individull variability in strain
after .a common stress.

6. Holmes and Rahe (1967) initiated a procedure for assig ing such "population" stress
values to different events on the basis of ratings by expert ju ges. More recently, Barbara
Dohrenwend et al. (in press) have pursued this form of ssigwnent with a modified\
approach. An alternative method involves similar assignmens on the basis of direct or
indirect measurements of stress effects with large samples.
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of regularized, anticipated, -or motivated- behavior;-Subjeetiv
itiklaareexpertinced
uncertainty. Strains appear to represent several different types of
discordance: between desires and Opportunities, between needs
and resources, or between functional requirements and functional
capacities. These strains or disruptions of actual or anticipated
continuity are the most immediaie determinants of changes in role
functioning or of role Adaptations. While the measurement of
stress has been widely discussed in the literature, the concept of
strain has received little methodotlogical attentton.7 In practice,
however, a great deal of effort has been devoted; both in clinical
and in field research, to estimating those subjective states included
here in the descriptive definition of strain. More often than not,
however, these states of discordance are viewed as pathological or
as evidences of emotional disturbance. I *be these, rather, as quite
frequent reactions to daily life events, individually variable in
severity and persistence, but basic components. of the processes
leading to social action. Thus, the potential for kathology lies not
in strain itself but in the degree and kind of effect of strain on role
behavior.

Nonetheless, it is almost certainly the case that as the level of
'strain increases, the likelihood of effective adaptational responses
is diminished. Indeed, it it possible t6 chart a hypothetical
stress:strain curve to characterize the probable relationships
between increasing incrementsi of stress and increasing levels of
strain (figure 2). I suggest that the curve is exponential in form for
several reatons. The significance of the exponential curve for the
impact of stress on strain is that (a) over the course of increasing
increments of stress there is a gradual but slowly accelerating
increase in strain; (b) at a certain (unknown) point, the point
colloquially referred to as the straw that broke the camel's back,

7. There is potential confusion in the fact that some authors (Selye, 1956; Pearlin and
Schooler, 1978) have used the concept of stress to refer to the subjective or internal
responses to noxious stimuli. Indeed, Pearlin and Schooler use the term strain for the
objective events or stimuli tliat produce internal changes. Apart from the emphasis on roles
in this presentation, I have preferred to retain the language used by most authors in
conceptualizing stress as an objecikve event and strain as an internal (residual) experience.
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there is a sharp upward turn of strain in response to increments of
. stress; (c) this point _we shalLrefer to,_asin physics, as the elastic

limit of the organism, defined by the fact that the effects of stress
beyond this point are irreversible, that the organism (or metal) can
no longer entirely recover its former elastic or flexible properties;
and (d) from this point on, the curve goes rapidly to infinity,
which is to say that the relationship between increasing units of
stress and strain responses becomes indeterminate.

Organismic
Deformation

or Strain

Much

Figure 2
Hypothetical Stress: Strain Ratios

positive
deviation

negative
deviation

elastic limit

None
Stress Units

Many

Stress:strain curves, I have suggested,, allow us to calculate the
average level of strain induced by a discrke stress in a population,
to determine the average curve of increments of strain produced
by adding stresses in a population, or to estimate the variabiliV in
strain among individuals in response to one or more stresses. We
assume that the discrete scores of individuals will be dispersed
around these means. For any individual it is, thus, possible t)
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determine the negative or positive deviation from the mean at any
given level of stress. In an experimental situation, we might
actually chart the discrete level of strain in response to unit
increments of stress. In cliriical medicine, as in applied physics,
such a procedure is used to evaluate levels of physical tolerance for
different levels of physical stress. If this model of role adaptation
is appropriate in this respect, the measurement of stress:strain
ratios provides a basis for population predictions. However, it can
readily prove grossly inaccurate for individuals since it does not
take account, of subsequent phases of respdnses to stress-induced
strain. To consider this issue further, it is necessary to turn to the
processes of role adaptation.

RESPONSES TO STRAIN: Rou3 ADAPTATION

Role adaptation is here defined as the modification of role
behayior in response to changes in psychological or physiological
processes or to changes in sociocultural, politicoeconomic, or
environmental conditions. The definition includes the motiva:
tional impetus of changes within the role system itself, which may
result from the impact of events outside the role system on any
role partner.

Several assumptions lie behind this definition. (1) All behavior
can be relegated to different social roles whe-ther they are central
or peripheral to the* roles. (2) Discrete, short term changes may
occur in psychologieal, physiological, or social processes without
requiring role adabtation, or automatic, coping responses to
minor chinges mil), eliminate the need for role adaptation.
(3) Through prior role adaptations and role system constraints,
individuals develop relatively stable patterns of role functioning
which tend to resist adaptational change and can result in new skor

J additional sources of stress. (4) Stable role behavior represents the
establishment of concordance between individual and environ-
ment; only those internal or external changes that produce
discordance beyond an individually-variable tolerance threshold
and/or beyond the imm\eIlitile coping capacities of the individual
entail further adaptational effort.

4.
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For evaluative purposes, it is necessary to designate the success

or failure of adaptational efforts in achieving concordance. While
the term adaptation is often used ter indicate successful change,
such usage confounds the process and its consequences. In
retaining;ihe neutrality of the concept of psychosocial adaptation,
we can Avail ourselves of the term maladaptaticn to indicate
adaptatilonal failure. The obverse term, bonadaptation can signip.
effective adaptational efforts. Bonadaptation and maladaptation,
I suggest, can be measured as the degree of role satisfaction or
dissatisfaction weighted by the subjective importance of that role.'
This can be extended.to include situational satisfactions that affect
role behavior (e.g., housing, community) or generic satisfactions
(e.g., satisfaction with political process, life satisfactions).

Adaptation itself is conceived as a "satisficing" rather than an
"optimizing" process. When the individually-variable minimal
threshold of concordance is reached, most people are willing to

accept sub-optimal conditions. Most people develop a sense of
satisfaction in achieving a quasi-equilibrium, even if it is far from
initial expectations or ideals. Difficulties in effecting inner or
outer change, normative pressures toward sonformity,1 and the
attention demanded by the many stresses of daily life all .require
economizing of role effort and limit the attainment of pptimal role
adaptations. Moreover, mumerous conditions limit the likelihood
of achieving optimal adaptations. Many role behavior changes
involye unanticipated 'consequences. And if the change in role
behavior is of any import, it is likely to involve supplementary
changes in role functioning to subserve the major change, or it

8. Although I do not want to pass lightly over this issue, a detailed justification would

require extensive discussion. Yet merely to assert that this is the operational definition I am

employing for adaptation would not do justice to it. Briefly, if we view discordance

between individual and environment (whether expressed directly or. as an internal conflict)

as the critical issue in bonadaptation, it implies the absence or negation of strain. Such

discordances or cokordances pose insuperable problems of measurement. But At is

reasonable to view satisfaction as an expression of the absence of strain with respect to

discrete issues or spheres of role functioning. On the other hand, I would reject the view

that such satisfaction can be designated "well-being" as Campbell, Converse, and Rodgers

(1976) have done. The expression of satisfaction may reflect an assessment of the lack of

potential for .change but may still be a far cry from providing a sense of personal

fulfillment.
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may have coniequences, avid reciprocal effects on the partners in
tht PA -relationship,

In describing adaptation as a piss of "satisficing" rather
than "optimizing," I hive extended he idea that there are costs as
well as benefits entailed by adaptation processes. Bonadaptation
signifies that, given the available external options and constraints,
as well as the inttrnal resources and expectations that guide
decision, the net benefit:cost ratio has proved faVorable. Total
satisfaction with an outcome of choice behavio4 is infrequent
under the best of conditions. As Freud noted, for social beings,
conflict and the necessity for reciprocity in interpersonal
relationships involve the surrender of some desires or aspirations
in pursuit of other, presumably prepotent, objectives.

Previously I said that the expansion or contraction of
pleasurable, central, shared, high priority, and consensually
validated role activities is a primary measure of the process of iidie
adaptation. From an evaluative viewpoint, the expansion of these
role attributes is the benefit side of adaptation while the cost is
represented by the contraction of these role attributes. Naturally,
both May occur simultaneously so that the contractions or the
costs must be weighed against the expansions to produce an
individual cost:benefit ratio.

It is evident from these observations that the costs{nd benefits
of adaptation must be estimated for the entire array of roles.
White a given stress is likely to affect one role initially and directly,
its reperdussions may lçad to role alteratiens of diverse types. This
is due both to the relatibnships among roles (e.g., income-gaining
at work subserves household maintenance) and to the fact that a
single individual is the link between different concrete roles in the
role array. Adaptational failure in one role may be simultaneous
with success in another role, and the two must be weighed in a full
analysis. Similarly, a process of invasion in response to stress may
affect only one role or may result in deterioration of role
functioning across the entire array of roles. The evaluation of role
adaptation must, therefore, be made on the basis of the benefits
and costs entailed by role changes (including foregone opportun-
ities) and the residual stresses after role alteration As occurred.

1 74
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It is possible to develop another theoretical fragment concerning
the process by *hich stress impinges on an organismic system and
produces differing de ees of bonadaptation or maladaptation,
For the sake of simplic ,, I will limit myself to the case of
maladaptation. If the for ulation of the different levtls of role
integration is, a. reasonable reflection of human and social
processes and structures, then we can say that the different sole
integiation levels represent a progressive series of opportunities
for personal and social fulfillment. Whether from the point of
view of the individual or from the vantage point of the small social
systems in which role functioning occurs, ea successively higher
leiel is ihcreasingly important for objective bility or subjective %
s tisfaction.9

Since each sucassively higher .level of role integration is more
closely coordinated as an endogenos system and bolstered by
constraints and supports-within the systeni, higher levels of role
integration are less responsive to the immediate impact of stresses
that might affect the individual. '° In thts stnse, a Stress such as
unemployment would first affect the level of role activities and,
only as it 'became more severe a situ4tjon or experience, might it
begin to modify role functions, role relationships, the role array,
and the role set. Clearly, the higher the, level of role integkoion
involved, the wider the ramifications for additional role functions,
additional role relationships, and additional role systems.

I have already referred to this process as invasion. It implies that
there are successive incursions of stress-induced strain tn different
levels of .r.ole integration. As a stress event persists or increases in
seVerity or as several stresses supplement one another, the level of
strain increases. This increases the likelihood of a gradual
mOdification of higher levels of role functioning. This spread from
lower levels to higher levels of integration is the invasion process

9. I should note, at least ina'passing, that while a principle of inertia may operate for
human beings as it does for physical objects in Newton's first law, the idea of a body ai rest
is foreign to organismic functioning. A meaningful principle of constancy can only be
cAceived as continuity rather than a static form of stability..

10. This model of the integrative levels of role functioning is similar, in many respects, to
Sherrington's (1920) formulation of integrative levels in the nervous system.
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itself. At each successive levelthe problems -of-maladaptation
become more serious because'a wider set of activities, More Central
funCtions, and a larger number of people add sysfems become '-
involved. However, at any point in the sequence, other factors
niay enter to meflify the invasion process and to impede Or
accelerate its progress.

A 'discrete role activity may be impaired (that is, carried out
without the requisite or expectable regularity, efficiency, or
supplementary functions) witho4 being a major impediment to
the social functioning of 4he individUal or the social unir. Of
course, the more central the role activity is to the core role
function, the mere ramified its effects. Mort generally, however, a
worker may perform one particular task badly without generating

41 sanctions either by-co-workers or by the foreman. A wife does not
ordinarily evoke marital conflict if she performs some of her
marital role activities inadequately but -only as these begin to
proliferate and move Owed more central or core role functions,

- The process of invasion firSt spreads to a wider array of role
activities ofbehaviors which are of greater importance to the role
function. As the role function begins tä undergo attrition, it places
an increasing burden on the role relationships, There are
compensatory mechanisms available. Other -people may supple-
ment the halting performance ora role function:IA wife may go to
work when her husband becomes unemployed, or she can other-
wise diminish the significance of the impact on herself or on the
family. Friends and neighbors may-draw closer m a person who
has lost a job in the hope of evunteracting the strains due to overt
loss or to the lack of opportunityauBut to the extent that the role
relationship represents an integilkromponent of a structured
secial unit,..such measures axe mainly transitory. Unless there is a
re-organization, such as inigocctir atvith a better job, most social
units in our society do not have the flexibility or tesources to
sustain a) member who fails to fulfill central role functions or is
manifestly seeking new roles or role relationships. Under the-

-t impact of continued role failure, role relationships themselves are
likely to become disrupted.

I
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Ilhere is yetanother_dimension to the process of invasion of role
impairments or achievements. In addition to moving through the
hierarchy of integrative levels of role behavior, the invasion
process may move through diverse role spheres. For our purposes,
we can limit these role spheres to the major broad social activities
in daily life. There is no eVident hierarchy among these since .
different people, in different life situations, and in 'different
sociocultural contexts, may give quite different-priokities to these
role spheres. Thus, it is the number of ,spheres thai are invaded,
along wilh the hierarchical level. of invasion, that is an indicator of
the degree of impairment or achievenient in social behavior.

These concepts and propositions need further development. The
measurement procedures need to be further concretized. The
concepts can be defined *more precisely. And the propositions (if
not the assumptions) need to be expanded, formalized, and
Nalidated. Nonetheless, even in their curient form, they offer, some
promise of- allowing more accurate and iicher formulations and
measurements of the impact of stress and of .adaptational
reiponses p strain.

Macro-Level iiiffuences on Work and Unemployment':

4 In presentiMkan analytic framework for studying the effects of
stress im adaptation, I have traced a major sequence of
determinants ot role functioning. I have also suggested that
macto-level sociocultural and politicoeconomic forces are Primary
determinants of stre§s, albeit less visible than the immediate events

2 that engage us and demand'a response. But I have said little about
the reasons for their slietial importance or about their, significance
for narrowing the range of options available to people in theire.
efforts to cope with and'adapt to stress. Despite the great influence
of these processes on human adaptation; I can only make a few
suggestions about directiOns for further work, supplemented, by
examples from the "phenomtna of wOrk and tisnemploymentN.

A major problem emerges in trying to ar/ply Macro-level social
theory to the processes of adaytatiom This stems from the failure
to Make explicit a distinction-widely recognized in other systems

s
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between structural, dynamic, and developmental models. As in the
relationship between anatomy, physiology, and 'embryology, or
between psychic struCture, psYchodynamics, 'and psychlogical
development, they can be treated separatelY ern hoUgh each,
formulation assumes dritical features of the ot v! mode of
explanation. A structural ,social model accounts for t erelatively
stable, established, and regularized patterns of role functioning
which can readily be formulated as aggregate patterns with
variations. A dynamic model deals with situatiOnal, fluid,tor,
transitional forces affecting individual role functioning although
large-scale movements or trends may arise if the fotces are
sufficiently widespread in their impact. A developmental -mddel
concerns itsejf with the process of child and adult socialization,
the "internalization" of values, rules, and role expectations, the

.,. organization of alternative rOtions between individual and
society, and the generation of conformist, variant, or deviant.
trends in ,populations. , : .,

The power of macro-lever forces results, in part, from the
diverse routes through which they influence behavior. Throughout
childhood there are dirct and indirecf preparations for work roles
af home, 'at , school, . and even among peers. During late
adolescence and early adulthood,., some of' the realities' produced
by economic needs begin to impose themselves. Participation in
the labor force introduces, additional influences at the organiza-

....
tional level and within the work. role system among "co-workeks
which also bear the marks of macro-level forces. Since the work n
rola is only 'one among a number of roles in the role irraY, other
societal forces thai bear On work role fuhctioning,are transmitted
throngh divetse forms of social participation. Conventional role
conceptions and the, likelihood of .specific fonts of .coping and
apaptation mightwell be described as "overdetermined" by social

ialhanisffis that insure a high degree of. conformity. But some
sole conceptions and orientations have greater societal primacy
than others, and thOse that influence- work roles are among the
most critical.

,Ttie most striking feature of macro-level structural forces
affecting work is encapsulated in the AeW that the production of

0
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goods and services is the primary function of a society. All other
objectives must be subordinated and, if possible, geared to this
'goal. This value is so embedded in our society that it is difficult to
recognize it as debatable, even in a technologically-advanced
society that can prodiuce material abundance with a fraction of /ne
population engaged in work. At the micro-level, the primacy of
the value of production is reflected in the central significance of
work roles in daily life. Since manSr of the requirements of work in
our society are ofteh antithetical to other human dispositionl. and
other role demands, the sanctions for non-performance are severe.
While starvation is no longer, explicitly sanctioned in our society,
ahd theAoor-house and the work-house have fallen out of
fashion, there are powerful pressures linking the instrumental role
functions of productivity and income-gaining. That there are
frequently contradictions between productivity and income-gain-
ing is evident and in these cases the criteria for productivity or for
income-gaining must be jowered. Thus, artists frequently feel they
cannot both earn dement living and.be atimally productive and
must often choose between them. Many blue-collar workers also
'see an intrinsic conflict between these component roles but have
few opportunities to select a preferred mix." While the lives of

a.
most people are encompassed by income-gaining activities, a
corresponding sense of productivity ij a ready dividend for only a
small proportion of the population:.

Clearly, production is necessary for 'an economic system. But
the overall aitiception of production values and the relationship
betWeen, values of production and other sbcial values is
enormously variable among different types of societies," Since
.productivity itself is motivationally. supported, ,there would be no
conflict if opportunities for fulfillment were widely available. It is

11. Since proditctivity roles are also encouraged by motivational, if not external sources, '
many workerego to extraordinary kngths to envision or strive for some intrinsic meaning
in 'work (Fried, 1966, 1971). .

12. Pyanyi's (1944) discussion of different orientations to the value of economic
production has, nfonunately, been neglectedt in recent years. Another fascinating \

formulation of lationships between economic and non-economic activities is presented in'
Wolf's (1966) effort to develop a conceptual basis for understanding present economic
systems. f, 1

Vow-
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the meager availability of work conditions encouraging piodud-
tivity which, in a fundamental Sense, necessitates the use of
income as a reward for work. Even at a concrete level, it is
apparent that some jobs or forms of job organization provide such
minimal elements of produetivity roles that income rewards must
be increased to retain a work force (e.g.,.the automobile assembly
line). That the union movement in the United States has persisted
in its concern with extrinsic work 'conditions to the virtual
exclusion of attention to productivity roles has been a source of
major frustration to many workers and to "job expansion"
theorists.

Role functions in all roles depend upon fulfilling human
physiological and psychologicdtneeds in the course of subserving
social objectives. Macro-level forces, however, define the norms
and the actual conditions that govern role decisions and choices.
Thus, until-recently the organization of jobs and the conditions of
child-rearing in our society necessitated a choice for most women
between working and having children, a situation of potential
conflict that has been modified but not resolved. Similarly, the
low levels of participation in family life aiming men are
encouraged by fixed-schedule, eight hour slays, as the flexible
work schedule advocates have pointed out. Nonetheless, as stable
patterni embedded within the entire fabric of society, these
structural macro-level principles and policies are taken for
granted, and th ensuing contradictions, conflicts, stresses, and
more distant reper ussions are lost to view. Only in the case of the
convergence of veral dynamic changes that supplement one
another, as in the case of the growing engagement of women in
labor force activities, do these, dynamic forces produce a mass
social movement that engenders.psystem-wide changes. Indeed,
until the last few years, women who wanted both to work and to'
beai and rear children suffered many of the stresses of responding
to dynamic forces without systematic mechanisms of social
support.

When we pursue several problems posed by the link between
productivity and income-gaining further, we note some of the

1 PS
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deleterious tonsequences of maintaining its priority status despite
the mahy contradictions involved.

(1) Capitalist societies retain some of the legal prerogatives of
aristocratic societies in allowing wealth or property to substitute
for productivity as a source of income. There persists a class for
whom the relationshiP between productivity and income is, at
best, tenuous. ,When members of this class do incOtne-gaining
work, their incomes cal only be assigned on the basis of an
arbitrary conception of the contribution of their jobs to the value
added in the process of production. Ex cutive salaries provide one
example of the arbitrary determinati of value. However, with
The prerogatives of wealth, this priv ege):1 class also' has uktique
power opportunities. One of the most serious sociopolitical
consequences is that the members of this class are free to I

undertake and often have access to central economic, political,
and sociocultural positions with relatively modest income but

)

great Rower. As a consequence, in the United States we have ?
aeveloPed two houses of lords to legislate some 'of the forces that
govern our daily lives.

---(2) Housekeeping wives (or husbands) are considered "depen-
dents" whose productive activities are assumed to guarantee the
income-gaining functions of thwther spouse. There is minimal
relationship between the value addedby their activities and their
incomes (via the earnings of their spouses). The attractions of
income-gaining work, encouraged by life-style aspirations, the
economic reality of continued inflation, and the toveinent(s) for
women's liberation have had to struggle against sociocultural and
politicoeconomic forces designed to supplement traditional
patterns of economic organization giand family roles. Prior to
industrialization, the interplay of productivity and income-gaining
roles was more flexible for a larger proportion of working -class
men and women. Industrial organization and technology led to an
increased division of labor and, along with it, increased
segregation of male and female work roles. Labor legislation,
directed toward relieving conditions of wolic for women and

lsr
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children, also senred to decrease the employability of women."
Such temporal shifts in social process and population patterns
invoke the dynamic model of explanation. VAi le the process may
be engendered by structural changes that cteate complexities and
contradictlbns in the system, there is generally a long time lag
before the changes initiated are *integrated within stable valu
institutional pattems, and roles.

(3) Developmental models are necessary, if not sufficient, to
account for the ktrudtural stability of many. incongruous
phEnomena in the sphere of work. In technologically advanced
societies, children are largely free of the necessity of gaining
income. Child-rearing is a social investment that insures a future
labor force for production. The sense of fulfillment provided by
children to their parents ordinarily is sufficient to guarantee 'that
the needs of the economy will be met. The socialization 'process
inducts young people into the social system by encouraging them
to want (or at least to expect) what they will have to do. They will
have to work in order to live; and they will have to conform'in
order -to work. But encouraging children and adolescents to want
to work, in spite of low levels of opportunities for productivity, is
fraught with difficulty and strain. Observation of and identifica-
tion with close adults in role behavior is a major source of learning
to cope with balancing inner needs and outer liemands. Punitive
actions are also available far those who have not observed dr
cannot identify with the role situations of the adults they know

/ best. The schooling process prepares the way more overtly by
linking productivity in school with income-like rewards in the

'form of grades and prerogatives (as well as punishment for
nonconformity). The ostensible orientation of formal education is-
one of reward for productivity. In, practice, however, with% an
unconscious recqgnition of the true situation, the causal sequence
is generally ieversed. Thus, for most young people the goals are

13. The increased demand fbr marriige as a precondition for sexual intercourse also
appears to have developed at the same time. Divorccsand separation may well have become
more difficult during the mid-nineteenth-century. The cultural significance ofmaihtaining
non-working wives, hitherto a Phenomenon #f upper and latter, of middle class Mel,
gradually became a symbol of masculine.prid? among working-class people as well.
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oriented towirdreward (which reclaim prddlictionrathei than
productivity (which incidentally entails reward).

(4) Frequently, dyntimic forces serve to "adjust" or "compen-
sate for" imbalances resulting from structural rigidities without
altering those structural rigidities themselves. These generally
involve numerous individual-level stresses. That the inequalities in
income in our society are structured with excessive rigidity is
evident to many ol?serversof the social class system. The income
inequalities (not to mention inequalities of wealth) are vast; there
is a strong propensity to the inheritance of class positions; and
economic position is a powerful determinant of social and political
position and a host of supplementary rewards or deprivations.
Moreover, despite enormous changes in technology, in educa-
tional levels, in the status of occupation,a1 titles, and in the
development of a graduated federal income tax, the relative
distribution of incomes in the United States has remained virtually
unchanged since at least the early 1930s. There is even some
eyidence of an increase in inequality in regent years. Yet until the
past five years, most people.felt that they had already ,achieved an
improvement in social class position and anticipated further gains.
Two dynamic forces appear to be primary in encouraging .these
views and, in the pr s, diminishing the conflict between
aspirations andaMeèments. The rising standard of living, on the
tide of post orld WacJI technological advances along with an -

increase in secondary workers in the household led to
improvements in the life styles of most people. That increases in
the national income were as inequitable or more inequitably
distributed than the prior structure of inequality is a fact that only
social scientists concerned with these matters otrerved. Subjec-
tively, Ahis appears to have been experienced as "upward
mobility." But in a more literal sense, opportunities for upward
social mobility' through education and occupation, restricteci
though'they may be, also serve as encburagement to 'aspirations
and negatt some of the sense of anger. Self-blame and a sense of
inadequacy a're more likely responses to failure to achieve mobility
than hostility toward the system of structured inequality. But even
for those who are, in fact, upwardly mobile, the ostensible

1 se
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adaptational achievenient is attended by many stresses and by a
long terM process of role change at all levels arole 'integration.

While all of these considerations touch on the ways in which
both structural and dynamic forces generate stresses and define
the narrow range of options for coping-and adaptation, these
macro-level forces also assert an influence on the most concrete
features of work experiences. Adaptation to some of the less
gratifying features of blue-r011ar jobs reflects the end-product' of
major structural forces in the organization of work in our society,
The most typical adaptational problenis of- bltfe-collar work,
involve adapting to constraint. The-proiOsiype is the asseinbly line,
although this mode of production has influenced conceptions _of
blue-collar work roles far beyond the actual assembly line. Not
only ig the definition of core instrumental work role functions\extremely narrow and c nfining but 4. this is boliiered by
restrictions on associated rol activities on the job: hours of work,
coffee breaks, supervisor-worker contacts, peer relationships.
Inevinibly these conditions reduce the potential for a sense. of
productivity of pleasure in work. And since the options for coping
with on-the-job stresses are so limited, there are jOany residual
strains that are carried into non-work roleS. °Moreover, to
exacerbate the problem, there are generally few incrinsic rewards
to encourage a sense of productivity which might compensate fOr
other stresses and their residual strains.

I have already mentioned the influence of work role definitions
on child-rearing participation. Similarly, there is a marked
confinement of leisure, recreation, and cultural activities, a split
between on-the-job social interactidn and after-work social
relationships, and a fundamental 'conflict between subsistence
owls and personally gratifying activities. oreover, subjective
experiences on the job influence the quality of participation in"'
other roles. Extremely hard physical labor or the performance of
tasks that are psychologically demanding With little sense of
productivity, readily diminish involvement in other roles and role
relationships. The patternsLcau.31.fary considerably.The carryover
may involve rolebehavior in the household-that compensates for
neglected needs or imposed constraints at work. Enforced ,

i,
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compliance and a sense of powerlessness on the job readily kid to
exaggerated aggression and power manipulations at home. 06i, as
an earlier example indicated, the power "borrowed" from a work
role may be precariously extended intO an exaggerated bid for
authority in other roles. Conversely, the frustrations and stresses
at work frequently evoke a depressive orientation that is'contained
by a few beers or passive television yiewing. These are all costs,
often submerged, that must be weighed against the benefits in
evaluating alternative organizational 'principles that might affect
blue-collar work roles. But since they are highly structured and
bolstered throughout the system, they tend to be impervious either
to the influence of dynamic forces or to any form or rational plea
for more productive or more tkmane work cond4ions.

The stresses associated with unemployment provide a very
different example of processes that derive from dynamic forces
that are almost as stable as structural- fords, but are bolstered
only by ad hoc solutions. The result is that, even though itjwo
longer a "rare event," coping and adaptation are individual-li'vel
processes with little systematic economic or social support
provisions. While the deleteripus consequences that have been
attributed to unemployment are still matters of debate, on
theoretical grounds they appear entirely reasonable and May even
underestimate the seriousness of the problem."

Stresses from structural forces differ from those steMthing from
dynamic forces in a numbbr of respects, with corresponding
differences in consequences. Structural -strirses tend to be More
widespread and to affect a larger proportion of the population.
Indeed, when stresses from dynamic sources become very
widespread, they begin -to take on many of. the characteristics of
structural §tresses as is the case with inflation and energy
problems. And the very few structural resources, for dealing with
dynamic forces that produce stresses Ike unemployment
originated during the 1930s with massive unemployment. Thus,
another distinction lies in- the societal mechanisms designed to

14. See Brenner, 1973, 1976; Catalano and Dooley, 1977; Cobb and Kasl, 1977; Fried,

1969.
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mitigate the overt stresses and to facilitate rapid coping processes
when the stresses stem from structural forces. These are less
readily available for stresses from dynamic sources. Seen from
another vantage point, structurally-derived stresses are often
experienced in common with many other people and there is a
sense of shared strain. Dynamically-derived stresses, 'on the other
hand, even when.relatively widespread, tend to be conceived and
to function for individuals and role systems in isolation. The
repercussions develop subtly, through the ramifications of role
change at midro-level as these proliferate through the role system
and beyond. Finally, stresses of structural origin are more likely to
be anticipated than ',those from - dynamic origins, providing
increased opportunities for effective coding behavior."

Except for relatively recent and highly. suggestive, but not
entirely conclusive, studies of job loss and the large literature from
the great depression, the extent and, details of the effeCts of
unemloyment are not well understood. In describing the.
consequences of unemployment in terms of stress and role
adaptation, therefore, there is necessarily a large admikture of
conjecture with evidence.

' As with many stresses, and.,especially those from dynamic
sources, the initial impact of job loss occurs at the level,of role
activities. Despite the fact of a loss of role functions, perhaps even
of a role, the Work role. is subjectively retained as an integral
feature of the role array. The income-gaining role is partly
compepsated through upemployment insurance coverage. The
meager productivity roles experienced by many. people in work are
displaced onto the job search. For many people, until the
ramificitions of unemployment are confronted more fully, there
may even b. e a sense of relief from the oppressive features of work.
Thus, the phenomena of stress, coping, and residual experiences
of strain are initially reduced but subtly and individually variaye.
The real confrontation begins to arise when other' jobs are not
readily available and when the realities of trying to maintain a
prior standard of living on drastically reduced income become

15. See Janis (1958) for the significance of anticipation in toping with stress.
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evident. Additional stresses may occur to exacerbate the problem,
tither independent of the job loss or indirectly linked to it. One
would suspect that, for many people, a mechanism of denial
operates to diminish the strain until the impact of job loss on
individual roles and the role system becomes unavoidably clear. At
higher status levels, in fact, there is evidence that the denial can
persist for, long periods of time, bolstered by the- adoption of
pseudo-work roles with little if any current job income (Buono,
1976). On the other hand, in rare instances, the loss of an
tindesirable job can lead to efforts at career change or even to
intensified upl.Tard mobility strivings.

Although there is much variation in duration as well as rates of
etunemployment a ong different sociodemographic grottps, these

coping mechanl. s may suffice until a new job is found. Whether
there are longer term effects of short term unemployment is likely
to be a function or the ease of locating a new job and the
differences between the two jobs. To the extent that even shOrt
term unemployment precipitates or exacerbates individual strain
in the role system, of course, a relatively small loss may result in
magned consequences. But the tolerance for periods of
unemployment is likely to vary with many individual and role
system differences linked to economic, social, and rsonality
attributes. From a more theoretical viewpoint, the roblem
becomes potentially serious when the lack of a job beg s to
operate both subjectively and objectively as the loss of the rk
role. At that point, the management of the stress through a van ty
of coping devices including job seeking is diverted to otler
psychic, physiological, or3 role system issues. Or the causal
sequen may work in thetoppôsite direction: the prominence of,

psychic, physiological, or role system stresses may result in the
deterioration of the work role. The phenomena of discouraged
workers and underemployment may well result from such a
history.

Regardless of the precise conditions that operate, it is. not so
much the loss of work role activities per se, but rather the

, development of an equilibrium position around the loss of the
instrumental role functions of wor1F, productivity and income-
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gaining, that portends further role changes. And these further role
changes, from all of the evidence that is available concerning'
unemployment, begin to manifest the forms of role adaptation
that I have referred to as the invasion process. Certainly, a quasi-
equilibrium can be established at any one of the different levels of
role integration. But, once the majr instrumental role functions
associated with wort are lost, the ext nt to which and the form in
which further invasion or stability is attained is a function of the
sniall role system. Any mpjor change of this nature is/bound to
induce stresses within the family and may well engender stresses in
other role systems as well. Thus, as the stresses invade diverse role
relationships, the opportunities both for compensatory support
and for exacerbating stress expand.

Characteristically, however, the options available for individual
and role system adaptations to continued unemployment .appear
extremely limited. These Can include a gradual contraction of life
style characteristics, a shift in family roles associated with new
income-gaining roles by spouse or children, continued efforts at
productivity without cQmmensurate income-gaining roles, or the
disniption of the role system(s) like the conjugal family that rests
on the income-gaining role of a single member. Whichever route is
taken, however, a major set of role adaptations is most often
involved. The problem rests, not meryly on the stress of
unemployment nor even on the loss of a dole which is critical for
subsistence and essential for a sense of productive social
participation, but on the narrow range of options available for
role adaptations to either of these losses. Therefore, despite
occasional exceptions, the predominant result is in the form of a
contraction of all the meaningful dimensions of role functioning,
a process of maladaptation. It becomes a function of the isolated
individual or of the separate role systems to stem the processes of
role inyasion or to allow them to continue to the point of
disruption of other roles and role systems. And it is these
considerations, as much as any discrete consequence of continued
(and perhaps even short term) unemployment that lends
theoretical 'credence to the evidence accumulated by Brenner
(1973, 1976) on aggregate data, of 'the deleterious effects of
unemployment on physical and mental illness.
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That unemployment is 'viewed and continues to be sepn as a
dynamic fgature of socioeconomjc processes rather thanas an
endemic and,, thus, a structural aspect of our system -Which
requires-'itructural solutions poses serious difficultiei for the
effediVe.functioniftg Of many individuals and role systems in our
society.
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ECONOMIC 6EPRIVATION,

SOCIAIL MOBILITY,
AND MENTAL HEALTH

LOUIS A. FERMAN
, JOHN GARDNER

.
The work of .M. Harvey .Brenner and A. Pierce has recently

provided the impetus for a variety of studies exploring rthe
psychologkal and social effects of aggregate economic changes
(e.g., unemployment rates). While the findings are important in .

themselvesthe inverse correlation between suicide and the
composite stock index, and even more significant, the inverse
correlation betwetn the manufacturing employment index and the
mcidince of admissions to mental hospitals over a fifty4ear
spanthese studies have erected a framework for further work.
Figure 1 .is a simple diagram which proposes a set of hypothesized
relationships and indicates which connections have been
examined.

What is striking here is the lack of information about how
large-scale economic change translated into loss of work moves
toward non-economic life stress, on to adverse psychological
change, and then to large-sedie psychological and sacial disorder.
What 'is in the, "black box that intervenes between aggregate
measures of economic chauge and' aggregate measures of
psychological and social disorder? Specifically, what economic,
social, and psychological procimes unk economic change to
subsequent social and psychological functioning? There may be
more than one answer to these questions; anti; one can imagine a
number of competing (NW even overlapping) p'erspectives on what
is in. the "black bmd"What is crucial, however,. irio gather,
analyze, and eventually augment those pieces of research that can
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6 Figure l
Hypothesized Relatioliships Between Economic Chlange

and Indicators of Psychological Change

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Aggregate Economic
Chang& -

Individuil Economic
. Change

1

Individual Noneconomic
Change

-

Perceived Psychological
Change

Indicators of,Psychological
- Disorder in Aggregate

Relationships between A and E measured by Pierce' and
Brenner.' .

2. Relationships between B and C, C and D, and B, C, and D
measured by others in Dohrenivend and Dohrenwend.'

3. Relationships between A, B, C, D, And E either assumed or
described nonquantitatively by Bakke,4 Angell,' Komarovsky,6
and others. 1

1. A. Pierce, The Economic Cycle and the Social Suicide Rate. Americatt Sociological
Review. 1967, 32, 475-482. .

. 2. M. H. Brenner, Mental Illness and the Economy. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1973.

3. B. S. Dohrenwend and B. P. Dohreilwend, eds., Sfressful Life Events: Their Nature
and Effects. New York: John Wiley and gons, 1974.

4. E. W. Bakke, The Unemployed Man. New York: E. P. Dutton Ind Company, 1934.
5. R. C. Angell, The Family Encounters the Depression:New York: Charles Scribner

and Sons, 1936.
6. Mirra Komarovsky, The Unemployed Man and Ills Family. New York: The bryden

Press, 1940.
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provide an understanding of the individual. and social dynamics
involved in personal, family, an.d tommunity responses to
gconomic change, so that policies designed to intervene in this
succession can be based on an understanding of .the total life

s situation and problems of the wbrker who experiences`some form
of economic change.

_Focus of, the Paper

In an effort to delielop: an explanatory 4cheme for aggregate
economic change and its physical and mental health outcomes, we
have started with a number of assumptions. The first is that
economic changewhether contraction of the economy, plant
shutdowns, increased rationalization and automation of work,
plant mergers, or productiVity gainsresults either immediately or
eventually in the. loss of work for certain groups of people. Thus-,
an explanatory scheme must deal with 'the fact that numbers of
people will chankejobs (some voluntarily, others involuntarily),
and will be without work for varying periods of time. An
explanatory scheme, then, may, begin by postulating that
economic changes initiate patterns of "bumping" and "skidding"
iji the labor market. This process isivoWes the displacement and
replacement of some workers by others (bumpltig) and the taking-
on of jobs that provide less status, offer less intome or fewer"
fringe benefits, or less protection from arbitrary work practices
(skidding). There is already some evidence that bumping , and
skidding trigger psychological reactions that may be related to
mental health. What is needed is a new view or model of the labor
market that focuses primarily on bumping and skidding. More
traditional-models of the labor market, which have not been
concerned with relating aggregate economic changes to aggrtgate
psychelogical changes, have failed to consider this behavior.,

A .second assumption is that some of these workers will find
themselves, to vaiyingtdegreys, in financial trouble, as savings are
depleted and debtsmount: They 'may find it necessary to curtail
expenditures, find. new sources of income, or to rely on other
members of the family in producing income. All these options can
impose strains on the worker and his family. Therefore, a

(
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significant situational stress for some of these displaced ,workers
will be resource insufficiency and economic deprivation,

Third, workers who lose jobs will subsequently show different
career patterns. Sonic will find iinmeaiate reemployment; others
will remain unemployed; and still others will move from job to
jcth. The work career patterns following ecohomic change may be
tighly indicative of the stresses and instabilities that arise when
changes in work status are involved. The work career pattern js a
summation of labor market experiences rather than a picture of a
status level at any one *time,;, thus it may be a' somewhat more
sensitive measure otindividual adjustment to etofiomic change.

The fourth assumption is that economic deprivation and work
career patterns will be predictors of physicaPand mental health
outcomes. We would argue that these changes would create
considerable disrtiption in the lives of affected workers and tlfat
their consequences would be apparent in the functioning of the
individual. We would also argue that these changes affect not only
the individual directly involved but also the members of his family
indirectly. These changes can alter role sets' and reciprocal role
behavior,, passing changes in the affected worker on to other
family members, as well, by a "ripiole effect." Thii point will not
be dealt with in this paper but is germane to the cbmmInts by
Marc Fried on role behavior.

The foci's in this paper,ithen, is on the roles playid by.economiC'

deprivation and job .mobility in the' life organization of the
individual. Basic to this discussion is the belief that aggregate
economk change will result, for large niunibers of individuals,, in
skidding and bumping and that in turn would influence both social
and psychological functioning.

In specific terms, a plant shutdown may cause considerable
bumping and skidding in the local labor market as the displaced
workers seek new jobs. The patterns of labor force participation
for these workers will vary SQ that a number of worker mobility
pattbrna_will be experienced. These will be directly linked to the.
desree of economic deprivation suffered b)i the worker and in turn

to the worker's psychological states and social adjustments.

4.
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We can plot, then, the following sequence of events and the
linkages between them:

Aggregate Economic Change(s)

Bumping and Skidding Labor Market Patterns

Worker Career Patterns

Degree of Economic Deprivation

Mentalavd Physical Health Outcomes

ir

Skidding and Stunping

rSince we have postulated that mobility patterns and their
consequences are gssential determinants of the physical and
mental health of workers, our initial point of reference will focus
on a new perspective' and Model qf the labor market based on
bumping and skidding.

An individual who loses his job as the result of an agiregate
economic change may: remain unemployed while searching for a
new job; leave the labor force altogether; or may find another job
quickly. The new job may be Comparable to, or even in some
respects better than, his previous one, but he may find that it could
be performed by a worker with less skill, intelligence, experience,

Altraining than were needed on his previous job. The new jpb may
aso pay less or be less prestigiotis than the old one. This less than
desirable outcome of a change of jobs would seem t, be most

"likely to occur during recessions, when reemployment oppor-.
tunities are limited. if such. "skidding" by ope worker either
causes employed workers of less skill or education to be laid off or
prevents the lliring of unemploy4workers, those people who

rincre or-remain unemployed Arelaid to have been "bumped."

The hypothesis offered here is that this pattern of reaction, if
not predominant -during retessions, is nevertheless sufficiently
important that its recognitipn and study will lead to improved

I
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undérstindhig of the dynamics pf aggregate employmeat and
uneMplOment and their Telationship to aggregate patterns of,
mental health.

The process can be illustrated as follows. In figure 2, jobs are .
ranked according to the ability required to perform them, and
individual laborers are ranked according to whatever ability they
possess/slower numbers indicating 'higher levels of ability ip both
cases. A comparison of the rankiggs of jobs and, of laborers shows
that in periods of high employment, enough jobs are available to
employ workers With ability radations 1-20. Of theseel and 2 are
emplo.yed in top-level (9 bs,(3-5 in second-level (II) jobs, and so
forth.

If we assume that s *dding characterizes all empbRyment
adjustment, the job ranking for low employment 'levels wcjAdd
show the differentjal between recession and prospgritr.. At each
job level, fewer people are employed; people, with the lowest

- qualifications at each level lose theirjobs and-skid to the next
lower level of emPloyment. Thus, grade Z workers lose their level I
jobs and skid to level II. Similarly, grade 4 and 5 workers, who
had been employed at level II, have now skidded to level III.

a

If no skiddin occurred at all, the situation would be as shown
in figure 3:The iitwer of levei I jobs his been reduced, so that
grade 2 workers are uneMployed. Similarly, grade 5 workers
becom'e unemployed because level II jobs have been reduced. The
totaNncrease in unemployment is the same in eitffer case; the
distribution of job reductions among job types is the same. But the
incidence of unemployment is different.

A comparison of fhe 4wo diagranls also illustrates the part
played by bumping in the adjustment process when skidding is
involved. As figure 3 shows, grade employees would have lost
their level II jobs even if skidding had not occurred. But grade 4
workers would have remained at their level II jobs if grade 2
workers had not skidded but instead h4d become unemployed.
Thus, the skidding by grade 2 workees has bumped grade 4
workers into level III jobs. Similarly, employges of grades 7 and 8
have been bumped into level IV, and those of grades 16-19 have
ben bumped into unemployment.

20°



Figure 2
Employment Adjustment - Complete Skidding
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The explanation of labortnarket adjustment to receision ttuitis
-presented in -figure-2- is similar-to the queue theory Of-labor

markets developed by Thurove to explain the incidence,of poverty-
ahd by ;Mangum° to explain the differences in eihploymeht
experiences of various demgrajhic groups. Melvin Red offered
a similar model to expI1n cyclical changes in occupat nal wage-
differentials.° Figure 3 represents Workers' behaViot t t seems to
be implicit in niost discussions of unemployment in rftessioii and
recovery, .but they are too yague for this lioint of view tO be

. attributed to specific economists or economic observers.

. These two vievis can be conizasted with still' anothei: frainewia:
the dual -labor market approach.'°' In that cast the process
.described in ,either figUre 2 or 3 characterizes pri
.employment.: The lovkst level of jObs,, . however; is more
appropriately represented by a reservoir of un esirable, loW-pay--ing jobs that require little or no education, ses, or experience.
These jobs are in fact so ephemeral that it is difficult even to count
thein. The low-grade laborers who hold them constantly bounce
between employment, unemployment, and nonparticipatron. In
recession, even the lowest grades of workers who normally belong 4
to the primary sector may find themselves in secondary jobs. In
most discussions, it is not clear, whether the adjustment process
that the authors have in mind for the primjiry sectors follows the
skidding model or its alternative. Figure 4 hovvs the dual market
View if skidding occurs. Mdst adherents o the dual labor market
approach will believe that some skidding mZy occur, but that in
most cases it would be from- primary job levels tO secondary ones.

n

That is, they, would see the process in the primary sector as more
nearly like figure 3, but with "iniemployment" replaced by
"unemployment or (temporary) secondary employment."

7. L. C. Thurow;/Poverty and Discrimination. Washinion, DC: 'Brookings. 1969.
8. G. L. Mangum, Economic Growth and Unemployment. In J. Kreps, ed.,

Technology, Manpower, and Retirement Policy. Cleveland: World Publishing Co., 1166.
9. M. W. Reder, The Theory of Occupational Wage Differential*. American Economic

Review. 1$155, 64, 833-852.
10. See G. C. Cain, The Challenge of Segmented Labor Market Theo-ries to Orthodox

Theory: A Survey. JEL, 1976, 14, 1215-1217; P. B. Doeringer and M. J. Piore, Internal
Labor Markets and Manpower Analysts.. Boston: Heath, 1971; and M. L. Wachter,
Primary. and Secondary Labor Markets: A Critique of the Dual Approach. Brookings
Papers on Economic Activity, 4974, 3, 637-680.
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Figure 4 vie
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Of course,,these views are ideal QOM and sno one view describes
the workers during all employment transitiOns. The point is the
relative usefulness of these different approaches and the emphasis
that should .be placed on each analysis in each case. The
appropriate emphasis can be determined only by going further,
beyond the skeletal descriptions of labor, market adjustment that
are presented in the diagrams above.

A schematic diagram describing tii employment adjustment
process may help to identify the qutstanding issues.The diagram in
figure 5 indicates the. three states in which a' Person may findi
himself with respect to the labor market and the broadly defined
ways in which this status may change. In this franiework, people
are employed, unemPloyed, or nonparticipants. Employed People

',It may change their status by retiring, quitting, being laid off, or :
separating from work for othei reasons. People who quit or are-
laid off are usually unemployed, at- least for a shop time, and
those who retire or otherwise separate usually become nonpartici-,
pants. .Entrance to imployment takes place as people are newly
hired or rehired; thus, some of them are new entrants or
re-entrants to the labor force. The labeled arrows in figure ,5
indicate these flows, but they are not meant to imply that other
patterns (such as movement from employment to nonparticipation
via layoff) will not, take their place. Accessions and separations
continuously, take place at all levels of this pyramid, and one can
think of steady-state rates of these flows that maintain both the ,

size and the structure of this stock of jobs.

In a steady state, although the number and structure of job§ dO
not change, 'any particular worker's position in the hierarchy is
uhlikely to remain the same. This change of position will probably
follow a certain Pattern. Most people enter 'employment nearer to
the bottom on the pyramid than to the top. Vroman .finds, for
instance, that about, 80 percent oC working teenagers obtain their
early experience in retail trade and services, where their fill
low-paying jobs for the most partthose requiring little skill or
previous experience." As they acquire experience, they tend to

11. Wayne yroman, Worker Upgrading and the Business Cycle, Brookings Papers on
Economic Activity, 1977, 1, 236.
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move to .hiAlaer strata in the pyramid as-`vacancies Occur. Also,
ivhile advancement is the movement uittally desired, 'some people
will move laterally or downward in this process of change within
the steady state. For those who advance, upward movement
occurs on well-defined job ladders, Others improe their position
by changing firms or even by changing occupation% Sommers and
Eck found, for example, that between '1965 and 1970; 32 percent
qf those emploSred changed their occupationO presumably
reflecting improvements in their situations. It is typical for ome

-like repil trade, to serve as "feeder" indüstry for
others, Aike durable mnufacturing."

,
For 5ome individuals, however, employment consists, of

frequent accession and sefiar4ion, ivith little opportunity for
advancement. This pattern7nay obtain because the individual has
only a transient attachment to'the labor market (e.g., teenagers in (-
school) or because he lacks the skill or education requisite for
advancement.* Perioils of expansiop or recession adcr another
dimension to this Continual flow of poople into, out of, or within
the eniployment state: In expansion or recession, the stock of jobs
voIll,change. That such changes have different effects on different
strata of employment has been well dociAnented. It has been
observed that unemploythent rates for blue-collar workers,
operativ6, non4arin laborers, and craft workers are more
cyclicallY sensitivepthan those for *hite-collar workers, profes-
sional and teChnical workers, and managers." Additional clirect
evidence appears in the finding that the employment oiprod ction
workers in manufacturing fluctuates proportionately ipYe over
the cycle than does the employment of magagertal or s pervisory .

employees." Within paiticular industri9, the mployment of
lower-wage workers is found to be m8fe cyclically.:sensitive."

, '
12. Dixie Sommers and AliinC, Occupa.tional Mobility in the Afheripan Labor Font.

yoothly Labor Review, 1977, 100, 349.
13. Wayne Vroman, op. cit., p. 237. . e
14. P. M. Ryscavaiee,,Impact of Higher Unemployment on Major Labor Force Groups.

Monthly Labor Review, 1970, 93421-25. .

15. W. U. 0i, Labor As a Quasfifixed FaCtol. Journal of Politicgl Economy, 1962,
December, 550.

16. Oi, PP. 547-549 and Vroman, Tablo 1, O. 235.
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Across industries, Okun has found that high-wage manufacturing
industries ehminate or 'increase jobs at a :higher rate than total
manufacturing industries do." Thus, the lower strata of the
pyramid expaod or contract mo& than proportionately with the
higher strata.

Teaken by themselves, these different patterns of cyclical
response across strata imply that the people who, hold low-level
jobs will ha/t more frequent periods of unemployment, Ivith their
accompanying economic deprivation, than will occitpants of
high-level jobs. More frequent unemployment helps to explain the
generally higher,levels-of unemployment rates in these groups, but
this need not be strictly a cyclical phenomenon. 'In the steUdy state,
unemployment would occur more often if the lOw-level jobs were ;
sq undesirable that people left them more often. This _is. the
explanation iliven by dual labor market theorists. However, if the
cyclical aspects are important' in themselves, then one would
expect to observe that low-level workers haye larger absolute (but /
not necessarily larger 'proportionate) increases in periods of
unemployment in the downturn of the cycle.

There is evidence for both the steady state and for the cyclical
_patterns described above. Higher-level -j'i711:taltend to be dominated
.by prime:age white males and low-level jobs by disproportionate
numbers of women, teenagers, ai0 prime-age black males. Thus,
demographic groups can serve as rough proxies for groups of
occupants of particular job strata. Hall finds that, blacks have
more frequent spells of unemployment at a given level of
aggregate unemployment than do whites. Blacks and low-skilled
workers aie mpre likeliat any time to become unemployed than
are whites or ',Sore highly skilled workers." At any given aggregate
unemployment rate, periods of unemployment decline with age
for all race and sex groups; within each age grow, white males

17. A. M. Okun; lbward Mobility in a High Pressure Economy. Brookings Papers on

Economic Activity, 1973, 1, Table 2., 220-221.
18. R. E. Hall, Turnover in the Labor Force. Brookings.Papers on Economic Activity,

1972, 3, 717-718. rs
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have the lowest number of-km[1 9 To the (Went that broad
age classifications (16-19, 20-24, 25-44, 45-59) reflect differences
in experience, these results-too are consistent with the predictions
atxAre.

Evidence with respect to the additional implications of the
cyclical pittern is not cOnclusive. It is consistent with the
.preceding medictions that Perry finds that women and teenagers
generally show larger absolute (bht smaller proportionate)
increases in average periods Of uhemployment as the aggregate
unemployment rate rises." But if one looks instead at the cyclical
sensitivity of the 'probability of an employed person becoming
unemployed, that probability changes more (both absolutely and
relatively) for prime-age white males than fer some other
demographic groups and is the principal reason why the

. unemployment rates of prlmary labor force groups increase.2'

This ambiguity may be resolved in Part by considering the
cyclical adjustment process in more detail. A reduction, in 'the
'Amber of low-level jobs will cause somg people to lose their jobs
outright. But, an evenlarger impact is likely to be felt by those who
seek employment at job levels where contractions are ,greatest.
That is, the flow of new hires and rehires will be perhaps more
affected by the employment reduction than the flow of layoffs *ill

The empirical evidence on this point seems to support the
cyclical pattern. For instance, Perry finds that the probability of
leaving unemployment is more responsive to changes uin the(
aggregate unemployment rate for teenagers and *omen than for
prime-age male's.22 Perry's figures do not differentiate between a

19. S. T. Marstón; Employment Instability and High Unemployment Rates. Brookings
Papers on Economic Activity, 1976, 1, Table 2, p. 176:and calculatiods by the *authors
from Table.5, p. 186.-

20. G. L. Perry, Unemployment Flows in the U.S. Labor Market. Brodkings Papers on
Economic Activity, 1972, 2, 259.

21. Marston, op. cit., p. 186 and R. E. Smith, A Simulation Model of the Demographic
Composition of Employment. In R. G. Ehrenberg, ed., Research in Labor Economics,
.Volume,l, 1977, p. 273.

22. Perry, op. cit., Table 2, p. 250.
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person who leaves unemplbyment because he finds a job and one
Who leaves the labor force.But when Marston does take this

'difference into account, he finds that the most important, reason
for increased unemploymentrfor wdmen, teenagers (except black
males), and black prime-age males is the reduced probability of
finding a job. Botli the likelihood of successful labor force entry
and the likelihood of finding a job after unemployment are
reduced less for prime,age white males than fbr almost any other
group." Smith'testimates of these same probabilities do not agree
so consistently with the above implicationNilis estimates show
that the elasticity of successful entry for prime-4e white males
with respect to changes in the ratio of kggiegate vacancies to
aggregate unemployment is as great as fel other groups. But the
likephood that an unemployed person will cbtain a job is affected
less in the case of white prime-age males than in that.of any other
group.74

Employment changes across occupational groups in he 1914-15
recession rprovide additional insight into a predictable pattern.
Between January 1974 and January 1975, while total employment
fell by over one million, employment of professional and technical
workers, clerks, and other service workers increased. At the same
time, nearly a half-million jobs were lost both for ciaftsmen and
for non-transport operatives, o9er 300,000 for non-farm laborers,
almost 100,000 for transport operatives, and nearly 200,000 for
managers and administrators. The pattern for clerks, other service
workers, and managers appears inconsistent with the hypothesized
tendency for lower strata to be more cyclically sensitive. But the
other categories do conform to the expected pattern. And a large
portion of the apparent inconsistencies can be explained. ;Nearly
half the employment loss for manageis occurred amdng
self-employed people *side the retail trade. Sudh positions may
well be nearer the bottom of the emplofikent Pyramid than the
top. And the employment of clerical and service workers would
seem tp refle6t. strong, underlying secular trends rather than to

23. Marston, op. cit., Table 6, p. 187:

24. Smith, op. cit., p. 279. The sole exception is a ratiier strange estimate for the
'-coefficient for white female teenagers.
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contradict the main %thrust of the hypothesized pattern' of
adjustment

Finally, when one combines the changes in probabilities of
losing current jobs and of finding new ones, the.impact is greater
for secondary labor-force groups than for prime-age white males.

From this evidence one could sugges*Wo reasons for the higher
uneniployment rates suffered by secondary labor-force groups:

1) The poor quality of low-16el .jobs and the looser
labor-market attachinent of secondary workers result in %ore
freqhent periods of unemployment for those groups."

2) The greater cyclical sensitiyity idthe stock of those jobs in
which secondayl groups are concentrated leads to greater
sensitivity of the unemployment rates of those groups to change in
aggregate labor-market conditions2.The first reason is astatic one
that explains only differences in .levels of unemployment rates.
The second explains differences. in cyclical senSitivitiesas well.

This greater sensitivity in the stock of lower-level jobs is Usually
attributed to the.investment a firm makes in high-te4el employees.
The higher the level of the job, the-more likely it will be that the
worker will develop form-specific knowledge and experience that
will permit the firm to' pay wages higher than the worker's
opportunity wage but lower than the value of his marginal product
to the firm. This excess of marginal product over wage allows the
firm to cohtinue to employ specifically trained workers even
during perisSilic reductions in product flemand when less highly
trained woMers may be laid off."

1.
,The skidding atkd bun3ping process suggests, however, that there

may be an additional (as distinct from an alternative) reason both
for the higher level of unemploym nt rates and for the greater
cyclical sensitivity of certain rates. -I a recession is severe enough

25. Whether worker quality or job quality is ponsible for this poier labor market
attachment or whether all th'ree factors are mut ly reinfozcinit is not at issue here. See
D.M. Gordon, Theories of Poverty dnd Underemployment: OrthIsiox, Radical, and Dual
Labor Market Perspectives. Lexington: Heath, 1972.

26. 0i, op. cit., J. H. Peilcavel, Wages, Specific Training, and Labor Turnover in U.S.
Manufacturing Industries. Indian Economic Review, 1972, 13, 53-64.
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to affect the stock* of high-level jobs, and if some of.the people,
who lose those jobs (dually primary workers) skid into low4evel
positions; not only are there fewer low:level jobg overall, but the
influit of skidders reduces even, further the number of such jobs

qt.
available to secondary workers.

Tiflis, aggregate economic conditions influence the frequency
and severity of .exposure to economic deprivation for all, labor
force groups. They affect the lowest strata of the labor force
primarily throught) the fr,equency and. duration of spells of
Unemployment, since the low quality of the jobs open to them will
not greatly change. Economic conditions affect the higher strata in
a similar way, but they have a less pronounced impact. To the
extent that skidding takes place among those hording 'jobs of the

/ higher strata, however, another dimension ofiefluence will be
added, which will be reflected in. downward job Mbility as well as
in higher nnemployment rates. To fpcus on unemployment rates
alone may be to titiderstate the impact.

Economic deprivation and job mobility are not independent. In
any individual case they may occur separately or Aogether. This
section has emphasized that the likelihood of deprivation and/ar
mobility will be affected by aggregate economic conditions and
may be affected in different ways for different groups in the labor
force. The relation between indiVidual deprivation or mobility and
individual non-eeonomic change is the subject of the following>
sections.

Economic Deprivation

The use of situational and mobility factors as determinants of
social behavior reflects two distinct traditions in sociological
research." Mobility variables-refer to the movement of individuals
from one stratum to another or shifts in the relative size or
position of whole strata in social, groups. Following the direction
of Durkheim's research on' sujcide, students have attempted to

27. M. Janowitz, Some Consequences of Social Mobility in the United States.
itTransactions of the Third World Congress of Sociology. Vol. 3. London: International
Sociological Association, 1956, p. 194.
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trace the specific psychalogical and social' outcomes of such
changes." The crucial assumption in this schema is that social
mobility requires the individual to rationalize his status change
both psychologically (by the use of coping mechanisms) and
soCially (by the adoption of new ideologies and styks of life). In
cofitrast, the situational approach places little emphasis on the
individual's develoPmental or social history and emphasizes
:instead the adjustment to the strains and stresses inherent in the
immediate social situation. These two traditions are not
operationally (discrete; in any specific cesearch some attention is
paid to both sets of variables, and an attempt is usuallx made to
clarify their interaction effects.

There is a/old Jewish adage that says "whether you are rich or
pdor, it is good to have money." Translated into the concerns 'of
this conference, we 'can speculate that resource sufficiency or
insufficiency for any unemployed workerprofessional or blue
collar, skilled or unskilled, white or black, male 'or femalecan
have a strong influence on mental health. Resource availability in

t a period of unemployment performs three important functions:
(1) it stabilizes and maintains an existing style of life; (2) it permits
continued contact with. primary and Secondary groupings where
adequate finances may be a condition for participation; and (3) it
imparts a feeling of control over the environment.

The concept of economic deprivation has been measured in
various ways. Pope, 'for example, concerned with a working
profile of economic loss, indexed economic deprivation by the
nurrIber of months of unemployment in the worker's career."
Street and Leggett, emphasizing the situational dimension, used
ihe employment status of the respondentworking or not
workingas a meas\ursit of economic stress." It is" apparent,
hpwever, that situatiii-nal economic stress most closely reflects the

28. E. Durkheim, Suicide: A Study in Sociology. J. A. Spalding and G. Simpson, trans.
Glencoe, IL: The Free Press, 1951.

29. Hallowell Pope, Economic Deprivation EtarSocial Participation in a Group of
Middle Class Factory Workers. Social Problems, 1964, 11, 290-300.

30. David Street and J. C. Leggett, Economic Deprivation ancl Extremism: A Study of
Unemployed Negroes. American Journal of Sociology,1961, 67, 53-57.
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worker's access to economic resources. The availability or lack
such resources is a funCtion not only of employment ,status but of
othei: factors as *ell, such' as the earnings of other family

11

embers, eligibility for pension or transfer payments, and income
rom property. To obtain approximations of the situational

. rains and stresses felt by the worker after the loss of a job,
Aiken, Ferman, and Sheppard constructed a three-item index of
economic deprivation for, use in the study of unemployea workers.
The index summarized the respoaes to three questions:

Are you better off or wdrle off than a year ago in respect to
, savings;

- Are you better, off or worse off than a year ago in respect to
debts;

Have you had to cut back On important expenditures (e:g., food
or clotl}ing).

The Index of Economic Deprivation has now been widely used.
Aiken, Ferman; and Sheppard, in their study of displaced auto
workers, found that the index correlated with a broad variety of
attitudinal and interactional measures." The. index was more
powerful than any other study variable ivy explaining the variance
of three mental Health measures: Srole's Scale of Anomia; Index
of Satisfaction with Life; and Social Participation with Friends or
Relatives. High scores on the index (meaniit a high degree of
economic deprivation) were related to a high degree of anomia,
low satisfaction with life, and a lowered degree of participation
with friends and relatives. Respondents with high scores on the
index were most likely to report changes for the worse in the
preceding three years,, while respondents with low scores were
more likely to report changes for the better. Furthermore,
high-score4espondents were more likely to repOrt deterioration in
'jobs and income and to worry more about money matters.

In 1962, Harold Sheppard used this index in a study of displaced
auto workers after the shutdown of the Studebaker Plant in South

31. M. Aiken, L. A. Ferman, and H. L. Sheppard, Economic Failure, Alienation and

Extremism. Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1968.
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Bend," Again, the measure of economic deprivation proved to be.
the strongest predictor of variance in variables_ associated with

mmental health - (satisfaction with life, anomia, and social
partitipation with friends and relatives). In our current research
oh unemployed workers in Detroit, we havei used this economic
deprivation measure once more." RespondInts with high scores
on the index tended to report more physical symptoms than others
and to have low morale scores. Furthermore, high scores of
deprivation were associated with. reports of sickness Or malaise in
the preceding two weeks as well as with reports of anxiety over
financial problem's and of increased smoking. Anxiety aver
fihancial obligations, §trongly associated with eoonomic depriva-
tion and undoubtedly a derivative of it, was- strongly linked to
physical and emotional pr2blems. The correlations are not strong
but they consistently mOve in the same _direction. Uigh anxiety as
to an ability to maintain obligations Manifests itself in repOrts of
poor general health and of more days of feeling ill; in reports of
more specific physical and somatic symptoms; in reports of more
feelings of dissatisfaction and negative moods. This group has had
a higher tendency to high blood pressure and increased smoking
since unemployment. The index is associated with short-term
physical and mental health problems but not with chronic illnesses
or long-standing health problems.

The importance of resource sufficiency in maintaining
well-being in the face of economic adversity has been suggested by
other researchers. Little, in his study of unemployed professionals
in 1976, noted that individuals with financial reserves evidence less
emotional stress than the financially strapped." According to
Little, the financial cuShion, supplemented by an education edge,
may allow unemployed professionals to see unemployment as a
rather welcome career change and an opportunity for advance-
ment.

32. H. L. Sheppard, The Studebaker Plant Shutdown. Unpublished manuscript, 1965,
pp. 10-11.

33. "Family Adjustment to Unemployment in an Urban Setting (The Detroit
Unemployment 'Study)." Department of Health, Education and Welfare, PHS-G-
5R011MH26546.

34. C. B. Little, Technical-Professional Unemployment: Middle Class Adaptability to
Personal Crists. Sociological Quarterly, 1976, 17, (Spring), 262-274.
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EconorniC depriv.ation is not spread equally among labor fOrce
participants. What are the antecedents of economic deprivation?
Among ex-Packard workers in 1958, length of unemployment and
the employment status at the time of the inteiview were the best

. predictors of economic deprivation. The findings in the study of
ex-Studebaker workers in 1962 corroborated these findings. In our
current research on unemployment in Detroit, we again found that
the number of months of unemplOyment together with the
emplciyment status were the best piedictors of 'economic
deprivation. Cobb and Kasl, thing a five-item expanded Measure

f the Index .of Economic Deprivation, found that economic
jJ eprivation was best predicted by the number Fof months ,
unemployed and the employment status, at the time of he
intervieyv.15 They felt Oat this relationship was strong in the early
-stages of unemployment but grew weaker as the number of

on.ths of unemployment increased; possibly because some 1444
term adjustment had been made in expenditures, savings, and
debts to reduce the degree of economic deprivation.

In summary, then, the situational stresses generated by resource
insufficiency can have profound effects ori the physical and
mental health of-the unemployed worker. The available evidence
indicates that the impact is immediate and short term. We have no
indication, as yet, of long term "scarring effects" of resource
insufficiency. What is being suggested is that the length of
unemployment and 'reemployment experiences do not by

selves -4ave a direct negative effect on mental health, but
tatlièç that ' such effects are heavily linked to resource
insufriciency. ,-IP

Social Mobility
.4

Durkheim postulated a direct relationship betw the sudden
and frequent status changes inherent in mobil*/ riences and a
consequent social malaise and disorientation o the individual.

35. S. Cobb and S. V. içasl, Termination: The Consequences of Job-toss. NIOSH
Research Report. Washington, DC: U.S. Gwiernment Printing Office. DHEW (N1OSH)

Publication g77-224 ' 1977
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Surprisingly, few researchers have tried to test this hothesis in
regard to changes in jobs and income that are assUiated with
economic changes (e.g., contfaction of the economy or plant
shutdowns). Wilensky and Edwards studied "skidders," using a
stimple pf non-stgrisory factory workers." Two broad patterns
of skidding were identified: .intergenerational skidders and

-work-life skidders. The former group were now blue-collar
wirkers although their fathers had been white-collar workers. The
latter group had entered the factory as blue-collar workers
although their previous jobs had been white-collar. The
researchers found significant changes in political and personal
orientations as compared to non-skidders. The skidders became
more politically conservative and more pessimistic about work
opportunities. Bettelheim and Janowitz studied veterans of World
War II who had expected to return to their old jobs but had beep
bumped." 'They found that this group as a whole had become
more hostile toward minority group members and had more
interpersonal difficulties in everyday social relationships. Aiken,
Ferman, and Sheppard undertook a test of the Durkheimian
hypothesis in their study of displaced automobile workers in
1957." Two measures of job mobility were used: (1) shifts
between levels of skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled jobs and
(2) shifts in wages. Starting with the long term stable job at the
Packard Motor Company, the researchers charteid every job
change made in the 27-month period under study. At the 27th
month, a considerable amount of information was elicited from
the respondents on social, psychological, and economic adjust-
ments. The job career data yielded three types of mobility
categories: never reemployedremained without a job during the

'27-month period; reemployed, not working nowobtained a job
but subsequently lost it (in a sense a "two-time loser"); and
reemployed, still workingobtained a job and still on it at the
time of the interview.

36. H. L. Wilensky and Hugh Edwards, The Skidder: Ideological Adjustment of
Downward Mobile Workers. American Sociological Review, 1959, 24, 216-231.

37. Bruno Bettelheim and M. Janowitz, Dynamic of Prejudice. New York: Harper,
1950.

38. Aiken, Ferman, and Sheppard, op. cit.
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Using three measures associated with the mental health concept
(satisfaction*with life, anomia, and participation with friends and
relatives) the researcheis found significant influences from the'
mobility measures. The workers who had become reemployed and
remained so had the most positive mental fiealth scores. The
workers who had remained unemployed had intermediate scores,
while the two-time losers had the lowest scores of all. Four
respondents had been "three-time losers" (i.e., lost three jobs in
the 27-month period) and each one had scores indicative of
extremely poor mental health.

The findings of the Packard Motor Car gudy indicate that
reei1jiloyed displaced workers who 'experience job mobility in
ter s of wages are less well integrated socially than are those
reemployed workers who do not experience changes in wages or
than those who remain unemployed: Job mobility had its most
deleterious effects on the upwardly mobile two-time losers. These

... findings are consistent with Emile Durkheim's theories as to the
social consequences of changes and fluctuations in the economic
order. Job fluctuation and change, as well as labor matket-failure,
are,found to result not only In strong feelings of anomia and
political alienation but also in a circumscribed social life, as
measured by the frequency of social interaction with relatives,
friends, and co-workers. .

Among the ex- Packard workers, it was the individual who had
to adjust to status changes more than once who had the highest
anomia scores, the greatest alienation from political institutions,
and the lowest social participation.. Since all the workers had,
undergOne at least one status changethe shutdown experience
itselfit would seem that it is repeated status change, inherent in
reemployment (coupled with the demand for consecutive dramatic
adjustments) that is more likely to weaken individual ties to the
social order. It is ironic that the workers who were not reemployed
in any job were better integrated than the workers who had
experienced successive changes in reemployment. Prolonged
thiemployment was undoubtedly unpleasant, but it was niarked by
a relative stability of expectations that was clearly not present in

the case of workers called on to make adaptations to successive
4
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changes. Although a single status change, such as job
displacement, may plact strains on the indivklual'i attachment to
accepted groups and values, it iyhe successive changes inherent in
reemiiloyment that pose the greatest threat because they-generate a
milieu Of uncertainty about the worth' of existing group ties and
values.

Intentction Between Economic Deprivation and Social Mobility

Both economic deprivation and mobility patterns are predictors
of mental health responses. The data set in the Packard study
showed that the situational factor (the degree of 'economic

, deprivation) was more important than the mobility factor (post
displacement job 4ttern) in shaping the attitudes and behavior of
the displaced workers. Economic deprivatiOn produced greater
alienation in attitudes an4 behavjor (anomia, dissatisfaction with
life; and withdrawal. frin contact with kin and friends) than job
mobility. It is the abp e or presence of financial strains that
shapes the displaced worker's outlook on life r,and social
participation, not the tragedies of his past work history.

It is interesting to examine these findings in the light of
Durkheim's hypothesis about the relationship between social .
mobility and the social posture Of the individual.. Durkheim
Tostulated a direct relationship between the sudden and frequent
status changes inherent in mobility experiences and the consequent
social malaise and disorientation of the individual. His followers
have largely accepted this hypothesis and have given little thought
to the role of situational variables in inhibiting the consequences
of sudden status changes...lanowitz has rafsed a question about the
role of primary and secondary group structures in modifying the
consequences of social mobility, and Kornhauser has analyzed the
importance of these group variables in social mobility and status
change.

Our findings suggest that ano,ther dimension of the worker's'
situation is important in the m clification of the consequences of
mobility; namely, the degree of economic deprivation. It is likely
that the number and intensity Of group memberships and social
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contacts are directly related to the worker's financial resources.
Many primary group activities with kin and friends demand
material' or social reciprocity, which is dependent on the
availability of financial resources. Lack of resources may also lead,
to exclusion from secondary groups (e.g., the lodge, chureh
membership, the neighborhood clubhouse). The exact nature of
the interaction is not clear without further study, but our data
suggest that a lack of financial resources may produce reactio s of
anomia (or alienation), psychic states that /Mace severe limi tions
on social interaction. Reduced interactions may well prod. e more
rhtense anomia and further weaken the individual's social ties.
Second, the lack of financjal resources may severely restrict access., to various forms of group life, which may load to further
economic as well as social isolation.

,
It is not change in itself that triggers attitudinal and behavioral

reactions but rather the significance given io these changes by the
dimensions of the worker's immediate situation (e.g., economic
deprivation). Changes inn jobs, positive or negative, may be a
minbr influence on the worker's life if he continues to exercise
some control over his social environment,. This control is

, maintained partly through the availability of economic resources.
It may well be that it is necessary to reexamine the Durkheim

1
hypothesis and to specify further the conditions under which the
effects of mobility may be modified.

Unempjoyment Careers and.Mental Health
a

The worker's adaptation to economic change must be viewed
not in terms of a single event or labor mar.ke$ experience but rather
as a series of events that begin with job loss and continue through
a series of labor market experiences until a ne* adjustment is
made to the world of work. Adaptation in this sense is a process
than can be illustrated by examining-the.aftermath of job layoff
for a .group of,workers.

"Unemployment careers" differ according to the patterns .of
employment, unemployment, and underemplayment. These
career patterns gerve as measures of experiences in the labor
market and jit the aftermath of job loss. Unemployment careers////

20
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may be investigated over a period of weeks,,months, or years, and
they gain their importance Ttom the fact- that career stabilitY gr
instability may be strongly associated . with mental health.
Causation may run in either direction: poor mental health may
generate unstable careers, or unstable careers may be a precursor
of poor mental health. The important consideration is that
unstable careens can be an important link between aggregate
economic change and subsequent personal functioning.

The pattern of labor maiket experience after job loss may
itifluence the mental health of workers. Some workers may
experience continuous unemployment; others may return fo work
immediately; stili others maY alternate among episodes of
employment, unemployment, nd underemployment. There may
be shifts in job type, in industry affiliation, .or in place of
employment. These patterns all come under the heading of
"unemployment careers," and they have a three-fold importance
for mental health. First, career instability (successive and sudden
job changes) Can jeopardize predictable day-to-day living by
creating constant anxiety about 'job tenure, income, and the
meeting of essential demands. Second,'unstable careers can make
for unstable relationships with family and friends. The worker's ri

influence in the family can decline if family members aro faced
with constant shifts in expectations about the worker's abitity to
provide for daily needs. Finally, disruptive and frequent shifts in
employment status can have a marked effect on .the worker's
self-esteem and self-image, since he questions more and more his'
capacity to control future events and'his own sense of worth.

In our current University of Michigan study of unemployment,
a preliminary look at the survey data indicated that the married
men in the sample could be placed ,in groups according to their
career patterns after all initial episode of job loss. It was decided

f to select three resPondents from each group and to interview them
again and again in an effort to identify personal and
circumstantial correlates of such Patterns. The respondents were
chosen in such a way as to provide a diversity of types' for each
category. Repeated detailed interviews in the home were
conducted by Leslie Dow of the University's Anthropolop

2 .;?3
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Department. The following observations are based on three
interviews and ate highly tentative and preliminary.

Six unemployment career patterns were suggested by the data
from the initial field surveys and were studied , by Dow as they
pertained to mental health.

1. Those who Mad remained unethployed since losing their last
qob.

- -
The life situations of the men in this group were remarkably

similar. ThCree respondents were all older workers (in their
sixties), ski , and in poor health. They had sought work
repeatedly but were rebuffed because of age and Poor health. The
pattern imlicates that a'worker's health record, once questionable,
thereafter becomes a significant barrier to reemployment. The
men felt that poor health mas robbing thein of their last years of
productive life. They felt keenly the frustration of having to lose
years of income, and most" or all of their pensions, because of
events beyond their control. Each felt that his current work
situation had contributed to his health problems. They Were bitter
toward their former employers and the "ystem"--La bitterness
continually fueled by shrinking incomes in the face of inflation.
Eyen though these men had suffered serious illnesses, they felt that
loss of employment was a more severe crisis. The men expressed
resignation to their plight but were resentful about the blind
unfairness of life. . \ ,

. .

2. Those who had returned to their former fobs.

These three men were periodically unemployed but within the
year following the loss of work they returned to their former jobs.
At the time ef Dow's interviews they repçrted that their, ctirrent
situation was 'improving but that duri the year they had been
beset by a wide range of personal problems attributable to
joblessness: marital strife, drinki g, deterioration of personal
relationships within the family. T of the men had significant
money problems before their reehip oyment, while the third was
able to manage twa combination of unemployment insurance and
Supplemental Unemployment Benefits. Even though they had
financial resources, personal strain was evident. The men were

2 ?
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war ne future but hopeful. It was otv(iious that sudden
un ployment and the uncertainty that followed it had had a
"s arring effect."

3. Those who found.a new fob and remained in it.

O 11 the career patterns observed by Dow, this one seemed to
be the one most fraught with peril: Witli,out exceptionu these
workers believe that the layoff period his bUw.i J difficult
challenge of their lives. Also, without exception, each one had
adjusted to new employment with a. determination never again to
suffer the tuniiliation and defeat of losing both job and income.
These men had never hoped to be reemplOyed at their 'former jobs.
Their firms or busineises had gone bankrupt, or automation had
made their skills Obsolete. AccuStomed as they were to steady
employment, they -found jop loss devastating to themselves and to
tiieir families.

All the men had had periods, of doubting that they would ever
.work 'again and of facing the nagging walization that financial
security might permanently elude them; they had been pessimistic
about ever being hired again. The sense of hopelessness and' a
common sense of depression and anxiety distinguished these
workers from those M type 2 above. Indeed, their uncertainty
about the future took perhaps as heavy a toll in human misery as
did reducekd income. The men now report that they have recovered
markedly from thei symptoms, agree that they remain less
optimistic and mdre cynical, but art' more thankful than ever
before to be \working.

,

4. Those peripdically in and,out of work with the same
employers.'

" For each one of the workers in this group, periods of work and
of joblessne\sus ivere ' clearly. predictable. Unemployment was
accompanied by Supplemental Unemployment Benefit payments
and rarely tat for more than a few months, so that financial
problems were minimal. Under such conditions, unemployment
resembled something close to a vacation jhan a crisis.-They did
ilot all express 1;eastire at these periods of unemployment, but
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their reactions were so mild as to present an important alternative
view to a usually dark picture. The experiences of these men were
different from those of the other groups. Unemployment could be
a pleasant interlude, a planned-for respite from the drudgery of
nine-to-five work, if a man Vvere sure that he could work again at
will.

5. Those periodically in and out of work with one new,
employer.

,-

The career pattern of these workers is superficially similar to
those in the fourth category in the sense that, they established
patterns _of employment, unemployment, and reemployment. In
the case of this rfifth group, the pattern was established only after
losing a job with a first employer and being e ployed by a new
one. Workers in -this group seldom recei ed Supplemental
Unemploment Benefit payments to tide them over. Hen9e it was
unlikelr that they had enough financial flexibility to pick and
choose their next job,s.

The basic difference between workers in groups 4 and 5 is seen
in their contrasting reactions to unemployment. Type 4 workers
tended to View it ai a slight bother at worst, and a welcome

,. vacation at best. Type 5 workers shared little of this attitude, since
they had to struggle to supplement their unemployment insurance
with some form of income. While it is true, that periods of
unemployment for the type 5 worker might have been just as
temporary and just as short, as those experienced by type 4, the
former's lack of Supplemental Unemployment Benefit paAnents
creafed an economic crisimhat the latter did not have to endure;
accordingly unemployment was not a welcome respite. But neither
did it bring aboutithe agony "of uncertainty faced by workers in the
first three career patterns. The Men in this group made more use
than others Of the irregular economy ("off-the-books employ-
ment") to supplement their incomes while unemployed.

6. Those periodically out of work with more thqn oneemployer.

Workers in this group had the most chaotic career patterns:
They not only experienced repeated layoffs but each layoff
followed a job with a different employer. It is difficult to

2`?E;
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generalize about their attitudes and behavior. Each person had his
owillsbaction to -the pattern. One viewed it as a way of life; to be
expected. Another felt these changes were conSistent with his
attempt to find the right job or "strike it rich." However, all three
workers were in less desirable jobs than before, and financial
deprivation had become a part of life.

Other scattered career patterns are evidenced but they are
idiosyncratic and defy classification. The classification is
admittedly crude, but it offers a starting point for in-depth
investigation of the adjustments made by workers wh ys. have
undergone economic change.

111

Implications

It is obvious from our discussion ttat we consider economk
deprivation a central concept in explairang and understanding the
relationships between economic 'change and mental health. The
territorial unit of analysis must be thb local labor market, .

concmtualized in termq of manpower flows between levels with
the specific objective or identifying patterns and rates of skidding
and bumping. We are not seeking to identify the causes of all
mental health problems in this way, but we believe that a
significant number of themwhether short or long terms we can
Only guesscan be approached in this way.

An analysis of economic change and mental health would first
require that affected workers be' identified (or sorted) in terms( of
risk charatte'ristics for reemployment (e.g., age, education4 skill
level). The second step would be the determination of labor
market outcomes,for these workers in terms of number of months
of unemployment, or mobility patterns. A third Consideration
would be the use of these latter .variables as predictors of the
magnitude of economic .deprivation. Finally, there is the use of
economic deprivation measures tto predict specific physical and
mental health outcomes.,This logic suggests that we can build up
predictive tables on the magnitude oreconomic deprivation as well

-as on the prevalence of.mental health problems.

20"
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- Our intervention goal would be to reduce the magnitude of
economic deprivittiön; tine development of alternative jobs wit
adequate income is one obvious method. Intervention with soci
supports of various kinds draws us into uncharted waters, Cobb
and Kasl did not find, that social support reduced economic
deprivation to any significant extent," but the support measure
they used was limited to psychological support from the spouse. It
seems more likely that economic deprivation wOuld be reduced
.through functional resource supports (money, services, and
goods). In this sense, economic deprivation might be iignificantly
reduced through access to various kinship or neighborhood-based
resource netwbrks, -or forms of "off-the-books" employment. At
this stage, this is speCulation; we probably should conclude that,

ras of now, we know little about the actual impact of social
support.

39, Cobb and Kasl, op. cit.



ECONOMIC CHANGES AND
MENTAL ILLNESS: A COMMENTARY

ROBERT L. KAHN

The discovery of lage empirical regularities is almost 'always
exciting. Finding out that certain things "go together" can flood
with light an assortment of previously murky details. More often,
locating a couple of seemingly related bright spots makes the
intervening darkness more localized, more conspicuous, and more
tempting for-exploration. Some explorations have been highly
successful. Generations of economics students learned about the
corn-hog ratio and the research and theorizing stimulated by its
discovery. (A similar regularity between the world price of wheat
and oil used to be alleged, but has not been mentioned recently.)

Harvey Brenner's 1973 book, Mental Illness and the Econory,
asserts one of those large co-variations in human events, gives
considerable evidence for it, and proposes that .the relationship is
essentially causal: economic "bad times" are 'somehow'.respon-
sible for increases in, men al illness: Elsewhere in this volume Berg
and Hughes refer to Bre ner's work as admirable, pathbreaking,
and underspecified. All three adjectives are well-chosen,, and the
papers by Ferman andi Gardner, Fried, and Caplan reflect all
three. Their authors accept Brenner'S work, concur in its
importancei_and address in rather different ways the problem of
underspecification.

Brenner's work does not merely reaffirm the correlation
between law socio-economic status and.,.vulnerability to mental
illness. It is dynamic and demonstrates that, with apOropriate time
lags, fluctuations in various macroeconomic measures are
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followed by similar fluctuations in aggregative measures of mental
illness. His interpretation, modified with various ,contingent
clauses, is that economic decrements cause increases in mental"
illness.

There are, as the methodological saying goes, plausible
alternative hypotheses. Moretiver, there are formidable problems
even if one accepts Brenner's interpretation in the main. For one
thing, mental illness is not the modal response to.poverty, sudden
orb prolonged. Most people do not become mentally ill when the
economy dips. Economic downturns may be considered causal,
but they cannot be considered sufficient causes.

For another thing, cross-national economic differences do not
fit the naive interpretation of Brenner's data; no one would claim
that by ordering the nations of the world in arms of material
prosperity We would also be ranking them in terms of mental
health. Finally, the long term trend data in the United States
require different, or at least additional, explanat,ions' to that of
Brenner's central proposition. From the end of World War II to
the 1970s, economic gains in the United States lite lafge, widely
experienced, and only occasionally interrupted in serioui degree.
The incidence of Mental illness' may have been responsive.to the
fluctuations in the economy, as Brenner proposes,-.but the same
relationship does not hold for the long term trend. If it did, other
things being equal, we should have had an ascent in mental health
two generations long.

Brenner is aware of stich issues, and so are the authors of the
three papers now before .us. They accept Brenner's proposition
that economic downturns evoke mental illness"----accept it not
naively or uncritically, but as worthy of investigation and
elaboration. All three papers can be regarded as independent
efforts at elaborating and explicating the Brenner hypothesis. That
hypotheAs.isat the societal level: the incidence of mental illness
follows variations In the economy. The economic concepts that
Brenner uses are macro-lever variables; his measures of mental
illness are also at that level, although they are mostly aggregates of
individual events (admissions to mental hospitals, for: example).

23
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The explication of this relationship between two di sets of -
macro-data is a double task. The first is to-provide the ibtervening
links in the presumed causal chain. We require a set of hy otheses
between proximate pairs of variables that will lead us from
economics to mental illness. The second part of the explicative
task irlo link the macro- and micro-levels, to bring together
societal and tndividual events. To advocate this is not merely to
betray a taste fOr reauctionism. Brenner's data suggat that
adverse economic events cause some people to "cliange" (or to be
reclassified) from mentally competent to mentally ill. Since most
peole are not so affected, questions immediately arise that caq be
answered only at the -indivtdual level. Which people are most
affected by econoMic downturns? How much of their response
depends upon their .volnerability to such changestO their past
experienize, their resources, their personality? How.much depends
n their particular locatiOn in the economic structure: is
ulnerability to economic change a property of the. situation rather

t an the person?

erman, Gardner, Fried, and Caplan all deal with these
ex icative question-s, but in somewhat different ways. Frrman
and Gardner are nearest to Brenner in two. respects: they are
con rned with the immediate effects of economic downturns on
labo market dynamics and they are working very largely at the
societ I level. Their model of labor market dynamics is an attempt
to sho the far larger gross movements that are indicated in part
by net hanges in unemployment rates or GNP. Fried's paper is
less co cerned with labor force dynamics or other events at the
societal level. Fried takes the loss, of the work role as the
immedia e consequence of economic recession for many and uses
the langu ge of role theorito link economic causes at the societal
level to s ial-psychological outcomes at the individual level. His
main effo t is to .describe the processes/ of role adaptation and
integration that are initiated after economic adversity strikes.
Caplan's tper is more individualistic than the others. The
environmen 'and the changes in it are not neglected, but thd
emphasis is n the ways in which different individuals cope with
environment 1 stresses, whether those stresses are economic in
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origin or originate in other ways. The concern is with
psychodynamics \rather than labor market dynamics.

.47

A schematic representation of these three papers in relation to
Brenner's work is presented below. The vertical dimension
represents the level of conceptual emphasis, from individual to
society. The horizontal dimension, from left to right, represents
the causal sequence that Brenner asserts, from changes in the
economy to changes in the rate of diagnosed mental illness,

This schema is, of course, an oversimplification. The -papers are,
'not so neatly compartmentalized nor so limited in their level of
discourse. Ferman and Gardher, for example, not only propose a
model of labor. force dynamics, they are also concerned with
career patterns. The diagram, however, servesjo locate the center
of gravity of each paper and to suggest what seems to me to be the
main relevance of each to Brenner's Work.

Levels:

Societal

Role

Individual

Ferman and
Gardner

-
. Fried

,

Caplan

Properties of the Economy Mental Illness

With that selfema before us, let us turn to a closer consideratio04
Of the three papert, keeping in mind a set of questions that apply
to all three: Are the authors talktng about thee same .things and
dealing with the 'same underlying pioblems? If so, are they
offering afferent ideas and information.about those problems or
merely using different vocabulariei? To the extent that they are
indeed telling us different things about the connectionikof
economics to mental illness, are their contributioneadditive; can
they be integrated? Finally, what do these papers imply for the
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Brenner hypothesis, for our research priorities, and for our'
advocacy in,theirealm of_policy?

Ferman and Gardner

--The-main-coniribution of thig paper is to propose-a model-of-the-
labor market that shows the ramifications of adverse economic
change. The key concept that links these labor market dynamics to
mental illness is ec9p6mic deprivationreduction in the quantity
and steadiness of one's income. Unemployment is the most
obvious example of economic deprivation resulting from
fluctuations in the economy as a ,whole, but counting the
unemployed understates the impact of those fluctuations. Ferman
and Gardner argue that. jam economic downturn kicks off a
complex set of events in the labor market, and that the experience
of economic deprivation is more widespread than appeari in the
unemployment count. The mechanisms of this spread of
deprivation they call buinping' and, skidding, processes by which
some men end women who lose jobs at oigevel of skill or status
find jobs that are less attractive and well-paid, and in doing so
displace worke7s of lesser ability or seniority. .

Aglicegate econowic-change, of a negative kind thus involves
economic deprivatidn of some people at yirtuallypll levels in the
eMployed sector, although the duration and frequency of
unemployment is greatest in the groups of lowest status.
Moreover, the experience of downward mobilityskiddingadds
to the strain of economic loss itself. How often such experiences
occur in the course of a worker's life or in the working life of a
given age cohort N not known, nor do we know to what extent-
repeated cycles of such deprivation leave a residual psychological,
scarring. Ferman and Gardner have some case-study evidence,
however, that suggests the cumulative damage of such cycles at the
individual level. The two- and three-time "losers" in plant
closings seemed most affected by the process. For those at the end
of the bumping and skidding chain, ,such alternation between
employment and unemployment is the' predicted consequence of
economic. downturns. Ferman and Gardner's model would
identify them as the population at greatest risk of mental illness.

iih
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The relationship between aggregate economic change and
aggregate indicators of psychological disorder is-thus seen as
involving four main hypothetical linksfrom aggregate economic
change (downturn) to altered labor market patterns (bumping and
skidding), from those to fndividual experiences of downward
mobility, from those mobility patterns to economic. deprivation,
and from ,,the degree of economic deprivation to negative effects
on physical and mental health.

Fried

Fried gives least emphasis to the things that Ferman and
Gardner emphasize mostthe phgnomena of the labor market
and the ways in which aggregate economic changes lute
encountered as events in the work life of individuals. He takes thei
importance of work for economic life as 'Self-evident, and its
importance for spcial expression and personal development as no
less ih degree but less recognized and less understood. Where
Ferman and Gardner make economic deprivation the key concept
in their discussion of job loss and its psychological impact, Fried
wants a framework that accomiodates non-economic depriva-
tions as well. In developing such a framework, he is at once more
abstract and yet more individuplistic than Ferman and Gardner.
Fried's central concept, role adaptation, applies to individuals-byt
it is, as he says, "far removed from the concrete phenomena of the
wQrl of work."

a sense Fried takes up where Ferman and Gardner leave 9ff.
He accepts it as given that negative changgs in the economy are

lested as "stress events" in the lives of individuals and are
as strain. Strain, hciwever, does not in itself constitute

path Fried's model; pathology is the effect of strain on
role be

Let us recapitulate the main elements in the model. Roles consist
of normatively motivated behaviors that serve- system functions
and fulfill individual needs. For each role that an individual holds,
the work role, for example, we can distinguish the required
behors themselves, the functions that their performance serves

4
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for the individual tarld the society, and the relationships with
others that the performance of the role entails. Moreover, the life
of each individual consists of an arra); of such roles. The
individual strives for concordance, which is a kind of optimizatio
of need-satisfaction across the whole array of his or her roles.
That striving towardiconcdrdan'ee is behavioral; it is observable as
role behavior. It may be successful or unsuccessful and the modes
of behavior it entails mtilibe acceptable br ungccepttable to others
and to the larger society. Fried- proposes maladaptation and
bonadaptation as terms to indicate the failure or success of such
role behaviors.

The impact of econ4nic doWnturn enters this model at the point
of job loss. Unemployment hits certain role activities immediately
and is then hypothesized to "invade" other roles and
relationships. The invasive- process is partlY economic and partly
social-Psychological. The longer it persists, the more likely it is to
involve the entire hierarchy of roleaptegration. The individual's
efforts to adapt to' such rclie disruption may or may not be
pathological, depending on the duration and severity of thg
itivasion, the coping mechanismiof the person, and thd supportive
resources that are made available.

Caplan

This paperis the most "psychological" Of the three, although it
has a good deal in, common with Fried's. Like Fried; Caplan
begliks with the point at which some aggregative economic move-
ment enters the life of the individual. Like Fried, he assumes that
individuals seek to optimize the satisfaction of their needs; Fried's
concordance is Caplan's P-f (person-environment) fit. And like
Fried, Caplan attempts to develop a general model of stress and
behavior at the individual level, rather than a model specific to
economic changes and 'work disruption. There is in Caplan's
model less enwhasis on role and the array of roles that constitute
individual life, altitough that view is perhaps implicit. There is
more emphasis on the distinction between objective rsevents and
their perception by the individual, and much more emphasis 'on
social support as a buffer against the effects of stress.
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\ Caplan incorporates a good deal of criticism and evaluation in
his paper. He notes that social support can have negative effects
(learned helplessness) as wen as positive outcomes. He reminds us'
that empirical work on social support does not always confirm its
buffering against stress. He raises the question of whether ,the
model itself is biased, in the sense of reducing economic events at
the societal level to problems of individual coping and
competence. He emphasizes the need for valid measures of social
support (tangible and psychological), for the study of other

- intervening elements in coping with external stress, and for the
study of both chronic and acute stresses.

Implications and Recommendations

Let us conclude by risking a few statements that seem consistent
with all three papers. Work is neither a sovereign remedy for
mental illness nor a general preventive against it. Work is often
stressful and sometimes pathology-inducing; Nevertheless, for
many men and womien work has many positive aspects, and
nonworkthe lack of paid employmentis far worse. Economic
fluctuations that create unemployment are stressful both because
unemployment typically implies economic deprivation and also
because it implies loss of relationships and opportunity for
meaningful activity.

The pathogenic effects of economic changes are characteristi-.
cally underestimated, for a number of reasons. More people are
affected (by bumping and skidding) than are revealed by counts of
unemployment. Repeated cycles of job-getting and job-loss are
likely to be cumulatively damaging. People differ in their
vulnerability to such experiences, in their ways of coping with
them, and in the support that is available to them from other
sources. As a result, conspicuous,pathological behavior is .not the
modal response to the stresses of job loss. Moreover, our social
accounting #nds to be compartmentalized, in ways that make it
difficult t"-tild up the total costs of ,economic downturns. The
corporate "bottom-line" does not take account of changes in the
city's welfare rolls nor the state's expenditures for mental illness;
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and neither the private nor the public accounts take notice of
familyand_intergenerationaLeffects .of job_ loss.

Finally, as research workers we cannot pretend that such costs
are known to us hi full or that certain remedles..are at hand. We
particularly need longitudinal analyses that incorporate both
economic and social-psychological data. Some such data are
available and can, with ingenuity, be pieced together; morrmain
to be developed. The strength of the Brenner research is its
demand for explanation. Each oT these papers46 a partial response
to that demand.

I.
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PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY
OF STRESS

GEORGE C. CURTIS

Al%

This chapter will examine the usefulness of physiological
"stress" as an intervening variable linking econometric measures
to illness statistics. It has been reported that downturns in the
economy forecast increases in illness-related statistics (1,2). Some
evidence suggests that, upturns mar do the same (1,3,4,5). These-

, findings raise the question of whether the link is economic:
deprivation or something less obvious. There are similar questions
at the clinical ind physiological levels. Distressing situations may
provoke physiological discharges, but so also may simple change,
novelty, or uncertainty (6). Psychological distress has long been
thought to play' a role in nips; recent evidence suggests that
change per se may be equally important (7).

There is no 'generally accepted definition of stress, but most
definitions have several elements in comnion. Among these are:
(a) that it is a psychophysiological response of the organism, not a
provoking situation; (b) that the provoking situation entails harm
or threat; and (c) that the response is the same, regardless of what
provokes it; i.e., that it is non-specific. .

It turns out that many so called "stress" responses are in sonie
way involved with accelerating catabolism; i.e., the breakdown of
tissue, the combustion of stored fuel, and the expenditure of
energy. This concept has an immediate intuitive appeal ai a
solution to the problem at hand. Economie downt'urns "cause
"stress"; "stress" causes tissue breakdown and depletion of ,
energy stores; These . *41 off le to
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di4ase. Although things are not really that simple, the catabolic
thiory of stress has shown a remarkable capacity to survive in the

f ce of difficulties. Its successes and failures make "up the
d minant theme of stress research. .

i

I

t4

"STRESS" AS A CATABOLIC REFLEX

,Cannon's Fight-Flight Reaction

I Although Cannon rarely tksed the word'stress," Ns Work with
the autonomic nervous syslem laid the foundations for the
catabolic theory of "stress" (8). The sympathetic and parasym-

laathetic divisions of the autonomic nervous systems send nerve
fibers 'to most of the same structure: to exocrine glands that
produce digestiye juices, sweat, -and sexual secretion; and to
smooth muscle in the digestive tract, heart, blood vessels, bronchi,'
and. pupils. The sympathetic System also sends fibers to the
adrenal medulla, stimulating it to secrete adrenaline into the
bloodstream. After Cannon's time it was discovered that both the
adrenal medtilla and the sympathetie fibers themselves also secrete,
noradrenaline into the bloodstream, Parasympathe.tic nerves
stimulate the pancreas to secrete insulin into the bloodstream.
Where sympathetic and parasympathetic fibers supply the same
organ, their effects are usually opposite. Sympathetic stimulation
speas the heartbeat and elevates blood pressure; parasympathetic
stimulation sloWs the ,heartbeat and lowers blood pressure.
Sympathetic stimulation slows secretion of digestive juices and
motility of stomach and bowel; parasympathetic stimulation
speeds *them. Sympathetic stimulation relaxes bronchial con-
strictor Muscles thus increasing the diameter of the airways.
Parasympathetic 'stimulation does the opposite. The e?Scts on
blood vessels are complex but the usual overall effects are that
sympathetic stimulation diverts blood from the abdominal organs

stimulation does theinto skeletal muscles and parasympathet,
Teverse. Sympathetic stimulation transfers fuel from tissue stores
to bloodstream. Parasympathetic stimulation-does te,pposite.
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Although the evidence was and remains rather scant, Cannon
suggested that the cen-tal conItolling me-eh-an-181ff arc organized
for reciprocal inhibition of the sympathetic and parasympathetic
systems. This means that each input to the central controller has a
double effect. Inputs which increase sympathetic activity
simultaneously decrease parasympathetic activity, and vice versa.

Anottier keYelement of Cannon's theory was that all branches
of the sympathetic system respond in unison, exerting their effects
more or less simultaneously on all organs which they supply. The
parasympathetic system was seen as responding in discrete units,
affecting various organs more or less independentlyof each other.

Cannon found evidence of sympathetic discharge in response to
muscular exertion, cold, asphyxia, hemorrhage, pain, and "great
emotion," such as "fear and rage," as shown by dogs and cats
when they confront each other. He described the total paekage Of
responsesemotional behavior, sympathetic stimulation, and
presumably parasympathetic inhibitionas a reflex, and sug-
gested that it. can be conditioned to many different stimuli by
Pavlovian procedures By implication, the subjective experience of
emotional arousal also could be taken as part of the reflex. The
reflex itself hris most of the features we currently agcribe -to
"stress." It is a response of the organism, provoked bx harm or

-threat, and its physiology is the same actoss a range of provoking
agents.

Cannon noted further that the net effects of sympathetic
stimulation are, to withdraw fuel from- tissue stores Etnd to speed
the- transport of fuel and o)4rgen to muscles. The net effects of
parasyMpathetic stimulation are to facilitate digestion, deposition
of fuel stores, reproductive function, and excretion ot wastes.
More generally, the net effect of sympathetic stimulation is
catabolic and the net effect of parasynipathetic stimulation is
anabolic. Hence, the catabolic physiological response during
"great emotion" appears to have adaptive utility by preparing for
muscular exertion, which is often required for survival at times of
great emotion.

'
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Se lye's "Stress" ,
Se lye (9) found evidence of increased adiretioeortleotroptik-

hormone (ACT14) secretiOnl'AVOin the anterior pituitary gland
into the bloodstream in response to bone fractures, thermal burns,

0 x-radiation, cold, other noxious situations, and also emotional
. excitement. ACTH stimulates_the adrenal cortex to secrete several

hormones into the bloodstream. A group of these, including
cortisol and cortisone, are known as glucocorticoids. They
cooperate with adrenaline and qmpathetic stimulation in
promoting catabolic processes. Selye formally introduced the
word "stress" into physiology. He distinguished between local
stress and general stress, using the former to refer to local changes
in injured tissues and the latter to refer to changes in the organism
as a whole. Although details of the systemic changes varied with
the provoking stimulus, Selye found ACTH secretion to be a
feature common to all. Therefore, he limited his definition of

cigeneral stress to the secretion of-ACTH and the extensive biologic
c anges which occur as a consequence of ACTH secretion. In
ad ition to the oatabolic effects caused by glucocbrticoids, these
changes include effects on wound healing, water and electrglyte,

, balance, inflammatory responses, and resistance to infection.
Selye referred to inciting stimuli as "stressors" to distinguish them
from responses of the organisms.

,

Selye's concept of "stress" s distinct from Cannon's
"fight-flight" concept. Nevertheless, they share leveral common
features: diversity of stimuli, constancy of response, catabolic
consequences, harm or threat, and an emotional component which
by itself seems capable of provoking the physiological changes.

/ Subsequently it emerged that the pituitary, long recognized as
he master endocrine gland, is under direct control of the brain.

*ACTH stimulates its' adrenal cortex to secrete several hormones, the most important of
which is hydrocortisone (cortisol) in man and corticosterone in the ratr-There are many
methods of estimating ACTH and adrenal cortical secretion. To be biochemically precise
about these would be unduly confusing for nonspecialists. For the remainder of this article
the cover term "ACTH secretion" will be used to refer to what all are ittempting to

-estfinateAlstimates-of ACTM-setration and_of _adrenal hormone_secretion_sk_notparalleL__
each other perfectly, but for present purposes the differences can be ignored.

2.11
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This means that not only the autonomic nervous system and the
adrenal medulla, but the_ entire endocrine systenqs_under _neural
control and potentially subject to psychological influences.
Because of technical ease of measurement, the largest volume of
psychoendocrine work focused on the pituitary-adrenalcortical
(ACTH and cortisol secretion) system, while autonomic studies
focused mainly on easily measured organ changes such as heart
rate, galvanic skin response (GSR), and indicators of blood vessel
dilation and "constriction such as skin temperature or finger
volume. Perhaps the single experiment whk% best epitomizes,
summarizes, synthesizes, and offers an interpretation of thig large
volume of research is one by Mason and his co-workers (6).

Mason's Catabolic-Anabolic Sequence

These investigators observed a coordinated, multi-hormonal
response in rhesus monkeys facing a variety of challenges,
including muscular exercise, adaptation to restraining chairs, or
performing an operant avoidance task (6). The response included
increased secretion of noradrenaline, adrenaline, ACTH, growth
hormone, and thyroid hormone, and suppressed secretion cif
insulin, male sex hormones (androgens), and female sex hormones
(estrogens). All the hormones that were increased in these
situations have the catabolic'effect of mobilizing short-chain fatty
acids from tissues stons, aQd some also mobilize glucose. Fatty
acids are the main muscle ftiel burned during exertion, and glucose
in the pKincipal brain fuel. Insulin, which was supwessed, has
powerful anabolic effects, antagonizing the glucose ad fatty acid
mobilizing actions of the hormones with "catabolic" actions.
Androgens an8 estrogens, which were also suppressed, also have
some anabolic actions. The simultaneous stimulation of the
"catabolic" group of hormones and suppression of the
"anabolic" group suggested the possibility of reciprocal
innervation of catabolic and anabolic systen*. This idea extended
Cannon's suggestion of reciprocal inners;ation of the sympathetic
and parasympathetic nervoui systems. After termination of the
avoidance task the "catabolic" hotmones returned to baseline
values. TheCanabolic" group rebounded above, baseline before

2 4 °
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returning to pre-experimental levels. This suggested a biochemical
preparation for fuel consimption during the-stresi procedure and
replenishment 'of fuel stores afterward. Mason called the total
response pattern the "catabolic-anabolic sequence:" The findings
shared with those of Cannon and Selye some degree of
nonspecificity, provocation by psychological is well as physical
events, and the apparent shift of the body economy toward
catabolism with the capacity for serving gs preparation or support
for muscular exertion.

Taken together, Cannon's, Selye's, and Mason's .proposals
amount to a theory of'stress as a catabolic reflex, consisting of a
fixed package of component responses. Emotional arousal in the
psychological sense, or some component of it, is seen as either a
component of the total reflex or as a stimulus releasing the
package of physiological responses. This theory -accounts for at
least the predominant effect of most stressors on most
physiological variables. There are, however, findings which it has
difficulty in handling. We turn now to a consideration of these.

DITFICULTIES FOR THE CATABOLIC REFLEX THEORY

Low Correlations Among "Catabolic" Response Measures

The hypotheses that (a) all branches of the sympathetic -nervous
system and all the "catabolic" hormones discharge as a unit and
th4t Tb) the "catabolic" and "anabolic" systems are reciprocally
inhervated, predict high and consistent correlations among
variables such as heart rate, blood pressure, Adrenaline, ACTH,
andllood glucose, assuming a reasonable degree of control over
intell6-ing variables. Simultaneous measurements of groups of
these variables frequently show trends, sometimes significant, ip
the expected direction, but the correlations tend to be low and
variable (10,11).

Effects of Mild Stimuli

Mild, seemingly trivial situations that are novel, ambiguous,-___
and convey uncertainty or perhaps vague threat, are particularly
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potent as stimuji for stress-related phriologiciLvariables._ Their_
effects tnay-rival oreven-exeeedthose-seen in-situations-tbat-wonld
seem more appropriate for "great emotion." In the autonomic
field these responses are studied as the "orienting reflex" (12). In
the psyChoendocrine field they are often called r'novelty,"
"anticipation," or "first time" effects (6). The fact that .they may

. coincide with slight increases in -psychological measures of
&notion provides some justification for regarding them merely as
mild versions of "great emotion" effects. However, their
disproportionate effectiveness becomes increasingly difficult to
ignore.

Small Effects of Great Emotion

Cannon and mos( subsequent investigatofs have felt that 'great
emotion" such as "pain, fear, and rage" is a sufficient stimulus to
provoke a catabolic reflex. A minimum requirement 'for testing
this hypothesis is, an independent means of determining whether
and to what extent emotion is Present. Cannon used the
combination of situational criteria (cats were exposed to dogsl and
his own judgment of the emotional state of the animal, based on
its observed general behavior. If only the situational criteria had
been used, the conclusions would have been different. Some cats
did not appear to .be upact by the dogs, and they did not show
physiological signs of fight-flight ractions. This finding suggests
that situational criteria are incidental and that emotional behavior
is what matters.

became problemat' . In animals, emotion can be inferred from
Subsequently, matter of independent criteria fof emotion

situational criteria, from general behavior, or from specific
conditioned behaviors. In human subjects all of these can be psed,
plus the person's description of his subjective state. This in turn
can be used either as a criterion in itself or as a basis for judgment
by another person. No great difficulties are presented when all the
criteria converge toward one conclusion. However, different
criteria can and often do diverge toward different conclusions. For
example, in Mason's studies the conditioned avoidance situation
appeared to be a more effective stimuli's to ACTH secretion than,

t
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some other situations , which produced more clearcut gross
behavioral arousal (13; 1,4), Natelson et al., found plasma ACTH
and growth hormone levels to be poor correlates .of gross
behavioral arousal, whether produced by electrical brain
stimulation (15) or by conditioned avoidance (16).

Human studies Ive also been somewhat supportive 'of the
"great -emotion" h pothesis, but the results with human. subjects
have been especially weak, disappointing, and subject to great
individual variability (6). Some oi these disappointing results
could be due to the necessarily weak stimulus situations often used
in human research, to the failure of some subjects to become upset
'in apparently upsetting situations (like some of Cannon's cats), or
to a_protective effect of psychological defenses in preventing.

.
_emotional arousal-(6). If this were the case, strong and consistent
sti ulation of "catabolic" responses should occur in situations
w ere all independent criteria converge toward the conclusion that
a strong emotional response has occurred. As Mason (6) insisted,
t is hypothesis cannot be tested by the.use of situational criteria
lone. The psychological response must be independently assessed

by psychological methods.

Among the more heroic efforts to study strong emotional
stimuli in human subjects were two studies of combat situations
during th Viet Na ar. One concerned a small special forces
combat te encam in enemy controlled territorynear the Ho
Chi Minh il and receiving intelligence reports indicating that
the group wa soon to be attacked and overrun, by a superior force

\
( t7). The other (1 ) concerned helicopter ambulance medics who
flew under fire int combat areas to evacuate wounded. All of the
subjects had chron c ACTH indices below the mean of established
norms. During_ the times Ofquaximum danger only' two subjects
showed any ACTH increase, and several showed further
stftression. Although emotion and defenses were not formai, ,
assessed, informal observations suggested to die authdrs that
defenses may have played a role in blocking emotional rtspOnses-:--.

The development by Marks et al. (19) of "flooding in vivo" as a
method for treating phobias appeared to provide a situation where
several indegendent criteria converge toward the conclusion that

1'.
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"great eriofion" exists. Persons with phobias have an irrational
-morbid fear of some object, situation, or activity. Theravoia the
phobic stimulus, often at the expense of great constriction of their
lires, and they experience anxiety or panic when unable to avoid it.
The treatment consists of persuading them to approach the phobic
situation, together with the therapist, and to endure the anxiety or
panic until the phobic situation is no longer frightening. A total of
several hours of exposure is often necessary before fear and the
urge to avoid are extinguished. By selecting patients with phobias
for_ small objects such 'as snakes, dogs, or inseck it is possible to
insert treatment sessions into the design of a con&olled experiment
and to raise or lower the anxiety level at will by intrOducing 'the
phobic object into the laboratory with the subject or by removing
it.

Using this appittach Curtis et al. (20,21) found that during
flooding in vivo, estimates of ACTH secretion were sometimes
elevated, but more often not, even when independent criteria
indicated that anxiety was strong. Adaptation to the laboratory
and anticipation of the treatment were more reliable stimuli for
ACTH secretion than was the treatment itself, even though
anxiety by independent criteria was-much higher during actual
treatment. Plasma growth hormone was never elevated during
adaptation to the laboratory but was elevated during treatment in
about two-thirds of the subjects (22). However, plasma levels
remained near zero in some subjects even when subjective and
behavioral criteria suggested very intense anxiety.

The accundulated eyidence is difficult to recdricile with three
hypotheses derived from the catabolic reflex theory: (a) that the
component physiological responses of the catabolic reflex occur as
an unvarying package; (b) that novelty and anticipation responses
are mild versions Igf the "great emotion' reSponse; and (c) that
"great emotion" constitutes a sufficient condition for secretion oT
either ACTH or growth hormone.

DamPing

Cannon did not do systematic studies on the effect of repeating
painful or arousing stimuli in the same animals. Sutherland and

2
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Zbrozyna (23) carried out such a stuily on one.goriPonent of the
fight-flight reaction (i.e, skeletal muscle vasodilation). They
found that when cats were repeatedly exposed to dogs, the
vasodilation response.extinguished after a few trials, although the
cats' behavicir continued to suggest emotional arousal. Sidman et
al. (14) found that painful electric shocks stimulated ACTH
secretion in monkeys only on the first few trials and that
subsequently the same stimulus produced no effect'. Mason et al.
(6) also found that the ACTH response to Sidman avoidance
diminished and disappeared after several repetitions. Natelson et
al. (16) found ACTH responses to be poorly correlated with
emotional behavior during Sidman avoidance and that emotional
behavior persisted after ACTH responses disappeared. Curtis et
al. made a similar observation in phobic patients treated by
flooding (20,21).

These results suggest not only that novel stimuli are especially
effective in provoking "catabolic" responses, but also that pain
and great emotion are more effective when they themselves are
novel.

Paradoxical Effects

Cannon (8) noted that powel hypermotility, defecation, or
diarrhea during emotional excitement suggest parasympathetic
rather than sympathetic effects, and he could not reconcile this
finding with his theory. Fainting during fear or anxiety is another
paradoxical reaction in which there is a sudden fall in blcood\
pressure and slowing of the heart rate (24). These changes are
opposite to those predicted by the catabolic reflex theory.
Examples of suppressed ACTH secretion during apparently
stressful states have been reported by Bourne et al. (17,18), Mason
et al. (25), Curtis et al. (21, 26), and by Caplan, Cobb, and
French (27). When Mason et al. (6) repeated the Sidman avoidance
procedure at weekly intervals, the ACTH response, diminished
progressively, disappeared, and then reversed. This is an especially
striking finding, since the investigators went to great length to
assure very low pre-avoidance levels which they defined as
"basal:" Nevertheless, the repeated avoidance procedure resulted
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in further suppression below this carefully obtained low baseline
- :level;

INTERPRETATIONS AND INFERENCES

* .

Negative Feedback

Negative feedback probably accounts for some masking or
blurring of 'expected catabolic reflex,. effects (28). If heart fate,
blood pressure, or blood sugar, to name only a feir, should
increase, reflex mechanism& are activated to bring them back up.
Under stress the actual level of a variable which is subject to
negative feedback contirol probably reflects the balance between
stimuli dispracing it from its setpoint and stimuli tending to restore
it to iss setpoint. Blood levels of codhol, thyroid hormones,
estrogens, and androgens are also subject to negative feedback
control as are body lemperature, blood acidity, blotid orotic
pressure, and many others. Other variables, such as secretion of
saliva or gastric juice, are not subject to negative feedback
control. Some research designs have managed to unmask
responses by means of statistical corrections for negative feedback
(10).

Another type of negative feedback effect is the rebound
overshoot: an toitial response in one direction is followed by an
overshoot in the opposite direction before the variable returns to
baseline. This could tie a mechanism in fainting: elevated blood
pressure and rapid heart beat followed by overcorrection in the
opposite direction, resulting in a temporary drop in blood supply
tq the brain (24). Some of the paradoxical effects on ACTH
secretion mentioned above coukl result from measurements timed
to coincide with% corrective overshoot of the system controlling
plasma cortisol levels.

Whereas negative feedback would tend to cancel out, or even
reverse, the effect of a catabolic stimulus input, reciprocal
innervation, as postulated by Cannon and by Mason, Svould- tend
to enhance it. This is because reciprocal innervation would inhibit,
rather than activate, responses antagonistit to the stimulus input.
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Although it is not clear whether there really is a reciprocally
innervated catabolic reflex, the proven existence of numerous
negative feedback loops does not rule it out. One and the same
system could have both features. In that case the net behavior oe
the systeni would reflect the balance between the. two mechanisms.

Specificity

Specificity hypotheses are modifjcations of the theory of the
stereotyped catabolic reflex, attempting to reconcile it with the
fact that stress responses are nOt all alike. Individual-Response
(I-R) specificity is a proposal that each Individual ,has his own
response profile which is coditstent for him across time and across
situations. For example, one person might be predominantly a
heart rate responder, another might, be predominantly a blood
pressure responder, another a thyroid responder, and yet another
a large intestine responder. Stfinulus-Response (S-R) specificity is
a proposal that each stimulus produces a chardcterisfic response
profile which is consistent across individuals and on repetition
within individuals. There have also been proposals that different
emotions (anger and fear, for example) produce characteristic
physiologic profiles. If one sees emotions as stimuli and
physiological profiles, as responses, then these proposals might
also be classified as S-R specificity hypotheses. If one sees both
ems:Akins and physiological profiles as responses (the view
advocated here) then these proposals. might be classified as
Response-Response (R-R) specificity hypotheses.

Evidence supporting all of the above mentioned types of
specificity has been reported (29,30,31). Probably the type most
frequently and consistontly observed has been I-R specificity. The
types of specificity are not mutually exclusive; one study ictually
showed both I-It and S-R specificity in a single group of
subjects (30).

Learning of Discrete Responses

Another alternative to the theory of the invariant catabolic
reflex is to view each of its many .components as "Separate
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responses, each capable of being elicited, conclitioned, and
extinguished separately from the others. No component response
(whether sbbjectiVe, behavioral, or physiological) need be an
unconditioned stimulus foirany 9fither, but any component might
become a conditioned stimulus for any other. The only difference
between this-concepi and the classical catabolic reflex theory is the
composition of the response which is conditioned. According to
the classical theory, A total integrated package is conditioned.
According to this proposal, it is not the total package but its
separate components which are conitioned.

There is now strong evidence that increases or decreases in
blood sugar can be conditioned by classical Pa ovian methods
(32), using sugar administration or insulin administration as
unconditioned timuli. Depending upon exPerimental details, the
conditioned responke may be either similar or opposite to the
unconditioned one, apparently through conditioning either of
primary response or its compensatory reflex. Conditioned
suppression of ACTH secretion has been reported in rats, using
water administration to thirsty animals as the unconditioned
stimulus and the sight of an empty water bottle as the conditioned
stimulus (33). Even conditioned suppression of an antigen-
antibody response has been reported (34) and partially
confirmed

Discrete conditioning and extinction would prov4de a mechan-
ism for assembling and dismantling "stress" responses with
specific profiles, having anticipatory and adaptive functions as
Cannon and Mason suggested, but tailor-made to the psycholog-
ical and metabblic experience of the individual. Such responses
might or might not include subjective and behavioral components,
and they might be either similar or opPosite in direction to those
predicted by the theory of the/catabolic reflex.

Beyond Catabolism

Psychophysiological stress responses involve far more than
cataboliim. This topic is sufficiently complex that only a few
illustrative points can be made. The discussion is based on a more
detailed, yet still fragmentary analysis of the sqbject by Mason (6).

,
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First, each hormone has /many different _effects on many
different bioceemical processes. Cortisol, for example, affects the
metabolisnr of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, sodium, potassium,
phosphate, chloride, cakium, magnesium, 'and water. It also
affects acid-base balance, and it inhibits growth, wound healing,
inflammation, immunological response, and.resistance to infec-
tiom Secondly, any one biochemical process is affected not by one
hormone, but tiy many. For example, blood levels of glucose and
fatty acids are affected at least by cortisol, adrenaline,
noradrenaline, growth hormones, thyroxine, and insulin. Thrre-.
fore, the rate of a hormonally regulated process is not determined
by the level of a single hormone, but by the overall horinone
balance. Thirdly, the effects of different hormones on a gived
process are sometimes synergistic, sometimes antagonistic, and
sometimes permissive. (Permissive effects mean that one hormone
must be present in at least some minimum quantity in order for
adother to exert one of its effects.) Fourth and finally, hormones
which are synergistic in their effect on one biochemical process
may be Atagonistic in their effect on another.

There is_ns..LP cell, tissue, or process anywhere in the organism
beyond the reaa-of the autonomic nervous system and the ovetall
hormone balance. By activating jomponents of theL "catabolic
reflex in flexible combinations, an almost infinite range of

* adaptive and maladaptive biochemical effects could be produced.

PSYCHOSOCIAL FACTORS AND DISEASE

^-

The material reviewed above indicates that machinery exists
whereby disease, either physical or mental, could be significantly.
affected by, sociophysiological pathways. It is easy to see, am:1
possible to demonstrate,. how activation of all or part of a
catabolic reflex might affect sdme diseases. In, diabetes mellitus,
for example, there is a deficiency of insulin production. Activation
of a complete catabolic reflex would inhibit any remaining insulin

-secretion ancl stimulate secretion of most of the known insulin
antagonists. Clinically significant effects of emotional stress on
the insulin requirement of diabetic patients. and on occurrence of
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the dangerous complication known 'it'S 4iab.etic ketoacidosis have
been demonstrated both in tlie laboratog and in the clinic (36,37).

0-Paradoxical effects have' also been,obierved in which emotional'
stress appears to reduct blood sugar Br the insulin requirement
(36)' It is easy to imagine, though not yet demonstrated, how
chronic activity of a catabolic reflex might conveg a person only, ,
predisposed to diabites into one with the fullbloqn disease. It is
also easy to understand and possible to demoAstrate clinically
significant effects of-emotional stress on the course"of ilinAs in
persons with heart disease (38) and hypertension' (39). There is
good evidence for psychological preflispositionto arteriogclerosis
leadin&to myocardial infarction (40 . The relation to tlie catabblic
reflex is less clear, but a link tl4rough reflex effects on fat
metabolisM is possible. The list ofpotentia11y afected diseases
does not end here; but the poSsible physiological mechanisms
become increasingly unclear. There is even evidence to suggest that
psychological stress may affect resistance -to experimental
infections (41). Depending on the strain of Infectious organism
and on details of the experimental procedtire, the effect miy be
either to increase or decrease host zesistance. Onee 'gain this is,
reminiscent of physiological effects of strets which may. go in
either direction.

Moving a step closer to economic indicators, there is now,
substantial evidence that several psychosocial eve ts significantly
affect the risk of physical and mental illnes isk is increased.by
separation from significant others, 'grief (42), and life change of
any sort (7). The, accumulation of life change events tends to
accelerate in the months preceding illness onset. Sotial support
appears to buffer against these risk factors (43).' It is conceivable
that major economic events might affect the health of individuals
by affecting their life change events, their social support networks,

(ind their 0Sychophysio1ogical responses.

SUPGESTIONS 'FOR RESEARCH

Change, both "good" and "bad," emerges as it' major variable
of interest, being one of the more reliable stimuli for physiological ,

events, and -,one of the better predictors of illness Onset. -

f
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Concepts of ,"stress" as a fixed package of component
responses, invariant across .a wide range of stimuli, and whose
effects on health are all detrimental, require critical reevaluation.
-There are many documented examples in which the same variable
,can change in either direction, or perhaps first in one direction and
then the other, in states of "stress." This alone migluouggest the
posiibility of either detrimental or beneficial effects or health, but
clinical observations to 'the same effect are available. Rather than
-defining "stress" as a response in any one direction, perhaps it
would be better to regard stress as referring to a sta e of a system
driven to function in opposition to its negativt f dbick loops. ,

This would allow for bi-direetional effects on m y variables, and
suggests that it might be as meaningful to look for changes in
range and variance in the data of "stressed" populations as to
look for mean differences. ,

ConcerningAlogical variables, few if any are beyond the reach
. of "ttress."

40
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CONSEQUNCES OF PLANT
CLOSING AND JOB LOSS

STANISLAV V. KASL
KIDNEY COBB_

This report is based on the findings of a completed study, the
'results of which have been presented in ibme detail in a National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health Research Report
(Cobb and Kasl, 1977). Additional analyses, not described in the
NIOSH publication, were carried out for this repbrt and/or for
subsequent scientific meetings (e.g., Kasl et al., 1977).* The results
of this study of b too are exceedingly complex and defy easy
summary; for exa le the outcomes were influenced by the
urban setting of the one a'fl% d the rural setting of the other of the
two plants that closed down, and also by the varying degrees of
social support experienced _ by the den who lost their jobs.
Moreover, many anticipation effects were evident; that is, there
were elevations in physiological indicators or on measures of
psychological distress at a time when the men were aware of the
impending shutdown although the work loss had not yet taken
place.

What follows, then, is a selective presentation of findings thatl
document the mental health iMpact of the loss of job. Becausi ar
the current high visibility of research on unemployment and

1

because the results of such research have a high potential :f r

*This research was supported, In part, by the fpllowing grants:
K3-MH-16709 and K5-MH-16709 from the National Institute of Mental Health;

Nos. 5-R01-CD00102 and 5-R01-HS-00010 from the U.S. Public Health Service;
No. 91-2642-23 from the U.S. Department of Labor
NIOSH Purchase Order 76-1261.
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-affecting governmental planning and policy, we are acutely aware
of the need to avoid either exaggeration or minimization of
evidence for adverse mental helilth influences. The findings
diScussed below reflect our best judgment as to how to describe
this Ampact most clearly. Nevertheless, the reader is urged to
consult the original NIOSH Report and to arrive at his/her own
assessment of the extent of the evidence.

METHODS

The study is a longitudinal investigatiOn of the health and
behavioral effects of job loss and .ensuing unemployment and/or

z job cMnge experience. It reflects a research Strategy in, which'
significant social events of a stressful nature, which are predictable
and thus open to study in their naturll setting, can be identified
with sufficient scientific rigor. The design may also be seen as a
way to study life events which is complementary to the more usual
approach of adding up life events into one global score without
examining any one event in depth (e.g.,. Dohrenwerid and
Dohrenwend, 1974).

We were able to identify two plants that were about to shut
down permanenily And dismiss all their employees. In this way, we
were able to establish a cohort of men whom we could then follow

at regular intervals for up to two years as they went through the
successive stages of anticipation of job loss, plant closing and.
employment termination, unemployment (for most), probationary
reemployment, and stable reemployment. Our target population
was composed exclusively of male blue-collar workers who were
married, in the age range of 35-60, and who had worked at one of
these two plants for at least three years. Of the men eligible for
study, 79 percent agreed to particiPate.

The men were visited in their homes by public health nurses, on

the following schedule:
Phase 1: The first visit took place some four to seven weeks

before scheduled plant closing; the men were still on their old jobs,
but they were already well aware of the impending shutdown. We
have called.this the Anticipation Stage,'
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Phase 2: The second visit took place some five to seven weeks
after plant dosing. At-this-point the men were either unemployed
or else had found new where they were still in the
probationary period.

Phase 3: Here the visits took place some four to eight months
after plant closing. Some men were seen only once; but for some
60 percent of the men there were actually two nude visits during
the period. For these men, the iverage of the two values, for each
study variable is used in data analysis. During Phase 3-, more and
mote men found new jobs; -some were still unemployed, and a few
had already made another job,change.

Phase 4: Here the visits took place one year after phint closing.
Most men had achieved a stable- re-employment situation, but
some were experiencing further job chanies and a few remained
unemployed.

Phase 5: The last nurse visit took place some two years after the
. original plant closing. By then, a sizable minoriiy had experienced
additional job changes and unemployment during the preceding
year.

In our presentation of results, we refer to these five phases as:
Anticipation, Termination, 6 Months, 12.Months, and 24 Monthc,
respectiyely.

During the course 9f each visit to the mati's home, the nurse
collected blood and urine specimens, took blood pressure, pulse
rate, height and weiglit, and used a Atructured interview schedule
to collect diverse social-psychological and health data. These
inclWed: his current employment situation, his eonomic
circumstances, his subjective 'evaluation of his job, and finanaial
situation, questionnaire measures of mental health and affective
reactions, and physical health data. Because there was a great deal
of data collected at each phase, two nurse visits were necessary;
these visits came two weeks apart and during this period the men
kept a diary with a daily record of the state -of their health.

Most of the data that we eqected are based on stindardized,
explicit (pre-coded) intervieW schedules and questiOnnaire
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measures, developed over a- .period., of softie four months of
pretesting. The public health nurses,all of whom were experienced

, interviewers, received some additional two to three weeks of
training in the use of the study's interview schedule and
questionnaires. Thii training was directed primarily to ensuring
Uniform interview behavior and strict adherence to the interview
schedule, its questions, 'and its built-in probes.

The design of the Study also called for the use of controls, men
who were continuously employed in comparable jobs. They were
followed for ahhost the same length of time under exactly the
same assessment procedures.

The men who lost their jobs came from two companies. One
was a paint manufacturing plant located in a large metropolitan
area. The men were largely machine operators, laboratory
assistants, and cliiks in shipping deOartments; the work was
relatively light foiMost 'of them. The other plant was located in a
rlral community of some 3,000 people. It manufactured display
Mitures used by. wholesale Ind retail concerns, and the men were
machine operators, assembly line workers, and in a few cases, tool
and die workers.

The controls came from four companies and were quite
comparable to the actual cases in respect to major demographie
characteristics, type of work, and the raJeor urban hication. One
setting was the maintenance department in. a large university, and
the men were largely machinists and carpenters. The second
company manufactured,parts for heavy trucks; it was located in a
Jarge metropolitan area, and the men were machine operators and
assenibly line workers. The other two companies were both rural
manufacturing concerns where the men again were primarily
machine operators and assembly line workers.

Table 1 presents the major sOcio-demographic characteristics of
the terminees:--the men who lost their jobsand the controls. The
two groups are quite comparable, and none of the differences in
table I is significant. It is worth noting that the terminees had
worked for the companY almost twenty years, on the average.
Given their age, this would suggest that the plant clOsing meant for
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Table 1
A Comparison-of Terminees and Controls
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Terminals Coatrob

Companies involved 1 urban
1 rural

2 urban
2 rural

Number of men in study 100 74

Initial participation rate (Vs of
target population) 82% 75%

Mean age 48.1 ' 50.1

Mean years it! schooling 9.5 10.0

Mean number of children 2.9 3.3

Percent non-white 8% 11%

Mean years at (original) company 19.4 21.1

Mean hourly wage (initial) S2.96 ;3.58

Mean.Duncan code of Occupational status 28.2 32.2

Mean employability (combines age,
education, nurse's rating of health, and
Duncan code of highest previous job held)

Termineea and Controb also
comparabk on:

a) Need for social approval (Crowne-
Marlowe scale)

b) Ego resilience (Block)
c) Flexibility-rigidity (California

Psychological InVentory)
d) Self-rated health (on initial visit)

2.5 (±0.5) 2.6 ( 4

most of them a separation from their primary place of
employment during their adult working 'careers.

The bottom of table 1 shows that terminees and controls were
also comparable on diverse additional variables, such as: a) The
Crowne-Marlowe measure of the Need for Social Approval
(Crowne and Marlowe, 1964), useful as a measure of
defensiveness in self-report; b) Block's Ego Resilience Scale, a

2
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measure of general adjustment (Block, 1965); c) The CPI
Flexibility-Rigidity-Scale-(Gbugb, 1957); drIteacliness for illness
Behavior, an index based on Mechanic's brief icale (Mechanic and
Volkart, 1961); e) global self-rating of health on the initial visit.
There was only one measure on which the cases and controls were
found to be significantly different: on a health history of 15
chronic illness/symptoms, the controls acknoVedged slightly
more of them (mean of 2.1 vs. 1.6 for terminees). We tentatiirely
attributed this difference to recruitment of subjects: terminees
were asked to join the study because we were studying job loss,
whereas controls were told only that we were studying blue-collar
workers, their work and their health.

In this report we shall present results with two indices of the
fierson's economic state, both of which are adopted from a
previous study of plant closings and unemployment (Aiken et al.,
1968).

Relative Economic Deprivation: a 2-item index based on
pre-coded, scaled answers to two qtiestions (1) How difficult is it
for you and yoUr family to live on your present total family
income? and (2) How does your present family income compare
with that of most of your friends and neighbors? High score =
high sense of deprivation.

Relative Economic Clignge: a 5-item index based on questions
dealing with changes in total family income, in family debts, and
in family savings, and the experience of having to cut expenses and
obtaining loans from friends and relatives. For each question, the
time referent is "last 3 months." High score = high change.

Another group 9f variables for which we shall present some
findings are what we have come to call Work Role "Deprivation"
Scales, in which the respondent rates his current life situation:
"How things look to you now,"4 Is well as "How you would like
things to be." For each of the twelve dimensions, the scoie reflects
the difference between theàul and the desired situation. The
dimensions deal with: physi activity, keeping busy, doing
interesting things, use of valued skills, security about future,
perceived respect from others, socializing with others, being able

2 F3
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to talk over problems with friends, and so on. These dimensions
are called "work role deprivation scales" since they reflect the
various possible dimensions of satisfaction that the job and the
work settihg may provide.

Finally this report presents the results for several indicators of
mental health. The nine miles here are based on a factor anallysis
of a large pool of items, with some five or six items defining each
scale. Because items have been heavily borrowed from existing
measures, these scales may be viewed as highly typical of what is
available in the research literature. The nine scales, with
illustrative items in parentheses, are as follows: 1) Depression
("Things seem hopeless"); 2) Low Self-Esteem ("I am inclined to
feel I am a failure"); 3) Anomie ("These days a person doesn't
really know whom he can depend on"); 4) Anxiety-Tehsion ("I
often feel tense"); 5) Psychophysiological Symptoms ("I am
bothered by my heart beating hard"); 6) Insomnia ("I have
trouble falling asleep"); 7) Anger-Irritation ("I lose my temper

8) Resentment ("I feel I get a raw deal out of life"); and
9) spicion ("I used to think nyst people told the truth but now I
know otheywise").

All the measures are scored in such a way that' a Aigh score
indicates poor economic circumstances, high deprivation, high
distress, poor mental health, or low sense of well-being.
Moreover, all scales have been converted into standard scores
(mean = 0, S. D. = 1.0), with the data on consistently employed
controls (men in comparable blue-collar jobs who faced neither
the threat nor the actuality of plant closing) used as a basis for
standardization.

In some of the analyses, we utilize a control variable that we call
Perceived Social Support. This is a 13-item index, consisting of:
six items on perceived social sdpport from wife, two items on
perceived social support from friends and relatives, three items on
foquency of social iiteraction with friends and relatives, -and two
items dealing with the perceptions of the social environment as one
in which sociability can be expielled and problems can be
discussed. Information about additional brief measures intro-
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duced in this report will be given at appropriate places in the
results section.

Let us briefly characterize the unemployment experience of the
men during the two-year follow-up period. Overall, the men
experienced an average of about fifteeh weeks of unemployment
during the 24 months; for most of them, this was the period
between plant closing and the time they started on a new full-time
job. However, 20 percent a the men were unemployed twice or
oftener. In the urban setting, the experience during the first yew'
was less Severe: 25 percent experienced o unemploYment (i.e.,

ithe))kfound a new job at once), and another 50 percent had less
than two months of unemployment. In the rural setting, the men
had more difficulty in finding a job; even sonie three to four
months after plant closing, one-third of the m6r1,--vere without a
job. By the end of the first year, the men in the rural setting had
experienced an average of twelve weeks of unemployment, in
contrast to seven weeks for their urban counterparts. During the
second year, the situation was reversed, and more men in the
urban than in the rural setting had additional Oeriods of
unemployment. Thus by the end of the two-year period, the
cumulative experience of the men in the two companies was about
the same.

A separate analysis of the social context of the two companies
(Gore,1973)has revealed that in the urban setting, where the men's
homes were scattered throughout the city, the plant itself was an
important focus for a sense of community and social support.
When the plant closed down, this "community" died (see also
Slote, 1969). But in the rural setting, the small toArn itself and the
.people in it were the major source of a senstrd coinmunity and
social suppOrt for the .men, while the .plant had never become fully
integrated into the community life. When the plant closed, the
community 'and its social organization remained largely intact,
and soci41 ifiteraction with former co-workers who had been
friends 1,vs not so severely disrupted. These differences in the
severity of the unemPloyment experience and in the social setting
of the urban and rural comfanies have to be, kept in mind
results are-presented and discussed.
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RESULTS

We shall begin by presenting some descriptive data that deal
with the men's perceptions and evaluations of the job loss

'experience. The intent here is to treat such data not as indicators
of impact, but simply as providers of additional information
about the plant closing and jobIoss experience. In table 2, some
results with Aree measures are presented. The first two are based
op the questions: "First, could you tell me how you would-rate
this job loss?" and "Now, could you tell me how long you think it
took you before things got pretty much back to normal?" The
thisd measure derives from a procedure in which the respondent
was presented with a "ladder" from 0 to 100 in which certain
events and corresponding values, obtained from the Holmes and
Rahe (1%7) SociallReadjustment Rating Scale, were listed in order
to provide anchors.

Table 2 1:Presents the restilts separately for the urban and rural
settings and gives the mgn's perceptions at one year and .at two
years after plant closing'. In general, the men rate the experience
between "somewhat disturbing" and "very disturbing," and
indicate that it took them, on the average, somewhere between "a
few months" and "around half a year" before their' lives
normalized. As a "life event," the job loss experience was rated
comparable to "getting married;" 27 percent of the ratings placed
it as high as ."divorce," or higher. The intercompany differences
and changes over time are not reliable.

Table 3 explores some of the correlates of perceptions and
evaluations of the job experience in relation to three indicators:
a) the amount of unemVoyment experienced during the first year;
b) the number of job changes (including transitions from
part-time to full-time status) during that year; and c) a
oomparison clf the old and new job on seven job dimensions (those
seen in table 5). The ratings at one-year follow-up include: a) the
three dimensions seen in table 2; b) a total job loss "stress index"
which combines the three dimensions, plus one additional item
based on a graphic cliart of "ups and downs;" and c) the scores
on the brief index of Relative Economic Deprivation.

4
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Table 2.
. Som_eirerceptlotte-and-Evidwadene-of the

Jpb Lonirxperfence at 12 Months and 24 Month

Evaluation

410 12 Months 24 Months

. Urban Rural Urban Rural

Rate Job loss
I = hardly bothered me at all -
2 = upsetting a little bit Mean 3.4 3.2 2.9 3.0

3 = somewhat disturbing .
4 =very disturbing Amoy S.D. 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4

5 = changed my whole life

k
How long before normal

1 = about a week or so
2 = about a month Mean , 3.4 3.9 3.1 3.6

3 = a few months
4 = around half a year -.. S.D. 1.4 1.1 1.5 1.3

5 = not yet back to normal
,

plant dosing and job loss as "Life Event" 4;-

10= traffic ticket
30 trouble with in-laws

t Mean 49.6 55.3 43.7 51.8

50= getting married
80= divorce i S.D. 25.7 36.0 ,30.2 29.5

100= death of wife

The results in table 3 reveal that the most pertinen't objective
index of severity in the job loss experiencenumber of weeks
unemployedshows moderate correlations with the 'subjective
ratings, but this is true only for the urban setting. In the rural
setting, the correlations are small and not significant; in fact,
several are in the opposite direction and are significantly different
from the correlations based on the urban men. The second
variable, number of jQb changes, does not have much influence on

, the perceptions and evaluations of the job loss experience in either
setting. The third wiriable, comimrison of the WI and iiew jobs, .

reveals ome tendency for the men to rate the job loss experience
in both ompanies as less stressful to the extent that they prefer the
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Table 3 .
Correlates of Perceptions and Evaluations of the
Job Loss Experience by Urban vs. Rural Setting

I.

Radii, at
12 months

Number of weeks unemployed Number of job Changes
Comparing old and sew job, averageduring first year

during first year
ou seven job dimmakone*Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Ruralttate job loss .21 A

.01 r.01 -.06 .14 .03How long
before normal .39 .03 .16 -.06 ,

..35 .32Plant closing and
job loss as
"Life Event" .43 -.17 .05 .07 .06 .28Total job loss
"stress" index .45 -.12 .13 -.03 .43 .32Relative
economic
deprWation .38 -.06

.08 .25 .27*Based on a f point rating scale, where I= new job is much better that; old one, and 5.. new job is much worse than old one.

'VW
p
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new jpb to the old one. Both correlations with the total job loss
"stres" index are significant.

Some limited information was collected on the men's
perceptions of where blame for being unemployed should be
assigned: "Who do you think is to be blamed for the fact that you
are not working,right now? We would like to know how much you
think each of the following is responsible Tor your unemploy-
ment." The relevant results are presented in table 4. Since this
question was asked only of men not working at the time of a
particular visit, numerically meaningful data are available for
Termination and for six months only. At Termination, when over
half of the men were not working, the or attributed most of the
blame to the management of the company, some blame to the
business situation and the government, and decreasing amounts of
blame to the union, automation, 4nd themselves. This pattern of
attributed blame is about as retlistic as one could find. The
company management's decision, indeed, closed the plant down;
automation was not the reason and they themselves were not
responsible. The business situation made it more difficult to find
prompt re-employment. By six months, there is a tendency to .
blame self somewhat more and all the other possible sources
som-ewhat less. This again seems "realistic" in that continuing to
be unemployed can be attributed more to personal characteristics
(higher age, poorer health, lower skills) and less to the original
cause for the plants' closing.

Overall, we were impl.essed by the fact that the men who were
not working had a realistic appraisal of the reasbns for their
unemployment and were able to avoid blaming themselves. (For
example, at Termination, 85 percent of the men chose "not at all"
as the degree of own responsibility for not working.) This has
implications for the analysis and interpretation of psychological
effects presented below. It may also be in contrast to the
observations made in''unemployment studies of the 1930s (e.g.,
Bakke, 1940a and 1940b; Cavan and Ranck, 1938; Ginzberg,
1943; Komarovsky, 1940), where many men who became
unemployed blam5d themsePies for the loss of their jobs.
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Tabk 4
Pereepthnrot BimnelforBeing Unemployed,

at Termination and at 6 Months

Focn of Blame*
. Termelndos 6 Months

Men S.D. Men S.D.

The business situation 2.5 1.6 2.4 1.1

The company management 4.1 1.4 3.5 1.7

You yourself 1.4 1.0 2.1 1.5

The union 1.9 1.2 1.4 0.9

The government
or-

2.3 1.2 1.7 1.1

Automation . 1.6 1.1 1.1 0.2

'Asked only of men who were unemployed at time of visit. The five degrees of perceived
responsibilitY were: 1 N. not at all, 2 slightly, 3 somewhat, 4 ...quite a bit, and
5 completely.

The next table presents subjective data relevant to the
comparison between the original job and the job held at 12 and 24
months. The seven dimensions are the traditional basic job /
satisfaction dimensions. The overall trends in t ble 5 suggest that
the men viewed the new job mork favorably th' n the old one; this
is particularly true at 24 months. The small t differences in
perceptions involve pay, which was "realistic" since their reported
hourly wage on the new job was, on the average, about the same as

f on the old job. he ltirgest differ es involve co-workers and
'''' supervisio . ng fbr statistical s' nificance may be done by

assuming that responses which are no "ties" (new job same as old
one) should be equally distributed into "better than" and "worse
than" xategories. The following distributions are significantly
different from this chance expectation: a) job as a whole, 24
months; b) co-workers, 'both occasions; c) supervision, both

.. occasions; d) content of job, 24 months; e) opportunities for
promotion, 24 months; and 0 opportunities for skill utilizaticT,
24 months. \

These results can be taken as a very general indication that the\
men are not looking back on their old jobs with a nostalgia and \

2 7 9 Ci
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- Table 5
Respondents' VlewrotOriginal-Jobain-RelatIon-

to Current Jobs at 12 Months and 24 Months

Job satisfaction
dleserelou aad phases

&KW than
old one

(Vs)

Same as
old ore()

Worse than
old one
()

Job as a whole
12 months 37 30 33

24 months* 60 27 13

Pay
12 months 38 19 43

24 months 48 21 31

Co-workers
12 months* 32 60 8

24 months* 31 64

Supervision
12 months* 37 57 6

24 months* 47 45 8

Content of job
12 months 34 37 29

24 months* 47 41 . 12

Promotion opportunities
12 months 36 44 20

24 months* 37 50 13

Opportunities for skill utilization
12 months 34 / 43 23

'24 months*' 43 45 lb 12

*Significantlyidifferent from an equal distribution of "better" and "worse."

fondness that might lead to dissatisfaction with their new jobs.
Yet, the extent to which these ratings may have been anchored in
reality cannot be determined. Objective data on pay do support
the lack of significant differences on subjective ratings of pay.
However, the data on co-workers and supervision are curious:
after some 19.years (on the average) in the old jobs, one might
expect that these two social aspects of the work environment
would have been rated more unfavorably on their current jobs.
The results are opposed to this intuitive expectation and would
argue against any strong assertion that the men particularly missed
their former co-workers when they looked back to their old jobs.
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We are now ready to present data on the psychological imp ct
of the experience.-In the neifia figures, the resulti are expres d
in the follwing format. One hundred terminees are split into t
groups, below and above median on the number of weelo
(appro ately five) unemployed during the first year. Each group
is furtlêr divided according to a median split on Perceived Social _

Suppoft. Since these two control variables are essentiviiy,'
uncor elated, the resulting four groups are of about equal size. \
The means on six selected dependent variables are then given for
each of the four groups by the flve phases of the study. The means
are presented in standard scores (mean = 0, S. D. = 1.0), with the \

data on controls as the basis for standardizing the raw-scale
scores. The purppse of this analysis is to define the influence of the
severity of unediployment and of the level of social support on the
impact of the job loss experience over time. Of particular interest
is the notion that the adverse impact may be concentrated in the
Low Social Support-High Unemployment Group of men.

Figure 1 presents the data on Relative Economic Change, The
results suggest the following: 1) There is no anticipation, effect,
with all four groups starting out at a point near that of the
controls. 2) The effects of jqb loss are seen only in those two
groups who had more unemployment; moreover, the qffect is most
striking at Phase 2, Termination. 3) The level of social support
does not seem to have influenced the effects over time of the
severity of unemployment; however, there is some evidence of
interaction at Phase 5 (24 Months) 'with the two low social support
grOups showing a relatively wide separation in 'means due to the,
effect of unemployment.

There is a serious limitation to the index of Relative Economic
Change, when used in longitudinal studies such as this one. It
measures change rather than the state of affairs at one point in
time. This means that the measure is most sensitive in describing
change but is relatively insensitive in describing stabilization at a
new, altered level of behavioral adaptation. In figure 1, the men
who have undergone more unemplOyment, irrespective of the level
of social support, report adverse changes in financial circkun-
stances and economic behavior between Anticipation find
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Termination. If 'these men stabilize at this new level of more
pman'ous fittanciat circumstances, Then M stx montht they will
report few changes in the "last three months" and will receive lOw
sbores, comparable.to thoge of the controls. But their financial
situation may be no better than at Termination. For this reason we
feel that figure 1 should be examined only for the means at
Anticipation and Termination, where the interpretation is
unambiguous.

Figure 2 presents the data for Relative:\ conomis Deprivation.
This is a leis_ "objective" measure of econiamic well-being than the
previous one, but it is fully suitable for repted administraticIns in
44 longitudinal follow-up. The results suggest that: 1) At
AnticipatiOn, the four groups start out rather close together and,
on the average, somewhat below the level tor controls. it is'
possible that they felt at thaf mdment relative,* well off, compared
to what they knew was-mon comings (plant closing), even though
their objective financial circumstances were comparable to t ose
of the controls., 2) Men with more unemployment ç1eàrly .

experienced more dePrivation; the effect is greatest at Termina-
tion; but even at 24 months the men 'with more unemployment are
about one-third of a standard deviation above controls. 3) Social
support interacts rather clearly with levels of unemployment; in*
low levels of unemployment it has no effect, whereas at higher
levels low social support contributes significantly to a sense of
relative economic deprivation.

The next two figures present the results for two sales from the
group of measures called Work Role "Deprivation" Stales. The

- wording is as follows: "Do you have a feeling of securitx when
yeu think about the future; and how much security do you feel
about the fqture nowr "How much do you feel you are doing
important things, so others notice you and respect you for what
you do?" A high score. on these two scales indicates a high
discrepancy between tman's rating of his actual life situation and
the desired situation.

The results in figure 3 reveal a rather striking separation of one
group of MenLow Social Support and More Unemployment

. 2
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from the other three. The Iatterilow a modegt antitipatIon effect,
withPrompt leveling off at slightly below the mean for controls
(0.0) and some chance fltictuations. But the first gisup shows a
large anticipation effect, addiiional rise at Terminiffon, a sharp
decline, and a leveling off at a lioint not sighifi. :1 ly higher than
that of the control mean. The results in figure suggestively
similar in that the same group of men, Low Social Support and
More Unemployment, again stands out. The results are sbmewhat
different in that: a) the other three groups ;do not show any
anticipation effect:. b) the High Social Support and More
Unemployment Group shows a good deal of fluctuation from
phase, td phase without any overall trends. (this may .be genuine
instability in the men's sense of respect in that high social support
and mole unemployment may exert opposite pressures on their
sense of respect, , thus preventing a stable equilibrium); c) the
elevation in the Low Sociaf Support and More Utiemployment
Group is more enduring, persisting th,rough the one-year \.

folloW-up; .d) at 24 months, the four groups show a good
convergence, stabilizing sOm'ewhat below the control mean.

The data in figu7s 3 and 4 are superficially consistent vIith the -

expectation that one group of men, low on social support and with
: more severe unemployment, will sho* the greatest impact of the

job :oss experience. However; because this group of men is already
distinct at Anticipation, before the actual start of the

-unemployment experience, the simple interpretation of an impact
is imperiled. Let us fdr the moment concentrate oh the
Anticipation phase M figure 4. The highly significant interacilon
can be -described as follows: a) among mai low on sOcial support,
having higher levels Of a seng,e of loss of respect °from others is
predictive of subsequent longer unemplbyment; ti) among men
high on social Support, lower levels of the deririvation- of respect

Nutipp fiomothers are slightly predictive of longer unemployment: The
results'in figure 3 at Anticipation show a similar interaction, but
no reversal of the pre4ictive association in the high support group.

We believe that the most priusible interpretation of the data in
figures 3 and 4 is:' among men with, low 'social support,
anticipating the plant closing with a high sense.of depkvation
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intreases the-likelihood of longer subsequent unemployment. It is
possible, then, that in the contekt of low social support, initially
high levels of a sense of deprivation constitute an obstacle to
prompt reemployment.

At least two other interpretations of these data are possible. bne .
is that the men :with characteristically high levels of a sense of
deprivation, and with low Social support, are the ones who take

/ longer to find a job following plant closing. However, this
interpretation is contradicted by the eventual decline, from the
initially high levels, seen at 24 months. Thus, the self-selection into
longer unemployment among men low on social support appears
to be due to the acute response to the anticipation period rather
than to characteristically or fonsistently high levels of those men.
The second possible interpretation is that at Anticipation, the men
were able to predict reaSonai)ly fell the difficulty they might have
in findins a new job and, the more-difficult they thought it would
be, the more they felt a sense of "deprivation" even before plant
closing. However, the index of employability (see bottom of table
1), which was a reasonably good overall predictor of amount of
unemployment (r- = -.39, p .001), was not found to be correlated
with levels of a sense of deprivation at Anticipation; thus we are
inclined to discount .this interpretation aS well.

The data on the next two figures (5 and 6) deal with two mental
health indicators, depression and anomie. They were_selected
because the general unemployment literature seems to suggest that
these would be the most sensitive indicators. The results once
again 'reveal the sharr; separation of the one group of men, Low .

Social Support and More Unemployment, from the other three.
However, in contrast to figiires 3 and 4, the levels of depression
and.anomie in this group never.show a decline, even at 24 months.
This pattern of results, therefore, may suitably be interpreteas a
self-selection phenomenon among those with stable or character-
istically high levels of depression or anomie. In other words,
among men low on social supp-ort, those who have characteristic-
ally high levels of depression or anoniie are the ones who will-1)4V;
the more difficult time in finding a job; among men high on social
support, levels of depression or anomie are not particularly

e".49
?
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predictive of the subsequent amount of unemployment. This,
then, is tantamount to. saying that unemployment did nqt have a
detectable impact on depression or anomie in this analysis, but
that depression and anomie did have an impact on unemployment \
aniong the subset of men 'with low social support. It must be
acknowledged that we cannot reject an alternate hypothesis:
among men- low on social support, those who respond to the
anticipation period with a sharp increase in depression and
anomie (from hypothesized average levels at some prior
"baseline" period) have greater difficulty in finding a job, which
then prolongs, their psychological reactions so that they do not
return to normal levels within the two-year period of follow-u0.
This is the same interpretation that was applied to figures 3 and 4,
except that the anticipation-based reaction is presumed to persist
beyond 24 months. We do not feel that this second interpretation
is as compelling as the first, but in the absence of true baseline
data prior to any anticipation of a plant's closing (an'ideal design,

'foolishly written into the original proposal but impossible to
implement), we cannot reject it with confidence.

It is instructive to contrast 'the pattern of results in figures 2 vs. 3
arid 4 vs. 5 and 6. All of them show an interaction with the levels of
social support, but the inferences about the impact of plant closing
and job loss are different.,In flare 2, the four groups start out at
a comparable level and show near cohvergence at 24 months; here

- the inference that job lossivd an 'impact- compelling. In
figures 3 and 4, because of the group diff ences at Anticipation
buf with convergence at 24 months, the inferenet is that, among
men low on social support, the degree of the anticipatory reaction
is predictive of severity of unemployment. In figures 5 and 6,
because of the grotip differences at Anticipation and the failure to
converge at 24 .months, the intermit is that among men low on

4: social support, stable or characteristically high levels of depression
and anomie are predictive of longer unemployment.

At this point we felt that the 'analyses carried out so far,
although 'they revealed the interactive effect ,of the level of social
suppprt satisfactorily, might not have been the optimal ones for
detectinif the impact of job loss. Accordingly, additional analyses

28-o ,
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Figure 5
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we made in order to pinpoint more effeetively the ;Me of
ant ipation and the effect of working vs. not working obn the

vario s indicators a deprivation and mental health..'The bdtic
finding are given in table 6. The first column presents the mean

values ( standardized scores) for the various measures collected

at Ph 1, Anticipation. The data in the iecond column are based

on ter home visits (Termination, six months, 12 months, 24
months) whenever the respondent was unemployed.For 51 of the

men, one or more of the scheduled home visits took place when

the man was unemployed; for-the other 49 men, either none of the
visits doincided with the time they Were unemployed of they might

. not have been unemployed at all (ft -percent of the 'Sample). 'the -

data in the third column are based on all visits when-the man was
reemployed; there were five men who remained unemployed .
during all the subsequent follow-up visits. The values in columns

two and three are means of 51 and 95 scores, respettively, where

each score itself is an ipsative (intra-person) mean wheneyer two or

more scores wire available for one individual for periods of
unemployment and re-employment. The last column is based oft
the computation of an intra-petion difference between the ipsative

mean fot all occasions of unemployment and the ipsative mean for

all occasions of employment; there were 46 individuals for whom

these intra-person differences could be computed.

An examination of anticipation effects can be made either by
studying the means in the first column and noting which are
significantly different from the control mean of zero, or by
comparing the first column with the third column, which gives the

means for the occasions of re-employment. By the first criterion,

the anticipation effects could be described as higher insecurity and .

depression, and lower suspicion; but only the first variableinse-
4 curitysatisfies 'also the isecond criterion, significantly higher

levels in comparison to the means for occasions of re-employment.

The impact of unemelloyment (i.e., of not working) on these

indicators o( mental health and well-being can be examined in
several ways: a) compare means in column 2(with controls (i.e., a

mean of 0);. b) compTa-Mlumns 2 ahd 3; 6) examine means in

column 4, which may be viewed as the most sensitive approach

2 S3
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Table 6
Changes in Mental Health and Will-Being Associated with Antidpation

of Plant eloshts, Being Unemployed, and Being Re-employed

Mesa values for
utldpatloa

Mean valves for
all omaloai

wham anemployed

Mesa values for
all occasions .

whea employd

Amami of latra-
penal difference

Mama all oecadmas
was usemployed sod

van employed

Relative Economic Deprivation -.23 1.23 .17 .96

Work Role "Derhatloa" Scale*
Security about the future .44 .58 -.02 .54
Getting ahead in the world -.20 .66 -.25 .96
Respect from others -.10 .46 -.10 .52
Use of one's best skills .18 1.56 .31 1.26
Things are interesting .16 .53 .03 .61
Summary scale of 12 dimensions .25 .94 -.03 .94

Mental Heakk Indicators 4
Depression .35 .55 .23 .18
Low self-esteem .15 .34 .03 .14
Anomie -.04 .05 -.19 .01
Anxiety-tension .12 .17 .28
Psychophysiolosical symptoms .03 -.09 -.06 -.30
Insomnia -.07 -.08 -.08 -.14
Anger-irritation .03 -.11 -.15 .02
Resentment .15 .25 ..03 .05
Suspicion. -.31 -.35 4.38

'N 100 51 95 46

*See text for description of measures and explanation of computation of mean scores.
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since it c mpares unemployment and re-employment values
inrta-indnØdually. However, all comparisons roughly tell the same
story: onincs of deprivation (economic, in the work role), the
impact is clearcut and highly significant (all differences in column
4 at p <.005 or lower). Thus, for example, on "use of one's best
skills," the discrepancy between "actual" and "desired" wen the
men are unemployed is one and one-quarter of a standard
deviation above the discrepancy values for occasions *hen the
men are later reemployed. However, the mental health indicators
show little impact. In column 2, only three means are suggestively
different from those of the controls: high on depression and low
self-esteem, and below expected on suspicion. But the last column
(intra-person differences) does not yield statistically Yeliable
differences for these 3 scales. In fact, in column 4 there are only
two significant intra-person differences: anxiety-tension and
psychophysiological symptoms. Moreover, the latter scale reveals
an opposite effect: fewer symptoms were reported during periods
'of finemployment. Overall, then, the impact of unemployment on
these mental health mthcato s seems rather weak.

The data in table 7 ewlor the notion that the impact of not
w rking Flay be different n the urban vs. the rural setting.
Ess ntially, the means seen in the last column of table 6 are
recbmputed separately for the urban and the rural men. The
results in table 7 suggest the following: 1) The impact on the two
economic indicators is roughly the same in both settings; 2) The
impact on the work role "dePrivation" scales is suggestively
stronger in the rural setting; 3) The impact on the indicators of
mental health appears stronger in the urban setting; 4) The
physiological data suggest a setting difference only for serum uric
acid. The other indices of work role "deprivation" and mental
health showed urban-rural differences similar to those shown in
table 7 but somewhat smaller in magnitude. Conseque0y, the
overall separation of the two settings in terms of differentiE;1
impact is not as sharp as suggested by the psychological scales
selected lor table 7.

Any interpretation of these urban-iural differences is hampered
by the ambiguity and multidimensionality of that contrast. We

2 95
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t
have already noted two aspects reflected in that chrast: a) In the

rural setting, the job nuirket was quite limited, and thus, the
unemployment experience of the rural men was more severe. b) In
the urban setting, the friendship network of co,workers was
plant-based and when th plant closed down, this network was
severely disrupted beca of the scattered residential locations of
the former co-workers in the metropolitan area. (Geographical
distance is a more powerful obstacle to social interaction among
blue-collar workers (Kasl, 1977).) On the other hand, the
friendship networks of co-workers in the rural setting were
community-based and were thus less severely disrupted by the
plant closing; consequently, there was a greater potential for

(ofsharing of the jo loss experience among those going through it. In
addition to th two aspects of the contrast, there is also some
evidence that small town workers are less alienated from
middle-class work norms than are urban workers (Hulin and
Blood, 1968; Turner and Lawrence, 1968); this greater attachment
to the work role among the rural workers would thus suggest the
potential forCk greater impact due to the loss of the work role
among-them. Overall, the results in table 7 are consistent with the
following interpretation: the greater attachment to the work role
among the rural workers may explain the greater im act on the
work role "deprivation" scales, while the lesser disrup 'on of the
social and . friendship networksand the consequent reater
potential for sharing and emotional supportmay expla1i the
lesser impact on mental health among them.

The data presented in table 6 appear to lead to the general
observation that the impaet of.not working is seen primarily on the
work role "deprivation"' scales, and that the impact on mental
health appears attenuated at best. This is quite congruent with the
results of many studies showing that the impact of the work
environment on blue-collar workers is seen much-be-Ea:on indices
of job satisfaCtion than on indicators of mental health status
(Kasl, 1974, 1979). Nevertheless, we still felt uneasy about the
conclusion of only a limited mental health impact, and
consequently pursued tifie issue of impact one step further. We
settled on an additional data analysis procedure which we feet is

2S6



Table 7
Some Effects of Unemployment by Urbsn vs. Rural Setting

Intro-person diffemices between occasions wben subject was unemployed vs. when re-employed
is standard scores*

Mean change Significance of Charge

Selected Outcomes" Urban Rural
For

artist
For
rural

For
both

A

Interaction
(aflame

between
eddies)

Economic ladkators
Relative Econoi la Ileprivation

Relative Economic Change

Wsric Role "Deprivation"
(discrepancy between actual
and desired)

"Ilsing one's best skills"

"Things one does 'are interesting"t,.
"Getting ahead in the wOrld"

Indices of Well-Belai_

Anger-Irritatica .,.

Resentment J
Anomie

...

'

-

,

1,09

0.74

0.40

0.11 ,

0.18

0,41

0.834'

055

0.91

0.92 '

..

1.59
,

0.82 -
. :

1.4

-, .
.0.13

-0.26_

10.12

.

<,

n.s.

"n.s.

n.s.

.
< .10

< .025

k .05

.

< .001

< .005

< .001

n.s.
,.

n.s.

nA.

< .001

< .001

. --

4

s.

n.s.

< .01

< .10

. < .005

< .05

<.001

<.03

2 g 7
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Phyalelogkal Winton
Serum Cholesterol

Semm Uric Acid

Pulse Rate

0.64 0.96 n.s.

0.57 0.09S < .001 n.s. < .025

0.53 0.21 .005 n.s.

*Values for occasions when subject is re-employed are subtracted from -values when subject unemployed. Positive chasige indicates values
for episodes of unemployment are higher. Values are standardizedrusing data on controls as the basis (mean -0, S.D. 1.0). Mean change of
0.50 indicates 1/2 of a stanaard deviation separate§ unemployment and-re-employment values.
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most sensitive to the actual temporal process of adaptation to job
loss, unemployment, and re:employment (kas1 et al 1977).
Essentially, the procedure is as Mows. Between Phases 1 and 2,
Anticipation and Termination, the men either experience a
transition from anticipation to unemployment (N = 53) or from
anticipation to 'fairly prompt re-employment (N = 46). Any
differential changes in the dependent Variables may te viewed as,
reflecting the impact of an acute or brief "stress." -For example,
hien experiencing the transition to uhemployment may show a rise
in a particular variable reflecting deprivation or distress if there
was no anticipation effect, or they may stay high if there was an
anticiriation effect.. But men experiencing the transition to prompt
re-employment 'niay be expected to stay low (or average) if there
was no anticipation effect, or show a drop if there was an
pticipation effect. In any case,' the two groups should show
differential trends.

Now let's follow these men to their next visit at-Phase 3, some 4
to 6 .months after plant closing. The men unemployed at Phase 2'
may still be unemployed (N = 15) or they may have found a job, a
delayed re-employment group (N = 37). The men who were
employed at Phase 2 are continuing to stabilize their re-employ-
ment situation (N = 34). (fliere were also 11 men who were
employed at Phase 2, but by Phase 3 they had experienced
additional job ch'ahges and/or episodes of unemployment; they do
not fit Ahe notion of stabilized re-employment and are omitted
frqm Hifi particular analysis.) Now any differential changes in the
deperident variables across thek 3 groups would suggest the'
impact of more prolonged stress. In particular, the group
continuing to be unemployed 'should continue being elevated oil-
might even show. soine additional increases. The delayal
rvi-employment group should show a clrop in indices of deprivation
and distress, while the( stabilized re-employment group should
continue being low or fberhaps show some additional decreases.
The data relevant to these expectations are presented in the next
two .tables.

In table 8 we see that one scale, Relative Economic Deprivation,
shows results fully consistent with the hypothesized impact of both



Table 8
Changes in "Deprivations" by Duration of Utkemployment

1 6 Amount of Change From
1-Anticipation 2-Unemployedi

to to
2-Unemployed . 2-Reemployed . 3-5W1 3-Deleted. .

. le Unemployed Reemployment
Relative
Economic
Deprivation

Mean change*
Significance of Change

Significance of group differences

1.74
<1101

0.11
. n.s.

.<.001

0.33 ,

n.s.
-1.02
< .001
< .025

2-Reemployed
to

3-Stabilized
ReemptInsent

-0.23
n.s.

"Deprivation" Scales
Chance to Use
One's Best
Skills

Mean change*
Significance of change

Significance of group differences

1.89 0.27
<.001 n.s.

< .001

-0.88
< .07

1.84
< .001

.005

-0.25
n.s.

How Much Time
Filled with
Things to Do:
How Busy

Mean change*
Significance of change

Significance of group differences

1.24 -0.15
<.001 n.s.

< .001

-1.07- -0.60
< .025

Chance to Talk Mean change*
with People Significance of change
round You and Significance of group differences
Enjoy Yourself

Feelings of Mean change*
-Getting Ahead in Siinificance of change
the World Significance of group differences

-0.14

n.s.

0.08k -1.13 0.64,
n.s. <.01 <.05

<.025

-0.53
n.s.

0.9.8
< .001

, ..0.02
n.s.

<.001

-0.47
n.s.

-1.30
< .001
< .005

0.14
n.s.

Feelings of
Respect from '
Others .

Mean change*
Significance of change

Significanoe of group differences

0.33.
n.s.

n.s.

-0.09
n.s.

0.43
n.s.

-0.97
< .005
< .01

0.31
n.s.

Note: n.s. = not significant.
4 I

*Positive score indicates an increase in deprivation,over time; negative score indicates a
on normative data from controls.

eitse.Values are in ncores (M r 0, S.D. = 1) based
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brief and prolonged stress. Between first and second rounds, thet
men who go on to unemployment go vp almostlwo standard
deviations in #elative Economic Deprivation, w ile those who,:
become promTnly re-employed show essen lly no change.
Between round 2 and 3, men continuing in unemployment' stalls
show anladditional,slight rise, while those continuing to stabilite
on their job shoW 41 OA/ &cline; and the delayed relemployment
group slioWs, as exp4ed, a significant decline in economic
deprivation, sin% foe, itiem this represents a transition front

, unemployment tp .re-einployi .Interestingly, this decline isn't,
- as large as. the earlier increase b ween Phases 1 and 2.

In striking contrast to these results are the findings for the Work
tole "deprivation" scale labelled "How Much Time Filled with
Things to Do;,How Busy." Here, there is a clearcut effect of brief
stress only: men who go on to uhemployment at Phase 2, increase.
their sense of idleness; of not having enough things to dolt() keep
busy and to fill the time. But As feeling of deprivation 'does not
last with Ontinued.unemployment,t for between Phase 2 and 3, the
"stilf unemploxed" group comes down almost as much as the
group experiencing delayeti re-ethployment. Two other scales
("Chance to Use One's Best Skills," and "Feelings of Getting
Ahead in the Wdrld") show the same patterns, but it is somewhat
legs striking.

Another vhriable,'"Chance to Talk with People Ardund You
and 'Enjoy Yourself," shows still anotper pattern, one which is
also veriinteresting. Essentiilly4 there is no iimpact of the briefer
-stress and the prolonged stress actually benefits those continuing
to be unemployed and adversely affects those in the delayed
rc-employment group. This would suggest ,that at the minimum,
lengthier unemployment does not. reduce enjoyable social
interactions and may provide an opportunity for increising them.

Only ott pf the work role "deerivation" scales, "Feelings of
Respect from Others," suggests an implact of the more prOlonged
stress: witb,,,bantinued unemployment, there is an increase in 'tihe
sense of not being respected by others, in contrat to thrperceiwed
gain in respect among the delayed re-employment group.

2 .9.1
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Table 9 presents the relevant results for lour physiological
variables and four selected mental healp indicators. As 'can be
seen, all four physiological variables show a sensitivity to the
briefer stress, but none show reliably different trends associated -
with the longer lasting stress; only diastolic blood pressure reveals
a pattern of trends consistent with sensitivity to prolonged stress,
but the slifferences are not significant. Of the four mental health,
indicators, three show the predicted sensitivity to the impact of
briefer,stress; interestingly, this is more due .to a decline from an
anticipatiomeff t among the promptly se-employed than due to a
rise among tho e going on to unemployment at Phase 2. In any
case, all four indicators reveal a decline in the group which
'continues be g unemployed (between round 2 and 3) and,
therefore, n ne show the predicted sensitivity to more enduring
stress. Of rticular interest is the Psychophysiological Symptoms
Scale, wnith comes closest to measuring the same content as the
Langner scale (Langiier, 1962), which up to 'now 1111Is been the most
frequently used index of "psychiatric impairment" in mental
health epidemiology studies. We can see that the only significant
result-with this scale is, unexpectedly, the decline in reported
symptoms among the men who continue being unemployed
between Phases 2 and 3.

Ove all,. the results in tables .8 and 9 suggest that these
ue-collat workers did not maintain a stale of arousal, distress,

and sense of work role deprivation as long as the unemplo"yment
experience lasted; instead, they showeil evidence of adaptation so
that following an initial period of unemploymennhose continuing
to remaiii unemployed could not be distinguishedin terths of

. changes on'the many indicatorsfrom those finding a new job. It
appears that adaptation to the loss of work role 'among most
middle-aged blue-collar workers does not take a long time, exept
for tbe economic aspects. Elsewhere (Kasl, 1979), we have noted
the similarity of these results to the data on another loss of the
work role, retirement, and suggested that perhap& the significant
adaptations among many low skill blue-collar workers are those
which take place earlier in their work career: coming to terms with
the dull and monotonous job which they have and giving up any
expectations that work per se will be a meaningfuthuman activity.

289
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Table 9
Changes in Phisiological atid,Mental Health Indicators ,

by Duration of Unemployment

1-Anticipation
to

2-Unemployed 2-Reemployed

Amount of Chaste From
2-Unemployed

to

Pulse Rate Mean change'
(beats/min.) Significance of change

-, Significance of stoup differences

412.43

< .05

Diastolic Blood Mean change .
Pressure , Significance of change-
(mm Hg). Significance of group differences

1.36
n.s.

Serum Uric Acid
.

(mg/100 ml)
e

Mean change'
Significance of change

Significance of group differences

0.09
n.s.

Serum
Cholesterol
(mg/100 ml)

Psycho-
Physiological
Symptoms
(Z-scores),

. Mean change
Sigaificancoof change

Significance of group differences

Mean change
, Sinificance of change

Sigitificance of group differences

9.24
<.025

-0.18
n.s.

s Depreision
(Z-scores)

1

3 Mean change*
, Significance of change

Signifieance of group differences

0.30
< .10

341111

Unemeoyed,

1.

3-Dehlyed
Reemployment

e

2-R,employed
to

3-Stabilized
Reemployment

-2.22 -3.36 -0.97 -1.65
< .05 <?05 n.s. n.s.

<.005 n.s.

-3.07 1.36 -1.65 -0.22
,<.005 n.s. /I.5. n.s.

< .01 n.s.

< .001

-0.55
c .001

-0.37
n.s.

-0.23
n.s.
n.s.

-0.01
. n.s.

-2.40 -6.21 . -18.97 -2.63
n.s. n.s. <.001 n.s.

< .05 n.s.

-0.30 -0.71 0.38 0.10
n.s. n.s.

n.s. < .05

-0:43 -0.39 -0.09 0.07
< .05 n.s. n.s. n.s.

< .01 n.s.
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Anxiety-
Tension
(Z-scores)

Mean change*
Significance of change

Significance of gftup differences

0.19
n.s.

< .01

-0.45
< .025 '

-0.51 7
< .10

. . -0.05
n.s.
n.s.

-0.14
'us.

Suspicion
(Z-scores)

Mean Nange*
Significance of change

Significance of group.differences

. 0.17
n.s.

< .05

.4 .
l -0.55 ,

.<.0t
-0.56
< .05 a

0.12
n.s.
p.s.

,,

'

\
-0:04
n.s.

Note: n.s. = not significant. st.

*Positive score indicates an increase over time; negative score a decrease.
A
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The final set of ana1y4s,, undertaken to further increase our
confidence in the general conclusion of only a limited mental
health impact of job loss, were those involving various correlates
of Relative Economic Deprivation. The reasoning here is that this
is the one scale which is consistentlx %showing an impact of
unemployment and that, therefore, it is the best candidate for
exploring its role as a possible intervening variable, mediating
between the objective experience of job loss and unemployment
and the impact criteria of -mental health and work role

\deprivation. The resulis of . these additionaiianalyses are -

summarized in the following four major points. As will be
apparent, the -general conclusion of a limited impact remains
unchallenged by these additional results..

(I) Cross-sectional correlations (i.e., within a particular phase)
between Relative Economic Deprivation and the various impact
criteria revealedlnany significant correlations (mostly in the high
.20's to mid .30's) aMong the terminees. However, iince controls
showed many correlations'of similar magnitude, it is difficult 'to
implicate specifically the job" Joss experience in such associations.
For example, the correlation between Depression and the
economic index is .27 for controls; for terminees, the highest
intra-phase correlation is .34.- This suglqests no more than that tht
two measures share an iiiiderlying construct or a common
response tendency.

(2) When the terminees did show some cross-sectional
. associations ,which were suggestively highet than the baseline

correlations for the controls, this was almost never true for the
occasions at which Relative Economic Deprivation showed
elevated levels, i.e., Termin'ation and' 6 months. For example,
Deprivation on Feelings of-Respect from Otheis did not correlate
with the economic index among controls (r = .02); thehighest
correlation for terminees was .37. How6er,-this was obtained at
24 months when both variables have essentially returned to normal
levels. Thus, a is again difficult to implicate the1 4job loss
experience per se.; t

'.(3) Analyses over time using the notions of lagged cârrelations
in longitudinal data (64., Cook and Campbell, 1976) led just as
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often to the inference that prior mental health causally influenced
Relative Economic Deprivation as they did to a conclusion that the
economic index causally influenced later mental health status, In
short, 'the causal picture was completely indetermihate.

(4) Analy& of change scores between adjacent phases did not
reveal a single significant correlation between change in Relatkve
Economic Deprivation and change in any of the physiological,
mental 'health, or work-role "dePrivation" indices.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

- The findings which hive been presented are based on
complementary and overlapping analyses which yielded an
internally consistent set of results: the mental health inipaet of job
loss and unemployment appears to be a limited one, both in terms
of its magnitude as well is in terms of its duration.

The primary purpose of this section is to discUss ti likely
limitations of these findings. One set of limitations in re in the
circumscribed nature of theshenomenon studied. Fe example,
there is no question in our mind that the results obt ned- could
have been different had we studied some group of men other than
low skilled blue-colltr workers. Stated differently, it is likely)that
our resulti are generalizable only to other groups who have a weak
attachment to the wotk role and whose work is"not a particularly
meaningful activity. Secondly, we studied the closing of an entire
plant where everybody (outside of a few in higher levels of
management) lost their jobs. This may have created a situation in
which self-blame was at a minimum. Moreover, since the entire
cohort of the workers was going through the experience together,
the potential for sharing of the experience among those affected
and for the building of comm_wlify support structures could have
been greatly enhhnced. All of these aspects orthe phenomenon
could have attenuated the mental health iMpact. Thirdly, the
length of unemployment for most of the workers twas relatively
brief. It is possible that the' unemployment experience has to
excçQ some threshold duration before an impact is manifest.
SimMly, the financial impact of the job loss experience was
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reduced by the existence of a severance payment, which the men
redeived if they worked through the last dayz of the plant's
existence. Rowever, the men lost their se&ority and their
retirement-benefits, which they would have then to build up on
their new jobs. Thus, i is quite possible that there will be a delayed'.
impact of the experience, beyond the two years of observation.
Specifically, the men may have a more unstable work career in
their late 50s and 60s, and a lower post-retirement income.

There were certain seIec4on criteria which were applied to the
employees of the closing plants which defined the eligibility for
participation in the study: male, age 35-60, married in blue-collar
jobs, three or more years of seniority. The rationale behind these
criteria was to define a homogeneous subgroup, of a sufficiently
large number, in which the impact of jab loss might be particularly
strong. For example, men are still presumed to be, in the dominant
If. S. culture, the primary breadwinners in the family; hence,' job
loss in men should have more of an impact than in women.
Similarly, being married implies the presence of financial
responsibility for one or more Other thembers of the family, which
again may be presumed to increase the impact. Middle-aged status.
and many years of seniority imply a longer attachment to the work
role and t o a particular work-place, as well as a certain
stabilization of a work career; here again, the plant closing may be
thought of as being more disruptive. However, since thE criteria
were chosen mostly,on an intuitive basis, the prudent viewpoint is
to see them as defining the limits of generalizability of the
findings, rather than as convincingly defining a particularly
vulnerable subgcoup. It could be, for example, that the increased
responsibility due to being married is ipore than compensated for
by the increased potential for social support. Similarly, an averag
of twenty years of seniority at a plant might just as well reflect
boredom and readiness to move on, as a great attachment to the
particular place of work.

a

Additional limitations to the generalizability or interpretability
of the findings may inhere in the study design. As noted already,
the study began at the point of anticipation of plant closing and
ended two years after plant closing. A longer observation period
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prior to the event and following the event might have established
better baseline xlata and better evidence regftding long term
effects. The impact on other members of thejamily and other
members of the community in which the plant closed down was
not examined. The role. of the general economic climate -in the
geographical areas of the plants tould not be assessed. Some or:

'these limitations, of course, %simply reflect the limits of what can
be reasonably accomplished within one study and the iiimits
imposed on the investigator's access to the phenomenon (e.g., true
6aseline data prior to any anticipation). These limitations are not
overcome as much by trying to design a better and larger study,
but by carrying out a variety of studies in a variety of settingsIt
should also be noted that stua designs usually represent implicit

e or explicit trade-offs. For example, studying A tptal plant closing
enables theinvestigator to have a goothhold ,on various possible
self-selection biases, but preve4s,hinj from studying job loss in
the context of strong self-blame.,

f
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We are quite 'aware that our resultgindicating a limited mental
health impact of job loss, do not particularly agree -with the
ecological analyses which have related cyclical fluctuations in the
economy to some aggregated indicator of mental health status of a
pepulation, such as rate of psychiatric hospitalizations. This
approach, made visible mRst recently by Brenner (1973, 1976), has
itself had its ups and dow)t-s-in popultrity (e.g.,. Dayton? 1940;
Henry and Short, ),954; Hovland and Sears, 1940; Hurlburt,
1932), evei since the pioneering analyses carried out by Durkheim.
However, it would be unfortunate if this approatt were to ,sink
once more into disuse and obscurity (among oho-economists)
without it being first subjected to a thOrough-going- evaluation of
its rationale, its methodology, and its complex data manipula-
tions. Ideally, such an explication of the strengths and weaknesses
of this approach should come from its most devoted practitioners.
In the fneantime, we shall have to be satisfied with the progress of
other investigators who have subjected the approach to partial
criticism and evaluation, and who have introduced useful !
innovations and variations on the basic approach (e.g., Catalano
and Dooley, 1977; Dooley and Catalano, 1978a, and 1978b; Liem
afid Liem, 1978; Marshall and Funch, in press).
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Discrepant,i, Or partially discrepant, results Eire not a rare
phenomenon in the social sciences. in such circunfstances,
progress, rathey than stalemate and cbausion, is still possible if
the different methodologies are examined fdr their strengths and
weaknesses. When- discrepancies due to methodological short-
comings are discarded, whak may remain are genuine leads
pointing toward new areas of inquiry and toward as yet ignored
processes or risk factors. However, i is difficult to see how results
from methodologically sound studies of individuals could be
discarded because of discrepant results from ecological analyses.
Rather, it would appear that results of methodologically sound'
ecological analyses puld Point toward as yet unexamined
variables and processEs in the studies of individuals.

A -
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10
THE SOCIAL IMPACT

OF STRESS,

PETER MARRIS

All civilizations have been founded upon deeply, stressful
relationshilis, where people have simultaneously feared and
depended upon each other; where men have intimidated women
and parents have put the fear of God into their children; where the
weak have feared the strong and the strong have fearea their
rivals; where beyond the sea, the mountains, or the river the
enemy is always forming. numat labor is so valuable that the
temptation to commandeer it has always overwhelmed that other
ideal of a golden age where people live together in harmony and
affection. By force of arms, indebtedness, slavery or serfdom, by
the capture of resources or the assertion of sexual or parental
rights,, people have been driven to work for others, to defend
themselves by their own petty tyrannies, to mingle their mutual
dependence and love with mutual fear. Societies unlike this are the
curiosities of anthropologists: remote shy glimpses of human
possibilities caught only in legends and utopian fantasies.

Nor has this fearful organization ever overcome the abiding
natural dangers of famine and disease. Only in the last hundred
-years have doctors learned how to cure; only in the last two
hundred have farmers discovered how to multiply their yield; and
these achievements have been matched .withlieW and even more
terrifying fears of global devastation---lears so monstrous that we
can still scarcely grasp their eN:rident possibility.

The ways we deal With -these fear§ profoundly influence the
nature of a society, and this is what I- mean here by the social
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impact of stress. Stress, as the outcome of experiences we share
through the relationshipS we create, generates ideological gnd
institutional reactions that, in their" Win, change those

relationships. I want to suggest that these yeactions are not
characteristically concerned with the causes of stress, but that they
justify theM, compensate for them, and ritually allay them; and so

-they not only inhibit those actions which might reduce the streSses

of life, but glorify and'entrenclr them instead. I believe this to be
as true, here and now; as it has ever been.

In'the first place, stress seemorto be more bearable when we can
accept its,inevitabflityr Once stiffering is given purpose, we can
find reasons to live in spite of it. When people are severely
bereaved, folr instance, the meaninglessness of life without the
dead at first plunges them into the 'despair of grief. Only. as they
can gradually reconstruct a sense of meaning in their lives does the
psychic energy to go on living return, and 'that meaning has to
ihcorporate loss, to enfold suffering in an unbreakable strand-of
purpose. It is, I think, this urgent need to find and hold to a reason
for living thal makes people so often accomplices in sustaining the
ideology of their own exploitation. To wear oneself out in labor
for- others, to be rejected, is the will of God, service for the
greatest good of all, the justice of amocracy, the biological '
destiny of women or of inferior races; whatever the reasons, they
invite resignation to hardships that have taken on meaning in some

larger scheme. If you deny thpse reasons, you deny the
fundamental need to suffer what you cannot change. It takes the
courage of uncommon convictio6 to affirm a purpose for which
the institutions the texts apd symbols, and the everyday
expectations have not yet been created. Because it is an

interpretation so unrealistic, so foolish and self-destructive, in the
end it is destructive of others and therefore wicked. Hence, one
aspect of stress is that it becomes incorporated into the social
ideologY As a necessary virtue: we believe it hardens, purifies,
enobles us. Then, the culture begins to generate stressful-
situations, even where they are not necessaryas in education Or
playto inculcnte these virtues. A traditional \English public
school education, with its beathigs, fagging, ireliness and

3 ")
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'emotional reprentori once _.represented, it seems to ine, an
endurance test for the creation of men who, would -bear,
honolrably, the "white man's "burden," and so could claim the
moral right to demand suffering of others.

But stress ajso generates psychological withdrawal. We imagine
ourselves, orke we have passed through this life, rebeirn into
iitinortal happiness;. or, we dismiss niisery as mere appearance,
irrelevant to the inner core of being. In his essay on conteinporad
India, A Wounded Civilization, V. S. Naipiul suggests the
influence of both these cleienses on. the impoverishnient of Indiiir
social thought°.

Men had retreated to thelr last injegnable defebses: their
knowledge of who theONere, their aste, their karma, their
unshakable place in the scheme of things; and this knowledge
was like their knowledge of the seasons. latials marked th a
passage of each day; rituals marked every stage of a man's
life. Life itself had been timed to ritual; 'and everything be-
'yond this cOmplete and satytified worldwhere fulfillment
came so easily to a man or to a womanwas vain and
phantasmal.

KingdOms, empires, projects . . ., they had come and gone.
The monUments of ambition and restlessness littered the
land, so matt); of thew abandoned or destroyed, so many
unfinished, the wo'rkof dynasties suddenly supplanted. India
taught the vanity of all action, . .

Only India, with' its great past, its' civilization,* its
philosophy, and its almost holy poverty, offbred this truth;
India was the truth. So to Indians, India col0 detach kitself
from the rest of the wortd. The world could be divided into
India and non-India. AN spia, for all its surface *ors,
could be proclaimed, without disingenuousness or cruelty, as
perfect.'

The Americad derivatives of this quietism- declare: it's all right,
anything can be beautiful, no one, need, feel guilt,because there is

1. V. S."Naipaul, India:. A Wounded Civilization (New York: Vintage, 19*, p. 26.
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nothing to 'be guilty .of. Reality. is notla.n independent creation but
'uncovers its tnany faces to the aftuned. Without the resplmsibility
for its relief, stress itself belongs with the illusion of mere
appearance.

thirdly, we exorcise stress with rituals: offering sacrifices,
concocting magic, acting for the sake of action, even when we no
longer believe in tfie logic that once, perhaps, give these rituals.a
sufficient purpose. If one reaction to stress -is passive acceptance,
its complement is a compulsion to be doipg soinething to cimnbat
it: to propitiatt danger With burnt offerings, prayers, scapegqats,
research, or conferences: And*then, to challenge the utefulness of
all this activity becomes subversive.

Each bf these reactiN repiesents, I believe, a deeply embedded
'human response to stress. Apathy, restlessness, the search for an
'escape into consoling states of being, and the need for ritual art all
apparent in the behavior of the bereaved; they seem to be, indeed,
necessary to the working out of grief. I suspect we will always look
for such defenses to palliate anxiety. Mit the inevitattility of

''suffering is a pergonal experience. When these defenses are
projected into the. ideology, institutions, and culture of society
their effect is to justify,' make sense of, or absolve suffering in a
context where it becomes no longer inevitable but contrived by the
collective outcome' of human- actions. And so these impulses
inhibit the will, the conceptions, and the actions which might
attack the causes of suffering.

Many aspects of modern American society offer characteristic
responses to Sqesg; t4e, glorification of competitiveness, as the
necessary and therefdre admirable requisite of prosperity; of
masculine aggression and feminine gelfesacrifice, as the natural
ands therefore mature ekpressions of se)Cuality; the relentless
exploitation of anxiety by advertisers who offer paten0,irrelevant
goods to palliate our fears of being unloved, dishonored,
unsuccessful; the new doctrines of narcissistic nonattachment,
variously blended of quietism, meditation, psychotherapy and
hype; ttnd perhaps above all, The ideal of the. American
homehaven, as Christopher kaseh puts it, in a heartless world.

0
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It .was Eathertnë Beecher who, tlfe publication of The,
American Woman's Home, in 1869, most explicitly defined the
home as et once the engine of capitalist society and .a retreat from
its hafshnes's.2 M Dolores Hayden writes, Catherine Beecher saw
the home as "a Christian 'commonwealth,' where the woman is
the 'minister of the home.' As head, of the-'home qiurch of Jesus
Christ,' she can inculcate 10 to 12 offspring with the idea pf 'work
and self-ShcrificA fot the public good' and 'living for others more
than for self.' Exaggerated gender differences reinforce the rtion
of a worldly, competent male needing the spiritual presence of an
other 'worldly, domestic female. The woman establishing herself as
minister of Salvation in the home finds her parish, her office, and
her life identically bounded."3 Catherine Beecher described this
ambience as "the true Protestant system . . . the Heaven-devised
plan of the family state." Within the of a Gothic cottage,
neat, unpretentious and functionally efficient, she conceived a
Way of life 'that at once inculcates a rationalization of- and
submission to all the stresses of industrial society, provides endless
busy work to allay its anxieties, and insulates 'the home as a
spiritual retreat against the inevitably aggressive, cruel world of
men. She even recommended, with a frankness few advertisers
would dare to copy, insatiable consumption: ",The use of
superfluities, therefore, to a certain extent, is as indispensable to
promote industry, virtue and religion as any direct giving of
money or time."

This is the home, stripped of its overtly Christian symbolism, we
still know so well: with its mortgage we cannot reallY afford; its
quiet neighborhood no longer altogether safe; its endless gadgets
and playihings we do not need; its harassed, rarely present father,
frustrated, isolated mother, and bored, spiritually undernourished
children, who wonder,. what it is all for. Yet though a teenage
daughter may be pregnant, a son taking drugs, though there's a...
gun in the desk and another in the glove box of the car, ahd the

11,

2. golores Hayden, "Catherine Beecher and the Politics of Hotisework" in SUsana
Terre, ed. Women in American Architecture (New York: Watson-Guptil, 1977).

3. Catherine BeeFher, The American froman?s Home (1869) and A Treatise on Irmesstic`
Economy (1841), quoted in Dolores Hayden above.
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parents may Iv heading towards their second divorces, the myth
that somehovi home could be a tranquil, loving reward, a final
affirmation after all -the struggles and humiliations, rimains very
powerful. And so, of course, sometimes it isdften enough to
make the hope seem possibtt to realize. But home remains at best a
relief from a compensation for, and a justification of, a
profoundly stressful structure of relationships it makes no attempt
to change. The inequaliiies -of race and class and sex are
compounded by the residential patterns it intposgo, harnessing
people to the competitive grind .6y its relentless costsied so itself
becoming infected and corrupted by the societal strains it seeks to
escape.

"But there is another aspect to Americansideology, and that is a
secular, pragmatic refusal to accept the necessity of stiffering: No
other people seem so unreconciled to ill health, unhappiness, even
mortality itself. Only an American president would, I think, have
announced that a modest appropriation designed to help some
poor communities would constitute a war to eradicate poverty in
the United States, as if to admit that no prompt, wholesale
solution was at hand would be an- unacceptable confession of
failure. The very idea, of discussing stressnot this stress or that,
but stress as any and every manifestation of the pain.and anxiety
of lifeseems to me to represent a readiness to challenge the need
for suffering that is peculiarly American. Most societies have in
the past turned to religion to justify and compensate fdr the
hardships of Ming; out of American Protestantism evolved a
worldly individualism uniquely dedicated to the ideal that
happiness was a realizable pursuit for all. In this sense, the arrival
of a seriously and traditionally religious president reintroduces
into American politics a reactionary spirit of Agignation.

Yet this positivism is still largely modern magic: a methodical, A

solemn ritual for curing evils which it cannot, ,from the nature of
its assumptions, effectively change. Its structure of thought
prevents positivism froth açkiokdging the nature of stress.
Becauie it denies the need f r Suffering; it is impatient with grief,
scarcely understanding it o assigning a place to it, and so does not

t
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reach its underlying cause. Lt me try to explain, very briefly,
w-hat I think that cause is.

We experience stress, I sttgest,, when we lose confidence in our
ability to handle relationships, either with the physical world or
with each other. This loss of confidence arises from an inability to
control, a breakdown of expectat1ons a sense of being at the
percy Of unpredictable and indomitable force4from complexities
and contradictions we cannot Inaster. Hence we continually try to
secure, as .best we can, predictable and controllable Telationships;
and those who have more power will tend, characteristically, to
secure the prediftability of the relationships that benefit them at
the expensq of those who hasyek power. .

Yet to secure the predittability of relationships involves much
more than a siartle prediction of events; it involves an ability to
classify events, each of which is in some sense unique, into
regularly related sets, so that we can react to ihem and manipulate
them purposfully. It requires a- structure designed to represent and
reproduce a conception of reality. In part, this structure may be
highly generalizable, as common language, a shared religion and .

science, custom and convention. But, in part too it is unique to
each individual, because it has been organized around the specific
purposes and relationships that each man and woman has grown
into. That is, many of our most crucial purposes are not
generalizable but are attached to unique, irreplaceable circum-
stances. We become bonded to each other ,as parent and child, as
lovers; we come to love a place, become (as we say) wedded to a
particular ambition. And the specific meaning of our lives is
embedded in these crucial relationships. Whenever we cannot
create or sustain this meaning, either becaliChe relationships lOsi
their reliability or because the purposes that have organized its
structure disintegrate, we undergo stress. So, fqr inkance, an
unfamiliar society becomes stressful because we do not understand
how it works; disappointment is stressful because it robs us of an
expectation around which we had organized our world; the loss of
someone to whom we are intimately attached is deeply stressful
because it disrupts both relationship and purpose, so that life
seems at once unintelligible and aimless.

3 99
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Correspondingly, we cannot change or venture without stress.
Only when we experience incompetence, embarrassment and
anxiety are we learning; but these situations tan'be tolerable when
we choose them on our own terms and can contain them. As we
grow up, we try to consolidate a meaning to our llies in thought
and feeling and the relationships that einbody them, secure against
fundamental disruption. But tile search for inviola'ble meaning
leads in partly contradictory directions. We are impielled to protect
the bonds of affection through whiáh our capacity to love and care
becomes .realized, since vAthout them nothing would matter
anythore. Yet we also seek to ab'stract, and generalize our
principles of understanding so that they can encompass whatever
maytapOn,. since then we would never be at a loss. What we call
wisdom is, I think, essentially an awareness of fills intprplay' of
tholight and feeling in the structure of our lives, a seal** how
general principles become realized in emotional attachments, and
how these Attachments in turn inform the purposes of
generalization; of how midi life is at once unique and organized by
universal truths.

am suggesting, then, that stress arises from loss of confidence
in our ability to handle our circumstances---/kwhether out of the
fear that crucial resources are, failing, that we are at the mercy of
capricious or malign forces, that those we love may be taken from
us, or that we cannot master what we need to learn. Our
confidence rests on an organiiation of reality into manageable
relationships, which is as much a synthesis of our purposes and
attachments as a representation of the principles on which we
operate. So to avoid stress we must reach an understanding at once
universal enough -to make sense of any, event we are likely to
encounter, and yet rooted in those specific relationships from
which meaningful purposes arise. And those needs conflict. Once
we commit purselves we are vulneralile; the circumstances in
which life will have a vital and cOnfident meaning become
particularized. But systematic thought dm hopes to embrace all
understanding cannot do more than make sense of abstractions;
we cannot live by it. So we try., with more or less success, to
balance the rational, instrumental, and emotionally committed
aspects of mrning. We try to love, but not blindly.
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The dominant structure of. thought, and therefore of
organization, represented by American positivism seems to
frustrate that interplay. Its science manipulates generalizable
orders of relationship, abstracting form from content in more and
more inchisive systems, in search of an ultimately indomitable,
universal ' competence. It operates by reducing content to
undifferentiated eleinehts Which can then be recombined to stand
foE any complex actual events whatever, according to.the formal
properties of the relationships abstracted from it. Physical science
is only the mo,st sophisticated achievement in-our pursuit of an
invulnerable ordering of reality. In every'aspect of experiencein
economic and political relationships, the psychology of human
behavior, in social denization-Twe look for the elements of a
system that in the end will merge with every other in a completed
cosmology. Accordingly, unique experiences, like learning
something, loving someone, making something, are reduced to the
universal elements from which they can be compounded.

The power of this mode of uhderstanding stems from the most
basic principles of human learning. But it does not by itself create
meaning, unless it is informed by that other bondiug of purpose to
specific attachments. Whenever this method 'of understanding is
applied in social action, it requires that any event be treated as
equivalent to any other event in its class. The more scientific social
intervention seeks to be, the more it treats behavior and
satisfactions as interchangeable. So, for instance, scientific
management tries to break work down into discrete processes that
can be aoeomplished indifferently by any one of. a class of
workers; rational administration conceptualizes relationships as a
formal interaction of roles, where people are substitutable;
comprehensive policy analysis reduces actual choice to a
calculation of costs and benefits. Eir'en when this science
recognizes that people will not willingly be regimented as
undifferentiated units, its response/ is simply to incorporate
another generalizable satisfaction and to mass produce personal-
ized products, management techniques, anthoympathetic environ-
ments. A science fiction story by Frederick Pohl recounts the
frustrations of a patient locked in contest with his computer
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therapist, 4Thcose agreeable, achiptable appearance of 'humanity
only makes the layers of scientific impersonality more im-
penetrable.'

Thi positivism leads toward a 'society dominated by an
operati glogic where to make use of its theoretical grisp, people
must 1Ye interchangeable. If it makes sense to close a factory here,
open another there, to shift resources from region to ,region or
nation to nation, human labor must be rbstitutable from one
place to another: ikorkers must either 'love or be replaced. If
inflation or recession is to be regulated in accordance with
monetary theory, people must be reduced to units of consumption
whose aggregate 1?ehavior can be forecast. If someone has suffered
a loss, the solution is to find a replacement. Any generalizable
system that operates so as to maximize bene90 presupposes that
outcomes can be expressed in the sum of equivalent units, whethei
of profit or econtnnic growth or welfare.

This preoccupation with aggregate results discounts the
significance of personal attachments. Our distress at change is
blamed on our inability to adapt, not on the changes themselves.
We ought to accept whatever is more profitable, efficient or
productive, however it upsets our lives. Grief is sickness; love of
the familiar, ignorance. We should retrain, relocate, remain
flexible. Such an ideology of responsiveness to change is
persuasive(because it advocates qualities valuabje in individual
learning. But as a societal attitude, it implies that people should
continually adapt to the logic of management, that large-scale,
aggregate problem-solving must always set the conditions of any
response. Such an ideology clearly benefits the greatest
concentrations of economic and political power, since to realize
that power, to manage huge and complex enterprises successfully,
a systematic reduction of reality to relatively simple, aggregable
elements is crucial. Correspondingly, the more sophisticated the

. techniques and theories of manageent, the wider becomes the
possible scope of concentrated control.

4. Frederik Pohl, Gateivay Ballantine, 19"M.
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The more exclusively this whole conceptual structure of
operation comes to predominate, the more if creates stress. It
uproots people (rom the context in which their lives have meaning
by its indifference to the specific nature of attachMent. Personal
relationships become literally unintelligible. They can only be
understood systematically as relationshipg of exchange, in which
the need for sex, companionship, nurturing, or support becomes
an object of psychic barter: and as such, its fulfillment would still
'leave us deeply lonely. The true nature of our needs remains
unprotected in the scheme of adaptation. At the same time, the
concentrations of power that -derive from and exploit the
possibilities of science create, enormous inequalities of contrOl:
and, as I suggested earlier, these inequalities will be reflected in
vulnerability to uncertainty. The powerful, in managing.
relationships so as to secure for' themselves the most highly
predictable environment they can, inevitably make that enWron-
ment less predictable for the weaker. Power is, above 411, the
ability to transfer the burden of risk to others.

Thus positivism, seemingly so intolerant of suffering, becomes
distorted into a system of -control that imposes, very unequally, a
highly stres'sful ideology of adaptdiion. Since it cannot take into
account those conditions that would create and sustain personal
goals, it constantly undermines them. As the concentrations of
economic power grow, so does the scale of social maladjustment;
devasted city neighborhoods, new cities and regions overwhelmed.
by ephemeral booms -as their resources are exploited, rising
unemployment, inflation, and taxes. The responses to that lack of
adaptation become increasingly ruthless, as policy analysts begin
to talk not only of how to help, but whom: which of the wounded
shalrbe. left to die?

In reaction, people are seeking to. reassert control over their
circumstances by grabbing defensively at whatever seems to
protect them against these remote( uncontrollable forces. Cities
enact moratoria on growth, refusing,to releage sewer hookups or
building permits; human barricades gather to guard familiar
landmarks froin the bulldozeri; 'highways stop before stiffening
neighborhood resistance. And they are in revolt against taxes.
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PropositIon 13 went before the voters in Californiaa simple-
minded measure to roll Oack property taxes and hold than, by
law, to a fixed and modest level. I can understand why it won: that
last sanctuaryj of security, owning one's own home; carried a
constaptly doubling burden of taxation that threatened to price it
beyond reach. And the symbolic 'appeal of this revolt against
government seemed to draw even renters into support, though
they had nothing to gain and something to lose by it.',

-c Such reactions are the counterpart of impersonal rationalism:
simplistic, emotional, and no more capable. of affectins the
underlying causes of Stress. I doubt very-- much whether
homeowners will, as a whole, benefit from Proposition/13: they
will pay the same taxes somehowp or if they do not, they will
confront other stresses such as impoverished schools" and services.
The gesture is, too, just as arbitrary in the hardships it imposes.
Suddenly, unpredictably, the careers of teachers and social
wo'rkers, as well as the services on which many depend, are
threatened. Similarly, the moratorium on sewer hookups in
Bolinas did not prevent growth or preserve the quality of a way of
life; it created new patterns of illegal building, a beleagered
Psychology, and a fantasy of village life borrowed from the very
people it had expropriated. These defenses are characteristically
selfish, crude, and intemperate. They resemble the obstinate
negations of people who feel at bottom helpless, and. can only
cling desperaiely to the.defensive strategies within their grasp. So
an overweaning poseivism provokes a correspondingly distorted,
popularfonservatisffi.

I have argued that societies characteristically deal with stress by -4
justifying its necessity, as America glorifies the competitive
struggle; by psychological withdrawal and compensatory fanta-
sies, as America idealizes the suburban family home; and . by
creating a cosmology capable, in principle, of grasping reality -as a
wholea universal religion to provide bah explanation and

5. The information about Proposition 13 colnes from The Los Angeles Times, May 27th,

and about Bolinas from David Dubbinch (research in progress). I discuss the relationships
between grief and loss of meanhig much more fully in my Loss and Change (New York:

Anchor Books, 1975).
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response: Ours, I suggest, is a religion of scientific adaptation.
-,The social impact of Stress, in its largest sense, is the consequence
of these ideological strategies. Though they make stress more
manageable, they also compound it, because they inform, justify,
end promote the ways of thinking, the institutions, and regulative
operations of a stwture of social relationships that is inherently
stressful.

-

Yet there dare traditions ok thought, from thq myth of a lost
Eden- to communism, which constantliS return, in faith or
nostalgia, to the roots of stress in human organization. Raymond
Williams, in The Country and the City traces pastoral lament for a
once whole and happy way of life from contemporary writing to
the oetry of ancient Greece.6 I think tbat as idealists we are

racted to these traditions, and as intellectuals, suspicious of
their naiveteconfused by a social 'science that tries to incorporate
both radicalism and social engineering.

Of all the contemporary American endeavors to tackle the roots
of stress, I think the women's m6vement comes* closest' to a
practical radicalism, as much because of, as in spite of the
ambiguities it contains. It recognizes that "the fundamental causes

, of stress lie in uncertainty of meaningthe contradictions which
beset a woman's search for identity and purpose and the deeply
embedded structure of relationships that imposes, exploits,
rationalizes, and .yet undermines them. But it also recognizes that

hi.he restructuring of these relationships has to come about in the
context of intimate personal relationships, in the everyday
language of exchanges between men and women; wilhout that
affirmative action, or promotion of women executives merely
draws a few women into complicity with the masculine pattern of
competitive dominance and exploitation. Hence the movement has
to struggle to change the distribution of opportunities between the
sexes, while remaining profoundly., critical of what those
opportunities stand for. To sustain this ambivalence, it has created
a network of support, of sympathy, and learning, that tries to
interrelate many different levels of action and awareness. In this

6. Raymond Williams, The Country and the City (New York: Oxford University Press,
1975).
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sense, It understands the interplay between the need for conceptual
organization and the nee'd to interpret the meaning of those
conceptions in the everyday circumstances.of individual lives with

a greater sensitivity and a fuller understanding of the ambiguities
inherent in all change than other social movements.

It seems to me that the women's movement is creative, where so
many other reactions are merely defensive, theoretical, or
withdrawn, and we can leaf n from it what questions to ask. What
are the rOots of stress in human relationships? How are they
rationalized ancl 'perpetuated? How can people use a radical ideal
in circumstances where it can be realized only through a long
process of understanding and change? How can they liVe with the
practicable actions that fall short of their ideal, without becoming
either co-opted or isolated?' How do they find the courage and
support to exchange resignation to stress for the stress of rejecting
a structure they cannot at once ,change? I hesitate to call these
questions for research; that solinds too uninvolved, too detached
from the feelings and attachments& which alone give intellectual
endeavors themselves any meaning. nut they are, I think, the
crucial questions, apd they need to be understood through the
evidence of empirical enquiry.

a
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DISCUSSION

JAMES S. HOUSE

Ivar Berg has told us that he advises students io avoid problems
in which neither the independent nor dependent variables are
clearly defined. A certain lack Of clarity in either the independent
or the dependent variables can be tolerated, but not in both. This
is good advice; yet if ye had all been students of Ivar's we would
not be here today, because the problem of the economy and
mental health plainly involves loosely conceived independent and
dependent variables. And unfortunately, to bring in the concept of
stress does little to alleviate that-problem and perhaps only makes
it worse. The papers of Dr. Curtis, Stan Kasl, and Peter Marris
illustrate both the promise and the p?oblems that characterize the
issues with which we are dea,ling, and help to txplain why we
continue to work on these issues despite their often difficult and
even frustrating nature. I hope to 'show that these three very
different papers have three common concerns or themes. My
comments will not so much seek to present new points as to
einphasize concerns already discussed here.

First, as a the papers exemplify, perhaps as strongly as on
could wish the multidisciplinary and multilevel nature of the
problem at and. Dr. Curtis, a psychophysiologically oriented
physician, di ts our attention to the ways in which an individual
responds to stimuli behaviorally, psychologically, and physiolog-
ically, the specificity versus the generality of the effects, of such
responses across stimuli, across indivichtals, and across /different

. types of responses. Stan Kasl takes the sociopsychological
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perspec6e that has been most familiar to us in this conference
and presehts an excellent and innovative longitudinal study of how
the immediate social environments of individualstheir work
situation, family and community settingaffect their physical and
mental health. Finally, Peter Marris presents an important
sociological and anthropological , perspective on how social
institutions develop in response to the 'ubiquitous stresses of
human life and in turn influence the ways that people experience
and deal with these stresses.

Thus, these papers cover a wide range from the societal down to
the hormonal and so illuminate, if not the range of each of our
in4ividual concerns, at least the range of our collective
preoccupations. This multidisciplinary, multilevel nature of the
field is an element that attracts researchers to this area, although it
also contributes to its difficulty as an area of concentration.

Bob Kahn attempts to develop 'linkages between the various
levels, particularty between macro-economic phenomena and
individual well-being. In his words, the crucial issue is "what's in
the [black] box" that eonverts events at the macro-economic level
into effects on individual well-being. His comments, and the
accompanying papers and -discussion in general, deal with the
immediate social situation of individuals, e.g., role relations,
social supports, or personal economic deprivations. As a social
psychologist myself, I believe we are much in neea of such
formulations.

It is well to...recognize, however, that there are really multiple
black boxes 'here. There is at least a partial black box in our
conceptions of how social and psychological stimulitare translated
into physiological reactions. Dr. Curtis ably reviews the limits of
our knowledge in this area. And, as a number of comments
indicated, we need to elaborate the phenomena and linkages at the
macro end of the scale, an endeavor of value both scientifically
and as a means to develop a knowledge base that will be useful in
planning policy interventions at the variot8 levels of social
organizations.

3 ! s
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Thjs will entail further elaboration of the nature of the
nomy,-" asEliot Sclarhas suggested. This can-best-be done by

economists and macro-sociologists, but clearly Ahe economy
encompasses a great deal more than unemployment rates, which
indeed (as Sally Bould has suggested) may not be the most
significant aspect of the economy. The economy involves levels of
personal income and characteristics of the occupational structure,
of particular jobs, and of the labor market, as Well as other
phenomena. I am concerned that there may be other variables
closely related to unemployment rates (e.g., levels ot personal
income) that may correlate just as stronglyor more stronglx
with the health consequences' that Harvey Brenner has so
dramatically linked with uneMployment. The seeming contradic-
tion between Brenner's apregate analysis of the effects of
unemployment and those of Stan Kast ana Sidney' Cobb at the
individual level clearly indicate need to tonsider a wide range of
the various aspects of the economy. We need to consider, and not
just as control variables, other social institutions such as union
formation and attivity, community integration, or govermnent,
labor or health policies, which may play roles in the effect of the
economy on health and/or on how individuals react to the
eConomy. Elaborating our conception of the economy will' also
involve, making a greater differentiation between levels of the
economy, such as national versus state versus local. The nature of
the latior market at any given tilnesay be very different at
different levels ,or across different units (e.g., states) at the same
level.

The second common theme of these papers is their focus on
stress, clearly one of the most plausible mechani ms for the
understanding , of the impact of macro-econoMi forces on
individual mental health. A variety of stress hypothe es has been
implicit in most of our discussions,. But we must re ognize that
"stress" is not a unitary explanatory concept and is s nly one of
several possible factors that link the economy to heal h. Consider
the effects of an increase in the unemployme rate hi a
metropolitan area, resulting in job loss for number of
individuals; certainly the loss of a job will hav a variety of
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consequences. Some of them involve what we define as
stresse.g., the-loss of meaningful work, or of self-esteeni, or of
social ties. However, job loss may have other consequences, such

as the loss of income and of .1h9se fringe benefits that had
previously slistained good nutrition and ensured good medical
care, considerations that can be deleterious to health regardless of
the level 9f stress. experienced. Further, as Catalano and Dooley
suggest, economic change can alter or modify the social processes
by which persons become jdentified as mental health cases, thus
yielding apparent chaqges in mental health that may have nothing
to do with The eff cts of unemployment on individuals or
households.

In sum, we need careful., evaluation of a wide range of
alternative explanations of exactly how the macro=economy does
affect health. Understanding what is "in the box," that is, which
explanation is correct, ig .a critical factor in policy Interventions
(other than those affecting the Macro-economy itself) that seek to
alleviate the harmful impacts of economic changes on ttnental
health. If loss of meaningful work or self-esteem is the major
consequence of unemployment, the policy implications are quite
different from those that emerge if the problem is, say, loss ot
income and medical benefits. Various "stress" hypotheses are
among those, although they are not the only ones, that could be
considered and evaluated. Furthermore, we must specify the type
of stress that& becomes problematic for particular workers.

Finally, let me note that these three papers all underline, though
in different ways; the validity of looking 'at the health effect of
stress--land probably of the edoriomy more generallyas a
process occurring over time. Only in this way can we clearly
document the causal impact of the economy on, health, whether
through stress ,or other mechanisms, and gain some comprehen-
sion of how individuals adapt to stress. Curtis has approached
these issues experimentally, Kasl has utilized a longitudinal field
study, and Marris ha's taken ari historical and observational
approach. But all three of them study stress as a process occurring
over time.

3 2
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. The three emes common to the three papers poineto a number
-cif directions that should broadeh our research in terms of social
time and space. First, we need more research that will examine
multiple levels and aspects of the phenomena of economy and
health. For example, we must bridge the gap between studies of
individual-level versus aggregate data and bring together in the
same studies data on individuals and on different levels and
aspects of the social environments to which they are exposed. We
need to look at how individual health varies as a function both of
mitployment status and of the unemployment ,Tates in the
localities, states, and regions in which the workers jive. We should
measure the availability of social support as it is perceived by
individuals and .as it is manifested in their objective social 1

networks and in the integration of their neighbOrhoOds and
. = communities. Such efforts, require social psychologists to develop s

a more macro-orientation, while requiring of' econbmists and
macro-sociologists a more micro-orientation.

Second; we need more examination of data over time at the
individual as well as at the aggregate level. If we are, to firmly
establish the impact of the economy on-health, we must achieve at
the level of individuals the time ordering of variables piat is
characteristic of aggregate. time series data. A major deficiency in '

J our knowledge of the economy and healih, and more generally of
stress and health, is the lack ot solid longitudinal data. Such data
are challenging and expensive to collect and to analyze. But

/ without them, we are condemned to the indeterminacy that
presently prevails, for example, in our unaerstanding of the
re l tionship between socioeconomic status and mental health.

e uSeful way to obtain such longitudinal data would be to
assess more fully the health consequences of naturally occurring 'r

social change. Social eXperiments have been carried out in respect
to the, negative income lax, social and technological redesign of
jobs and organizations, and emplorient,training and placement.
Why not 'assess the health consequences of such experiments along
with their other economic and social consequences?. Finally, as
Peter Marris suggests, we should experiment withoeducing social
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and economic stress in order to improve health, and carefully
evaluate the results.

Third, as Bob Kahn points out, and as I have already indicated,
a central goal of both interdisciplinary or multilevel research and
longitudinal research should be* specify those linkages or
mechanisms "in the box" that link the economy Etna other aspects
of the.rocial environment to health.

In conclusion, we need nor only more research of the sort we
have be#Itoing, but also research of the kind we have largely not
been doing. This will not be an easy task. We are all more
comfortable dealing with concepts and data at the level typically
employed in our disciplines:but the question we wish to answer
cuts across these levels and disciplines. We do hot have wide
experience or great expertist in analyzing data on the 'same
indviduals at several points in time, though we are learning.
Nevertheless we must begin to move in these unfamiliar directions,
with due regard for our limited competence, if we are to achieve
the advances in socially useful knowledge that may accrue from
them.
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DOES ECONOMIC CHANGE

PROVOKE OR UNCOVER
BEHAVIORAL DISORDER?

; A PRELIMINARY TEST

-1 ABSTRACT

RALPH CATALANO
DAVID DOOLEY tw.

Recent analyses (Brenner, 1969, 1969a, 1076; Marshall and Funch,
1979; Sclar and Hoffman, 1978) of annual archiv data suggyt that.
admission .to mental hospitals" is significantly aspciated with prior
macroeconomic changes. These findings have beei1i cjlticized (Dooley
and Catalano, 1977) on several grounds, the most im t of which is
failure to identify intervening variables. Subsequent research4 (Catalano
and Dooley, 1977; Dooley and Catalano, 1978a) has suggested that two
intervening variables, stress in day-to-day life and mental depression,
vary with economic change. The research has not, however, been de-
signed to discriminate between two competing hypotheses: i.e., whether
economic change serves to uncover existing untreated cases or to provoke
symptoms in persons previously normal. This paper, based on data col-
lected in one metropolitan community during the early 1970s, describes a
method that seeki to determine which hypothesis will better explain the
relationship between economic change and mental hospitalization.
Limitations inherent in the available data emphasize the need for further
replication, but the implications of the preliminary fmdings, for mental
health service delivery and for primary prevention, are examined here.*

*The order of authorship was determined by coin flip. The research was supporttd by
National Institute of Mental Health Grant Mil-2893440AI.

The authors wish to thank Mary Keebler of the Department of Mental Health of the
State of Missouri, Lois Tetrick of the Western Missouri Mental Health Center of Kansas
City, Deidre Klassen of the Greater Kansas City Mental Health Foundation, and Lori
Radloff and. Don Rae of the National Institute of Mental Health for their patience and
assistance in helping us obtain the case opening data employed in this analysis. We alsii
thank the Center for Epidemiologic Studies, Division of Biometrz and Epidemiology of the
National Institute of Mental Health for earlier assistance in proviaing the survey time series
used in this seiondary analysis. AppreciatiOn is also expressed to Sig Fidkye and Norm
Jacobson for their computational work.
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Seientific notice of the impact of economic change on human
well-being dates back akleast to the late 19th Century (Durkheim,
1897). Empirical analy-ses of relationships between macroeco-
nomic variables and health and behavioral problems appear
regularly, although not freguentlY, in the literature (see Dooley..
and Catalano, in presi, for a comprehensive overview of research
in this aim°. By far the most exhaustive study -has been made by
M. H. Brenner (1969, 1973), who the influence of
economic conditions on mental hospita admissions in New.York
'State from 1913 to 1967.

Brenner's 'data and methods have been' described in detail
elsewhere (Dooley and Catalano, 1977; Catalano and Dooley,
1977; Eyer, 1977). He found that, controlling for long term and
cyclic ftrends, first admissions, to mental hospitals rose as New
York State's economic well-Keing declined, and vice versa. The
relationship was strongest when the dependent variable "lagged"'
one or two years behind the economic variable. This relationship
ivas found to be reversed for persons of less than grammar school
education, as well as for women with high shool educations, and
for the elderly. Brenner's explanation here was that economic .
downturns provoke a behavioral pathology that leads to increased ,
confinement in institutions. The minority who do not reactin this
way experience, according to him, relative deprivation when the
ecgnomy expands and relative improvement wheu it shrinks.

Catalano and Dooley (1977) have noted that while Brenner
adopts a "provocation" explanation, his dings do not exclude a

Ifrival "uncovering" hypothesi, which: mes that the incidence
of behavioral disorder is random or is constant over time, and that
economic change can influence institutionalization through such
factors as reduced tolerance in the home or a lessened 'ability to
care for the behaviorally diiordered there.

tatalano and Dooley (1977) then tested the hypothesis that
monthly economic changes in a metropolitan area would prove to
be significantly 'related to variations in the ,amount of stress and
debression reported by sepresentative samples of the population.
Using data collected in an earlier longitudinal survey of the
municipal population in Kansas City, Missouri (Roth and Locke,
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1973), they found that life events were positively related to
measures' of previous absolute (as opposed to algebraic or
directional) change in the size and structure of the metropolitan
economy. Mood was significantly related to previous change in
directional (e.g., unemployment) measures of economic condi-
tions. Catalano and Dooley described their findings as consistent
with Brenner's provocation hypothesis, but noted that this did not
rule out uncovering.

Provocation vs. Uncovering

The social-psychological mechanisms implicit in the concepts of
provocation and uncovering are not fully understood. Emerging
scholarship on such topics as the siek role (e.g., Mechanic, 1977;'
Segall, 1976), social support (e.g., Cobb, 1976; Kaplan, Cassel,

4 and Gore, 1977), and life change and stress (e.g., Dohrenwend and
Dohrenwend, 1974; Rabkin and Streuning, 1976) suggests a
tentative diffeientiation of the two models. The most elaborate
portrayal of provocation can be found in the literature dealing
with life events and stress. Despite methodological difficulties, the
life-event literature implies that major or frequent life changes,
particularly undes.rable ones, can lead to psychological disequilib-
rium While som individuals adapt to or cope with their life
changes, others report feelings of distress which may take the form
of maladaptation to reality, health problems, or psychological
difficulties. Individuals who hive little in the way of social
support, psyvhological stability,, or other coping resources are of
course most vulnerable to heightened life change (e.g., Cobb anti'
Kasl, 197/; de Araujo, Van A s del, Holmes and Dudley, 1973;
Myers, Lindenthal and Pep r, 1975; Nuckolls, Cassel, and
Kaplan, 1972). Turbulence in t e community owing, for example,
to economic change, tends to produce changes in the lives of the
popujation (Catalano, 1979). Highly vulnerable individuals whose
life changes are most extreme are the most apt to suffer adverse
psychological symptoms, which in turn makes it more probable
that they will appear as cases in the mental health system.

Unlike provocation, the uncovering explanation rests on the
sociological notion of role (Sarbin, 1969; Scheff, 1966).
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Epidemiological surveys (e.g., Srole, Langner, Michael, Op ler,
and Rennie, 1962) re ly reveal numbers of imtreate
individuals who have . ological symptom levels high enotth
to warrant pschotherap .1 Presumably these persons fill niches or
roles for which their diminished level of functioning is adequate,
even if only marginally so. Turbulence in the socioeconomic
system presumably jars not only individuals, but also the
interpersonal relations that define social roles. As a consequence,
borderline individuals may find that changes in the niches they
occupy will bring them to the attention of the mental health
system. Indeed, they may seek care because of perceptions.altered
by environmental changes. That is, existing symptoms are
relabeled "abnormal." Family, friends, or neighbors may no
longer be able to meet the social or material needs of tilt individual
because of heightened costs of adaptation imposed On them by
socioeconomic changes. Possibly because of a reduction in the
insulation of tlie borderline individual, ,his usual coping efforts
may, for the first time, catch the attention of public service,
gatekeepers such as the police, mental healtlfoutreach workers, or
social welfare agents.

Since uncovering and provocation are both plausible explana-
tions for Brenner's findings and are not mutually exclusive, why is
it important to choose between them? The practical answer is that
the two call for quite different economic policies and mental
health strategies. If either one is the dominant link between
economic change and treated disorder, it is crucial that it be
identified before scarce intervention resources are committed.

The provocation explanation suggests that to moderate
economic change, perhaps particularly undesirable change, would
serve as a primary prevention of mental disorder; but such a policy
would, by definition, have no impact on total disorder (treated
plus untreated) in the case of uncovering. Indeed, economic
change may be desirable to the extent that it locates mental cases
among the symptomatic. An appropriate policy for the uncovering
case might be the study and improvement of secondary
preventions (e.g., crisis intervention and'early identification of
and care for those individuals who are in the early stages of
disorder).

3
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HYPOTHESES

A test of the relative validity of the provocation and uncovering
hypotheses is available if the Catalano and Dooley analyses,
alluded to above, are extended to include an inpatient facility
utilization variable that is similar to Brenner's. If monthly
variations in the number of new inpatient cases in the Kansas City
mental health system are cotnpared with variations in the
economic environment and survey'ed symptoms, this should
provide a stronger support for either the uncovering, or the
provocation hypotliesis. The Kansas City survey data, coupled
with case openingsounts and archivaLeconomic tlata, provide the
following variables appropriate to a divriminating test: montlaly
change in 1) the metropolitan economy; 2) the frequency of
self-reporting of symptoms; arid 3) use of inpatient mental health
facilities.

The eattern of longitudinal relationships among these variables
- should indicate Which hypothesis is the more accurate. Figure 1

shows the several patterns of relationships that can be expected if
either hypothesis is accurate, or if both are at work. Since the
relations between.economic change and service utilization would -
be similar across all three possible causal path's, column I is not
discriminating. That relation, which has not been widely tested at
other than the statewide level (Sclar and Hoffman, 1978) i central
to the underlying assumption that Brenner's findings may be
generalized in a metropolitan community over monthly periods
and is therefore measured.

If the uncovering hypothesis is viable, there should be ;to
longitudinally significant selationship between symptoms and
inpatient case openings sirke the latter is assumed, according to
Brenner, to be associated with economic change, and the former is
assumed to be consnt or stochastic. The relationship between
economic change and service utilization, controlling for symp-
toms, should be similar in magnitude to their simple correlation.
This is ttue because symptoms are assumed, by the uncovering
hypothesis,, to be unrelated to service utilization.

3"
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Figure 1
ThePattern-of-CorralationalRelationshIpillo be.Expeekti .

Among Teat Variabks fOr Each of the ContAlding Hypotheses

Economic Change Symptoms Economic Change

X X , X
t

Hypothesis . Inpatient case Inpatient case
.

npatient case openings

openings openings controlling* for
symptoms

Uncovering significant none significant

,
'. Provocation significant significant none

./

Both significant significant significant

4.
If the provocation hypothesis alone were accurate, the pattern

wpuld be those shown in tow 2 of figure 1. Symptoms would be
positively related to service utilization. There should not, --
however, be a significant relationship between economic change,
and service utilization controlling for symptoms since econsini-
ically provoked symptoms are asstimed to be the intervening link.

If both undovering and provocation contribute to the
relationship between economic change and the use of mental
health services, a third pattern -should emerge. Symptoms and
service utilization should, again reflecting the provocation f .
hypothesis, be Telated. cotiotnic change and serv,ice utilizatton,
controlling for symptoms, shoulç also be related due to the
uncovering processes.

Brenner's (1973) findings as well as those of Maley and
Catalano (1977) indicate that age, sex, and incOme groups are,
differently affected .by varyillg dimensions of economiC change.
While total first admission§ were negatively related to his
directional measure of econorhic chinge, Brenner found, as noted
earlier, that the relationship of severdl subgroups was positives

, The fact that some subgroups appear to be" counter intuitively
affected by an expanding economy can be .explained by either
hypothesis, and does not axiomatically support one at the expense
of the other. The finding does suggest the possibility that
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economic changes provoke disorder in some groups while_
uncovering it in othersi The vase- opining flaw described Wow,
allow figure 1 to be constructed for the total population: male,
female, old, middle-aged, and young. Ifnfortunately, an income
breakdown was not possible.

Based on Brenner's (1973) interpretation of his inpatient
findings and Catalano and Dooley's (1977) findings that
adaptation demands and measures of depressed mood were
positivelY related to economic change, the working assumption is
that provocation is correct. It is therefore hypothesized that the
pattern of relationships exhibited by the total population and by
each of the analyzed demographic subgroups will be .consistent
with row 2 of figure 1.

METHOD

The Psychological Symptoms Variable

As described by*Markush: and Favero (1974),Oresh weekly
probability samples of adult residents (18 years or over) of Kansas
City, Missouri were interviewed between October, 1971 and
January, 1973. The approximately hour-long personal interviews
covered a variety of health, mental 'health, life event' and
demographic variables. Of the 1,140 respondents who co*leted
the life event and -symptom sections of the interview, 449 were
male and 691 were female. With respect to age, 345 were between
18 and 30; 392 were between 31 and 50; 398 were 51 or over; ten
declined to give their ages. In terms of ethnicity, 848 were white;
279 were black; 13 fell into all other ethnic groups combined.
Socioecohomic status was estimated from self-reported annual
income: 46 reported less- than $8,000 to. $15,999; 159 reported
$16,000 or more, with 77 declining to state their incomes.

The Midtown Scale of psychophysiological symptoms
(Langner, 1962) was administered in the Kansas City survey.
While the Midtown Scale has been severely criticized_aLa =Mire_
of untreated mental disorder (Dohrenwend and Crandell, 1970;
Seiler, 1973), it has proved useful as a measure of psychological
distress and 'as a predictor of formal help-seeking (Mechanic and

V.

4116.
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Green ley, 1976). Since the Midtown Manhattan sttidy (Srole, et
al., 1962), the scale and its variants have in fact been the most
widely used survey measures of untreated psychopathology.

If the Midtown Scale were to serve as a test of the present
hypotheses, it had to be sensitive to short-term changes in
community symptomatology. It was of concerp, therefore, that
the Midtown Scale asked whether any of 22 symptoms had been
experienced during the past year. Nevertheless, the scale does
appear to be sensitive to current emotional status. For example, in
the Kansas City. survey, the Center for Epidemiologic_ Studies
Depression measure (CESD), which taps' mood over the preceding
week, was positively correlated with the Midtown Scale. The
asy)ciation of these two symptom measures held both within
individuals (r= (56, pg.001, n 1,140) and over consecutive
monthly sample means (f '=- .77, p<.001, n = 16), controlling for
linear trends and seasonal variability.

The Case Openings Data

For information oQ Kansas City mental health case openings
over the period corresponding to the epidemiological survey, the
authors turned to the National Institute of Mental Health, which
had provided the- survey data. The NINH files led back to the
Greater Kansas City Mental Health 'Foundation which had
conducted the survey and in turn to the Western Missouri Mental
Health Center (WMMHC), the dominant public prpvider of
mental health services in Kansas City, Missouri. With the
permission Of WMMHC, the statistical section of the Missouri
State Department of Mental Health in St. Louis recreated the
monthly case opening counts of WMMHC for the period of time
that bracketed the survey period by one month, i.e., September
1971 through February .1073. Inter- and intra-institutional
transfers or patient status transactions were excluded to avoid
counting patients twice. InPatient admissions were disaggregated
by age (young = 18 to 30, middle-aged = 31 to 51 +) and.by sex.

Despite the considerable effort invested in their discovery and
reconstruction, the resulting case opening variables are incomplete

r.
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in several respects. First, they represent only the public mental
_leal4h.sector.Acrosemscakmalinvtatvry of private care in the test

community was conducted in the late 1960s (Udell and Hornstra,
1975). Results indicited that 40 percent of the requests for services
were made in the private sector. Second, the data reflect only that
pait of the public sector belonging to WMMHC. The extent to
which other public institutions engaged in mental health treatment
(e.g., public hospital emergensy ward care or essentially
psychiatric care) was not measureir Third, WMMH)C i located in
the central part of the Missouri section of Kansas City. Neither the
survey nor the case openings ditta represents Kansas City, Kansas.
Because of the incomplete nature 43f the data, attention should be
focused .on the variability of patient admissions over time rather
than on their absolute level. The interpretation of the resulting
analyses hinges on the assumption that variability in WMMHC
case openings is proportional to the, variability in total mental
health case openings for the period in question,

Several possible weaknesses in the variability of the admissions
data were corrected. To correct for the varying lengths of the
months, the admission counts were broken down into daily
figures. To control for possible linear trends and seasonal
variations, the per diemized admissions were, as discussed below,
residualized using temporal order (for linear trend) and ayerage
monthly temperature (as a surrogate for the seasons) in multiple
regression analysis.

The Economic Variables

Three dimensions of change in the metrOpolitan economy were
measured for this analysis. The first was monthly metropolitan
unemployment, which is a measure of the economy's ability to
provide employment acceptable to those who consider themselves
to be in the labor market. While the unemployment rate is a widely
reported index of economic well-being, its nature is frequently

_misunderstood.. Because it iipeasures the portion of the potential
work force that is not employed, a rise in the unemployment rate
does not necessarily mean that fewer people are working nor does
a drop mean that more are working (Ginzberg, 1977). These

3 3
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fluctuations could reflect an increase or decrease in the number of
pirsons who are actively seeking work. It should also be noted that
the unemployment rate is not necessarily sensitive to the amount
of job change in a given ebanomy. Two consecutive monthS of five
percent unemployment could mean that the same, people were
unemployed in both months or that all those unemployed in the
first month were employed in the second but were "replaced" in
the unemployment rolls by newcomers to the labor force
combined with those who had lost their jobs.

A second measure of economic change was devised to
compensate for the fact that unemployment rates 'do not capture
the extent of job loss or gain in a discrete time period. The
measure is a variant of Catalano and Dooley's (1977) absolute
change in the size and structure of the economy. The latter
variable is the sum of' the absolute monthly differences_ in the
number of employees engaged in each exclusive category of the
Standard Industrial Classification System (U.S. Office of
Management and Budget, 1974). For the purposes of this analysis,
the deseasonalized and detrended Catalano and Dooley absolute
change measure was weighted by multiplying it by the
deseasonalized and detrended signed first difference of the total
work force for the appropriate months. This weighting produces a
m asure that taps not only total job change but also the degree to

w ich the change left the economy with fewer or more jobs.
like the unemployment rate, which is confounded by the

expansion and contraction of the potential labor force, weighted
absolute change of .the work force measures the expansion or
contraction of the work force itself.

TI4 difference between the unettployment rate and weighted
absolute change is best shown by the fact that it is possible for
both to increase in value for the same time period. This apparent
contradiction is solved by realizing that while the number of jobs
in the economy increased, the increase in the numbei of persons
seeking jobs but not finding them was greater. The two variables

are inversely but not strongly related over time (r-.40, p<.05,

n . 18).
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The third econoinic measure used was Catalano and Dooley's
-(1977)- absolutechange In -the- size- and strudture -the'
MetrOpolitan wt force. The measure, described above, was
added to the analysis to determine it change per se was predictive
of outcome measures for any of the subgroups.

Analyses

Because various investigations of the effect of econmic.change
on behavior (Brenner, 1973; Catalano and Dooley, 1977) have _

found that relationship to be "lagged" (i.e., economic change
occurring in time period 1 shows its effect in period 1 n),41
corielation and partial correlations needed to complete figure- 1
had to be computed in more than just the synchronous
configuration. While both the Brenner. and the CAta1ano and
Dooley analyses used only lag procedures, recent work (Mark,,_
1979) has Suggested a cross-corrplational iechnique. This
technique, which goes a*past as far back as 1901, (Hooker),
involves the computatiof as many lead (dependent variable
preceding -the independent variable) as lagged correlatkIns. The
temporal pattern of the resulting coefficients should fit the
hypothesized causal path. In the case of the hYpotheses listed
above, the lead coefficients should be insignificant and- random,
while the lagged coefficients should climb to significance at some
point and then decline to insignificance. The cross-correlation
technique leads to more'conservative, but more compelling, causal

, inferences (Lee, 1977).

Each of the dependent and independept measures is a time series
and therefore likelyo exhibit cycles and linear trends. Any
association found between two such series could be dile to their
common trend rather than to any causal relationship. To" reduce
this confusion, each measure was regressed on a linear trend
variable and on monthly mean temperatures. The residuals of the
regression were used as the test variables.
Fe -

The reader may be curious as to, why multiple regtession
tectmiques were-not -used to remove-trend and seasonal-cycles-fmm
both the dependent aicd independent variables, and thus simplify

33 s--
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the findings. The method described above is more appropriate
because the dependent and independent variables are times series
of various lengths, and it is therefore illogical to use one weather
-variable for deseasonalizing. Generating the lea& and lags of the
economic varialAes, for example, required 32 months of data (18
months synchronous with the ease opening data, 7 leads and 7
lags). The weather yalues for the lead and lag months were not the
same as those for the 18 months of case opening, or for the 16

, months of survey data, making it inappropriate to control for
season by using a Nsingle weather variable in multiple regression
format. The simplest alternative would be to regress each variable
on the appropriati weather values and trend for the full extent of
th; time series and then to separate the residuals into appropriate
leads and lags.

To reduce further the chances of inferring a true relationship
froni a spurious trend-related correlation, each of the significant
coefficients was subjected to the Durbin-Watson test for serial
autocorrelation (Durbin and Wanon, 1950, 1951). Since the null
hypothesis is no-autocorrelation, the .05 level .of significance is'
more stringent than .01 (Koutsoyionis, 1973). The note of
no-autocorrelation in tables 1 through 3 indicates that the
coefficient passed the Durbin-Watson test at the .05 level.

RESULTS

Detrending and deseasonalizing removed considerable propor-
tions of the variance in the case opening data. Table 1 shoWs the
change in R2 attributable to trend and season for total inpatient
case openings and for each of the subgroups.

The reader, when sonsidering the correlation coefficients in .
tables 2 through 4, should note that squaring the coefficients will
yield_variance that is explained after detrending and deseasónaliz-
ing. The product of the squared correlation coefficient and
variance remaining after deseasonalizing and detrending will yield
the proportion of the original variance in case openings aecounted
for by a particular economic or symptoni variable. For example,
table 2 shows a simple r of .67 for female case openings lagged six
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months after weighted ahsolute change. This means that the
economic va0able accounts for 16.2 percent of the original
variance of clise openings for women [(.672) (1-.63) = 16.2%].

Table I
Proprtion of Variance (R2) Removpd from the Inpatient
Cue/Openings Data by Detrending and Deseasonalizing

I Total Male Female Young Middle aged Old

Trend 40%a' 29%a 49%a 63%8 243/48 ' 8%

Season
i

11% 13% 14%a 0 30%a 8%

Total I 51%a 427,a 633/48 63%a 54e/sa 16%

a = p< .05 (n = 18 months)

All thlige exPlanations (provocation, uncovering, or both) of
Brenner findings assume that economic change is associated with
subsequ nt recourse to hillatient services. As shown in table 2, the
expecte4 relationship is found for each of the considered
subgro ps. The relationship is not, however,, uniformly strong
across conomic predictors. The best of the economic predictors
was weighted absolute change, which was significantly related to
lagged service udzation for each group. Each correlation passed
the urbin-Watson test and, since no confounding lead
relati nships appeared, an ideal cross-correlational pattern
emer ed. The relationships variedin direction across groups'. The
total population vas Mated at both a one-month (-.47, p<.05)
and ix-month lag (.49,p < .05). The paradox of the opposite signs
may be due to differences in the subgroup findings. Males reeCcted
inversely eta one-month lag ( -.51, p <.05).while females reacted,
as Brenner found, positively at six months (.65, p < .05). The old
and middle-aged showed significant correlations (-.47, p< .05,
and -.53, p < .05 respectively) at one-month lag, while the young
showed,a positive relationship (.67, p .05) at-the six-month lag.
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Table 2
Cross-Correlations Between Two Meaaures of Economic Change and Inpatient Case Openings

5 4

Dependent Variable

Synchronous
1

Following
4

--Prouding(Months)___
All Cue Openings 7 6 3 2 .1 5 6 7-

1 = Unemployment -.11 .12 -.20 -.06 -.69" -49 ab -.19 .04 .12 .01 .00 .01 -.01 .56 ab .30

2 = Weighted Change .20 .03 -.29 .06 .09 .21 -.21 .25 -.47ab -.22 .00 1) -.05 .49" -.28

Males
1 .00 .16 -.21 -.16 -.nab -.54ab -.I9 .15 .09 .r.08 -.08 .05 .13 .56ab .23-

2 4. .24 .03 -.34 .10 .16 .22 -.22 .08 -.Slab -.08 .14 .01 -.23 .32 -.17

Females
1 -.25 -.05 -.14 .13 -.28 -.19 -.06 -,21 .04 .21 .21 .02 -.29 .26 .20

2 .10 .07 -.15 .14 -.04 .-.13 -.02 .43 -.24 -.20 -.14 -.29 .28 .65 ab

Young
1 -.26 .08 -.01 .23 -.12 -.12 -MO -.16 .11 .20 .16 -.05 -.45 .05 -.04

2 .31 .15, -.19 .08 -.16 -.12ia -.02 .40 .00 .0W -.18 -.03 .00 ab .26

Middle-Aged
04 -.04 -.42 -.11 -.56ab -.41 -,29 -.01 .06 -.10 .00 .13 .17 .49 ab .22

2 .03 .06 -.17 .02 :14 .09 -.21 .29 -.53ab -.29 .22 -.11 -.09 .42 -.16

Old
1 - 06 .26 .03 -.25 -.86ab -.59 -.02 .03 .0D -.10 .00 .15 .65 ac .38

2 26 -.42 .25 .21 .29 -.14 OW ...cab .02 .00 .24 -.05 .07 -.24

a =p<..05 (two tailed test), n = 18 months.

b = No autocorrelation at p>.05.
c = Inconclusive Durbin-Watson at p>.05.

343
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Unemployment produced lagged correlations for the total
population (lag 6, .56, p<,05),malesflag 6, .56,p < .05). the old
(lag 6, .64, p< .05), and middle-aged (las 6, .49, p<.05). The
lagged correlation for the old yielded ad inconclusive Durbin-

-Watson statistic. None of the cross-correlations fits the ideal
pattern in that each also showed significant correlations in the lead

'configuration. These lead correlations were predictable from the
fact that unemployment, even after deseasonalizing, showed a
nine-month peak to valley cycle.

Absolute economic change yielded no significant cross-correla-
tions and was dropped from the computations for columns 3 and 4
of figure 1.

The relationship between symptoms and inpatient case openings
weakens the provocation explanation. As shown in, table 3, none
of the cross-correlations produces significant lagged relationships.
The reduced number of leads and lags in table 3.reflects the fact
that only 16 months o'f survey data were available. The number of
cases in the time series analysis therefore varies from 16 in the
synchronous configuration to 14 at lag and lead 3.

Table 3
Cross-CorrilatIons between

Symptoms and Inpatient Case Openings

Dependent Varlabk
Synchro-

Preceding (Months) now Following

3 2 1 1 2

All Case
Openings t-.11 .25 .01 .05 .26 -.01 -.27

Males .06 .20 .04 .12 -.07 -.17 -.13

Females .01 -.31 -.16 .19
._

.09 .03 .24

Young .63 -.29 -.42 .03 .30 -.08 .25

Middle-Aged .10 -.03 -.21' .22 -.07 .03 .00

Old :.35 .36 .28 .21 -.25 .00 .01

n=16 in synchronous configuration, and at lag and lead 1, 15 at 2, and 14 at 3.
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Table 4 shows that the uncovering hypothesis, as opposed to
provocation, is supported by the relationship between inpatient
case openings and economic change controlling for same month
symptoms. The pattern of relationships across the subgroups is

similar to that- found between economic _change and outpatient
case openings in table 2. While the magnitude of the correlations is
very similar, fewer in table 4 reach significance because of the loss
of degrees of freedom incurred by partial correlation techniques.

DISCUSSION

The results described above suggest that in the Kansas City
, Metropolitan area in the_early 1970s, the relationship between
ecohomic change and recourse to inpatient mental health facilities
was due more to the uncovering than to the provocation of
behavioral disorders.

It is a challenge to the uncovering hypothesis to explain the
finding that females and the young\ reacted proportionately to
measureS of economic well-being, while males, the middle-aged,
and the elderly reacted inversely. A plausible explanation of the
subgroup differences, compatible with both the uncovering
hypothesis and with economic theory; is Barker's (Barker and
Schoggen, 1973) concept of over- and under-manning. Barker's
model posits that social systems that are under-manned need to be
tolerant of partidant idiosyncracies to maintain themselves.
Over-manned systems, on the other hand, can afford to label their
deviants and to exclude them from useful roles because thiiie is a
surplus of "normals" to perform necessary functions.

A community with an expanding economy might be considered
under-manned and might therefore be willing to provide roles and
resources to those v40, behavioral problems. A shrinking
economy could lead to tire intolerance of over-manning and less
reluctance in labeling deviants. SOcial sub-systems of the

-cammunity, ranging from employment settings to schools and
families, wotild all be affected by Barker's concepts. Tolerance for
behavioral problems in males and the 'middle-aged may, for
example, decrease as the economy becomes over-manned and
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Table 4
Cross-Correlattoms Botworm Two Munro of &mask Cbamso

mod Impatient Come Opatimp Controlling for Symptom!

i

Ali Cue Ombra;
1 Unamlloyment _

2 -Weighted Chan's,

Males
1

2

Females
...

I
2

,

Young
1

2

Middle-Aged
1

2

Old
1.
2

7 6
Preceding

5

e.30.
"-.37

-.26
-.37

-.31
-.31

-.32
.33

-.43
-.33

.03
-.43

(Mesas)
4 3

.

2

%AM

Dellerldast
Sparest's;

1

,..14

Variable

1

.03 .02

.21 -.33

.15 :11
1-10- -.48

-;.33 -.11
.48 .01

,
-.

.27 -.19

.42 .02

.14 .19

.33 -.46

.22 -.05
-.26 -.40

2

.05
-.16

-.10
-.12,

.33
-.17

.13

.08

.04
-.26

.03

.01

Irollowiag
3 4 5

.07_ _At
-.33 .05 -.32

-.04 .09 .21
.17 .04 -.37

11,

...

.36 ,19 -.23

.24 .32 .07

.12 .10 -.36
-.25 -.42 -.30

.12 .21 .24

.22 -.10 -.22

-.01 .08 .22
.01 .26 -.13

6 7

.16 .00

1

-.03 .14
23 .00

-.52* -.22
.13 .03

- 28 -.05
29 .13

,
- 11 -.07

00 .06

-.11 .26
22 -.13

.11

-.30
.04

-.03
.23

.04
,t20

-.24
-.OA

-.40
.40

.10

-.75*
.30

-.25
-.16

-.13
-.24

-.59*
.27

-.85*
.23

.23

-.5411

,23

-.22
-.20

.

-.18
-.23

-.42
.10

-.574
.24

-.38

-.18
-.38.

-.06
.00

-.04
-.Ott

-.28
-.26

.06
-.21

.46 -.05

.60*

.31 -.06

.31 .29

.68* .03

.08 .01

.71* .00

.5111 .29

.49 .02 .

.65* .37
-.03 r.17

.-

ielipdr.05 (two tailed test), n 16 months.
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therefore more selective. The individual (or his family) may
attribute his inability to hold a secure job to a behavioral problem
and be driven to professional lielp that would rostore the wage
earner to a competitive level- of ftinclioning as soon as possible.

The positive relationship of economic conditions to inpatient
treatment for women is consistent with the manning model if we
adopt the traditional belief that a woman's role is predominantly
to supply social suppoit at home, to earn a supplementary income,
or both. When the economy turns downward, both roles become
increasingly important, and tolerance of idiosyncracies may rise.
During times of economic expansion, the perceived need for a
strong family unit as a source of consolation and support, ,or for
supplementary income, may decrease. The decision then to seek
'professional help for behavioral problems may therefore be an
easier one for a woman to make.

Barker's manning construct could explain the inverse relation-
ship air the young to the degree that the caiegOry included persons
still living in the family. Like wives, children can serve as sources
of supplementary income and social support, even if slight, during
bad economic times. In periods of economic expansipn, the
primary wage earners may be able to provide enough income to
secure care for the marginally disoraered. Expansion also means
that primary wage earners are not likely to have so much time to
provide at-home care or that the family is less in need of mutual
support.

The difficulties with the available data discussed above require
that conclusions frorn the results of this study be drawn with great
'care. Even though these results favor uncovering over provoca-.
tion, other explanations .have not been ruled out. One such
explanation is the "privafe-to-public shift." That is, changed
economic conditions may have neither provoked nor uncovered
pathology but may only have shifted existing clients from the
private to the public sector. Although this possibility was ruled out
in Brenner's study in New York (1973), it merits attention in
future studies.

3 4 '
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An.other contending explanation, that cast openings may have
varied with supply0s notmeasuced in tills study. If supply varied_
with economic change,' the observed economic change-case
opening relationship would be more apparent than real. Because
of the heightened public, political, and mental health professional
awareness of Brenner's research, the supply of mental health
services may become linked byci3olicy to economic change. If long
waiting lists wtre obtained at ental health centers, fluctuations in
supply would then guarantee a strong, if artifactual, relationship
betireen economic change and treated cases. Sebolars should_
watch for evidence of what may be referred to as the "Brenner
effect," a special case of. the "economic change-supply of
services" relationship. Interestingly, even measures of untreated
.disorder may not be immune to this "Brenner effect." As the
popular media sensitize citizens to the links between economic
change and of sorder, surveyed respondents May be expected to be
inctre consckus of symptoms and to admit to More of them during
periods of b d economic news. Additional survey items may have
to be devel ped to check on heightened awareness.

A third cplanation of the findings is that the symptoin survey
may have nave reached those persons whose behavioral disorders
had been rovoked by economic change. It is possible that those
who exhi ited economically precipitated symptoms were shielded
from surveyors by family or pr essional caretakers.

While. the inference at uncov mg was-at work in Kansas City
detracts from Brenner avored provocation hypothesis, it should
be noted that his fin ngs were replicated under conditions
specified by his critics. As table 2 indicates, outpatient case
openings were related to measures of economic change for each
considered subgroup. The hypotheses offered by Pierce (1967) tux!
by Catalano and Dooley (1977) that change per se may be as
stressful as directional change *was not supported. Absolute
change was not related to inpatient case openings or to symptoms.
Weighted absolute change, a measure devised to improve on the
unemployment rate as ah indicator of directional change,
produced ideal cross-correlational patterns and should be
considered as an alternative to the unemployment rate in future
analyses.
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Dooley and _Catalano (1977) argue that findings such as those
described above have implications for .the provision of preventive
as well as remedial mental health services. The assumption that
econOmic change provokes digorder has led to the suggestion that
primary prevention programs can be devised to meet the needs of
those groups most likely to, be affected by anticipated economic
stressors. The cu nt findings indicate that calls for primary
prevention. program ased on econometric forecasts may be
premature.

The usefulness of measurmg the relationship of economic
change to the utilization of mental-health services remains Obvious
for planning remedial services. Regardless of whether patients
exhibit problems provoked or uncovered by economic change,
they will need to be taken care of. To the degree that demand can
be anticipated through forecasting based on economic data, the
allocation of scarce resources can be made more rational.

It has also been argued that behavioral outcomes of economic
change should be included among the casts anticipated by decision
makers when conducting cost/benefit calculations for proposed
policy shifts (Brenner, 1977). Although these arguments are based
on the provoeation assumption, they remain valid, with an
nnportant exception, if the findings above prove generalizable.
The exception is concerned with the human costs of pain and
suffering that is assumed to be attributed to economic change by

*he provocatiop hypothesis. If economic change provokes
disorder, the human costs should be taken into account,. along
with the cost of serving those victims who -request help, and
deducted from the anticipated benefits of any policy that
encouragei change. If economic chitnge uncovers existing
disorder, only the costs of seryicing new demands should Pe
accounted and deducted. There may, of course, be sub=symptom
distress provoked by economic change that should be counted as a
cost. The challenge is to measure those beyond the anecdotal level.
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CONCLUSION

The application of the logic underlying figure 1 to the Kansas
City data was not intended to be the definitive discriminating test
between the uncovering and provocation hypotheses. The
problems inherent in measuring iymptoms and inventorying case
openings mean that 'the reported findings must be considered
tentative. This caveat, however, does not detract froM the fact
that the provocation.hypothesis was not supported by state of the
art analyses of the hest archival data currently available. It seems
prudent, therefore, for social scientists to indicate that their
suppori for favored policies springs from moral values rather than
frOm established fact.
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SOCIAL SUPPOitT & STRESS:

SOME GENERAL ISSUES AND
THEIR APPLICATION TO THE

PROBLEM OF UNEMPLOY*NT

G. RAMSAY 4,IEM
JOAN HUSER LIkM

After nearly a decade of seemingly intr ctable crises, in° the
domestic and international economy, reseach on the problem of
unemployment has expanded rapidly in virtually every area of the
social sciences. This work is challenged both by clear and pressing
social needs and by conceptual problems in cOmprehending the
manner in which human well-being is affected by, -a declining
economy.

The current interest in the problem of unemployment Itiso .

represents the revival of a iesearch tradition that originated during
the great deKession: While the major issues raised by researchers
who studied unemployment during the depression focused
principally' on the economic cpsts of laise-scale job logs and
related programs of relief, and only-Aeeondarily on social ana
health consequences, current work has taken the broad human
costs of unemployment.' as its main point of departqre.
Furthermore, whereas early hivestigations of unemployment relied
heavily on intensive case studies of individual workers and their
families, contemporary research has been stimulated by striking
findings from longitudinal analyses of aggregate. economic and
health indices. This shift in methodology and unit of analysis is

*This work is related in part to research supported by the National Institute df Mental.,
Health Grant MH-31316-01.

Many of the issues and ideas discussed in this paper are the product of extettsivesand
ongoing discussions with a number of friends and colleagues. We would like to expre'ss our
appreciation to Larry Finison, Marc Fried, Susan ()ore, 'Les Howard, Tom Mangione,
Steve McElfresh, Elliot Mishler, and Sharon Rosen.
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not insignificant, in that it locates the determinants of the social
costs of unemployment in the macroeconomy as well as in the
personal encounter with job loss. It therefore emphasizes the study
of those social structures and processes through which large-scale
societal changes in labor force participation relate to social and
health consequences for individual workers, rather than simply the
dynamics of personal response to unemployment. The concePtial
and methodological issues.associated with each of these points of
view are by no means the same; the former poses a genuinely
interdisciplinary problem that cuts across traditional lines of
inquiry.

One program of research that has contributed significantly to
the creation of this framework for the study of unemployment is
the work of Harvey Brenner (1973, 1976), hi which several indices
of economic change have been demonstrated to co-vary at state
and national levels conigitirtly and poWerfully with a broad range
of health and social ators. Recent stu.dies by several other
invqtigators (Catalano and Dooley, 1977; Qabarino, 1976;
Pierce, 1967; and Sclar, 1978) have followed this tradition and
have added to -the -mounting evidence that' such outcomes as
mental illness, physical impairment, saicide, and child abuse are
closely related to the state of le economy. One lohg-range
challenge to unemployment research posed by these findings is to
define the multiple processes and structurei through: which such
effectS may o4ur.

Much of the effort to tackle this problem thus far has fOcused

on the extent to which personally exPerienced Itressors may
originate in the economy -at large, Mediated 'through intervening
levels of the social system (Catalano and Dooley, 1977;"Liem and
Liem, 1978). It is, apparent, however, that the consequences of
change in the macroeconomy can differ widely across groups as
well as among individuals. This variability may in turn be
contingentsm the manner in which different economic stressors,
or factors thirmoderatetheir effects, are distributed within the
population. The focus slif thePresent discussion is.on the second of
these two, and more specifically; on the moderating effects of
interpersonal relationships. This particular -function of interper-

41,
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sonal relationships, commbhly referred to as social support
(Cohb, 1978: Cobb and Kasl, 1977; _Gore,-1.*7_3; and_Pinneau,-
1975), his received increasing attention in research on stress as
well as in medical and psychiatric epidemiology. However, bnly-a
Minor portion of this woit has been devoted to the effects of
social support specifically in relation to econothic hardship, such
as the experience of job loss.

- z

In this discussion we will first draw bn contributions frotn the
larger body of work to raise several general issuei regarding the
conceptualization of social support as a moderator of. stress.
Then, in light of these comments, we will review some of the
research on sbcial support in the context of unemployment stress
as a basis for suggesting conceptual and methodological
considerations for directing future work in this area. Finally, we
will returnf. to the more complex relationship between the
macroeconomy and individual well-being and present several
preliminary ideas regarding the place of social support in that
relationship.

Social Support and Stress

Some of the issues regarding social support as a moderator of
stress first came to our attention when we reviewed the literature
on stressful life events (Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend, 1974;
Holmes and Rahe, 1967; Rabkin and Struening, 1976) to aid in the
interpretation of the ecological correlation between psychiatric
admissions.and employment levels reported by Brenner (1973). We
were initially struck by the absence, fot the most part, of
moderating or contextual variables in the design of early life
events studies, implying that the stress of life events is largely
invariable across individuals. Life event stressors appeared to be
treated as analogs of physical stressors in _engineering and
mechanical models of stress (Scott and Howard, 1970), where the
ielatively fixed and delimited properties of physical structures
permit-the-specificatiOn of stress limits in categorical terms. One
might reasonably assume, however, that, unless life events' are
defined only as extreme and highly traumatic events (see e.g.,
Basowitz et al., 1955; Janis, 1954), it would be virtually impossible
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to define the relevant universe of significant stressful events for
different individuals or groups without some consideration of the
contexts in which they are experienced. We suspect that the
relatively small amount of variance usually accounted for by life
events scales in different measures of well-being reflects, in part,
the lack of attention to contextual factors.

ReCently, life events researchers have given more consideration
to those characteristics of the situation and person that may
condition the impact of potentially stressful events. Both in efforts
to model the process underlying the impact of life events (Cobb,
1974), and in several empirical studies .of complications during
pregnancy (Nuckolls, Cassel, and Kaplan, 1972) and psychological
impairment (Myers, Lindenthal, and Pepper, 1975; Liem and
Liem, 1977), social support has been treated as a particularly
salient contextual variable for moderating the impact of stress.

The argument for this function of interpersonal relationships
has drawn on findings in several other areas of research. In
virtually every review of the literature on social support known to
us (Gore, 1973; Gore, 1978a; Gore, 1978b; Heller, 1978; Kaplan,
Cassel, and Gore, 1977; and Pinneau, 1975), epidemiological
research that associates such variables as social isolation and
marital status with disorder, experimental studies of affiliation as
a response to fear, research on the interpersonal context of work
and unemployment stress, and clinical observations of the
therapeutic effects of positive interpersonal relationships are cited

as offering findings consistent with the hypothesis that
interpersonal supports buffer stress.

In spite of the increasing attention given to interpersonal
relations as critical contextual factors related to health and-sitl
well-being, the proposition that supportive relationships mitigate

,the effects of stressful experiences still awaits more conclusive
tests. As others have observed (Pinneau, 1975; Gore, 1978), the
data in regard to this hypothesis are often mixed, and supporting
evidence is frequently open to alternative interpretations. Several
basic conceptional and methodological issues are suggested by the
diverse research bearing 'on social support and deserve special
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consideration in future efforts to clarify the stress-reducing
functions of Mterpersonal relations.

The Problem of Categorical Typing
-A problem that has perhaps more .pervasive significance than

any other for research in thls,area is the tendency, especially at the
point of measurement, to treat the functions and qualities of
specific relationships as if they were stable over time and
situations. The same basic issue was also raised in our discussion
of life events research. There we noted that stress levels have often
been treated as invariable proPerties of life events. To some
extent, the problem of calegorical typing is unavoidable in the
construction of any measure of social support for the purposes of
prediction. It must be resolved principally in the overall planning
of a research strategy, i.e.? longitudinal as opposed to
cross-sectional designs do not necessitate assignment of absolute
characteristics to interpersonal relationships.

Intuitively, the inappropriateness of categorical typing is
exemplified by a case in which a relationship (with a close friend,
for example) that one defines as source Of support may, on some
occasions, exacerbate stress by being a source of competing

-obligations or may siniply be irrelevant-to the circumstances in
which stress is encountere& What determines the particular
significance of relationship at a given moment probably includes
a wide range of factors, such as the types Of need made salient by
the occurrence of a streisor, one's attribUtions in the situation,
and the recent history Of the relationship itself. Efforts to assess
social support that fail to take into account the importance of
circumstancial factors such as these are likely to encounter

siderable error variance in analyses of stress/support
interaction effects. Furthermore, as noted by Gore (19716), the

sr absence of attention to factors like these contributes to the
difficulties of interpreting such findings as the more favorable
health status of married persons vs. those without spouses
(Bloom, 1977), or residents of socially integrated vs disintegrated
commimities (Faris and Dunham, 1934), in terms of the buffering
hypothesis. For example, persons with close ties to others may.
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have more and better -supportive itources for coping with stress
than persons with fewer and weaker ties. It may also tie the case,
however, that the former have simply been better protected from
stressors in the first place. Alternatively, it is possible that persons
with few and weak ties may experience greater stress than others
as a result of conflict in existing relationships or a recent loss of
close ties.

These comments suggest that to evaluate the buffering effects of
social support, one needs to ask which relationships moderate
stress under what, circuinstances, rather than Which relationships
can be categorically defined as supportive or nonsupPortive. In the
conduct of such investigations, it is also necessary to maintain
clear concepival distinctions among the 'various ways in which
interpersonal relations may influence personal well-being, i.e.,
through the moderation of stress, the prevention of stressors, or
the creation of stress. In addition to these possibilities, we should
also consider the role of ties to others in gratifying needs unrelated
to the occurrence of stress, e.g., developmental or maturational
needs. Because these alternatives may represent important
life-enhancing functions of the same human relationship, they can
easily be confounded in measures .of interpersonal ties designed to

assess any one of them.

Support Attributes of Integiersonal Relationships

The critique of c'tegorical typing is relevant not only to the
problem of determining the conditions under which relationships
arc supportive, but also to the identification of the ways in which

relationships are supportive. The moderation of stress by a
particular relationship theoretically can occur in sevetal ways
which may v.ary across stress situations. Hence, given needs for
coping with stress, .and precisely how these needs are served by
one's relations to othets, may be influenced by contextual and
historical factors (i.e., needs experienced in the situation, personal"
attributions, and past experience with ties to others) in much the

same manner that the basic functions of different relationships are
determined. For example, literature on the job search. (Foote,
1973; Sheppard and Belitsky, 1966), indicates that individuals are

.4
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apt to turn to others *rho are imp-ortant to them for varying kinds
of help (e.g.i emotional and instrumintal) as circumstances
associated with the job hunt change.

The language used lo describe the abstract' qualities that have
traditionally been associated with supportive relationships differs
wideli:Nevertheless, there seems to be considertibli agreement- as
to the nattire of the attributer themselves. On the most general
level, social support includes an' insirumentel and emotional
dimension. The former refers to the direct provision of material
resources and services, rinforMation, and advice.- Emotional
support generally includes the expression orpctsitive effects such .

as liking and caring, affirmation of attitudes and values, and
acceptance. Systematic researchrdata indicating-that these qualities
are crucial is simply unavailable at present. Aside from
experimental studies of affiliation during stress (Schachter, 1959),
the empirical support for this two-factor classification of
supportivtattributes comes from observations of helping behavior
across a widely diverse body if literature.

Given our assumption, however, that different attributes of
supportive relationships are neither,, consistently descriptive of
particular relationships nor relevant in all situations of-stress, our
inclination is to put aside the development of a comprehensive
theory of social support for the moment. Instead, what might be
more useful is a somewhat looSer, conceptual framework that takes
into account the situational specificity of needs for support and
the potential for change, both in whether or not a relationship'
provides stipport,and in-its particular suppQrtive qualities. It is to
this task that we turn next.

The Process of Coping

In light of the general issues we have raised about the contingent
nature of social support resources, ()lie way to represent the
structure and process underrYing the impact of a stressor is a
model of coping. This is the strategy we are currently employing in
a study of family and individual response to job loss. Our
approach to such a model specifies the occurrence of a stressful

9 35.,
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event, and where relevant a preceding anticipation stage, followed
by the ekperience of stress and a three-part coping process (see
figure 1). This structure distinguishes among three moments in the
coping process where supportive relations become meaningful in
response to specific and, for the most part, unique circumstances,
i.e., the stage of anticipalmor threat, the initial experience of
stress, and the coping process itself. This latter stage of the model
is further differentiated into alfect maintenance, problem
appraisal and definition, and planning and implementation
components, each of which makes salient different forms of
supportive behavior. This structure incorporates previous work by
Cobb (1974), Morley (1970), and Rapoport (1965), and provides a"
clear set of referents for anticipating the kinds of interpersonal
help that may be relevant in the light of a particular stressor.

Two other aspects of the model also help-to specify relevant
supports. The first is the definition of stressors as the loss of
important life-sustaining or life-enhancing resources. Thus, based
on the literature on work, one might expect that losses involving
fidancial resotirces, a sotirce of affirmation and esteem, and a

*routine that structures time and activities would constitute the
.potential stress of unemployment. Relevant social supports would
be those most responsive to these kinds of losses. A second point
of refer6nce for helping behdvior lies in the outcome of coping
itself. Ineffective coping may generate new stresses that in turn are
responsive to particular types of support.

The orientation to process in this model also permits the
investigator to attend to changes in the functions and qualities of
particular supportive relationships and in the sources of

Interpersonal suppOits for particular needs. 't'or example, the
process of coping may exhaust some interpersonal resources,
create strain in other supportive relationships, or serve to mobilize
the help of someone who has previously been indifferent. This
kind of change represents the reciprocal relation between stress
and support and is an important aspect of our earlier critique of
the categorical typing of interpersonal functions and attributes.
The model, however, does not provide a formal basis for
anticipating changes in relationships that occur outside the coping
process.
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Figure 1
Interpersonal Supports in the Context of a Process Oriented Model of Copini
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The approach to research on the =Aeration of stress by
interpersonal relations suggested by the coping framework clearly

assumes considerable variability in social support resources, and
we recognize that this position is largely untested in existin
research. It emerged partly as we sought to explain the lack of
strong support fgr the moderating effects of interpersonal
relatiogships in the literature. How necessary a process-oriented
approach to social support may be in relation to different stressors
remains to be answered by future work.

Alternative Sources.of Social Support

Thus far, we have addressed some general conceptual and
related methodological issues regarding the moderating influences
of interpersonal relationships on stressful life experiences. While
the dyadic relaiionship wlii6h has been the implicit focus of these
cOmments may in fact rellresent the basic unit of social support
resonrces, aggregates of interpersonal relationships inay also
constitutt sources of. support. The family, neighborhood,
communitk, and workplace, for example, have all been cited in
regearch on sociar support, both as locations of significant
supportive relationships (Gore, 1978; Ferman, 1975; and
Tolsdorf, 1976)' and as interpersonal structures. that could provide

a generalized climate of support (Moos,: 1?74), a feeling of
belonging or of having firm roots (Saras4n, 1974), aid a
inotection against exposure to stressors (Gore, 1973). Whether
these larger systems of social interaction are most important
because of their influence on where one turns for support, because
of their role in determining the quality of the dyadic relationshilis
within them, or because of their properties as social, systems
remains an empirically unresolved question. It can be inferred
from some data .that persons located in different occupational
settings may find co-workers, family and kin, and friends
differentially important as sourcts of instrumental (Foote, 19731

and 'emotional (Finlayson, 1976) support. Warren and CliffOrd
(1975) and Komarovsky (1940) have provided evidence that
Aructural characteristics of neighborhoods and families are
associated with the quality and patterns of theoupportive relation-
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ships in them. Studies of organizational (Burke and Weir, 1975),
--flinTy (Moos, 1974), and community climate (Newbrough, 1973)
also suggesi that. dimensions such as exploitative/participatom
cohesive/antagonistic, and autonomous/controlling cin be reli-
ably measured and may function in both istress-indueing and
reducing capacities. These findings suggest the possibility that
social support may be an attribute of systems of interpersonal%
relationships as well as dyadic relationships.

In view of this possibility, it is important to note that the same
cautions regarding the categorical assignment of the function of
social stIpport to interpersonal ties apply to other units of analysis
as well. Thus, the supportIveness of the family is only one of its
many potentiat functions; it is just as likely that, at times, the
family may be a source of significant stress (Croog, 1910). The
tendency to conceptualize aggregate interpersonal networks in
categorical terms has sometimes been characteristic of the use of
the concept of the social network (Tolsdorf, 1976) in the' social
support literature. The social network is employed in this context
principally as a conceptual and measurement tool that summarizes
the total array of interpersonal supports available to an individual,
Its construction, however, involves the determination of one's
direct OP indirect ties to close or important persons, the functions
of which, as noted earliert cannot be defined in absolute terms.
The notion of a sOcial support network is, in actuality, an 41
abstraction of only one of many qualities from afisaggregate of
ongoing relationships. These relationships exist within formal and
informal structures that embody nonnative regulations, and hence
they reflect a wide range of rights and obligations. The availability
of social support from one's network of close relations is therefore
dependent both on the substance of these reciprocal expectations
and on one's ability to meet his/her obligations.

These comments are not intended to discourage further use of
the social neiwork concept. Quite to the contrary, it is one of the
few promising approaches to the analysis of human relationships
at the macro level in which relational structure.and aynimics are
not limited to a single institutional or organizational setting.
Accordingly it captures linkages across contexts that have hitherto

35s
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been inaccessible to other theoretical approaches, such as role
theory. 'If pathways to different supportive relationships are
constrained by the total nexus of one's relationships; and if the
network or particular subsets are important referents for one's
feelings of belonging and being supported, the social network can
make an important contribution to studies of the moderation of
stress. These questions, however, must be approached vitith the
recognition that klcial networks, by virtue of their highly cbmplex
interdependence, contain competition and conflict as well as ties
to supportive resources, and that furthermore, these dynamics
operate not only between individuals but among aggregates of
persons as well.

Process-oriented studies of the use of pathways to resources in
one's network, as in Foote (1973) and Granovetter's research
(1973) on the job search and Howard's study (1974) of transition
from rural to urban life, would seem to represent an effective
strategy for exploring network characteristics. fhey are concerned
first with how networks are actually used under specific conditions
of need and only then With how the choice of pathways to help is
constrained by network structure and content. This approach to
network analysis seems to us to be an important first step for
research on the moderation of unemployment stress which may at
some future time permit the construction of network scales with
substantial predictive power.

Soda! Support and Unemployment

We have spent some time in clarifying a number of conceptual
issues that bear on social support as a moderator of stress in order
to establish a workiiig framework from which to review research
on the functions of social 'support in relation to the particular
stressor of unemployment. Our major objectives in this review
have been to evaluate the present evidence for a moderating effect
by human relationships on stress from jo6 loss, and to suggest a

46 number of directions for -future research consistent with these

data.

The evidence that interpersonal relationships can moderate the
negative effects of unemployment comes basically from two
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sources. The first consists of a number of in depth case studies of
unemployed workers and their families. These studies consistently
note the critical role played by family relationships and friends in
determining responses to unemployment. By and large, studies of
this type were carried out during and immediately following the
&eat depression, although more recently there have been several
noteworthy additions. the second source of evidence is a liMited
number of empirical studies designed specifically to examine the
moderating role of interpersonal relationships vis-a-vis unemploy-
ment ahd the strain produced by it.

The-early work of such persons as Angell (1936), Bakke (1940),
Komarovsky (1940), Jahoda, Lazarsfeld, and Zeisel (1971), and
Eisenberg and Lazarsfeld (1938) provides rich descriptions of both
the despair, isolation, and resignation accompanying the
separation of the individual and the family from the workplace,
and the quality of interaction within the family that ameliorates
these effects. Komarovsky (1940), for example, noted that the
nature of the preunemployment relationship between a worker
and his spouse was a critical determinant of the degree of
deterioration of family functioning that took place throughout the
course of unemployment. Egalitarian marital relationships based
on love and respect were more likely to promote a continued
family stability in the face of prolonged unemployment than were
patriarchal relationships of a utilitarian nature.

Similar attention is dracn to social relationships as important
buffers against the stresses of job loss in Bakke's report (1940) of
family conditions that foster optimal coping during extended
unemployment. Bakkefound that the ability, and willingness of
other family members to assume the provider role following
unemployment of the primary breadwinner served to decrease the
disruption of family stability. He further observed that
extrafamilial relationships were important for sustaining family
stability because they provided emotional support and encourage-
ment, finanCial assistance, jollt leads, and social pressure to.
maintain the integrity of the family. Each of then,,is obviously an
example of an emotional or instrumental supp-brt. Jahoda,
Lazarsfeld, and Zeisel (1971) suggest that differences in family
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and social relationships, together with differenCes in financial
resourcesAnd individuaLskills_and abilities_, were responsible for
the varied responses to job loss they observed among unemployed
workers in Marienthal. Furthermore, they note, as did Bakke, that
over time unemployment stress may tax the very relationships that
earlier served to moderate its negative effects.

These examples of reseagch carried out during the depression
offer richly detailed insights into the ,potentially moderating roles
of family and friends in the face of severe unemployment stress.
They imply an appreciation of the experience of jgb loss and the
evolving response to it as a highly complex process in which
multiple(factors, themselves susceptible to change, determine the
outcome. These observations are made largply in reference to
family response to unemployment. While it is probably reasonable
to assume that the process is similar for the 'unemployed worker
himself, this conclusion rests heavily on inference.

There are also a number of methodological limitations in these
studies that suggest aaution in relying too heavily on' their
observations. The data collected were often petrospectile,
depending on only one or two intensive interviews to capture die
broad experience of unemployment. Furthermore, control groups
of employed persons were raiely included, leaving to speculation
the "main effect" of job loss. Finally, the concept of social
support as a particular conditional quality of interpersonal
relationships was not addressed directly. Nevertheless, these
studies as a group continue to be among our most important
resources for a close recording of the experience of unemploy-
ment.

A contemporary investigation of a similar nature was carried
oui by Powell and Driscoll (1973), focusing more directly on the
unemployed 'Worker. These researchers outline a four-stage
response pattern among unemployed engineers and scientists that
includes changes\ in job-seeking behavior, feelings and attitudes,
nd relationships\ with bthers: Like Komarovsky, Bakke, and

hoda et al., they observe that support from family and friends is

a critical factor in warding off depression and maintaining a
consistent job-search effort. At the same time, they emphasize the

,--
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fact that, over a period of time, unemployment frequently leads to
the deterioration of those very same family relations
friendships. In fact,- these changes in relationships represent one
indicato of the onset of the third stage of unemployment.

,A number of other contemporary investigators have noted the
negative effects' of unemployment on marital relations, and on the
family in general (Furttenberg,- 1974; Levin, 1975; Rainwater,
1974). Jacobson (1977), however, cautions against blanket
acceptance bf the proposition that molonged unemployment per

A se leads to tIlf deterioration of interpersonal relationship&
Working with interview data from a group of middle-class
professionals similar to those studied by PoWell and Driscoll and
looking specifically at the effects of unemployment on
friendships, he argues thautit is not the . quality of particular
relationships that changes as a re6ilt of unemployment, but rather
who is looked upon as a friend. In nonstressful circumstances,.
persons may identify as friends people who are considered "old"
or "close" friends, casual friends, acquaintances, and business
associates. When confronted with the stress of unemployment, the
criteria become more stringent. What occurs, therefore, is not a
loss of friends or a deterioration in friendshim, but a recognition
that only certain relationships are relevant to the process of coping
with unemployment. Jacobson comments further that the
availability of finangial resources appears to be the leading
determinant of mood responses to unemployment as well as of the
-ability to sustain the job search. It plays a less definitive role in
influencing the, pattern of relations to others, although it may be
more important for the marital relationship. Finally, he takes issue
with Powell and Driscoll's concept of fixed stages in the response
to unemployment, suggesting that considerable variation in
financial resources producei wide variation in the experiences that
follow job loss.

Whether unemployment affects important interpersonal rela-
tionships by changing one's perceptions and manner of labeling
them or by creating circumstances such as a reduction in financial
resources that affects relationshibs, this general body of literature
highlights the conditional status of relationships throughout the
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job loss experience. Consequently, it mikes salient the general
model we hive proposed for research on the stress-support
interaction.

Probably the most detailed contemporary report of the role of
social supports directly in relation to physical and psychological
consequences of job loss is based on a lorigitudinsl study of two
groups of blue-collar workers who were terminated from work
because of factory closings (Cobb and Kasl, 1977; Gore, 1973;

Kasl, Gore, and Cobb, 1975). At each of several data collection
points over a two-year perk* evidence was, obtained that the
consequences of job loss were least severe for workers who
perceived their spouses, friends, and relatives to be supportive
during the course of unemployment. Specifically, Gore (1973)
reports that unemployed men with a high perceived level pf
support had relatively lower and more stable cholesterol levels,
reported fewer symptoms of illness and fewer days of not feeling
well, and 'reported less self-condemnation than unemployed men
with low levels of perceived support. In addition, unemployed,
unsupported men saw themselves as more economically deprived
than unemployed, supported mep. In fact, while objective
measures of economic circumstanOes indicated that the financial
status of both groups of men improved after finding a new job,
the inadequately supported men continued to feel economically
deprived long after economic stability Ndas reestablished.

v

These findings make several important contributions to gur
understanding of the role of social support vis-a-vis unemploy-
ment. First, The study provides one of the few empirical tests of the
moderating function of interpersonal relationships. Later analyses
of more extensive data (Cobb and Kasl, 1977) essentially confirm
the earlier findings, although the moderation effect is clearly
stronger for psychological than for Physiological variables. The
longitudinal design in this research also permits observations of
the effects of social support at different phases in the experience of
unemployment, including reemployment.

The nature of çhe measures of support employed in this &search
make it difficul to determine the precise nature of the support

3 ? *kJ
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provided, as the researchers themselves acknowledge. Gore (1973)
suggests that it Is likely that the SAvort- was Oran emOtional
rather than an instrumental nature, since support did not affect
the actual length of unemployment. Finally, the finding that urban
men perceived themselves as less adequately supported than rural
men is noteworthy and suggests that availability of support may be
dependent in part on charcteristics of the larger enviromnental
context.

While these data provide the strongest current evidence for a
moderating effect of supportive relationships, the findings are in
sothe instances weak and in others difficult to interpret. Cobb and
Kasl (1977), for example, find virtually no relationship between
measures of' perceive5l social support and their measures of
physiological sympto s. Furthermore, there is little evidence that
the support variabl affects e likelihood of contracting a disease
following job hiss, except in t case of arthritis: The fact that the
measure of support was basedleavily on sUbjective report of the
supportiveness of one's spouse and was 'averaged across the five
interview periods,suggests two things. First, the test of tliffects
of social slit:port was conservative, given the global chara er of
the support measure, and second, problems lilFe response bias and
social desirability thay have confounded the measure of support,
Making definitive interpretation of the stress/support interaction
impossible. We suspect that with finer discrimination in both the
measures of stress and support, the overall pattern of results from
these data might have been even stronger.

In a recent study" of unemployed male and \female heads of
households, Gore (1977) has begun to examine iore directly the
kinds of help that an individual needs to cope éiccessfully with
unemployment and their influence on one's f ings of being
supported. Preliminary analyses indicate that fr ends are more
likely to provide help with the/job search than are elatives, while
the lattey are more apt -to provide most ot er forms of
instrumental help (e.g., baby sitting, transportatio . These data
are unique in their attempt to define more precisel )\ exactly who
provides what sort of help during unemployment. An important
next step would be to extend this effort by relating tlise analyset
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to more differentiated measures of unemployment stress. An
interesting related finding is that the amount of help received is
not always commensurate with perceptions ofbng supported.
For eicample, persons who actually receive considerable help from
family and friends perceive substantial supportiveness only on the
part of kin. While this finding is open to several explanations, its
.chief significance lies in the need it suggests for the development of

social support measures that include more behaviorally oriented
indices as well as subjective estimates of social support.

Implielitions -41

While the number of studies that bear directly on the issue of the
.. moderation of unemployment stress by interpersonal support is

extremely limited, the research as a whole suggests that the
moderating effect remains a tenable hypothesis. The moderation
of unemployment stress through ties to 4hers can be inferred
from early case study observations. Yet, it is apparent that the
'principal concern of investigators in much of this research was to
assess the effects of unemployment on interpersonal relationships

, rather than to evaluate the effects of relationships.on the degree of
stress experienced. In the single formal study employing a measure
of social support explicitly as a control variable (Cobb and Kasl,
1977; Gore, 1973; Kasl, Gore, and Cobb, 1975), the aftermath of
plant closings appears to have had a less detrimental effect on
workers who reported high rather than low support. However, the
issue of causality in this relatioi and the nature of the relevant
strain responses (physiological a d/or psychological) both remain
unsettled. I

The research strategies for futuie work that are indicated by this
body of literature are to some extent a foregone conclusion for us.
The rationale for longitudinal research, based on a model of

..,
coping presented at the conclusion of our review of the social
support literature, was formulated originally with much of the
unemployment research in mind. As we have !Noted periodically,

some evidence exists that the relationships most . commonly
referenced throughout the literature on social support, i.e.,

spouses, others family ties, and friends, are often reported as
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having been affected by the unemplOyment experience. The fact
that potentially sippznive relationships are susceptible to ehTinge
in the face of job loss necessitates process-oriented research
strategies for the investigation of the moderation of unemploy-
ment stress by one's ties to others. Such an approach is also
suitable for an inquiry into which supportive relationships are
most resilient in the face of unemployment.

The appcopriateness of a research strategy foCusing on the
process underlying specific respOnses to job loss is also suggested
by some data that indicate significant variation in who it is who
provides help for different needs and at different times during
unemployment. For example, Gore (1977) reports that for
unemployed men, friends or relatives are the major source of help
for about half the needs measured. For vial need, a largenumber
of persons also receives support from a secondary source.
Granovetter (1973) and Foote's (1973) research on the job search
also suggists that for different 'groups of unemployed persons, the
most impoEtant channels of help may vary. Finally, Jacobson
(1977) rep&ts that the_designation of a friend changes over the
course of unemployment, implying that different needs requiring
the support of different relationships develop with prolonged job
deprivation. Finlayson (1976), in descitibing patterns of help for
wives 'of hospitalized spouses, observei a similar pattern that is
associated directly with increasingly felt needs for emotional
support as stress persists.

p/jthin the framework of the coping process, several more
foMsed considerations for research on social support and
unemployment deserve mention. The first pertains to the
;ub)ective-objective dimension in the measurement of social
kupport. Short of the use of participant-observers to rate support
received on the basis of an independent set of criteria, some
attention needs to be paid to the design of self-report, but context
specific and behaviorally oriented, measures of social support.
Gore's (1977) data, indicating a discrepancy between respondents'
recollections of specific forms of help received from others and
their overall impressions of being supported, suggest that at least
for some respondents and some of their relationships, reported
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feelings of support cannot be relied upon to capture what may
really have transpired. Which coniponent of social support may in
fact be most important for moderating unemployment stress is,

for the. moment, an unresolved issue. But to the extent that
concrete help has been received, the measuring of perceived

- supnrtiveness alone is inadequate.

Another stronger caution pertaining to the measure of social
support is indicated by the work of Finlayson (1976). She asked
wives of spouses with heart disear about the kind and amount of
help they had received shortIr after their husbands were
hospitalized. A year later she interviewed the respondents again
and asked the same questions abdut support in reference to the
earlier time period. At the second interview, wives consistently
underestimated the amount of support they had reported receiving

a year earlier. Finlayson interprets this finding as the failure to
recall temporary but significant aid by numerous associate at the
height of stress and a focusing of attention on the emotional
support of a few intimate friends whose support was sustained.
The data are especially interesting because they suggest that the
observation in some unemployment research (Jacobson, 1977;
Komarovsky, 1940) that a few very close relationships are often
the most vital sources of support during the job lOss period may be
partly an artifact of measurement procedures. The well-docu-
mented effects of memory loss on retrospective measures
obviously constitute a problem for self-report measures of social
support that involve ecall. The problem is further exacerbated by
the fact that unemployment research deals with particularly
stressful circumstanceS. Since stress has a strong effect on
memory4,sojne of othe strain induced by unemployment may
directly iMfuence the measurement of support. While there is nq
completely satisfactory solution to this problem at present,li
reinforces the other arguments for the assessment of social
support in as close proximity as possible to specific stresses.

As a concluding remOder, a process approach should be used in
future research, not eimply to enable one to identify more
precisely the significant periods in the experience following job
loss where different social supports become relevant. It is also an
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approach that is compatible with the idea that social support is an
endogenous factor in this process, where workers' relationships
that 'are potentially supportive in the face of unemployment stress
can also be altered by that stress. The actual moderation of one's
stress by the hel of another, therefore, represents only one side of
a reciprocal rel ion between stress and support. Furtheimore, to
the extent that ne's social supports are also vulnerable to stresses
precipitated bl a change in the economy, quite apart from those
accompanying one's own loss of work, they may constitute an
important element in the larger relationship between the
macroeconomy and the individual.

Social Support and the Macroeconomy

We introduced this discussion of the moderation of unemploy-
ment stress by noting its potential relevance 'to the process
underlying the relationship between personal well-being and the
macroeconomy. Because the literature we have examined focuses
principally on the individual or family who faces job loss, we have
had few opportunities to address this more encompassing ,

problem. It is important that we return to this issue and establish
some initial considerations for locating interpersonal supports in
the larger relation.

The most straightforward aPproach might be to treat social
support as a personal resource which, in light of relevant
attitudinal and dispositional inclinations, is mobilized in unique
ways when coping vith unemployment. Interpersonal supports
might also be drawn from a variety of sources at different levels of
the social organization, e.g., the family, neighborhood, and
community. In this framework, social support represents an
exogenous variable in the relation between the macroeconomy and
the individual. e suspect, however, that the functioning of
interpersonal supports here is considerably more complex, if only
because of its conditional status vis-a-vis such factors as the
attributes of the stressor, the effects of stress on interpersonal
relationships, and the structure of the coping process, which we
have-emphasizel repeatedly.
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The conditioa ilattiiiiifidettd-supportinay-alsc-bezelateito
other factors tfiat are particularly salient in the process linking the
macroeconomy to the individual' -being. For example, the
observation has already been ade t at the availability of a
relationship for st!ipport tfiay b influenc in eral ways by the

impact of the stre4or itself, es cially if the relati onship involves
reciprocal- obligatiOs. Similar , siress generated y the economy
at large can be conce_ tuah d as affecting ofie's supportive
resources through its ef ts on group-centered supports, e.g.,
climate or quality of relationships. In our research we .are
currently examining one critical locus of social support as well as
stress experienced by the unemployed person, the family.

However, the family itself is of interest to us as an object of
economic stress. The mechanism through which stress is

introduced into that system is concepttalized as the loss of work
by the family breadwinner. The resulting changes in patterns of _./`
family activity and relationships are treated as strain. Fromftire
perspective of the unemployed person, his/her own unemploy-
ment status is therefore a determining influence on the structure
and ,functioning of the family, which in turn determine the
availability and quality of family supports. Previous research on
unemployment has often treated the family either as a source of
potential support or as the object of economic stress. Rarely have
family relationships and climate been viewed as dependent
measures of family stress and potential moderators of individual

stress within the same researe design. This interdependence
between an individual's unemployment and fatily supports
further complicates the.process underlying the basic macro/micro
relation (see figure 2).

It may also be the case that interpersonal contexts like the
family and neighborhood are affected by economic change
independently of the employment status of a focal individual. For
example, Catalano and Dooley (1977) suggest that one correlate of
large-scale unemployment may be an increased frequency of other
stressful life events at an intermediate level of social organization
like the community. These events, in turn, may negatively
influence neighborhood and community climate, so that
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indiVidUals who muSt cope with° their oWn unemployment also
experience the added stress of declining neighborhood morale.

,sectors of one's social network charactized by
especially high rates of unemplOyment (e.g., among work
associates or neightyors), may generate nonsupportive climates,
and, more directly, may mean that there are fewer persons with
the inclination or energy to provide support. Additionally,
unemployment, oithe tear of it, may create overt competition and
tension. Hence the social isolation and withdrawal often taken as
evidence of the unemployed persolys failure to cope with stress
may in fact represent a group rather than individual dynamic.
Tolsdorf (1975) has emphasized the importanCe of one's

rforientation to the use of the social networir for suppoit, e.g.,
collective vs. individualistic approaches to problem solving, as

Veil as the formal characteristics of the network, for explaining
s

health-related outcomes. Assuming that such dispositidns are at
least in part situationally determined, they may be responsive to
the degree of stress experienced not only by ,the individual but by
his/her -network Of.relationshiPs as well.

Two additional issues deserve some comment. Our ultimate
concern is with economic stressors precipitated at the macro level
and the ensuing consequences at the micro level: However, the fact
,that intermediate levels of social organization amay constitpte
important interverang structures makes it relevant to consider Ole

. ,

process of coping with economic change at these leve is . WI thout-
going into an elaborate discussion of this issue, we ean simply 'say
that the concept of social sup69# or pmething akin to-it may also

, be a pertinent factor in, for ex*ple the success of a family as a
social unit in confronting economic WI employment crises. Thus,
a second order of social resource's, those that aid in the coping of

, social syste.ms from which indrieuals in turn draw support, has an
indirect bearing on the consequences cif stress for the individual.
From this) point of view the depression studies of supports for
family coping With unemployment are studies of second-order
supportive resources.

.

This view of intermediate levels okocitl organization as sources
of individual support raises the possibility ,tkiat the disruption of

4*,
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social relations within;communiiies, neighborhoods, and theliie
constitutes one of the most important forms of economic change
in terms of widespread personal costs. The destruction of socially
structured links to others may ultimately prove to be equally, if
not more, damaging to. the individual than is the direct loss of
resources obtained from work. An appropriate analogy is
suggested by Fried's observation (173) of the disintegration Of
neighborhood life per se during urban renewal as a major loss in
the lives ol displaced individuals.

A final comment regarding social support resources as a variable
. in the macro/micro relation pertains to their distribution in the

population. When viewed from the perspective of the individual,
the determination of particular supportive relationships tends to
be located in attitudinal and dispositional characteristics of the
interacting parties, and perhaps in the influence of the immediate
surroundings. However, as interest shifts to the wider network of
social supports, it becomes apparent that potentially supportive
relationships are.. not qnly situated in varied social systems, but
that the latter have in themselves a structured relationship to one
another. Thus, Onap of one's netwbrk of ties to others is shit*
by macro social stractUre as well as the characteristics of niore
delimited social. cOntexts and one's unique interpersonal
preferences. Howard;11977), for example, reports that the
characteristics bf workers' neighborhood and peer relationships in -
India are systematically related to workers' locations within the
larger systein of production, varying eepecially in relation to the
degree of bureaucratizatioit and industrialization in the work-
place. To the extent that the, pattern, of one's associations with
others is constrained in iniilloitant ways by the organization of
-production, social support resources and economic stressors may
pave a comnion locus of social .distribution.

A Final Note

The concept of social support as treated in this taper makes
most sense in the context of the larger question addressed to each
of the contributions in this volumewhat-0 bearing does, the
macroeconomy have on perSOnal health ,and well:being, and how
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are its effects generated. As one potential element in-this relation,
social support deserves consideration at multiple levels, of Social
analysis if its contributions as a moderating variable ate to be fuk
appreciated. Such an approach also hag practical iniplicatiolg
given a rapidly developing interest in.social 'support as an atilibute
of individuals among human service practitioners as %q1--. as
academic investigators. There is a.real danger that a social.support
bandwagon is in the making that might obscure the central issue of
widespread economic and social stressors by focusing attention on
the inadequacy of personals suppOrts or of the abilities to m'obilize
them. Such a development would go hand in hana with
acquiescence to , national economic policies which .define five
percent unemployment as a structural necessity for a full
employment econolny. The irony is that, as the concept of social
support gains status among human service providers, this
development itself becomes a clear indicator of the existence Of
widespread social stressors. As we have argued in this paper, social
support is not Only a personal resource but a socially distributed
commodity which can reflect the same, degree, if not the same
patterns, of those inequalities that(' presently diaracterize the
distribution of economic res6urces and streisors.Hence the larger
societal. issue of structured inequalities is inesqapable, whether 1°c

one's princip4ceoncein -is with the reduction of social stressois or
the enhancement of supporthe relationships. The latter cannot be
reduced to mere idiosyncratic diffelences among individuals. The
prOblem of locating social' supliorts in the relation between the
macroecopomy and the individual is therefore not simply an
interesting academic matter. Its resolution should serve to reve4l
with greater clarity the extent -to which human relationships, ,are
societally, as well 'as interpersonally, striFtured, and thus the
degree to Arch inadequate access to supportive others is:A
as well as an individual problem.

.NINIp
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UNEMPLOYMENT & MENTAL

HEALTH: AN INTERPRETATIVE
SUMMARY

S. M. MILLER

To review what occurred at a meeting is a pleasure, for there is
the enjoyment of discovering that we did more than we realized at
the time. The summarizer role permits one to engage , in -the
near-fantasy of decoding what took, place, reconstructing a
conference theme that people may not have recognized at the time,

- and may still not recognize after they have read the summary. I
have divided my comments, which do not constitute a
comprehensive or tzue-to-life summary but are my interpretations
of themes, into ten parts: 1) the unfolding of research,
2) purposes, 3) the setting, 4) research policy models, 5) ecomimic
meanings, 6) the black box, 7) intervention-oriented research,
8) effects of unemployment, 9) methodology, and 10) questions.

1. The Unfolding of Research

This conference should be seen as a fniddle stage. Metro
Center and other organizations have funded a variety of
interesting research projects. The conference called together
people who have been engaged in this.research so that they could
construct a common langtiage, becdme acquainted with, each
other's work, build a sense of their collective hypotheses and
methodologies, and become mores broadly acquainted with the
data sets that might be available. This conference does not
represent the final stage, but rather an intermediate one to be
followed by Other sessions is res-eirch and experimentation
continue. This is the end of the beginning: the conclusion of the

,1
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first stage of commissioning research and conducting studies
based on the research findings presently available; a first
assessment of what the research is adding up to and a preliminary
shaping of what our goals should be.

2. Purposes

Three purposes appeared. Some overlap and some clash; some
are broad and others are narrow. One interpretation that can be
made of the work on unemployment is that it contributes to the
development of a new social-economic paradigm of how' the
market and 'economy should f nction and of what the standards
for judging successful econ6mic flunctioning should be. This
emerging paradigm puts productive employment at the center of
economic decision making, instead of regarding it as the residue of
decisions siirected to other goals. The making of that new
paradigm in the broadest possible perspective- was the aim of this

conference. .

A second, less ambitious interpretation sees the development of
,a challenge perspective, which questions that easy acceptance of a
irade-off between inflation arid unemployment. The trade-off
approach permits a high level of unemployment as an
economically necessary development. The challenge perspective
has doubts about the "new wisdom" that unemployment is
heithe psychologically damaging nor economically disturbing.

Whil it may be difficult to make the attitudipal and poliCy
chan s implied in this perspective, it is not so comprehensive as
the call for a new paradigm.

The third purpose, is to learn how to ameliorate the
consequences of unemployment. Explanations of the "black box"
or the reality of the connections between unemployment and
well-being are not the most important questions, for the point here
is to explore what factors would help to make peOple and
commuities feel less disturbed and disrupted as a result of
unemployment. This is a much more modest outlook than either
the challenge or the new paradigm perspectives.

44)
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The fact tfiat the conference shifted back and forth among these
three perspectives has been a major source of difficulty. People
with differing assumptions, issues, and questions learn only late i
the day what binds as well as divides them. They learn that oth s
poetry may have some prose in it, and one's, own trose me
poetry.

0

3. The Setting

We are discussing the impact of unempl t . ent in an
economic-political s'ocial climate where this issue is not given a
central place; the disturbance is rather concerned with the threat
of inflation and the importance of maintaining the economic
competitiveness of the United Statei in the world market. While
there has been a loss of faith in economic management, and
certainly in the Keynesian paradigm, there,are still those who cling
to it. The current economic panacea calls for lower taxes on the
rich and on large corporations id order to encourage investment;
the call is to reduce the public social sector in order to reduce
inflationary pressures.. This general point of view requires the
keeping down of wages and the acceptance of high-level, chronic
unemployment as a necessary charactetistic of the econon*. A
special concern is to guild-up the competitiveness of manufactur-
ing production in the United States in order to increase exports
and decrease imports, thus achieving a more favorable balance of
trade. This strategy I have termed "the recapitalization of
capitalism."' It is an efforcto restructure Anierican capitalism for
more effective world competition by lowering inflation and
growth thi.ough reduced taxation and a contraction of the welfare
state.

An obvious question then is: Who shall bear the burden of
change? Who shall feel the burden of the effort to improve the
United States' international position? Who shall suffer from the

'burden of pro-investment taxation policies and a contracting
pUblic sector? Those of us who have been around for some time
recognize the profouhd turn in the ideological and political climate

1. For analysis of this approach, see S. M. Miller, "The Re-Capitalization of
Cipitalism," Social Policy. November-December, 197 .
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of the United States. Bold assertions from prestigious people
command us to view the sixties as a demonstration of utter failure:
nothing works, governments can only fail. Further, it is

contended, the important thing in American life today is to reduce
expectations, because that would solve most of the difficulties; the
problem of the United States is that our expectations of a desirable
standard of living, of what the economy can accomplish, are much
too high. If only we would lower our expectations, we are told,
American society could function effectively. The sixties, then, are
viewea as a failure not only in ,terms of the ineffectiveness of
policy and implementation, but as wrong-headed in terms of
goals. This interpretation disregards the possibility that the sixties
set up high goals and limited means to achieve them from a desire
to cope with American difficulties "on the Cheap." The attack on
the social policy and high aspirations of the sixties questions the
very basic goals of greater equality.

I doubt whether the policies involved in the recapitalization of
capitalism strategyj1l be fully carried out, but it is already clear
that a significant political-ideological switch has been successfully
engineered. We are now faced with the situation of trying to push
forward those iisues that have been shoved to the rear,
particularly the issue of unemployment and its- consequ ces.

Consequently, it is important to focus on unemployment an to
continue doing se; in order to broaden the understanding of th
country, its possibilities and its responsibilities, and to move
beyond the growing belief that less is more for the vulnerable and
that more for the well-to-do is more for all.

One of the (gravest dangers:in this period is a further split
between the marginal working classes in the United States and the
organized working classes. If, as I think likely, organized workers
do contest the worsening conditions, there may be some loosening
of their restraints, and the major brunt of economic change would
then be borne by the most vulnerable group, the poor. That is a
great danger and it requires that renewed attention bepaid to-the
vulnerables in American society.

1.)41,:r1
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4.eReseareh-Policy Models

Let me return now to the issues of research and policy. The
direct model resented at the conference is illustrated by
worker-organized econotnic development, particularly as focused
on bills proposed in Congress. Research, bill-writingt coalition-
building, and lobbying fuse in an effort to produce valuable
legislation. This model is built on a direct line between research
and action: it requires the ability to capitalize on events and use
them for research, promote the understanding of issues, stimulate
directsmall-scale, local action,t6 solve particular problems, and to
move toward legislation that will facilitate the desirable actions. It
is a powerful, important,cand useful model, one that we should
hope to be able to follow.

I think, however, that if we focus on that model alone, we will
frequently be disappointed. Occasionally, skillful political-
academic entrepreneurs, like those involved in the Whyte-Blasi
and the Youngstown-Alperovitz cases, can galvanize legislation
and make a fairly direct linkage between research and action. But
research and action are seldom Connected that directly and
suddenly. I emphasize suddenly. Sometimes a swift connection
occurs, but that is rare. While themodehis important and useful, it
should not be regarded as the only one possibleir.I do not oppose it;mo,

I simply doubt its widespread applicability.

Personally, and I admit that it is,a-personality quirk, I am more
in favor of a second model, the long-terrn influence of ideas and
the baic shaping- of the .political and social climate, While this
model also hopes to ififluence the current political agenda, it does
.not see that achievement as the only criterion of success. The quest

Vs to affect consciousness, to identify the issues that are accorded
prime attention as well as the ways in which they are defined and
talked abo t. The first model obvtously has a similar intent, and
the propo4igof legislation may be the most feasible educational
device. I r iterate that-I am not 'arguing against the first model,
which attempts to influence directly '-,and immediately a
Congressional or presidential action. Rather, I wish to remind us
that such activity requires luck as well as brilliant footwork, that

r
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some Of Ulare skillfurand dogge4 at it and most of us are not, and
that it is seldom actomplished.

A. division of labor has to be accented in which some are
usefully pursuing the secolid model while others are being
encouraged to exert their skilli on behalf of the first model. What
I fear is tliat peOple will feel that 'nothing worthwhile can be
attempted unless supportive. legislation. can be immediately
attained:At its worst, Potomac fever becOmes "Washingtonitis,"
the belief that legislation is exclusiyely the result of manipulation;
idiosyncrasies,_and personal networks; this belief rejects the 'part
played by larger economic; cultural, and political forces outside
Washington, and ignores the fact that these influenCes also affect
the way in which legislation is implemented. We should regard
either model with a high degree of openness, because
setendipitygratuitious and unanticipated favorable levents-ecan
have a marked effect on .what occurs.

l,am skeptical about a tight research agenda, partly because at
various times I have tried to orgaftize people into systethatic
research agendas. Without a sizable amoukt of money and/or a
captive populatiOn of reSearchers, the best that can be, done is to ..
get people_4orking in somewhat -complemental; y ways. In' my)
.view, a research agenda that we tnight der* would not be a tight
briefing of research isstressorneone voTunteering for 1-a, sub c,
and so onbut, moxe plausibly, the recognition of the inipict that
we might haye if each one.were to take on a particular-part of the-
overall prOject. This would inean that we were not relyinron one
enothef to the extent -that if some failed to cart"' throUgh their
assignment, the research agenda would collapse, Thus,. wcouId
fbcuso limited set ofactiyitieiin the kopf of.having a collective.
impact,sa jIThiffect, witaut-Reling that if.lkelare unfit* to get e,_
closely aligned t of res6;rch data, we mill -have faikflin-
endeavor. C'onverjh work, rathef Than a' collective piece of
work, is our /mit prolhing couise.

5. Economic Meanings

The.bask issue of the Conference is, whttt we mean by econOnly:
and unemployment. There is uncertainty about the extent.to which

a
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we are- exclusively, or, at least, primarily oriented toward Ihe
impact of tmethployment. Are we eq.ually concerned about other
negative ecOnOmic circumstancei; such is low wages or adverse
job circumstances? Are we toncerned about underemployment,
whether of Ph.D.s or high-school dropouts? Is the problem only
that of full-scale, direct unethployment, or are we also concerned
with underemployment in terms of income and skilll. This, is an
unresolyed issue. Obviously, we can try to resolve it,, but the
problem here is that it drives us bacl to the point where each of us
started and to what the purposes of our wor.k may be.

At the policy level, the question becomes: is-the goal that
everyone should have a job adopted because we are so concerned
about unemployment, or is it our and that everyone, have a
"decer" jobr Would we be just as satisfied with a truly full
employment economy made up of jobs that people thought were
undesirable as with a truly full employment economy made up of
jobs that oifered much more to the employee? Do We think that
the attainment of the second type of full employment economy is
too difficult, incurs too great costs, and is too romantic in its view
of people's interests and capacities? We divide on such issues, and
the tension among us cannot readily be resolved, if at all. It is 'an
issue 'to which we will return again and again, both in 'our work
and in political discusgions.

-

We now come to recognize that "unemployment" is too gross a
label for the prOcesses that concern us. We have discerned
different patterns of unemploymentpeople who are unemployed
for a long time with no gonnection to work at all; people wbo are
unemployed for a certain period but have a parallel involvement in
thg irregular economy; people who mix together unemployment
insucance, welfare, training, and irregular jobs; 'people who at a
particular moment may have regular jobs gut who face frequent
bouts of unemployment. These are different vectors of experience,
and one would expect different consequences to follow. To
understand the results of unemploYment, we must start with a
recognition of various unemployment patterns. We could break
up the concept of unemploYment into types and patterns and then
perhaps trace their respective cOnsequences. We have been
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concerned liere, with three major issues: the black box, the'
intervention-oriented pattern, and the effects of unemployment.

6. The Black Box

The black box issue has determined the major orientation of
this meeting: if one takes. the Brenner data as given, if there is
indeed a relationsMp between unemployment and socially adverse
indicators, how should this relationship be explained? What are
the conneciions? What set. of intervening processes connect,

.1 unemployment with' the ,adverse effects experienced by the
individual or individuals',

Some of us doubt whether a clarification of the black box
,

should in fact be the core issue in our effort to influencq social
Policy. They believe that research would be much'more pe uasive
artd ,influential if a higher priolrity were assiined, to the
unemployment issue; 'taking starkly, unmistakably, and unavbid-
ably obvious the negative 'corisequences of unemployment without
any concern with why this is so. A muted reply-Was been that a
depiction of the costs of ntemploymtnt would not be convincing.
Furthermore, even if we ;could explain why unemployment has
negative effects, that explanation alone would not serve to change
peolile's minds. The implications here are that if one wants to
purshe the black box, one should pursue it for its significant
consequences.in general and dot for its influence on ub1ic policy.
In shor1 , e.were "offered the b*ck box as a venture because of its
potential ences upon public policy; but some .of us are
questioning te. vabdity of such:an outcome..

.It may be, however, that in orger to make res.earch more useful;
we will have to "Make much moreteadway in trying to understand
the crucial intervening processest..This means that it. would be
worthwhile to invest in black-box research, even if it should not
have a strong pay-off in terms,of public influence; this issue
unresolved.

At first, I had the impression (hat, we had dot said very much
about black:box 'processes, b3t, as I thought about old
discussions, I discerned a. varietr of guesses, hypotheses, and

'
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possible lines of inquiry about the connections between
unemployment and behavior. One such line might be called : set
of anomie hypothres. .

Three types of anomie txplantitions appeared. One was the
destruction of valued economic roles. What unemployment did
was to deprive individuals of economic roles that wire signifiatht
to them. Secon,d, a derivadve to tome -extent of the 'first but
somewhat independent, was tlie destruction of valued social roles.
Difficulties occur nothdirett, froe losi of the job, but from

, alb impact of jciblesifiess upon soatliving. While similar to the
'. first, it has artother nuance. A. third anomie hypothesis was the

, loss of confidencebout the future. Here itt is not so much what is
actually happening to the individual as the collapse of expectations
that is disturbing. All three of them, in,spme form or another, are
Durkheimian explanations of what is taking place. '

. .

Of,a-different order is nuniber foqr, the shock hyptIthesis: That'
it is the rapid, disturbing events that perturb the individual. and ;

community; the effect of the shock is the destructive.element: In a '
sense, this too is an, anomie hypothesis, which I did not at first
realize. The significant factors hen are rapid change, the sudden
breakdown of norms, and the swift change_ in life cpnditions.
Perhaps anomie is tht.only way one can understand the world. (I

if Durkheim, Weber, and Marx ad !lever lived. Certainly sOcial

Iltvegilpften wonder what would happened to Weste/n social science .

scientists*wpuld have few hypotheses, for thssocial sciences today-
are still largely deriv,atives from the three of them. I would add
FFeud to the.list becaust the crude psychology that enters into .so
.much current social analysis tends to be Freudian. That doesn't

. mean that Freudian theorizing was crude, but that muCh of the
applicjition of Freud tends to Ip so.)

V, , '
A filth hypothesis deals with the concept of loss of meaning.

This refers less t9 the network of ties that sorhe of us discusled
than to all those adverse influences just mentionedloss of valued

,. economic and ;locial roles, :collapse of confidence about 'the
future, the shock of events. Their weakening effect destiogi the
*aning that individuals have found in their world. The/0

/
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individual, perturbed by what is taking place is his lift, lays
himself open V, a variety of additionally distprbing influences and
is forced to seek a new, stage of meaning. Until that stage is-
reachedand this may take some timea great uneasiness
prevails. -

A sixth hypothesis, a complementary, one that is similar to
hypothesis 4, asserts that any kind, of change is disruptive.
Sociologists and psychologists have studied the impact of
occupational mobility, both up and down, and geographic
,mobility. But this iypothesis is broader than that, asserting that
the frequency and fapidity of changes are central to the disruption
and the negative 6lisequences.

The seventh reaks new ground; it turns to the internal
experience o ork. Here the unemployed person must face the
loss of the dei,ble positive aspects of working. This loss also
disrupts the external ties of the individual, but' the emphasis is on
the job situation itself. The ,loss of the job situatiOn Is; in itself,
disruptive to the individual, and it also gKres the future a
threatenirig aspect;

A final issue in connection with the black box, one that was not
w 11 expressed, is whether it is change or chronicity that is-crucial.
Is he im ortant issue long term unemployment or long term low
wages, or is itchanged circumstances? Can people or conimunities
be in stable advtrse circumstances and yet manage them in ways
lhat are not too disturbing to them, ot,. are such circumstances
disturbing to them without their 4S1izing it?. Or is change in
circumstances the significant forcr? Recall the de Tocqueville
hypothesis that revolutions occur not when things are at their
worst, but when they have begun to improve;. people's
expectations increase more rapidly than improvements can tEtke

place, and it is the divergence between expectation and practice
that widens and causes unrest. In situations of chronic depriva-
tion, people's .exiaectations are low, and therefore, less untest

..eCcurs. The de Tocqueville hypothesis expects unrest to increase in

times of slow improvement or of improvement follow'ed by a
decline. This is the sort of explanation that was hinted at in some
of the discussions, but it never came to the fore.

(-) 4
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Another issue that was mentioned at various times but-remained
unintegrated into our thinking was that of coritextkal elements: to
what 'extent is what is happening to others impoitant in how
experience is absorbed by an individual? What effect.does a high
or low rate of unemployment nationally or locally have on the
unemployed individual? Comparative pasitiis imps:rant:

A second contextual element, again not well worked out, is to
what extent we are concerned about individual reactions or the
reactions of collectivities: neighborhoods, towns, workers of a
particular plant or union? Wbat influences the different feelings
and responses of the.collectivity and (*individuals? For example,
individuals. may feel that they are csming adequately, but the
alectivity may feel that as a group it is failing to, do so. Thig

tjnterplay needs consideration, as does the concept of role, and we
have not paid sufficient attention to it.

We recognized, though \ve did not develop the idea, that
processes of impact may vary among groups: it may not be the
same process, the same black box, for everybody. Differential
response ha to be studied. Further, different patterns of
unemployment may have different processes of influence. Tke
challenge was presented that many people may find work
unsatigying, so that its deprivation would not be seen as a threat.
The stance that many of us acCepted, althOugh we did not always
say so, is that w 1i1tçwork may be unsatisfying, unemployment/is
more so. The fact thaThmany people are unhappy at work does not
mean that unemployment 'is a_happy condition.

,

These are some of the issues, hypotheses, gnesses, and lines of
thought that we had about the black box and the processes :by
which unemployment affects people.'

2. Since so much of our thinking about the black box is influenced by Emile Durkheim,
we might find it useful to use Melvin Seeman's Durkheimianitation.of Marx's concept of
alienatiot, as a checklist. Seeman distinguishes five dimensions of alienation;
powerlessness, meaninglessness, normlessness, isolation, self-estrangement. Melvin
Seeman, "On the Meaning of Alienation," Amerkan Sociological Review, 24:6 (Dec.
1959), 783-91'; reprinted (among many other places) in Ada W. Finifter, ed., Alienation 9rtd
the Social System (New fork: John Wiley), 1072.

3 9 9
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7. Interven tion-Oriented Research

Another set of "discussions concerned intervention-oriecteA
research, the amelioratist standpoint of reducing the impact of
unemployment on the individual. I am not clear wNere those doing
social support research intend to move next. What I picked up
were some issues that werg raised.

:One, issue is to what extent does social support (network
support) contribute to an improvement in people's conditions in
the absence of real econoMic resources? Can the family or
.neighborhood network be effective even !Jthe larger community
does not channel some economic reu.vQe s to thg unemployed? Or
dbes network effectiveness depend on a combination of a social
network plus economic resources? Can the social network be,
effective without economic resources? Conversely, can economic
resources be effective without a suppoitive social network? These
are good points that were not probed.

Another issue appeared only once, but it seems worthy of
attention. That is the issue of trust. To what extent is the netivork
valuable because people feel able to have trust and confidence in
otlitrs? Does the network engender trust and confidence, about
What the lager community will do about an individual's situation?
In a sense, the concept of trust as it was introduced here Was an
effort to explain whelh amelioratist activities might be most
effective. The hypothesis might be that without trust, sOcial

supports would not be effective.

A different level of interest involved predispositionalprobleins.
Who was most likely to suffer? The Orientation was not primarily-
toward the - tifying oi` the processes involved in the effects of
unemploy e t; in .other words, it bypassed the black box issue..
More genera ly (although more debatably), there is concern a8out
who is most likely to 'need what kind of help and undet what
conditions. Many of us conceive of the problem of predisposition
in a treatment context. For example, if it were possible to identify
thoSe most likely to respond adversely to the stimulus of
unemployment, then alleviating measures could be provided early.
That thinking led to ayoader outlook and to the suggestion that

3 9
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it is worthWhile to study the effectiveneS/S '6f treatment modalities
and programs that have been recomme ded for.those people who
suffer the negative consequences of un mployment:

A very different point of view towa d social support moved it
out of the intervention-orienled perspdctive and back to the issue
of the black box. That idea is to exp ore the withering of Social
support and meaning as an imegral pIrt of the process by which
Unemployment adversely affects peop e'..It shifts from the stildy of
social supPort as an ameliorist activit towards the investigation of
such support in terms of understandi g anomic processes, i.e., the
production of anomie. Those presen y involved in social support
research 'do not seem aware of t is perspective, and it was

isuggested as a possible reorientatiol for social suppott studies.

A broader contention is that we s ould consider-not only social
. supportbut also income sypport. T is recommendation returns to

an earlier point, which maintai9s th t responses and adaptation to ,
shutdown will differ acCordihg to whether there is assurance or
uncertainty about future income: s an unemplOyment insurance
program, which provides stron income guarantees to the
community and to the unemploye reSponsiblelor differences in
behavior, no matter what the sii ial support situation may be?
Does it affect the social support iituation? These issues lead to,
ameliorist questions other than those of social support: how to

sttimprove the unemployment insur nce system and other income
guarantee programs, or, if this i not relevant, how to provide
alternative kinds of economic gtutrantees. This perspective does
not look at the iitie of interventiO narrowly'," in terms of social
support networks, but takes a mbre comprehensive view of an

...... economic support framework, onel of the happier thrms arrived a,t
here. The latter perspective was hinied at without being developed.

Intervention-oriented research, then, should be weighed in
terms of both social, and economic support; ameliorist activities
should not be content with only a social support orientation. That
is particularly noteworthy because many conference participants,
and I certainty include myself in this camp, are quite disturbed
about possible abuse of the social support Orientation. What

'S
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might happenespecially in light. of -the political, economic,
social: and attitudinal changes, continually taking place in the
United Statesis that the political palatibility of unemployment
might be enhanced by the provision of relatively inexpensive but
limited ways of dealing with its adverse effects. Social support
Would then become a cheap way of dealing with problems of
unemployment. The emerging perspective on unemployment
focuses on family policy and volukter Etaivity; not bad ideas in
themselves except that they are placed in the context of a belief
that Social afid psychological resources Should and can cope with
problems. In other words, don't change the ecpnomic parameters;
don't change economic policylibut persuade people to leani to
adapt more readily to the strains we are pressing upon them. Many
of us regard this line of argumeni as a disquieting possibility in the
utilization of social supports. This danger is not an inevitable
consequence; the7e may be. ways of institutionalizing social

support that would limit this possibility, but it 'is wokthwhile to
guard against the misapplication of a sound idea. -

A final point on intervention-oriented research concerns the
issue to which Gar Alperovitz speaks and which came out at
various times in the meetings, namely, that we should consider
intervention-oriented activity that would facilitate joint efforts of
the community or of the plant workers to deal with the issues
unemployment. Some of us talked about whether a disturbing
situation might lead to unionization or to other forms bf
ckganization supposed to deal with the problem of plant
shutdown. Again, we were moving away from the narrow,
ameliorative use of social networks and toward economic support
and group action. Intervention is a question not only of treatment,
but also of economic and of group action.

8. Effects of Unemployment

One element of research on the consequences or effects of
unemployment is whether we need more research of the kind
HarVey Brenner, has done; not only to understand the problem
better but also to present a more persuasive argument as to the role
of unemployment in affecting behavior. I am not sure where otlr

qr.)_
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conferencepeople stood on this issue; I now thihk that we do need
more work of Brenner's sort because undoubtedly there will be"'
more and more studies testing, contesting, and applying the
Brenner analysis to further methodological issues, as was
demonstrated at the conference. Some balance of research will be
needed.

A second recOmmendation is the need for more research on the
effects that unemployment has on the community, tlie
neighborhood, and the-family. This is also a political question, for
people may be much less influenced by national figures on the rate
of unemployment that by the experience of unemployment in
specific communities. An entity like a town is identifiable and
visible, and it has an integrity that people can recognize; it is quite
unlike a national percentage. Many Americans may feel that the
unemployed or those on welfare do not want to work but at the,
same time may be concerned about a starving individual.
Americans_ respond to the individdalization of problems; therefore
community individualization is important. In research, we must
uQderstand unemployment in terms of its overall impact on
communities and neighpOgioods, as well as on individuals.,

A' third line \of study of the consequences of unemployment
focuses oii those who have not entered the labor market,
particularly (but not exclusively) youth. Does widespfead
unemploYment or a low prospect of employment , have a real
impact upon those who will, or might at some point, be entering
the labor market? This applies particularly to women who are
thinking of paid employment: will their behavior in the labor
market change as they become aware that many are unemployed?
The issue here is unemployment's spread effects upon those not in
the paid labor force.

A fourth consequence is again a broad one. It deals with th
effects of unemployment on other parts of the economy: wh t
happens to the local economy, e.g., shopkeepers, when
unemployment is widespread? Are those who stay employed likely
to have lower incomes ana lower wages as a result of the
contraction of the local economy? Or dpes a high rate of

3 9 3
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unemployment tend to dampen wage increases throughout the
nation? The negativp, consequences of .unemploymem are visited
upon the employed. Similarly, attempts to deal with unemploy-
ment may have varied effects on industrial, ,occupational, and
regional sectors. A conipr ensive view'demands that attention be
paid to the diversity of he impicts of unemployment; the
immediate situation of the unemployed does not capture the full
price of unemployment.

9. Methodology

One methodological recommendation is to continue what has
been called descriptive modeling,,thAt is, the develOpment of
typologies, the effort ter provide a framework for thinking about
specific experiences, the consideration of processes in a consistent
and cohesive way, while recognizing that unemployment
experiences differ widely. The Ferman work is archetypicalin that
respect.

A second.approach, surprisingly not mentioned, is to study the
reemployed who had previocrsly been unemployed. Does a positive
effect' accompany reemplokment, or is it limited bedUuse of
previous job experience or the preceding unemployMent? If we are
to uncover the impact of unemp oyment, we might well look at
reemployment .

. .

/ A third suggestion concerning the long term consequences of
6nemployment upon the community is to investigate the impact on
the community of threats of unemployment, and not just the fact
of unemployment. Threats of unemployment ,are more frequent
than actual plant shutdowns. A fourth suggegtion was to study
interventions, the varying kinas of intervention( procedures as
outlined above, to discover the conditions that make one or
another df these interventions more Active.! The fifth
recommendation was to study deviant cases because the Aeld
from deviant case analysis might be very high.

10. Questions
I wish to raise-a- ewestion spdifically for the Metro Center in

terms of Methodology and the granting process. In some ways, the
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most provocative and interestingpaper at this meeting 'was that of
Peter Marris but. I Wonder whether an ageng like Metro Center
can support the sort Of research Maths advocates. Metro Center
may well be the 'most open-minded, brave, innovational, and
useful of the governmental granting agencies, but even so, 'it is
somewhat captured by the 'prevailing paradigms and standards in
the research that it feels it can and should fund. Should Metro
Center be even braver and more imaginatil:re and support the
unconventional?

- That point leads to the question of what kind of research is
useful, which is not a disppaging comment on the research that
has been funded, but a question of what activities are useful to
engage in, to support, to recognize, and to bring attention to. Why
do some questions about economy and-unemployment still seem to
be unansitered: to what extent are we concerned about change in
general or about particular kinds of change; are we concerned
about the impact on all groups, or on the most vulnerable groups
hilliociety? Most of us seem concerned about the impact on ihe
most vulnerable groups, but there is no full agreementamong us.
There is no doubt that we must get a sense of where we stand in
regard to key questions about the impact of unemployment on the
community and on the individual.

It may be my misreading, but I listened to the discussion of
physiological indicators with a great deal of disquiet. I gained the
impression that they are not reliable indicators to use in measuring
the impact of unemployment. They are not, as they first appear,
easy and simplified measures, for many supressor effects occur.
We should have genuine doilbts tid questions about wing them,
did I came away with a critical feeling about relying on them. Thi;
reaction may not be realistic, but it is certainly an open question as
to what extent these physiological indicators can be used with ease,
to what extent with circumspection, to what extent tkey are useful
at all for the kinds of research that we seek.

Another question is: to what extent should we be studying new
way's of community coping with issues of unemployment? Thisfri
question include( the new forms of factory ownership that hav
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been suggested and other kinds of commutiity activities. There is
the additional question of whether our orientation , slige be
toward studying what .actually takes place or rowirciRlping
collective dr group a`ctions to be more effective. To what extent
should we seek an action resnarch orientation pointed more
toward improvement than toward an analysis of what" happened
and why? This is the latent, motivating question behind much of
the discussion: what- kind of researcher do we want tO be, *hat
kind of research can be done well and usefully, what makes the

- 'greatest contribution in the long din? I am drawn to the
action-research approach, partly because of my doubts about
much traditional research and, even more, because one learns
about history by trying to change it

Finally, the adequacy of the conCept of stress 'Was questiohed. A
number of people stated their doubts about that term, with all the
shades of meanings that it has: I am not clear wliether we intend to

use it in the, ftiture as an organizing concept, or. whether iv -is

regarded as& valuable concept in the beginning of research but not
later on,`oir whether it has already outlived its usefulness. Should it
(be cast aside? If so, what alternatives-should come to the foie?

These, then, are some, certainly not all, of the issues arlicl
questions of the conference, but this paper is not so much a
summary as an interpretation of what is nbw going on in the.
United States and where out research might fit in. It also seeks to
give some indication of the difficulties and questions that we face
in pursuing research. Few studies are directed to uneMPloymeht,

yet it is and will continue to be a prime, if relatively neglected,

issue in the American economy and society. The call is for an
effective mobilization, of scarce resiazes to pursue a Oear
understanding of its consequences and the possibilities of its
prevention.

0
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FEDERAL LEGISLATIoN

IN RESPECT TO EMPLOYEE
/ OWNERSHIP OF PIRMS

,

JOSEPH R. BLASI

This paper will address the implications of recent Congressional
legislation on employee and employee-community ownership of
firms that might otherwise belorced to shut 'down and twninate
the employment of their work force. As the Special Iffiistant
for Social Policy for Congressman Peter Kostmayer, I am
responsible for _the coordination of such legislation, having
established the task -force that wrote the legislation and served as
one of the two majoi. authors .of it. William Foote Whyte of
Cornell,University was instrumental in initiating4he project, ss a
consequence of his research on several firms %%ere employee
ownership had grown out of plant shutdowns.

Employee-owned firms are not new, but until now , they have
been seen simply as a phenomena of little strategic impoitance in
the country's economic and social policy. Whyte has hown that
the image of the failing firm that makes loc.* une ployment
inevitable is often a myth.. Corporations or conglo erates may
simply,, be unwilling to continue operations that yield only
moderate profits. This unwillingness to let busines enterprises
continue to operate which are aimed more at local accommodation
and the support of a local work force than at unlimited corporate
growth .must be recognized as one cause of unemployment:
Additionally, the fact that ailing firms can be rejuvenated by
commimity take-overs should suggest that we might look more
closely at business shutdowns in general. The need for suCh

\
mination is justified when we realize that decline in the qualityN
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of working life, mistaken steps taken to attain increased worker
productivity, denial to workers a participation in manageMent,
and a persistent industrial tendency to take operations overseas or
to ununionized drat's, are all pertinent factors in shutdowna. -
.Econontic data in the newspapers- cover up social data on tife
viability of certain organizations.

The legislation referred to above is .eAtitled the Voluntary Job
Preservation and 'Community Stabilization Act. Introduced on 1
March 1978, it provi es a fund Of $100 million a. year for seven
years: to be' loaned o eniployees.,out of work because, of plant
shutdown or relocaioif feasibility studies ihow that the firm
could be run succeisfully on the basis of employee ownership,
perhaps with(the help of the commuhity. There awl many examples
throughout the country of such' job-saving mechanisms, and.they
also have the advantage for the federal sovernment of saving the
immense costl of unemployment compensation, welfare and
health payments, and job-retraining programs. A recent study by .
the Department of Commerce, conorpic DeVelopment Admin-
istration praises employee-owned firms for their enhanced profits
and points to increased productivity, which has been substantiated
by case studies. Robert Strauss, former anti-inflation advisor to
the Oresident, told the Senate Finance Committee in JUly 1978 that
employee ownership was an important long term way to combat -
inflation, particularly . since it iwas connected to increased
productivity. The bill is aimed at communities, towns, and-I
neighborhoods where a shutdown 'means substantial individual, .

family, and community suffering. It reduces the burden of .
uneinployment On the local business network and avoids a decline
in the local tax baitjn a sense, it offers A new legislative paradigm 4/

for solving nationarproblems.

My owp intefest in employee ownership sterns from research on
the Israeli kibbutz. This research was funded by the Center foil)
Metropolitan Studies, as roost research in this area has been. The
kibbutz wa in fact the original inspiration for the legislative
criteria emphasized in this bill. In Israel, with its 100,000 members
in over 250 full-employment communities that are coMpletely
copperative and employee-owned, the kibbutz is far and away the
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largest successful example-of a voluntary democratic system that
takes care of the relationship between mental health and- the
economy. As our:society becomes so fragmented that a centralized
federal government can no longer solve our social and economic
problems, we must look to modest exKnples like the kibbutz for a
solution based on voluntary citizen cooperation. Strongly
embedded in the Israeli unionsmovement and its institutions, the
kibbutz is indeliendent of government subsidies for welfare,
unemployment, and many other social services. In our current and
impenefing times of social and econofnic distress and government
pull-back, such solutions ate likely to assume a crucial
iMportance. The present employee-ownership legislation repre-
sents the first appearance on the Congressional agenda of this
recognition.

In this conference the issue of justice has never really -been
faised. Yet, some seventy members .of the House of Representa-
tives consider justice a real, issue here, and the companion bill in
tkeSenate is supported by Senator Russell Long. I would like to
desert* this legislation in general terms, and then make clear its
connection with the objectives of thii conference. First of all, the
bill proposes that the Department of Commerce monitor
shutdown situations and then, by means of loans to employees or
to community groups, help them to purchase the plant. The
Economic Development Administration would also provide
techriical assistance to such groupsexplaining the program and
outlining the initial stepi to its achievement. Justice is an issue here
becaus-e we spend hundreds of millions of dollars every year so
that the Small Business Administration, Farmers Home Admin-
istration and the Department of Commerce can .shore up
businesses that are, for one reason or another, threatened with a
shutdoWn. On the other hand, we spend very little to help workers
and communities deal with a plant's closing once it occurs. So we
have a situation of inequity, onethat is Oersuading some of the
.members of Congress to support this legislation.

Gradually a pattern is emerging. Congressman Breckenridge has
pointed out that "ft has become clear that we cannot depend on
big business for either the preservation or expansion of
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employment." A study made by the House. SMall Busjness
Committee shows that froM 1969 through 19g0, 9ur economy
produced slightly over 9.5 million jobs, atid the -6ne thousand
largest corporations contributed less than one percent of them. In
tbis context, conglomerate acquisitions of small businesses may
reduce the potential for /employment growth. Therefore, part of
this proposed legislation will have to do with encouraging those
groups that rimy be willing to support employment growth. There
is a current myth that the job loss occurs because the winker is a
victim of his or her own inadequatty. In-the same way, we might
assume that a plant shmdown occurs because the plant has failed
.
in, a strictly economic sehse. Some research, as we have said,
however, indicates that in fact a Plant may close its doors because
of an unacceptable profit margin. For example, Sperry Rand
(which was studied by Whyte), closed their library furniture
factory 'in Herkimer, New York, not because it 4asti't making a
profit, but because it wasn't making a.profit large enough for the
conglomerate that Sperry Rand hoped to build. Some of the larger
macro-structural features involved in job loss and plant shutdown
will merit further discussions

In this conference an overblown attachment to convention has
surfaced, with the assuthption that the rules bf job loss in this
society all follow the same laws. This has led to an overemphasis
on the effects of job loss on the individual, and on the subsequent
problems 'to be dealt with. There may, however, be situations in
which job loss need not be experienced at all, and the loss of social
factors associated with work (not the least of which are the
supporr group, involvement in a union, seniority, and so on)
cannot be readily assessed sfatistically. Definitions of various
phases.of our research may in fact favor the status quo, tending to
excuse persons and groups from responsibility fQr their own
actions. Also, as you will see, job lossand especially in cases of
plant closingsshould be seen in thclarger-context of economic
and social developments. If we have no wish to be a part of an
academic group that is lagging behind Congress in its
conservatiim, we should be aware of what is happening in
Washington. Since this legislation was introduced, there has been

1 to
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conAdetable excited isui3port from Congress and, even sonte
studied etpressioni of Interest from the White House Domestic
Policy staff.

When sevehty members of Congress, the head of the kenate
Finance Committee, and the staff of a major economic committee'

_of the Congress all find themselves interested in the ways in wtiich
altern4tive forms of ownership can help to save, jobs, reduce
government dependence; mild promote employment and coMmut-
ity stabilitylLit is not en&mraging that our discussions here silo:Mid

.t center . on fhe status quo.--Will the status .quo of . mounting
unemployment, accompanied by the expansion of those lcing term
conditions that cause and feed it, respond to an assumption that it
is realistic to hope that unemployment I'cFarch 'will 1edd to new
remedial government Programs? I think ntit. The premise that the
academic community will define the problem, ascertaining the,
crucial 'correlations and areas of intervention, so that the
government can create innovative, bureaucratic scilutions is no
J

nity behind, in,tbat they recognize that problems
rolgionger valid. In a sense, the, bers of Congress have left the

acadeMic commu
/ !bust be deOned but that their solutions must be attainable by
i. citizen, . local, and cooperative endeavors, thus emphasizing

1
indigenous systems of social support, local self-reliance, and
resources released through social and economic cooperation. Such:
endeavors will increase human motivation and productivity by
recognizing that a citizen has% stake in ownership settings and in
participation in decision making. True, this is uncharted territorx,
yet its principles are based on values more in line with our
Conatitution than are bureaucracies, problein-defining hier-
arehies, and hand-outs. _. ,

..
,

\ i. l
It is important that we gengrate policy recomMgdations that

take into account these new asumptions. The Subcornmittee-,oh-

Economic Stabilization of the 14fise Banking Committeeheld
hearings on this matter on November 20, 1978 'and February 27,
1979. Research presented there will prevent the/ Cc:ingress from
sinwly acknowledging a new idea, forgetting that the. widespread

' effects of job loss or mental health, nqt juston the economy, must
be considered when similar hearings are held.
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Second; i'n terms of research, we are ilt a real dilemma: Because
-

, this kind of prograiii\ lerids itself to IrtilioiSkinistic persuasions,
you might say that this is one reason why we have obtained sd
many sponsors in a short period of time. l'eopee are searching for
new ideas. But the point is"that the federal government keeps no
record of plant shutdowns. Dun and Bradstreet keeps the record,

'but the actual number of workers affected, is the only important
-4 variable that is onlitted from that record. We need responsible ..

f esear,ch on the results of plant shutdowns and migration: effec
, on the family, on the individual, on tbe community. We belie. e
that individual arkcl community suffering folbws, and that .
suffering can be construed in the social-psychological terms We are
considering. But, on the other hiand, it can be interpreted in a
more structutalsense; that is,,in terms of a basic injustice, a ha'sic ,

inequality, something that we can't pick up at .001 level of
ignificance but something we can clearly recognize. We don't,

know how much of the population is beinr affected by plant
shutdowns, because goveinment researchers have not been funded
to work in this area. So that an important element of these anfl
further hearings is the presentation of a coherent research agenda

' to the Congress on this issue. It is crucial that we not remain tied
. to our old agendas and thus force a situation where new legislative

s initiatives are begun, defined, and carried through in this area with
-little benefit from the research meth1 od. Blit you can see that this
means a reorientation. It may not have been logical to study so
many facets of unemployment for so long without examining the
causes cif plant closings and the grave costt-tó the economy of,the
increased federal dependenceindividual and family Suffering

,
and multiplied community. Teactions. Without national statistics,
the .shntdown problem deffiands that our research take a more
problem-oriented apProach. Had we glefined ale problem of job
loss for ihe members of Congress in light of the obvious lack of
government resources, for intervention we now expect --iii 'the

coming decades, our research might now be more in the
mainstream of-our legislative work. Employee ownership is a new
idea in the U.S., and it is grossly. understudied. We do not know,
for example; what factors, make the difference between success
and failure in situations of employee ownership. We have not

-
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adequdtilyassissed the imponance .of social participation in
mandement Old of, the development -of a truly- democratic
brgatiization that will make employee ownership yield a higher
quality of orking life. Wlirte 190continually pointed is the fact
that employee-owned firms have failed in the United States
because economic success has often been accompanied by an
inability to cope with the social evolution of the organization.

-Third, f think we need to know the effect of economi,c
dislocation, not only on the individual anti on the family and tptt
the informal systems of sOcial support, but on formal systems of
social service. No matter what our present discussions centex on,
the Congress is going to be unwilling to foot the bill for
comprehensive bureaucratic solutions to the kind of problem that
concerns us. We must turn to the considergion of situations in
which an alteration in soCial relations,"mutualistic solutions, (what
Kenneth &Adding calls unrequited transfers) can present us.with a
social policy option. It.has been pointed out here that it will coit
$75 million in the next three years for social servicqs, welfare,
unemployment compensation, and so on, if Youngstbwn Steel
Sheet and Tube mill is not rescued. Given the fact that to rescue
Youngstown Sheet and Tube may take $500 million with federal
loan guarantees of only a fraction of that, the social overhead
involved in this situation is sizable and the effect of a niutualistic
solution like employee-community ownership, staggering.
Youngstown, fbr complex reasons, may not fully succeed, but it
illustrates the need. We should be seeking to establish those
economic and social relations that will permit people to solve their
own problems through self-reliance and cooperation, while
involving the felferal government only in an enabling role.'

The legislatthe under discussion is difficult to classify
ideologically: it has support from conservative Republicans, from
radical Democrats, and from liberalsthe sign of a growing
consensus on, a number of issues not classifiable according* tO
classic criteria. We need research to tell us what happens when you

1. It should be noted here that the Department of Housing and Urban Development has
rejected proposals for these loan guarantees. At this time,. July 1, 1979, it seems likely that
the project to rescue Ydungstown will not succed. Edito'rs' note.
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enhance a social support system and 'encourage self-reliance and
cooperation in solving of unemployment problems. We not only
do not know the answer; we do not know how to bring such
conditions about. But even as we try to fathom the meanihg and
effects of job loss, we have a responsibility to identify innovative

,( approaches that may prevent Nor, as long term alternatives, may
help to reduce it.

- 4
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STRATEGY AND PoLICY

GAR ALPEROVITZ

As a prefaceto this discussion, I should indicate that while
professionally I'm an econoinist, I am.also by avocation a lay
.therapist. So the linkage of issues that is herein propoSed is of
particularly great concern. . . .

11/4.

Although thle title of this paper seems to stress strategy and
policy, and although I'll refer to policy, I don't know how to talk
about policy in the abstract what I really think is important is
strategy. Thep are a numbeof policies that one could choose in
connection with resolving some of the issues 'we are considering,
but often they are either utopian and illusory, or what I call
"crackpot ameliorism." Policies can be' good, or bad, or beside
the point, unless you have a sense of what is strategic and what is
not

What we choose to work on, either explicit r implicitly,
depends von all of us hiving an assumption about the context in
which we are living and working, and,thus about what is or is not
strategic. -

My first point is that I think most of us haven't got a clue.about
how to aplicate the contextthat we essentially "remember the
future." Let me explain. Whit we think will happen, and
therefore what iS strategic, is in a very great sense a projection of
thklast period we lived through. It's' so difficult and terribly trying
to attempt to deal with the laiser, ccintextual issues that We simply
ride with the momentum of past intellectual and psychological
precepts. We remember the future.

405
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In my judgmentand we've been doing a lot of work op,
thisthis is probably the single mast inefficient, ineffective, and
illusory way to -think about the context we're now entering; ttnd
therefore to think about strategy, and finally to think About
policy. It won't work. I believe thsat unless we clarify our
assessment of NVhere we're going, in exiilicit terms, we may be
doing things that are beside the pointor worse;

I begin such an assessment with the basic judgmeictltat the final
quarter of the twentieth cerittn.y which we and other advanced
industrial societies are entering-is almost certain' to be radically
different from what we have come tO think` of as the normal
experience of our society. Now I want to elaborate on that, as it is
a major way of *breaking with the past. ,

fehe I post-war -boom, if you like, is over. Our panjular
advanced industrial capitalism is beginning to be encroached
upon, first, by the fact that Gerniany and Japan have rebuilt and
recaptured international mgrkets. Our period of substantial
hegemony in world markets is over. The trerid is- for more
difficulties imposed by competition in the world 'economy, and

,That means dislocation, runaway firms, more iworts, disrupted
communities, and unemployment.

On another. front, there has been a major change in world
resource patterns, with accompanying politiCal changes. Energy is
the most obvious example: we are now experiencing a period of
shortages which is novel in American history. The shortages are
compounded by the political capacity of third world nations _to
organize these resources. What this means for the forecast is that,
we now must fact Additional new sources( of instability, of
shortage, and of changes in real income. The forecast in the final
quarter of the century is for more rather than less of this. And this
in turn means,. given -,our failures to Manage neo-Keynesian
economics, inflation. It also means more unemployment because
we don't know how to deal with inflation. Itstineans a slowdown of
growth and a loss of real income; it means personal insecurity; and
rmally it means family deterioration, because of the squeeze that
inflation, higher taxes, unemplo'yment (and the threat of
unemployment) present to the family.

(
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I thiiii that, zoughly speaking, on these two frontsemploy-
ment and, inflationwe're likely to see more problems; of deeper
'severity, in the coming period and alsa slower growth, more
deçay, and the deepening failure of traditional policy mechanisms.
Real income wiI1 be extracted from the family through the tax
system and through higher prices, and the national need for more
capital will be experienced in this fashion, by the individual
Americalt family directly, as resources are tightened.

Along with this, I would argue that we will see a continued
deterioration of the ideology of American progressboth in the
larger, societal sense, and in the sense of whether an individual any
lohger feels in himself or ierself the great American dream of
upward rsonal escape an hope. The frontiers of economic,
contine al, or- intercontinental expiansionism are being dram4t-
ically er ded, and my owil assessment is that thUinal two decaoies
of the century in which We'll live out our active lives will continue,
to destroy that particular illusion. There will be no way out, even
though Jerry Brown and some other people are now looking for
space colonies, literally, as a-' way to get more employment in
California. I suspect that illusion, too, will go down--I hope
rather quickly.

I'm trying to paint this with broad strokes as a precondition of a
serious discussion of strategy. I think we first have to have a sense
of context emerging in the wake of the larger economic forces that
are moving in on us in the final 'quarter of this centUry. I'm an
optimist, believe it or not; but I think the context has to be looked
directly in the faee, or else we will go in the wrong direction.

We are already seeing not only the extraction of resources from
the family, but the increasing centralization of power. What this
means is that the concept of economic planning, with very large
centralized institutions (large public bureaucracies and large'

. &rporations) as a nexus, can only increase ,in the near term. We
already have a substantial degree of national economic planning in
energy. It is largely done through close cooperation of major
energy firms and public .bureaucracies, butelhe system is
substantially planned. ,We also have it now, unproclaimed, in
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steel, under the new steel plan; it is coming forward now
dramatically in -transportation; agriculture is a substantially
planned economy, as is the medical systemeven if the *mil is'
not used. But, in fact, the combination of incentives, regulation,
directives, inistrative control, and qualifications attached tolic
financing, is lanning system; and it is a system planned by very
large institutions. i.

The other side of that 'coin is that it's being done for good
re-ason. Not only is the system increasingly in need of
rationalizationobut the scarcity of resources foCieS, politically, the
need to cut costs and waste, and this in turn helps put together
tight planning systems which regulate more and more. So, too, do
unsolved national problems (such as energy) force this istue of
planning.

An additional side of the coin, as it were, is the individual as the
cog, or as "that which is administered" by the planning system. I
think this, too, is a trend which is likely to continue in the near
term.

Such are some of the emerging tendencies. Yet tendencies are
not the same as inevitabilities. The issue bebre us is: Is there any
way to begin to think through things that matter in our own
research which might relate to the emerging context (assuming the
picture I have painted is not totally in error), and which, above all,
might make a contribution to the solution of our, common
problems? We need to develop a sense of direction which will
allow us to be not totally on the, defensive. I think that much of
what we do intellectually is defensiveit's a response to failures;
it's a cleaning up in reaction to "problems." Even the
unemployment 'research is, in a way, reactive to the dislocation
phenomenon and the deepening unemployment;

While we must At* defensive reactions that contribute to the
understanding of the need for defenses, such work does not reach
to that part of human activity which bespeaks a positive initiative.
I believe we must begin to act in ways which take the initiative for
a set of affirmative goals which transcend the immediate reactive
Phenomenon.
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Now that's very _difficult. I would say, however, that virtually
every adyanced industrial country has in the last 15' years gone
through a jolting,, difficult uneven process of reaction to
inflation, clislocation, and centralization, and also has begun to
reconstitute a positive, progressive, or leftward movement, too;
The attempts abroad to build both from resistance to problems
and from positive initiatives, halting as they are, very often have
mixed decentralization and issues of conservation with old
economic ideas, in ways which have not yet reached to the forme
crystallization of a positive vision. Yet, there is a strengthening of
groups which are attempting to look progressively beyond reform
and 'amelioration to transformation of the economic system, whh
perhaps a lag, in this country, of, say, 15 yeats. It's a very slow
and messy business. In other words, the dreary trends and first
(conservative) reactions.to the emerging context are not necessarily
the end of the story; not at all. I would not be surprised (in fact I
think it very likely) if, in the wake of failure, we begin slowly. to
build a new, longer term, positive politics. It is a politics which will
be very different, in the final quarter of the century, from the
politics of the post-war boom period which was goverifed by the
success and progress of expansion. There is a need, if we ar to.
build, to begin to contribute to a positive vision and positive
strategy beyond the purely defensive in the emerging period.

Now what does this all mean to people like us, and how does
this relate to the kinds of research issues which have been talked
about at this conference?

First,, it seems to me that if there is anything to the forecast I've
offered, one thing one has to recognize is that the political
strategies of the 1950s and' 1 960s are probably a dead end. For
instance, unemployment per se is an issue which is, taken by itself,
passe. This is not to say that we shouldn't be concerned with
unemployment, but that in a couple of senses the concept in
general is na, longer a completely' üseful way to relate what

--individuAls experience in personal life to the larger economic
issues. Furthermore, politically, when the issue is posed, this way,
it is a minority issue of very small importance. This is sad but true.

'The issue of general unemployment does not relate the concerns of
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the most disadvantaged to the broader experiences of the vast
majority. We are in danger, by focusing on unemployment alone,
of over-simplifying and of doing what we did in the 1960sOich
w1s to divide the society between, roughly, the tiny black minority

a d the vaqt white majority. That division, now along the lines of

employed versus the unemployed, is roughly nine lo one, perhafts
eight to one. This way of characterizing our difficulties inherently
forces those concerned to be strategically defensive..I do not mean

that the issue of unemployment does not produce anxiety. It does,

as does the fearof unemployment (and I don't know how much
research work has really been done' on this, .but I know it'
endemic: the feeling that you may be next, or your brother, or
your uncle, or your neighbor, and "when is it going" to hit my
family?"). My main point is that unemployment as a general

. intellectual category is, in many ways, at a dead end. What I
would substitute for it, and I think it absolutely crucial if we are to

get beyond a defensive strategy, is a concept which unites the vast
majority in a common effort, and also helps both those who are
hurt the most and those who are hurt, but hurt less.

In this connection, what both our research and our political
activity have suggested is that the historimoncept of community is

a terribly powerful intellectual and strategic category; probably

the most powerful political category, I would argue, in theitoming
difficulties. It works in several ways. We've done alot of work in
YoungstoWn, Ohio, recently, where a New Orleans-based shipping
company bought up a st#1 mill which, for generations, had been

owned by ptople in thallommunity. One day the New Orleans
company announced three hours befote closing that 5,000 people

no longer had jobs. The muhiplier minimally is twothe ripple
c effect moves it up to three. -We had 15,000 jobs in Ohio which

were probably affected by that decision. Family size minimally is

three and a half so that on one day in September, "Black .
!.Monday"-they call it, at least 50,000 people's lives were affected
by a decision made in New Orleans. T

Secondly, the small businessmen, the retailers, the school
teachers, began to Air the implications for their commpoity.
Menial health problems, racial tensions;-"Tharital problems,

I
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alcoholismall increased. The economic base is sinking, and itv
will fall dramatically when the supplethental unemploymeht
benefits, and trade adjustment allowances run out and the
recession strikes home.

That means, too, that the tax base goes down and taxpayer
problems go up. The so-called conservatives who worry about
taxesseen not in the narrow blinders of right versus left 'but as
members of the community who are concerned abdut 'the larger
way in which capital is extracted through taxesall of a sudden
are now members of a coOmunity of common concern. The whole
communitywith one -Or two major exceptions, primarily the
large steel companies governed by Pittsburgh and elsewhereis a
substantially unified group with a common concern transcending
tbe historic diVisions of left and right: all are in 'reality
dramatically affected by the pulling of the plug on the 'local
economy. The:high there are deceptions, the notion that the
community as a whole is in it together inherently unites.

In attempting to set up a community/worker-owned steel mill
for 5,000 woikers, what people in Youngstown want from
Washington is capital and teehnical assistance, some purchasing
of products, and market assistance. All these are part of a
planning system. Despite the local decentralization aspect, there is
no way out of itit's a planning system which begins with the.
crirrion of community health first and builds its way up to an
aggregate of national full employment.

In this reversal of values, it poses a fundamental alternative to
the other planning system, whiCh now, nationally, is to eliminate
steel capacity in steel towns like Youngstown. And in this sense; it
helps us to begin to think of both strategY and policy in a concrete
sense.

Youngstown has . probably received much more national
tttention than other similar communities, but it is not a unique
prob1eni,-.1 sometimes say that what has happened there is a
dramatic heart attack. But throughout the Northeast, the upper
Midwest, and many parts of the southern Midwest, a good part of
the Southeast, and even the far West, there is a slower cancer of
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communities being affected by the pull-out of firms, the
shutdowns, the difficulties which hit with trade dislocation and
environmental conflicts. The effects of geneialized unemployment
are seen, as they are visited on specific communities. You find an
economic cancer spreading which people understand destroys very
directly the underpinnings of community life.

The great strategic issue before us is, as I have said, how to
unify the larger grouping of us all, at least in a beginning wayof
the communityof the vast majority, rather than merely the ten
percent.

I want to relate this to the contextual issue, and emphasize it. In
the coming era of deepening economic difficulties, and in a period
when the traditional neo-Keynesian economic solutions cannot
work-6r as President Kennedy used to say, in a period when the
high tide of full employment no longer raises all the boats,because
there is no such thing as the high tide of employment (and lots of
leaky boats)in this context, the experience of selected
communities being wiped out, with no 'national solutions being
offered, some form of Youngstown is / likely to become the
common day-to-day experience of increasing numbers of citens.
Hence, the experience of the community as "in it together" is
bound to grow. And, the possibility of beginning to develop new
strategies from this basic experience is thus before us.

Look around the country. It is amazing how quickly people
understand. It is not difficult to understand what I'm talking
about. It is deep in the experienee of ordinary citizens, ,and not
hard to talk aboutthe feeling that maybe your cOmmunity will
be next, in fact,- maybe it's already been hit. In particular, this is
clear to religious groupingsfor example the ministers, priests,
and rabbis who have been involved in Youngstown. Now if you're

p context in which this is likely to be a growing experience, and

in which the traditional solution of "full employment" is blocked,
then the context sets for us the strategic problern of how to deal
with communities. Politically, it also presents, the solution to the
problem of how to transcend the categories- of minorities versus
majorities, we are able to reach toward the 'much more inclusive
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notion of community,--and within t at conCept, a proportionately
expanded-support for-those-most-dvantaged.-

Economically, this poses the concrete issues of jobs, of a
productive economy, and of the targeting of economic strategies
to yen; speCific local communitiesand this, in itself, also poses
the question of some form of planning. There's ao way you can do
what is needed without it. However, if you're going to produce
community full employment rather than simply full employment
nationally, it is of strategic importance to note that what the
community needs is so obvious that even traditional conservative
gr ps must demand in Youngstown what amounts to national

onomic planning based on the needs of the local -community.

So the context forces the very fundamental case for planning,
and it reduees it to some very basic local and moral criteria which
ought to be part of the understanding of , our politics and our
general policies in coming years. The fundamental criterion of the
kind of planning we need is the health of -our communities.

I am also convinced that politically it is very important tç speak
not simply negatively but of the positive goals ofJ decent
communities. Here let me discusl briefly the relat issue of
positive mental health. Some of you may have read Studs Terkel's
book Working. It opens with a steelworker who tells you about
the degradation of life as a mule, as he calls himself. The book
closes with a wonderful discussion by a fireman. He talks about
his work as a public iervant and as a member of a community of
work and a community of service in the most fascinating,
unalienated, non-anomic wayin ordinary, day-to-day American
proseabout what it means to do something with peoplewho
care, of a serving life, of dealing with something a community
obviously needs. To read that day-to-day prose is to offer yourself
a sense of what positive mental health is all -about.

Again, I don't know how much research work can be done here,
but I have argued in a, prior presentation that one of our majoi
tasks is. the elaboration of the elements of what might be
incorporated in a positive view of what would be required for true
mental. health. It is enough to have jobs? Jobs which have
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meaning? Or what ,does it mean to have a, job which makes a
contabution? What does it mean not to make napalm but to be a
fireman? 'What is the contribution to mental health when one
begins to consider factors that go beyond how to make decisions at
tke workplace to what the product is, to whether or not it poisons
tfie air, to whether or not one is contributing in a positive way to
the ongoing development of a decent society?'

So limited is our vision in America, these days,/ that these
questions come as surprises, or not at all in practke. I beg to
remind you that some two-thirds of the world faces such questions
constantly when it thinks about economic development. I am
conviuved that in the next ten years these kinds of issues are likely

to deepen in our own discussion. But we need to have a vision so
we can begin to direct serious professional work at what it really
means to develop a positive concept of mental health in this larger
sense.

Ultimately, the i'ssue is both individual and collective: we need
to think not merely of how to .prevent future Youngstown's, but
how to build positively in all our communities. It is terribly
important. And I think that it's all very practical. What we found
through our Youngstown experience is that the deeper value
issuesthe issues of community, whether a decent job is there,
whether one participatesare also terribly powerful economic and
political forces. They are not utopian. There is nothing as practical

as unifying a commimity around a set of:values that people shore

which allows them. to act together.

I would say more broadly (here I am being an historian) that
unless we are able to piece together what it takes eo think
intelligently about a new .positive direction, we are )t,robably
always going to be on the defensive; and in the context we're
facing, we will.lose. It will be a bleak future. So I think it's terribly
practical to begin to develop a concrete vision. I don't think we're
going to do what is necessary without this kind of work. So I
would divert some intellectual attention, at least, fo this task.

I've said enough to give you a feeling for the kind of
contribution that I think needs to be worked on. Now I want to
ft
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give a little warning about some of the difficulties, and then briefly
elaborate a series of propositions for discussion.

One difficulty i that politicians seem necessarily to grasp onto
every new fad. It is our task to let them see the ''potential dynamic'
of the community theme. I've spent a lot of time with very
high-level people in the White House who "know all the
arguments," and will d "what they can." They will use some
rhetoric and take a little piece of something, and maybe a couple
o( secondary actionsand all this is very important. It offers
some legitimacy. People sense the need for community, the need
for decent responses.

'In addition to the concept of communityor community full
employment, or community stabilization (as the Kostmayer
legislation calls it), or the health of community, or the.economy of
a community--:-being strategic, in the emçrging context? I would
suggest that there are also two critical economic and two political,
personal, and institutional questions. Very briefly, the first of
these has to do with inflation.

Inflation is indeed a concern of the vast majority. It is an issue
which intellectually has been virtually dominated by conservative
thought, yet it is- an issue which strikes most families, directly,
most of the time. Garry Wills' book Nixon Agonistes gives a ver/
vivid portrayal of the way inflation undercuts family security and
defines the contexi in which resentibent occurs-in an amorphous,
all-encircling way. We would b*-gollty of selective disattention
were we to think the economy is oot doing this steadily all about us
right now.

One key pressure which supports a budget-cutting, scapegoating
politics is inflation. In rereading the history of the Weimar
Republic (aq,d I do not think America is in the Weimar period), it
is very instructive to see what inflation does to the psychology of
the ordinary citizen. What it does is to open personality structures
to insecurity, to demagogic solutions politically, to racism. The
intellectual qoestions which are posed by this phenomenon ve
hear very littleAbout in the academic world these days; Pet I think
they are central questions as to ,whather we can make a serious
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political response tohe coming economic context. So I urge great

attention to them, ant particularly to inflation in the things that
matter most, to the basic necessities of lifefood, housing, health

care, .energynot general inflatiOn, not inflation of privkte jet
airplanes or of the "Phillips curve." The rising cot of things that
families experience directly in effect shapes a substantial part of
the anxiety patterns okhese families, and is an absolutely essential
concern.

I thinlc, also, and here t sgeak politically again, that there are
ways to talk about contro ng inflation in the basic necessities of
life whattstonscend the Phillips curve, and get you out of the
majority-minority bind. Inflation is a uniting issue, and it is an
issue of great egalitariad concern if properly posed. A progressive
strategy which attempts to control inflation in the necessities of
life, in fact, unites the vast majority. The targets of tharstrategy
end up to be energy firms, major agribusiness concerns, the
medical complex (and some insurance firms), and interest rates
and developers. But a strategy based on controlling inflation in the
necessities unites the vast majority, rather than splitting theni
along the lines or the poor versus the unemployed. Nor does a
specific demand that energy prices be controlled lead to
budget-cutting as an illusionary answer to generalized -inflation.

And, by stressing common equity, it builds towards common
purpose, hence, community.

The second area is alsp economic, but it has to do with whether
or not the vision of conservation (rather than consumerism) can be

seen as a way to organize not only economic phenomena but
personal life and attitude's as well, The growing conservation
movement, the ecology movement (which I remind you was a
conservative movement originally and has now been taken up by
people who don't consider themselves conservative), is again a
uniting force and terribly important in the period of scarcim in the

- final quarter of this century. Whether or not people are
bombarded constantly by an economy which requires them to
satisfy their needs (or thought-to-be needs), or anxieties by

consumption and ever more purchases cand thereby squeezes the
family budget because of the need to purchase those things as bad
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proxies for psychological satisfaction); or whether we dan begin to
,look more directly at the phenomenon of limited resources and

develop strategieS to address it, is the key questiod. To articulate
the psychological issues' is a requirement, ultimately, of a serious
response.

The final two bmerging issues of the new cont41 havito do with
the steady expansion of individual responsibility in economic
activity, and with democracy itSelf. We see the possibility of a new
role for the individual in the worker self-management, the
worker-community movement, the corops, the food-buying clubs,
etc., in a variety of attempts to get the individual rather than the
giant institution more involved in actual decision making in
economic affairs. t would -urge that more work be done on the
positive contribution that this can 'flake in people's livesself-
management, and so forth, n'ot only in the economy but arhone
aspect of the r,econstitution of positive mental health.

Another way to state this is that there is a very great need to
extend participation to economic issues. It is more important,
1nore dramatic; as we epter a period of increasing centralitation
and & potential for repression. The oily way to turn the trend
around is through a careful extension of democracy to the
economydefining the issues in their widest; majoritarian sense,
and carefully articulating in our research the linkages between
these purposes.

The last proposition is somewhat more general. Our particular
advanced, industrial capitalism is the only one in which the
working class is subitantially (rather than marginally) clivided
along racial lines. Let me pose the race issue in its most dramatic
form:, it isn°t just that black people are being dealt with
inequitably. I3ecause of the numbers, it is easier in this country
than in most others to split the va4 majority by accentuating racial
differences in a context when there is dramatic need for
scapegoats.

What we're really saying is that in the context we're entering,
one of the absolutely fundamental requirements is to build a vision
and a strategy which unite the vast majority. If this is so; then
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what we call research and programs must relate to that need. A
fundamental, not a secondary, question is how to unite-the vast
majority in a context in which scapegoating is inevitable, and in
which the vast majority is racially split. So that inherent in the
issue of community and the issue of ba0c necessitiei of life is the
issue of unifying the vast majority around common positive goals,,
We Inuit find ways in which to deal both with the needs of every
day life of the majority and the needs of the dispossessed and
alienated. A requirement for a program is that it systematically
begin to bridge these needs, in an alliance sense and a
programmatic sense. To look at only one or the other is to miss the
central political problem of the larger context. Within the
indiyidual, the question of meaning.and purpose, I hold, furn on
whether what one personally does relates to larger; Meaningful,
positive goals sliared by others.

Those are the basic propositions: the need for community and
econom.ic health, and programs that might Make this real; the
need foi dealing with inflation in 'a way that unites the vast
majority around values, around the basic necessities of life; the
recognition that conservation is a requirement that we must begin
to factor into our economic apd psychological research and
programs; the need to deepen individual responsibility; and
finally, the extension of democracy, both to tile politics.and to the
economic system.

Now, I agree tliis is a tall order. If the assessment I ha;le offered
of the emerging context is at all realistic, and if the assessment of
the initial responses of greater conservatism, if not inevitable, at
least in the near term, is at all realistic, then one of the primary
guidelines for-our common activity must be .to find a way to unify
us further in common purpose. This is another way to say what
I've already said: that we must begin 'tb see our research and ow
politics wilted along wliat'svimportant and -strategic and what is

not. So I urge upon us all as Creators of the ,new
ideologYcraftsmen, architects, as it wereto look at how indeed

we can find ways to work together to construct research and
strategies that reach out from the -difficult, defensive tasks to
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build, positively,_townd more interpersonal and community
relationships.

If it is true that we must hang together or hang separately, then
the construction of this community of enterprise is also critical. It.
is very difficult for all of us, particularly when we, do research,
because we are used to doirig our own thing and not finding wayg
to link our work.

This conference 'provides one way to begin. So I'm offering that
as a challenge in our own lives and not in the abstract: learning to
work together must itself be on our general research agenda if we
areto return to my topicto achieve strategy and, finally,

: programs which in fact deal with the realities 'of this new and most
difficult period in' our economic history.

Tlie alternative is political, moral, and, finally, personal
irrelevance' to the concerns of the vast majority V our fellow
citizens.
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